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1.0 SUMMARY MINUTES 

This annual meeting of the Canadian Advisory 
Committee on Remote Sensing (CACRS) took place 
at Cornwall, Ontario, April 21-24, 1987. The 
attendees included the provincial representa
tives, chairpersons of the CACRS Working 
Groups, a wide representation of the remote 
sensing community in Canada, and invited 
speakers from industry. 

General Topic of the Meeting 

The theme of the meeting was "A Strategy to 
Develop Canadian Remote Sensing Capabilities 
for the Future" however, through consensus 
among CACRS members, discussion focussed on 
the specific issue of how the emergence of 
Geographic Information System technologies 
would affect the future development of remote 
sensing. Emphasis was also placed on the 
impact of a revised CACRS structure, the 
Canadian Advisory Council on Remote Sensing, 
on future developments in the national remote 
sensing program. 

April 22 - General Business 

Under the guidance of the general chairperson 
of the meeting, Lyn Arsenault, the day was 
given over to presentations by CCRS, the pro
vincial representatives, and the Working 
Groups on significant events in 1986 and 
recommendations for the future. 

Dr. Art Collin, Special Advisor to the Privy 
Council Office, led off with an overview of 
the Space Plan and the role expected of the 
Canadian Space Agency in its implementation. 
It is likely that the ground segment of remote 
sensing programs would remain within the cur
rent departments but that space programs such 
as RADARSAT, would be included in the new 

· agency. 

Mr. Les Whitney presented a proposal for the 
restructuring of CACRS. Essentially the dif
ference would be an emphasis on the participa
tion of industry in the proposed Canadian 
Advisory Council on Remote Sensing, an empha
sis supported by the recently approved 
National Science and Technology Policy. The 
Council, reporting to the Minister of State 
for Forestry and Mines, would be composed of 
about a dozen members chaired from industry. 
Three studying committees would report to this 
Council; the Inter-Provincial/Territorial 
Advisory Committee (now IPTASC), an 
Application/Methodology Committee and an 
Industrial Relations Cammi t tee. The Councils 
annual schedule of meetings would coincide 
with the federal governments planning cycle to 
ensure the greatest impact of the new CACRS' 
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advice on remote sensing plans and policies. 
The new Council structure would eliminate the 
current annual meeting. There was consider
able reaction to the proposal, focussing on: 
the uncertain future of the current Working 
Groups, potential changes to the memberhsip of 
IPTASC as a committee reporting to a federal 
Minister, a perceived reduction in representa
tion from users, and a concern that the infor
mation exchange and joint project coordination 
benefits of the old CACRS could be impeded by 
the more formal structure of the new Council. 
These concerns were further addressed in the 
recommendations coming from the April 23 
Workshops. 

CCRS staff gave presentations on current 
issues with emphasis on the new satellite data 
archive policy, efforts to increase industrial 
participation in both airborne and satellite 
operations, and the recently funded Radar Data 
Development Program (RDDP) designed to prepare 
researchers and operational users for the 
exploitation of data from the microwave remote 
sensing satellites of the 1990's. 

Provincial reports and recommendations were 
highlighted by Mr. Bill Best, who emphasized 
concerns about reductions in the number of 
products now available and about delays in the 
SPOT program. 

The Working Groups reports, summarized by 
Dr. Richard Protz, Dr. Barry Goodison and 
Dr. David Goodenough, also expressed concern 
about delays in research with SPOT data but on 
the whole were optimistic about the vigour 
current and planned remote sensing programs. 

The guest banquet speaker was 
Mr. Pierre Bescond, President of SPOT Image 
Corporation, who gave an overview of SPOT 
Image's experience in the commercialization of 
remote sensing and also presented his views on 
future developments. 

April 23-24 - Panel and Workshops 

The plenary session was addressed by members 
of a panel from industry, chaired by 
Mr. Lee Godby, who gave their views on the 
development of remote sensing and Geographic 
Information System (GIS) technologies. 

Mr. Bob Barker, Director of Commercial 
Applications, SPOT Image Corporation, gave an 
overview off the history of commercial appli
cations in remote sensing, concentrating on 
the forest industry in the United States. In 
his view the acceptance by managers of 
Management Information System methods in the 
late 1960's was the key development that pro
moted the growth of remote sensing and GIS 



technologies. Delays in exploiting LANDSAT 
data were due in pa rt to the first satellite 
being launched several years before GIS tech
nology caught up and could assist in managing 
the plethora of data generated. An effective 
GIS must include image, descriptive and "line 
map" data and integrate these to be effective 
in giving the manager reliable information. 
He suggested that the remote sensing industry 
concentrate on developing digital image data 
as distinct data-base, which combined with 
descriptive and "line map" data will give 
modellers the tool they need to reduce the 
number of assumptions that go into long range 
resource management planning models, 
especially given the ability to update these 
data on a yearly basis at low cost. If the 
manager is confident in his database he will 
invest in remote sensing. 

Alex Miller, President of ESRI Canada, talked 
on Geographic Information Systems under four 
topics heading: 

State-of-the-Art 

The integration of GIS with "operational" 
management information systems is the key to 
success in the municipal and resource manage
ment sectors. GIS software vendors have 
become more independant. While Tectronics 
Graphics is still the de facto standard for 
displays, P.C.-based systems are now starting 
to use bit-map graphics. The biggest problem 
is the lack of data structure standards 
leading to the proliferation of data exchange 
formats among GIS. 

Coming on line (6 months) 

There will be significant technical advances 
in 1987 with more sophisticated user inter
faces and fourth generation languages at the 
macro level to help users customize these 
interfaces, with cheaper highe'r resolution 
(e.g. 1024 x 768) graphics and with more 
powerful mini computer. He also expected that 
international data exchange standards would be 
well advanced. 

Future 

Distributed data exchange technologies will 
facilitate the integration of GIS databases 
and within five years, high speed wide-area 
networks using fibre optics or satellite links 
will allow their distributed databases to 
reach their potential as a tool for decision
making. 

Remote Sensing Integration with GIS 

There is no clear answer to optimal integra
tion of remote sensing and GIS, al though new 
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display technologies that will overlay vector 
and image data simultaneously are an encour
aging development. 

Dr. Leo Sayn-Wittgenstein, President of 
Dendron Resource Surveys Ltd. spoke on the 
integration of remote sensing information with 
GIS, citing many practical examples of inte
grated information systems. Remote sensing is 
just one, albeit important, set of data for 
the rapidly expanding GIS technology and will 
not effect the pace of GIS proliferation. GIS 
puts data closer to the decision-making pro
cess therefore higher standards for data 
quality are critical because of the consequen
ces to the manager of making a poor decision. 
The remote sensing community must therefore 
concentrate on delivering high quality data. 
Since government agencies are leaders in 
resource information technologies in Canada 
they must be persuaded. Some groups, often 
those concerned with the "accuracy" of data 
who have resisted the use of remote sensing in 
the past are those who control GIS. The high 
resolution data from SPOT has recently evolved 
great interest from cartographers and should 
make remote sensing data a more attractive 
data source. 

Dr. David Goodenough summarized the issues 
raised and talked on the basic technical pro
blems to be overcome in integrating remote 
sensing into GIS. Problems included 
"labelling" of classifications from different 
data sources, movement between data structures 
of IAS and GIS, and interface between symbolic 
reasoning and numerical processing. Expert 
systems should assist in addressing these 
problem within five years. 

The plenary group was broken into six working 
groups to make recommendations on the role and 
organizational substructure of the new 
Canadian Advisory Council on Remote Sensing in 
developing and implementing strategies for new 
technologies. 

WORKSHOPS RECOMMENDATIONS 

The first group, chaired by 
Dr. David Goodenough, recommended that the 
Working Group structure of CACRS be retained 
and that the chairpersons of Working Groups 
form one of two committees reporting to the 
Council, the other being IPTASC. This group 
also recommended that there should be an 
annual meeting similar in size and composition 
to that of the current CACRS and in conjunc
tion with the Canadian Remote Sensing 
Symposium if possible. 

The second group's recommendations, presented 
by Dr. Peter Murtha, were to make fundamental 
changes to the Council structure, eliminating 



suppliers and with equal representation from 
government, the user industries and uni versi
ties. The Council would consider policy 
matters only; technical advice to CCRS would 
flow directly to CCRS from Working Groups. 
This group also recommended that CCRS put much 
greater emphasis on supporting training and 
research in the universities. CCRS should 
adopt a contracting-out policy in support of 
university research in remote sensing. 

The third group, chaired by 
Mr. Jean-Claude Henein, concentrated on means 
to increase the proficiency of Canadian agen
cies in the use of GIS. They recommended that 
an ad-hoc study group be established, 
reporting to the Applications/Methodology 
Committee of CACRS. This study group would be 
chaired by a user and include users at the 
policy and operational level, modellers, data
base managers, vendors and educators. Commu
nication with the other two Committees of 
CACRS would be encouraged in order to involve 
a wide range of users and suppliers. 

The fourth group, chaired by 
Mr. John Wightman, recommended that the terms 
of reference of each Council member should be 
defined in consultation with the constituents 
to which they report or represent. They also 
recommended that the chairperson of the 
Canadian Remote Sensing Training Institute be 
an ad-hoc member of the Council. On the issue 
of integrating remote sensing data into GIS 
they proposed that an ad-hoc Working Group be 
formed, involving federal and provincial agen
cies, to work towards networking from the user 
point of view. The development of a Canadian 
GTS database catalogue was seen as a first 
tas k of the ad-hoc Group. This group agreed 
with the second group that policy and techni
cal advice must be separated under the new 
Council to ensure an effective feedback 
mechanism to CCRS. 

The fifth group, chaired by Dr. Bob O'Neil, 
addressed the development of airborne sensors 
and processing facilities. They recommended 
an ad-hoc Working Group, chaired from 
industry, with participation from sensor 
development and data acquisition companies, 
the research and user communities, and the 
universities. The Working Group would promote 
the exchange of non-proprietary information 
within the sensor industry and university and 
government laboratories, and would advise 
federal agencies on instrument development and 
assessment requirements. 

The sixth group, represented by 
Dr. Susan Till, recommended that Working Group 
chairpersons should normally be comm! ttee 
members, except for IPTASC. Membership should 
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represent, where possible, in industry, 
government departments, uni ve rsi ties and pro
vincial/territorial agencies. The terms of 
reference of the new Council should be further 
reviewed by CACRS members and the Working 
Group chairpersons should be asked to advise 
the Minister on the structure and membership 
of the new Coun::il. Existing Working Groups 
should be reviewed to see if renewal would be 
useful. A new Working Group should be set up 
to recommend sensor development policy. Com
munication among the Working Groups must be 
facilitated, one approach being to hold 
several Groups meetings at the same time, such 
as at the Canadian Remote Sensing Symposium. 



2.0 THE CANADIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 
REMOTE SENSING (CACRS) 

Introduction 

The Canadian Advisory Committee on Remote 
Sensing (CACRS) was established in January 
1972 to effect the development of a national 
program of remote sensing. Membership in the 
committee comprises representatives of provin
cial and federal organizations, industry and 
universities. Most members represent a 
government agency or national working group 
and thus ensure a broad representation of 
users, scientists and technologists. Annual 
meetings are held to review programs and make 
recommendations. 

Terms of Reference of CACRS 

The Canadian Advisory Committee on Remote 
Sensing has the following purposes: 

1. Advising and assisting the Government of 
Canada, through the Minister of Energy, 
Mines and Resources, in meeting the 
objectives of the national program of 
remote sensing, by assessing national 
needs and capabilities and making recom
mendations regarding existing and proposed 
programs funded by EMR. 

2. Advising and assisting all participants in 
the national program of remote sensing in 
the application of remote sensing tech
niques to the nation's resource management 
systems by: 

studying the need for technology trans
fer to the end-user and industry; 

promoting the active participation of 
interested parties in the execution of 
such transfer, and facilitating the 
coordination of their efforts; 

evaluating the results. 

3. Promoting the development and diffusion of 
remote sensing methods and applications 
by: 

promoting 
activity; 

research and development 

exchanging scientific and technical 
information; 

organizing conferences, seminars, and 
training courses. 
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Structure of CACRS 

The Canadian Advisory Committee on Remote 
Sensing is structured as follows: 

Chairperson: 

Executive: 

IPTASC: 

Working Groups: 

Secretariat: 

Director General, CCRS 

An executive 
established 

committee was 
in 1981 with 

terms of reference and struc
ture described immediately 
below. 

The Interprovincial/ 
Territorial Advisory Subcom
mittee on CACRS is a body of 
representatives appointed to 
CACRS on the recommendation 
of the provinces and 
territories. 

CACRS established such 
working groups as it deems 
necessary to carry out its 
work. 

Some of the groups may oper
ate on an ongoing basis, 
while others may be ad hoc 
groups appointed to carry out 
a specific task and then 
disbanded upon completion of 
the task, 

Provided by CACRS, 

Terms of Reference of the CACRS Executive 

The Canadian Advisory Committee on Remote 
Sensing has an Executive with the following 
functions: 

1. To analyze and rank, in order of priority, 
the recommendations of CACRS; 

2. To decide on realistic methods of 
implementing these recommendations; 

3. To review and approve the work plans of 
the working groups and to provide guidance 
to improve effectiveness; 

4. To approve the establishment and terms of 
reference of limited-life working groups 
to meet specific needs; 

5. To oversee special studies; 

6. To prepare plans for and to oversee the 
reorganization or evolution of CACRS; 



7. To plan and coordinate the organization of 
the annual CACRS meeting; 

8. To approve a summary of the results and 
recommendations of the annual CACRS 
meeting for transmittal to a higher 
authority (i.e. Inter agency Committee on 
Remote Sensing (IACRS) in the case of the 
federal government); 

9 . To review the above-lJsted Terms of 
Reference at the CACRS annual meeting. 

Structure of the CACRS Executive 

The representation on the CACRS Executive is 
as follows: 

Chairperson: Director General, CCRS. 

Provinces: Chairperson, Vice
Chairperson, and Past Chair
person, IPTASC (Inter
provincial/Territorial 
Advisory Committee of 
CACRS). 

Working Groups: Two representatives elected 
by the working group chair
person, to be appointed for a 
two-year term. 

Industry: 

Universities: 

A representative of Canadian 
industry may be invited on an 
as-required basis to address 
a particular agenda item at 
an Executive meeting. 

The Chairperson, 
Working Group. 

Education 
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3.0 

3.1 

3 .2 

3.2.1 

3 .2 .2 

3 .2 .3 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF CACRS 

These recommendations are drawn from 
the reports of the provinces, the 
working groups, the specialty groups 
and the universities to CACRS. They 
were reviewed by the CACRS Executive 
on April 24, 1987, and their 
responses, expanded on in some cases 
by the CACRS secretariat, is given 
below. 

Recommendation of IPTASC 

That the past Chairperson of IPTASC be 
added to the new Canadian Advisory 
Counci 1 on Remote Sensing to ensure 
regional representatioP and a na tional 
perspective. 

- IPTASC 

CC RS will propose that provincial par
ticipation in the new Council 
structure be increased, 

Data Access and Dissemination 

The Forestry Working Group has one 
major recommendation for CACRS: "That 
CCRS work towards maximizing the dis
semination of satellite data through 
developmen t of on-line access to 
s atellite data for all users," 

- Forestry 

It would be too costly to implement 
this recommendation within the next 
five years at least for high resolu
tion data. CCRS will monitor and 
develop technology towards this as a 
long t erm goal, However, CCRS plans 
to introduce optical archive media by 
1990, which should prove suitable for 
on-line access in the future. 

SPOT orders 
and failure 
communicate 
customers. 

- Alberta 

have remained unfilled, 
to provide products or 

problems has discouraged 

Early problems in SPOT production are 
acknowledged by CCRS and are now being 
resolved. 

That access to SPOT data of 
New Brunswick be improved. 

- New Brunswick 

3.2.4 

3.2.S 

3 ,2 .6 
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SPOT production is now fully opera
tional at Prince Albert and should 
provide acceptable data access. 

That CCRS improve the quality of the 
reference imagery (presently fiche) to 
assist the user in the ordering of 
imagery. As part of the CCRS 
marketing strategy, an alternate pro
duct to fiche is suggested that would 
improve the determination of image 
quality, the scene limits and in the 
case of TM products, the quadrant 
boundaries. 

- Nova Scotia 

CCRS is currently investigating media 
and methodologies to improve access to 
data. An example of this is the eval
uation of op t ical disks as an 
alternative to fiche. 

Dr. s. Pala of the Ontario Centre for 
Remote Sensing and D. Jobin of 
A.J. Robinson and Associates Inc. urge 
that every effort be used to improve 
the delivery time of TM data. 
Dr. Pala further recommends that the 
scheduled price increases for LANDSAT 
products be withdrawn, because they 
act as a deterrent to the use of the 
data. 

- Ontario 

CCRS will make every effort to improve 
deli very times. CCRS cannot change 
the current price schedules until the 
commercialization issue is resolved, 
hopefully by January, 1988. 

Nous aimerions recommander au Centre 
canadien de teledetection de faire en 
sorte de pouvoir reporter a l'ete 
1987, et au meme tarif, les survols 
commandes en 1986 et non realises par 
suite des mauvaises conditions clima
tiques. Le laboratoire de teledetec
tion de l'Universite du Quebec a 
Chicoutimi (UQAC) a unimportant pro
jet de climatologie urbaine et de 
thermographie forestiere a completer 
en 1987-88 a partir d'une commande de 
survols restee en suspens. 

- Quebec 

The airborne electro-optical sensor 
package will be loaned to the private 
sector by June, 1987 who will offer 
da t a acquisition services commer-



3 .2. 7 

3.3 

3 .3 .1 

3.3.2 

dally. 
agencies 

UQAC 
will 

and other 
be notified 

interested 
of these 

commercial services, as 
agreement is concluded 
and the company. 

soon as an 
between CCRS 

Le Centre quebecois de coordination de 
la teledetection (CQCT) se trouve dans 
la position de devoir deplorer l nou
veau les delais d'attente imposes aux 
clients des donnees de satellites. 
Par ailleurs, le CQCT demande au 
Centre canadien de teledetection de 
maintenir disponible toute la gamme de 
produits de satellites qui etait 
of ferte avant le 1 er avril 1987 et ce 
tant que !'entente de privatisation ne 
sera pas realisee. 

- Quebec 

Budget constraints prevent CCRS from 
providing the full range of products 
available in 1986, however, these pro
ducts can be provided as 0 value-added 0 

imagery at incremental cost. 

RADARSAT 

The members of the Working Group on 
Ice strongly support the RADARSAT pro
gram. The satellite's SAR will pro
vide the best ice information, in a 
time series with full regional 
coverage, which is unavailable by any 
other means. 

- Ice 

CCRS appreciates this statement of 
support for the RADARSAT program. 

Un des principaux obstacles a !'utili
sation plus courante de la teledetec
tion par satellite reside dans la 
rarete des bonnes images pour un ter
ri toire et une date determines. Il 
serai t souhai table de reconsiderer 
!'installation d'un capteur multispec
tral a bord de RADARSAT. Il contri
buerai t a rentabiliser ce futur 
satellite canadien. 

- Quebec 

The RADARSAT Project Office has been 
advised of this recommendation. It is 
unlikely that a multispectral scanner 
would be included because of the cur
rent cost constraints, unless the 
sensor could be donated by one of the 
RADARSAT international partners. 
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3.4 

3.4.1 

3.4.2 

3.4.3 

3.4.4 

Radar Data Development Program (RDDP) 

CCRS collect multi-temporal C-SAR data 
sets in both Western and Eastern 
Canada to support the methodology 
development of agricultural experi
ments, in view of the importance of 
the lead up research program in 
response to the ERS-1 launch. 

- Agriculture/Radar 

CCRS will apply its best effort to the 
collection of C-SAR datasets, within 
the limitation of budgets available. 

With the developent of airborne SAR to 
operational status for ice reconnais
sance, various members identified the 
need for other sensors to be consid
ered by CCRS because a multisensor 
approach is required in many ice 
applications. For example, research 
and development is required for the 
sensor package for all-weather, tacti
cal support for icebreaker operations, 
i.e., ice thickness sounder, radar, 
radiometer, acoustics, LLL TV, and so 
on. 

- Ice 

CCRS wi 11 inform the RADARSAT Project 
Office of this recommendation so tha t 
the use of other sensors for ice 
reconnaissance research is proposed 
through the Radar Data Development 
Program. 

That CCRS use the Radar Data Develop
ment Program to maximize the opportu
nity for development of remote sensing 
expertise in government line depart
ments, universities and the private 
sector in advance of ERS-1. This 
recommendation is consistent with 
those made last year and with the 
major effort of the working group to 
coordinate the ERS-1 National Data 
Requirements and the Response to the 
ERS-1 Announcement of Opportunity. 

- Oceans 

This recommendation is being pursued 
through the development of individual 
projects within the Radar Data 
Development Program. 

The Working Group reiterates its 
former recommendation that an Ocean 
Satellite Information Centre be set up 



3 .4 .s 

3.5 

3 .S. l 

3 .s .2 

in the Marine Environmental Data 
Centre and, if possible, funds from 
the Radar Data Development Program be 
used to seed this initiative. 

- Oceans 

This is now underway under the Radar 
Data Development Program. 

That a task group be established to 
i nves ti gate the use of SAR for snow 
cover determination and to assist in 
the planning and execution of an air
borne mission (SAR-580) in support of 
potential ERS-1 activity. CCRS co
operation, through the hydrological 
co-ordinator, and support of the air
borne mission is requested. 

- Water Resources 

CCRS will implement this through the 
Radar Data Development Program. 

R&D Funding 

CCRS approach NSERC to stress the 
importance of microwave research. 

- Agriculture/Radar 

NSERC is restructuring its programs in 
accordance with the National S&T 
Policy. CCRS believe that a budget 
for remote sensing initiatives will be 
assigned. NSERC will be approached by 
CCRS for participation in the RDDP 
when the RDDP projects are approved 
internally. 

Our major concern rests with the 
uncertain funding picture that has 
currently emerged at the federal 
level, and the emphasis on research 
proposals by industrial participants. 
We would like to express our regret at 
the demise of the CCRS airborne pro
gram since 1 t was a necessary compo
nent of several research programs and 
these studies had to be terminated. 
Research grants for "applications" 
projects are so small that they cannot 
afford the current private industry 
fees for collection of airborne data. 
We foresee increasing emphasis on 
"space-station" style remote sensing. 
Every effort should be made by CCRS to 
support, and encourage cooperative 
remote sensing research with 
universities. 

- University of British Columbia 
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3.6 

3.6.1 

3.6.2 

3.6.3 

CCRS will continue to support 
encourage cooperative research 
universities, particularly through 
Radar Data Development Program. 

Applications Development 

and 
with 

the 

The Rangeland Sub-committee identifies 
the following areas for initiation or 
continuation of research and develop
ment: 

TM and SPOT research for parkland, 
northern fescue and improved boreal 
pastures, and B.C. rangelands 

- NOAA-AVHRR for rangeland monitoring 
and drought asessment. 

- Agriculture/Rangeland 

CCRS is now completing of guidelines 
on the use of TM for range management. 
SPOT HRV, because of the lack of a 
SWIR band, is not viewed at present as 
the sensor of choice for rangeland. 
NOAA AVHRR will indeed be studied for 
rangeland monitoring and drought 
assessment. 

That the Agriculture Working Group, 
CCRS and Agriculture Canada support 
the preparation of an inventory (using 
LANDSAT TM and MSS data) of the extent 
of rangelands in general, and heavily 
utilized rangelands in particular, 
throughout western Canada, as an 
important element in increasing the 
awareness of range administrators of 
range problems, and in the transfer of 
remote sensing technology to the range 
user. 

- Agriculture/Rangeland 

CCRS is willing to cooperate with 
groups and organizations with a man
date to produce and maintain rangeland 
inventory maps. It is suggested that 
the Agriculture Working Group may wish 
to identify such groups and notify 
CCRS. Satellite imagery could be used 
to provide a rangeland/non-rangeland 
background, as well as a historic 
(LANDSAT) utilization trend since 
1972. 

Since the major challenge for new 
mapping in Canada lies north of 80°, 
attention should be directed to the 
development of remote sensing systems 
that would assist the production of 
1:50 000 maps in this region. There 
is a particular need for a non-



3.7 

3. 7 .1 

3. 7 .2 

photogrammetric solution to the deter
mination of elevations and contours 
over arctic icefields. The new air
borne SAR system should be considered 
for these cartographic applications. 

- Cartography and Photogrammetry 

The SPOT satellite can only cover up 
to 81° (nadir) and 84° (off nadir); 
therefore, stereo SPOT images cannot 
be acquired higher than 81°. Canadian 
SPOT coverage from PASS is limited to 
78° (the highest point on the coverage 
circle). Consequently, SPOT on-board 
recording would not extend the cover
age by much in Canada. In addition, 
it is operationally difficult to 
acquire airborne data in the high 
Arctic with the Convair or Falcon air
craft. Therefore, the main problem 
deterring the proper determination of 
elevations and contours over Arctic 
icefields is the availability of the 
necessary data rather than the method
ology for relief elevation extraction. 
While the necessary remote sensing 
technology is available, there is 
little hope that stereo digital 
imagery will be available in the near 
future for the regions above 80° 
latitude. 

Publications 

That CCRS should reprint the following 
out-of-print publication, as it is 
reviewed as an important contribution 
to the literature on remote sensing of 
rangelands in Canada: 

1983. Alberta Brown, R.J. et al., 
Rangeland Assessment 
Sensed Data, CCRS 
83-1, 128 PP· 

Using Remotely 
Research Report 

- Agriculture/Rangeland 

This report will 
colour micro-fiche 
budget restrictions 
reprint. 

be re-issued in 
form, as 

do not 
current 

allow a 

The Rangeland Sub-committee has 
defined as one of its tasks the publi
cation of a comprehensive and practi
cal document in 1988-89 covering the 
demonstrated uses of remote sensing 
for rangeland management in Canada, 
for use by decision-making managers 
and field users both within and out
side Canada. The Sub-comm! ttee looks 
to the financial and technical support 

3.7.3 

3.8 

3 .8 .1 

3.8.2 

3.8.3 
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of CCRS Applications Division and 
other funding agencies for the publi
cation of this Canadian Rangeland 
Remote Sensing Applications document, 
based on a proposal to be developed by 
the Sub-committee in early 1987. 

- Agriculture/Rangeland 

CCRS is willing to provide technical 
advice and a modest amount (up to 
$5,000) towards the publication of the 
document in 1988-89. 

Professor A. Brunger of the Department 
of Geography, Trent University, sug
gests that the national remote sensing 
program get the media involved in 
publicizing satellite imagery; for 
example, satellite images could be 
used to demonstrate locations of news 
items within Canada. 

- Province of Ontario 

CCRS will pursue this through 
Communication Branch, EMR. 

Image Analysis Systems and Artificial 
Intelligence 

That CCRS pursue high-risk R&D as a 
core activity. In particular, artifi
cial intelligence applied to remote 
sensing and geographic information 
systems should be the highest 
priority. 

- Image Anal.ysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

CCRS is pursuing means of increasing 
the level of resources for this area 
of research. 

CCRS is commended for its work and 
should continue its existing R&D on 
artificial intelligence and expert 
systems, geographic information 
systems, and optical disk technology. 

- Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

CCRS appreciates the Working Group's 
expression of support and will 
continue R&D in these areas. 

That crown-owned CCRS data and CCRS 
software be licensed at no cost to 
Canadian universities, government 
agencies, and industry and that sub
licensing outside Canada be prohibited 



3.8.4 

3.8.5 

3.8.6 

3 .8. 7 

without permission from CCRS. At the 
very least, CCRS should examine and 
clarify its position on the availabil
ity of its crown-owned data and soft
ware. 

- Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

LDIAS software is now available to 
Canadian users at no cost. 

That CCRS make available a list of all 
non-propriety software at CCRS. 
Requests for a copy of the list should 
be filled even if a full inventory has 
not been completed. 

- Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

A list of LDIAS software is now 
available and will be updated. 

That CCRS establish a simple and clear 
mechanism for transferring software, 
for which CCRS owns the rights, to any 
interested party, exploitation on a 
non-exclusive basis. The software and 
related documentation would be pro
vided at minimal cost and on an as-is 
basis. 

- Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

Software transfer can 
either through Canadian 
Development Limited 
through CCRS. 

be arranged 
Patents and 

or directly 

The Working Group encourages the 
taking over of operational image pro
duction by companies. 

- Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

CCRS is in full agreement with this 
recommendation and will continue its 
best efforts in this direction. 

That CCRS continue the work on moni
toring micro-computer based image 
analysis systems such as image proces
sing LSI boards, micro-computer based 
expert systems, optical storage tech
nology, and networking of micro
computers. 

- Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 
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3.8.8 

3.8.9 

3.8.10 

CCRS will continue its monitoring of 
these systems and looks to the Working 
Group for advise on R&D opportunities 
and priorities in this area. 

That CCRS assess technology for micro
computer based image analysis such as 
image/graphic boards and optical 
technology for micro-computers. 

Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

CCRS suggests that the IASAI recommend 
priori ties for technology assessments 
and advise on the level of effort 
needed. 

That CCRS monitor the development of 
GIS capabilities for micro-computer 
based systems and their integration to 
image analysis systems. 

- Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

CCRS agrees with this recommendation 
and will continue to monitor develop
ments in this area. 

That CCRS be an active number of the 
committees/groups on 

standardization such as 
and optical recording 

international 
data format 
GIS data 
format. 

Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

CCRS agrees that active participation 
in international bodies is desirable 
and has asked the Digital Methods 
Division to recommend groups. 

3.8.11 That CCRS make the existing sample 
CD-ROMs available to selected groups 
in remote sensing. For groups with 
1i ttle image processing expertise, 
CCRS should also provide software and 
documentation to display the data on 
CD-ROMs on popular personal 
computers. 

- Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence 

CCRS will seek a means to make copies 
of a sample CD-ROM available (with 
software and documentation). There 
will probably be a nominal charge. 
CCRS is also investigating the crea
tion of CD-ROMs for wider distribution 
of information plan in Canada. 



3.9 

3.9.1 

3.9.2 

3.9.3 

3.9.4 

3.9.S 

Data Formatting 

That CCRS advocate and adopt a stan
dard for interchange of GIS informa
tion as it applies to image analysis 
system requirements. This standard 
must include attribute data. 

Image Analysis 
Formats/IASAI 

Data Base 

CCRS will explore this issue through 
participation in international commit
tees. 

The Working Group endorses the carto
graphic definitions of objects for 
digital cartography as depicted by the 
U,S, National Committee for Digital 
Cartographic Data Standards. CCRS 
should adopt these standards. 

- Image Analysis 
Forma t s/IASAI 

Data Base 

This is not within CCRS mandate to 
implement, however, CCRS will consider 
the use of these standards in consul
tation with the Surveys and Mapping 
Branch of EMR. 

Tha t CCRS make test datasets available 
and support pilot experiments on the 
exchange of information between 
agencies. 

- Image Analysis 
Formats/IASAI 

Data Base 

A SAR-MSS remote sensing data set is 
available and has been distributed to 
many organizations. CCRS is examining 
the provision of other data sets. 
CCRS is also supporting the Geomatics 
Cammi ttee' s pilot experiment on geo
graphic information exchange. 

That CCRS investigate the use of com
munications networks for data inter
change and communications amongst 
IASAI members. 

- Image Analysis 
Formats/IASAI 

Data Base 

The Digital Methods Division has con
tracted for a study of network and 
will make the results known to the 
IASAI. 

That CCRS ensure that all of its 
future specifications for both hard
ware and software related to the 
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3.10 

Canadian user community ( RS Er GI S), 
contain the provision for the conver
sion to and from exlsling systems and 
new systems developed by/for CCRS. 

- Province of Nova Scotia 

CCRS cannot adopt such a comprehensive 
policy because of the diversity of R&D 
activities. CCRS will use standard 
formats (e.g., LGSOWG) for data 
exchange wherever practicable. 

Reorganization of CACRS 

3.10.1 That a Geoscience advisory group con
tinue to exist under any new CACRS 
organization. The Working Group 
should be reorganized to permit more 
effective communication with CACRS and 
other bodies representing the geo
science and remote sensing communi
ties. CACRS should accept the 
restructuring proposal submitted in 
the Geoscience Working Group r eport to 
CACRS. 

- Geoscience 

CCRS acknowledges the effectiveness of 
the Geoscience Working Group in imple
menting joint projects and sharing 
information. These recommendations 
will be referred to the new Council. 

3.10.2 That the Working Group on Ice continue 
its role as a forum for making valu
able contributions to remote sensing 
in Canada. The Working Group 
provides: 

- a unique body of expertise on which 
policy makers can draw for advice on 
Canadian ice remote sensing needs; 

- liaison with groups concerned with 
other aspects of ice in Canada and 
abroad, such as NRC's Panel on Ice, 
the Sub--commi ttee on Snow and Ice, 
International Glaciological Society, 
Arctic Petroleum Operators Associa
tion, Environmental Studies Revol
ving Fund's ice committees, ESA 
PIPOR group, NORDA and JPL ice 
research programs: 

- promo tion and co-ordination 
multisensor experiments for 
remote sensing, to maximize 
returns on aircraft and surface 
gathering; 

of 
ice 
the 

data 



- organization of one- to three-day 
informational workshops aimed at the 
promotion of ice remote sensing for 
operational users ( Calgary 1976, 
St. John's 1981, Calgary 1982, 
Burlington 1985, Ottawa FIDEX 1985); 
and 

- surveys on ice remote sensing across 
Canada, such as updates of user's 
needs, or ice remote sensing in 
university courses. 

- Ice 

CCRS acknowledges the contribution of 
the Ice Working Group to the National 
Remote Sensing Program and will bring 
this to the attention of the new 
Council. 

3.10.3 That the Working Group on Water 
Resources continue its role as a forum 
for co-ordlnat·ing and contributing to 
remote sensing developments in water 
resources in Canada. The Working 
Group provides: 

- a body 
water 
Canada, 
sensing 

of expertise, representing 
resource agencies across 
to provide advice on remote 
needs in water resources: 

- a forum for co-ordinating experi
ments to develop remote sensing 
applications in water resources 
(e.g. snow cover validation); 

- organization of workshops or 
training sessions to promote remote 
sensing developments in water 
resources (e.g. Streamflow 
Forecasting Workshop, 1980 and 1982 
DCP Workshops); 

- to foster liaison and co-operation 
with the private sector in order to 
contribute to effective technology 
transfer; and 

- to provide liaison with other groups 
interested in remote sensing in 
Canada and internationally. 

- Water Resources 

CCRS will bring this recommendation to 
the attention of the new Council. 

3.10.4 J,S, Simpson, Manager of McElhanney 
Mapping Services, recommends that the 
national program establish an indus
trial advisory committee similar to 
that in operation in Ontario. 
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- Province of Ontario 

This recommendation will be brought to 
the attention of the new Council. 

3.10.5 That all members of CACRS should be or 
become members of the Canadian Remote 
Sensing Society. 

- Canadian Remote Sensing Society 

This recommendation will be brought to 
the attention of the new Council. The 
CRSS should reconsider their condi
tions of membership if they wish to 
include the broad range of professio
nal interests among CACRS members. 

3.11 Emergency Services 

3 .11 .1 In light of the recent emergency in 
New Brunswick and the cut backs in the 
airborne program, that ways and means 
be found for the Federal Government to 
provide the Province with appropriate 
emergency remote sensing services. 

- New Brunswick 

CCRS cannot include emergency services 
as part of its operations. 
New Brunswick must go through 
Emergency Preparedness Canada to seek 
assistance. This has worked well in 
the past. 



4 .O REPORT OF THE CANADA CENTRE FOR REMOTE 
SENSING 

The Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) 
was established in April 1971 as a branch of 
the federal department of Energy, Mines and 
Resources. 

CCRS develops and demonstrates systems, 
methods and instruments to acquire, analyze 
and disseminate natural resources management 
data obtained from aircraft and satellites. 
The broad viewpoint of the satellites and 
their regular coverage of the region with spe
cialized sensors offer new technical and 
economic possibilities for resource manage
ment, while aircraft provide a detailed view 
where needed, and serve as research and devel
opment platforms for the development of new 
applications. 

Demonstrated techniques are transferred to 
industry and the user community, as a contri
bution to the development of effective infor
mation and management systems for Canada's 
land and ocean resources and environment. 

Applications of remote sensing technology 
include the management of economically acces
sible forests, forest-fire protection, mineral 
exploration, improvement of agricultural land 
use practices, crop monitoring and reporting 
systems, as well as ice reconnaissance and 
ocean monitoring. 

APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY 

Technology Enhancement Program 

The object! ve of the Technology Enhancement 
Program (TEP) is to work with provincial 
governments to enhance their remote sensing 
capabilities for natural resource management 
purposes. To this end, the Canada Centre for 
Remote Sensing, with the support of other 
federal departments (e.g. Environment, 
Agriculture, Statistics Canada), enters into 
Memoranda of Understanding with provincial and 
territorial governments whereby projects, 
using proven remote sensing technologies, are 
undertaken jointly by personnel from provin
cial resource agencies and the Technology 
Enhancement Program Office (TEO). 
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The success of a TEP iR measure<l hy the proru
slon of remote Rensing activtrieR which follow 
after the full withdrawal of direct support 
from TEO staff specialists. Provincial remote 
sensing momentum can be measured in several 
ways including: 

provincial follow on projects 
acquisition of image analysis and other 
equipment 
remote sensing training 
private sector activity 
data purchases, 

The Technology Enhancement Program of CCRS was 
started in November 1982, when the first pro
vincial program began with the Government of 
Manitoba. In April 1983, CCRS undertook a 
second Technology Enhancement Program with the 
Maritimes as a region. The Manitoba TEP was 
completed in June 1984, and the Maritime 
Program in August 1985. The Manitoba Remote 
Sensing Centre now serves a broad spectrum of 
users from provincial and federal resource 
agencies, crown corporations and the private 
sector. Remote sensing activities continue in 
all sectors of the Maritime Provinces 
including strong educational programs, and 
initiatives by private companies. 

Saskatchewan - Measures of Success 

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for 
Cooperation in Remote Sensing was signed bet
ween Saskatchewan and CCRS in January 1985. 
The MOU will remain in effect until June 30, 
1987, recently extended from the original com
pletion date of March 31, 1987. The 
Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) is hosting 
and coordinating the Saskatchewan Technology 
Enhancement Program (STEP) at its laboratories 
in Saskatchewan. The CCRS contributions to 
the STEP include the full time services of a 
remote sensing specialist and a DIPIX ARIES II 
digital image analysis system. An SRC 
scientist has been assigned to the Program for 
at least 80 percent of his time. 

The original portfolio of five joint projects 
has now been expanded to nine, and current 
status is as follows: 



Department and Branch 

Parks and Renewable Resources 
Forest Fire Control Branch 

Forest Management Branch 

Wildlife Branch 

Agriculture Irrigation Branch 

Saskatchewan Water Corporation 

Saskatchewan Crop 
[ nsu ran ee Boa rd 

Saskatchewan Research Council 

Statistics Canada/Agriculture 
Saskatchewan 

Ducks Unlimited/ 
Park and Renewable Resources 

Project 

Forest Fuel 
Hazard Types 

Mapping Recent Cutover/ 
Burned Over Areas 

Mapping Whitetailed 
Deer Habitat 

Mapping Crops Lost to 
High Salinity Soils 

Flood Forecast 

Areal Measurements of 
Fields Seeded to Insured 
Crops 

Mapping Moose and 
Caribou Habitat 

Crop Classification 

Discrimination of Wetland 
Cover Types 

Status 

Final report drafted 

Final draft of report 
prepared 

Final report drafted 

First draft of report 
prepared 

First draft of report 
in preparation 

First draft of report 
in preparation 

Report drafted 

Report drafted 

Analyses completed 

The Saskatchewan Research Council will acquire 
digital image analysis equipment in 1987 in 
advance of completion of the TEP. The 
Department of Parks and Renewable Resources 
has acquired visual analysis equipment and a 
geographic information system for its forestry 
laboratories in Prince Albert. 

for a number of Saskatchewan clients, and are 
aggressively seeking additional work. 

Newfoundland - Measures of Success 

Besides the joint projects undertaken for the 
TEP, SRC has completed projects under contract 

In June, 1986, a Memorandum of Understanding 
was signed with the Newfoundland Department of 
Development and Tourism which will run until 
March 1988. Six joint projects are underway 
and the current status is as follows: 

Department and Branch 

Department of Mines and Energy 
Mineral Development Divisic>"n 

Department of Mines and Energy 
Mineral Development Division 

Department of Environment 
Water Resources Division 

Department of Forest Resources 
Land Management Division 

Department of Culture, Rec. and 
Youth; Wildlife Division 

Department of Forest Resources 
Forest Management Division 

Project 

Bedrock Geological 
Mapping: N. Labrador 

Surficial Geological 
Mapping: N. Labrador 

Watershed Analysis: 
Upper Humber River 

Land Use Mapping: 
s.w. Newfoundland 

Moose and Caribou 
Habitat Analysis 

Cutover Mapping: 
Central Newfoundland 
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Statue 

Analysis 
progressing 

Analysis 
underway 

Analysis 
underway 

Analysis 
underway 

Analysis 
underway 

Analysis 
underway 



Digital image analysis services are made 
available to the TEP from NORDCO Ltd. through 
a contractual arrangement between the Depart
ment of Development and Tourism and NORDCO. 

Future Technology Enhancement Program 
Initiatives 

Negotiations with the Northwest Territories 
for a TEP are in full swing and it is antici
pated that an MOU will be signed with the 
Department of Renewable Resources in late 
1987. Currently NWT officials have prepared a 
list of 10 projects, some or all of which will 
form the back bone of a portfolio of joint 
studies. When the MOU is put into force, the 
person year currently assigned to Saskatchewan 
will be moved to Yellowknife. As an addition
al assistance, a digital image analysis system 
will be loaned to the NWT for the duration of 
the TEP. 

In the spring of 1986, the Yukon Prospectors 
Association, with the Assistance of the Yukon 
Territorial Government, purchased a micro 
computer-based digital image analysis system. 
A contract let to a consultant by the Associa
tion resulted in a service to provide air 
photo, geophysical and satellite data inter
pretation to prospectors. During the balance 
of the year a number of individuals and com
panies profitted from the service in their 
pursuit of precio~s metal deposits. The TEP 
has been active in providing assistance 
through consultation and workshops. 

The Technology Enhancement Office will conti
nue to work with provincial and territorial 
governments to assist resource managers in 
augmenting their expertise in the use of 
visible remotely sensed data. At the same 
time, and as the advent of space-borne radar 
data looms larger, efforts will be made to 
expose natural resources managers to these new 
data, and to the analysis techniques required 
to extract information from them, through 
workshops and joint studies. 

Applications Development Program 

During 1986, the Applications Technology 
Division advanced research activities toward 
operational objectives in a wide range of 
resource development, monitoring and manage
ment applications. Cooperative projects have 
been carried out with a number of federal 
governments, provincial agencies and with 
specialists from the private sector. The 
activities outlined in this report are repre
sentative of current remote sensing applica
tions work being carried out in this 
division. 
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Agriculture 

1) NOAA-Based Crop Information System 

A pilot project run in cooperation with the 
Canadian Wheat Board, the Manitoba Remote 
Sensing Centre and industry was completed in 
March 1987. This project helped define the 
techniques necessary for an effective use of 
NOAA AVHRR data. 

During 1987, a remote sensing pre-processing 
facility will be established in Winnipeg, with 
the cooperation of the Manitoba Remote Sensing 
Centre and the Wheat Board, to develop and 
maintain an archive of AVHRR data, to geomet
rically and radiometrically correct AVHRR data 
in a timely fashion, and to be able to incor
porate SAR data with the present VIR data 
sources when the SAR data becomes routinely 
available in the 1990's. This facility should 
foster the use of remotely sensed data in 
those applications where timely data is 
required. 

2) LANDSAT and SPOT Applications 

a) A cooperative research project begun in 
1983 between CCRS, the Quebec Ministere de 
!'Agriculture, des Peches et de l'Alimen
tation (MAPAQ), and the Centre quebecois 
de coordination de la teledetection 
(CQCT), was successfully completed in 
1986. The objective of the project was to 
evaluate and demonstrate the value of TM 
data for mapping agricultural land use. 
As a result of the project, the methodol
ogy developed at CCRS has been transferred 
to MAPAQ staff for operational implementa
tion. Early work with SPOT data was begun 
under this project and will be reported at 
the Eleventh Canadian Symposium on Remote 
Sensing in June 1987. 

b) A demonstration project on the use of 
LANDSAT MSS data for the evaluation of 
winterkill has been completed, as an addi
tional aspect of crop monitoring feasible 
using LANDSAT-type data, as opposed to 
NOAA-AVHRR or radar data. These results 
are ready for transfer to the user 
community. 

c) A project is underway to study the poten
tial of micro computer-based systems for 
agricultural applications at the township 
level. The project is carried out in co
operation with the Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food, the Ontario Centre 
for Remote Sensing and the University of 
Guelph. 



3) SAR in Agriculture 

A five year plan was established to develop 
procedures to use SAR data in agricultural 
applications, so that when these data become 
routinely available from satellites such as 
ERS-1 in the 1990's, Canada is in a position 
to use them effectively. This plan involves a 
coordinated effort among federal and provin
cial governments and universities using air
borne SAR, satellite SAR (ESA ERS-1), visible 
and near-infrared (VIR) imagery, and ground
based microwave scatterometer measurements. 
An important aspect of this work will be the 
integration of remotely sensed data with other 
data sources, through a geographic information 
system (GIS), and the establishment of the 
necessary links to transfer data between the 
GIS and remote sensing image analysis systems . 
Another significant element of the research 
will be the integration of SAR and VIR data 
with meteorological data within crop yield 
models. 

4) Alberta Rangeland Project 

Work continued throughout 1986 on a joint 
rangeland project with the Alberta Department 
of Lands and Wildlife and the Alberta Remote 
Sensing Center. The original study area in 
the Foothills has been expanded to include the 
Parkland and Peace River areas. Range man
agers from throughout the region have partici
pated in the evaluation of TM imagery for 
rangeland applications. 

TM imagery has been demonstrated as effective 
to update range/pasture inventories; to 
monitor livestock impact and to assess brush 
species regrowth or encroachment on improved 
and native pasture. As a result of this work 
CCRS will consider the production of a 
standard TM/rangeland enhancement product. 

Forestry 

1) TM Enhancements 

The results of a preliminary evaluation of TM 
information content for a variety of forest 
conditions across Canada were presented at the 
Tenth Canadian Symposium in Edmonton. The 
paper published in the Proceedings of that 
symposium serves as an interim user guide con
cerning potential uses of TM data for 
forestry. 

The development of the algorithm and specifi
cations necessary to make reflectance enhance
ments for forestry available as standard CCRS 
film products was completed, and four enhance
ments have been defined: mixedwood/melange, 
softwood/resineux, boreal/boreale, and leaf
off/defeuillaison. 
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It is expected that these enhancements will be 
of major value to foresters interested in the 
effective use, at low cost, of TM satellite 
data for forest management. 

2) Insect Damage Mapping and Juvenile Stand 
Assessment 

This project was expanded significantly in 
1986. A wide area-spruce budworm mapping 
trial was flown with the MEIS sensor in 
New Brunswick, which covered 5 000 km in a 
single 3-hour flight. Data from this flight 
have been analyzed to confirm that with appro
priate spectral bands, the MEIS sensor is 
capable of identifying conifers with current
year spruce budworm damage and distinguishing 
them from healthy conifers, from conifers with 
previous damage, and from deciduous trees. 
The project also identified areas of future 
development work to produce an operational 
system for spruce budworm damage mapping. 

In British Columbia, this project was aimed at 
two problems: mountain pine beetle damage and 
juvenile stand assessment. MEIS II data 
acquired for mountain pine beetle damage 
mapping were found to be more sensitive for 
detecting dead trees than conventional aerial 
photography, and automated processing 
promisses potentially lower interpretation 
costs. A spatial resolution of 1.5 to 
2 metres was found to be optional for mapping 
individual trees killed by mountain pine 
beetle. A detailed spectroscopic investiga
tion of foliage from attacked and unattacked 
trees was carried out to determine those spec
tral regions showing the earliest evidence of 
attack. Significant differences in the 
response were found between current and older 
foliage. These spectroscopic studies will be 
used to identify the optimum MEIS bands for 
so-called pre-visual mountain pine beetle 
stress detection, and to guide our investiga
tions in 1987. 

MEIS data acquired for juvenile stand assess
ment were used to map conifer regeneration in 
plantations near Smithers, B.C. The data were 
analyzed to demonstrate that 1.7 metre resolu
tion colour-infrared displays could identify 
areas of unacceptable competition from deci
dous trees brush. Herbaceous ground cover 
areas of poor growing conditions, such as 
caused by compacted soil, could also be 
readily identified. 

3) Alberta Forest Inventory 

In 1986, the research effort concentrated on 
two key aspects: stratification of regenera
tion burns with TM data, and quantitative 
crown closure estimation from TM data. 



Two maps of a burn north of Whi tecourt were 
prepared, one using two-date (summer and fall) 
TM data alone, and one using TM data plus 
interpretation aids ( small and medium scale 
colour photography, and the Alberta forest 
inventory maps). 

The map prepared for TM data alone compared 
favourably with the map prepared using other 
aids. 

An initial evaluation of the potential of TM 
for providing quantitative crown closure 
estimates was encouraging, with multi-variate 
regression analysis providing r 2 values of 
0. 79 for lodgepole pine stands and O .64 for 
spruce stands. 

Oceanography/Coastal Zone Management 

1) Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Water 
Quality 

The Di vision took advantage of the ability of 
the MOSAICS Transcription System to provide 
absolute calibration of TM band 6 (thermal 
infrared), to investigate the use of such data 
for the establishment of Sea Surface 
Temperature (SST) maps of specific areas, more 
detailed than the current low resolution NOAA 
AVHRR maps. 

Initial test have been very encouraging, and 
two joint projects have now been initiated 
with the federal Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. The test sites selected for these SST 
experiments are the Bay of Fundy and the 
MacKenzie Delta. Thematic Mapper VIR bands 
will also be evaluated in these tests as a 
possible source of information on organic 
content in suspended sediments. 

2) Seaweed Mapping 

A pilot project has been successfully con
cluded using da t a from the Fluorescence Line 
Imager to map seaweed ' off southwestern 
Nova Scotia. Based on results from this 
study, DFO has initiated an extensive seaweed 
inventory program along the south coast of 
Nova Scot i a. 

Recognizing recent improvements in the narrow
band capabilities of MEIS II, the Application 
Technology Division (ATD) of CCRS has begun a 
similar seaweed mapping assessment project 
using the latter sensor. 

Geology 

The program of geological research in ATD 
continues to concentrate on the assessment and 
demonstration of PC-based image analysis as an 
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effective vehicle for both research and 
operational applications of satellite remote 
sensing technology to geology. Approximately 
90% of routine image analysis requirements in 
geological projects are now met by the 
MICROGAP PC system which was implemented in 
January 1986. Close liaison has been 
maintained with both potential users of such 
systems and with system developers to ensure 
rapid dissemination of results. 

During 1986, five regional geologic demonstra
tion projects were completed. The study sites 
are representative of a range of geological 
conditions. Applications which have been 
investigated include: mineral exploration; 
bedrock, structural and surficial geological 
mapping; and engineering and environmental 
geology. Results from these projects have 
been assembled in the form of packages and 
have been incorporated in a new geology work
shop curriculum which has been presented twice 
during the past year. In the context of these 
demonstration projects two major research 
interests were advanced: 

Geological data integration involving a 
number of data sets, including maps and 
digital elevation models, 
Regional or 'background' geobotany, in 
support of the efforts of the CACRS 
Geoscience Working Group. 

PC-based research projects are planned for 
1~87, which will extend these efforts and will 
expand activities to include two additional 
demonstration sites and investigation of the 
role of SAR imagery for regional geobotanical 
assessment. 

Training Support 

Division scientists have assisted provincial 
a gencies and companies in providing curriculum 
materials, consultation and expertise for 
training programs in geology, forestry, 
agriculture and digital image analysis. 

Last year, ATD established a project to 
provide more formal recognition of the impor
tance of remote sensing training and to assist 
in the design, production and presentation of 
workshops. To date, new training packages 
have been completed for an introductory remote 
sensing workshop and for a geology workshop 
package. In 1987, efforts will continue to 
concentrate on providing support to the 
Technology Enhancement Program through the 
development and presentation of new training 
packages including: Thematic Mapper, SPOT, 
Radar and Digital Image Analysis/Knowledge
Based Systems. 



International Support 

CCRS has continued in 1986 to respond to 
requests for assistance from CIDA, IDRC and 
the Department of External Affairs in a 
variety of international development and trade 
activities. ATD hosted visiting scientists 
from the People's Republic of China and 
Thailand. Significant formal cooperation 
included the following activities: 

1) Berlin, Remote Sensing for Development 
Symposium 

At the request of CIDA, ATD undertook res pon
s ibili ty for developing the Canadian display 
at the Berlin meeting which was organized 
und e r the auspices of the Economic Summit 
nations. A series of applications demonstra
t ion posters and pamphlets were produced high
lighting Canadian expertise in the assessment 
and application of remote sensing for 
development. Posters were also prepared 
detailing the strong capabilities of Canadian 
industry in the remote sensing manufacturing, 
servi c es and consulti11g sectors. CCRS, 
through ATD, also prepared the Canadian 
'country paper' for the meeting. This paper 
stressed the Canadian commitment to develop
ment assistance and our confidence in the 
applicability of remote sensing technology to 
help meet the related challenges. The paper 
also documented the close association between 
the national remote sensing program and CCRS 
and Canadian industry. Evidence of the excel
lence of Canada's remote sensing industry was 
also provided. 

2) Global Change 

There is incre asing interest and concern over 
environmental change s at the continental and 
global scales, su c h as: climatic change, 
drou ghts, loss of arable land, etc. It is 
beco min g clear that remote sensing from satel
lites will become a primary tool for 
monitoring environmental changes at these 
scales. 

A new international effort, the International 
Geosphere - Biosphere Programme (IGBP), was 
approved in 1986 by the International Council 
of Scientific Union. The aim of this program 
is to build an understanding of how the earth 
changes and of the factors affecting its 
evolution. 

As part of the Canadian participation in the 
study of global change, CCRS helped organize a 
g roup of remote sensing scientists who will 
char t a program of studies of the Canadian 
landmas s, oceans and the atmosphere. In addi
tion, an experimental program has been initi
ated t o develop way s of monitoring changes in 
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vegetation and soils with the aid of low reso
lution (NOAA AVHRR) and high resolution 
(LANDSAT) data, both archival and current. An 
effort is being made to ensure that valuable 
historical data, documenting global-scale 
changes over the recent past, are preserved as 
a vital archive for long term studies at 
global change. 

User Assistance and Marketing 

The User Assistance and Marketing Unit is res
ponsible for providing information to users 
and potential users about the Centre and its 
activities and facilities. The unit also 
interacts with Canadian remote sensing com
panies as part of a continuing commitment to 
Canadian industry and to ensure the close 
integration of the technology with user 
needs. 

During 1986, the Unit continued to respond to 
numerous user requests - over 3 000 contacts 
by mail and telephone, and several hundred 
visitors and members of tours. Activities 
related to marketing and promotion were again 
increased with the help of Communications EMR 
in accord with the recommendations previously 
made by CACRS. 

An advertising campaign targeted to geology 
and forest professionals was put into effect 
in late 1986. As well, contacts with the 
media continued, with a number of major 
stories appearing in the local and national 
press. The Unit served as the contact point 
for the Canadian Geographic article on remote 
sensing, as well as for images provided to 
Quebec Science, Toronto Star, National 
Geographic, etc. Articles appeared in the 
Financial Post, Toronto Star, Quebec Science 
and other major publications. 

CCRS was actively involved in Expo '86 (which 
showcased Canadian remote sensing technology), 
as well as in the World Congress on Education 
and Technology. CCRS also participated in 
Berlin '86, a meeting devoted to issues of 
foreign aid and education in remote sensing. 
1986 saw the beginning of truly commercial 
satellite image poster production in the 
private sector. 

Technical Information Service 

CCRS has continued to develop and operate the 
Remote Sensing On-line Retrieval System 
(RESORS) in collaboration with Gregory 
Geoscience Limited. There are presently over 
57 000 documents and 6 500 slides referenced 
in the databases. During 1986, over 7 000 in
forms tion searches were carried out by RESORS 
staff, and an additional 4 000 searches were 
performe d online by 80 account holders in 
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Canada, and by 30 account holders in the U.S., 
the U.K., Australia, the Netherlands, Israel, 
France, Finland, Botswana and Malaysia. 

A number of newsletter publications regularly 
use RESORS in order to supply their readers 
with lists of recently published literature. 
Also during the past year, CCRS entered an 
agreement with the publishers of Remote 
Sensing Yearbook (U.K.), under which RESORS 
data is being supplied as basis for a compre
hensive bibliography to be published in the 
1987 Yearbook, and in subsequent annual 
editions. 

DIGITAL METHODS 

Methodology Research 

Methods using computational algorithms and 
symbolic reasoning (Artificial Intelligence) 
are being investigated to extract the informa
tion contained in remotely sensed data. These 
methods employ technological resources which 
span the sciences of Pattern Recognition, 
Image-Processing, Physical Spectroscopy, and 
Computer Science. As the methods are 
developed, their performance is assessed on 
data taken from application areas such as 
Forestry, Geology and Agriculture. 

For the classification of forest cover types 
and clearcuts, Thematic Mapper images, along 
with geographic information such as hydrology, 
digital elevation models (DEM) and thematic or 
classified area maps, are integrated with data 
from forest cover maps supplied by the 
British Columbia Ministry of Forests and 
Lands. This approach uses complex classifica
tion methodology which includes symbolic 
reasoning, in the form of knowledge-based 
expert systems. Research has led to develop
ments in expert systems designed to assist in 
the classification exercise. The large soft
ware libraries of the LANDSAT Digital Image 
Analysis System (LDIAS) are interfaced with 
the image analyst through an expert system 
called the 'Analyst Advisor'. LDIAS is used 
for research and development in information 
extraction, to support the development of 
applications, and to understand the character
istics of airborne and satellite sensors. 

The need for the interchange of geographic 
data from various sources of information has 
resulted in the definition and implementation 
of new standard formats for the transfer of 
spatial data. 

Geological data is being integrated with 
remotely sensed data in a research effort 
which also includes knowledge-based systems. 
New filtering techniques developed through 
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mathematical morphology are being investi-
gated. Enhancement techniques are being 
developed for Thematic Mapper which are 
intended to detect geological outcrops in 
vegetated areas. 

The Micro-Computer Based Image Analysis System 
(MCBIAS) is a research and development thrust 
into the use of personal computers as image 
analysis tools. Research includes the areas 
of task assignment for personal computers and 
main frame computers, development of a distri
buted Image processing system and mass storage 
devices for pcn;onal computer-based lmogc· 
analysis systems, such as the optical compact 
disk and its formats. A read only compact 
disk containing remote sensing data was 
created. For potential users of remote 
sensing, more user-friendly procedures are 
required, and MCBIAS will use artificial 
intelligence to assist in image analysis and 
data integration. 

Methodologies concerned with image segmenta
tion and texture are being researched. These 
address the increased role which spatial data 
has in the classification and understanding of 
images. Resurgence of this interest has 
prompted increased effort into investigations 
using Fourier Transforms and neighbourhood 
classifiers. 

Colour space processing is being investigated 
as an enhancement methodology where the normal 
additive colour primaries are replaced by psy
chophysical descriptions of colour, such as 
hue, saturation and brightness. 

Sensor related radiometric research has 
centered on the radiometric limitations of 
LANDSAT TM image information content. Scene
related radiometric research was concerned 
with new developments that combine processing 
steps to avoid the non-commutative nature of 
previous solutions. 

A method has been developed to automatically 
match synthetic aperture radar imagery and 
simulated imagery generated from Digital 
Terrain Models (DTMs). 

New algorithms for geometric correction of TM 
show, in experiments, that planimetric accura
cies of better than 17 metres can be realized. 
Studies of accuracy assessment algorithms for 
automated image classification have been 
undertaken. 

Algorithms have been developed for the automa
tic generation of DTMs from SIR-B and SPOT 
data by digital correlation of image pairs. A 
LANDSAT MSS image and a DTM have been used to 
generate sequences of perspective views 



showing features and details of the relief 
dynamically. 

Satellite Data Processing Developments and 
Products 

Two SPOT quicklook systems were completed in 
1986 for the generation of 70 mm quicklook 
rroducts, microfiches and catalogue informa
tion from SPOT data. One system was installed 
at PASS, and the second one at the Gat ineau 
Satellite Station (GSS). 

Facilities in Ottawa have · continued to provide 
data processing support and products to the 
remote sensing community during 1986. The 
Time-Sharing System (TSS) supports the pro
cessing of satellite and airborne data 
together with quality assurance, image analy
sis, research and development, database and 
reporting systems. The TSS provided user 
access to the LANDSAT-1, -2, -3, -4, -5 Image 
Inventory Search and Summary (IISS) database 
for MSS, geocoded MSS and TM data. The on
line inventory contains all LANDSAT -1, -2, -3 
data recorded, all existing colour film, DICS 
and TM products and, as of March 1987, all 
LANDSAT-4 and -5 data recorded up to February 
1987. For SPOT data, the catalogue updates 
generated on the SPOT quicklook systems have 
been used to produce sorted listings, 
including cloud coverage and acquisition mode, 
of the SPOT images acquired over Canada. CCRS 
is planning to develop a new on-line image 
inventory system for SPOT and other 
satellites. 

The TSS TRIAD image display subsystem has con
tinued to be used extensively for quality con
trol of digital products and for research 
projects. The TSS scanning microdensitometer 
black and white image production subsystem has 
been used primarily to image radar data 
(632 films from April 1986 to March 1987). 

The satellite production in Ottawa between 
April 1986 and March 1987 has consisted of 
T~TS pseudo bulk corrected TM imagery: 
686 CCT and film products. Production on DICS 
and TMTS terminated in 1986-87. 

A total of 791 CCTs of SEASAT microwave signal 
data have been transcribed from HDDTs, corres
ponding to about half of the SEASAT archives 
acquired at Shoe Cove. There is no plan at 
the moment to transcribe and process the rest 
of the archives. A total of 87 SEASAT CCTs 
have been processed into images in 1986-87. 

The Colour Image Recorder (CIR) generated 
320 film products between April 198 6 and 
December 1986. These were colour-on-demand, 
user customized tape-to-film, DICS film pro-
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ducts, TM and airborne products. A new colour 
film recorder was phased into operation. 
Between September 1986 and Mar c h 1987 it has 
produced 239 images. 

MOSAICS was operated at MacDonald Dettwiler & 
Associates (MDA) from the beginning of April 
1986 until the end of November 1986. During 
this period, 848 colour films, 246 B&W film 
and 478 CCTs were produced in response to user 
ordcri;. The MOSAICS system was inRtal led and 
rhased into operation at PASS in January 1987. 
For the January 1987 to March I 987 period, 
317 MSS, TM and SPOT products have been gener
ated on MOSAICS at PASS. It is expected that 
the LANDSAT and SPOT backlog will be processed 
by April 1-987. 

Airborne Data Processing Developments and 
Products 

The present airborne VIR data processing 
system (AIR I) continued to be operational in 
1986. A total of 744 CCTs (MEIS, MSS and FLI) 
were produced between April 1986 and March 
1987. The digital Synthetic Aperture Radar 
System (C-SHARP) has continued to be fully 
operational in 1986; 136 SAR products were 
generated between April 1986 and March 1987. 

In anticipation of the extra load from the 
airborne IRIS SAR and RADARSAT investigations 
requiring SEASAT data, C-SHARP was upgraded to 
increase the system throughput and processing 
Cl!pability. The upgrades, consisting of an 
additional array processor and disk space, 
increase system throughput by nearly 100%. In 
addition, the extra disk space allows the pro
cessing of a full 100 km by 100 km SEASAT 
scene. Work is progressing for the develop
ment of a VAX-based airborne data processing 
system (AIR II) to be phased into operation in 
1987. AIR II will have the capability to 
transcribe MEIS, MSS, FLI, IRIS and the air
borne scatterometer data from HDDTs to CCTs 
and to correct the images geometrically. In 
particular, AIR II will generate geocoded air
borne products using the aircraft navigation 
data for image correction. The old AIR I, 
which has been in operation since 1974, will 
be terminated at the end of April 1987. 

DATA ACQUISITION 

Satellite Program 

LANDSAT Satellite Program 

The LANDSAT-4 and -5 satellites continue to 
provide Canadian MSS (LANDSAT-4 and -5) and TM 
(LANDSAT-5) coverage with only minor outages. 
Significant changes to the Canadian LANDSAT 
program were required due to budget cuts and 
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the addition of the SP OT program and are dis
cussed below under "Reception Policy" and 
"Products and Prices". 

The commercial operator of the LANDSAT Satel
lites, Earth Observation Satellite Company 
(EOSAT), was forced to phase out the develop
ment of new LANDSAT spacecraft, sensors, and 
ground systems as well as severely cut back 
its market development efforts in response to 
the withholding of scheduled FY1987 funding by 
the American Government. The funding issue, 
however, is not completely resolved: EOSAT 
expects further news in June of this year. 
There is a very real possibility that 
LANDSAT-5 will be removed from service ( fai 1) 
before LANDSAT-6 is launched in 1990, with the 
concomitant loss of continuity of TM data, 

SPOT Satellite Program 

The SPOT-1 satellite has provided routine 
coverage since the June 16, 1986 start of the 
operational SPOT program in Canada. During 
the year it was found that operation of the 
sensors in single HRV panchromatic plus multi
s pee t ral mode caused banding in the imagery 
due to crosstalk between the two systems. 
CCRS has discontinued the use of this sensor 
configuration. Also, Differential Pulse Code 
~adulation (DPCM) mode for panchromatic opera
tion is now used for all Canadian acquisitions 
in PLA mode due to the extremely small radio
metric range of the data obtained in linear 
mode. The spacecraft itself is in excellent 
condition with 10% greater power than antici
pated and with less than 5% fuel usage to 
date, its expected lifetime has been increased 
to 3 years. 

In the fl rst 9 months of the SPOT program, 
70 000 scenes were placed in the Canadian 
archive, of these about 8 000 were cloud free 
and an additional 4 600 scenes are deemed 
"usable". (This ratio of usable scenes to the 
total number of scenes acquired is also 
exhibited in the LANDSAT archive). 

NOAA Satellite Status 

NOAA 6 - This satellite is currently in 
standby status. 

NOAA 9 - A recent failure in the MSU 
channel 2 and failed attempts to 
activate the ERBE-scanner (Earth 
Radiation Budget Experiment) have 
prompted a callup for NOAA-H 
launch. 

NOAA 10 - Operational instruments are 
performing well. 

NOAA-H - Due to the failure of NOAA-9, launch 
was been scheduled for October 29, 
1987. 
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Satellite Sales Statistics FY 1986/1987 

Photo 
Digital 

TM 

Photo 
Digital 

SPOT 

Photo 
Digital 

Products 

1648 
146 

993 
214 

1 
5 

Other Products and Services 

126 
106 

208 
327 

1 
10 

77 

855 K 

The following table compares 
digital products delivered 
products. 

the number of 
with geocoded 

MSS 
TM 
SPOT 

Raw/Bulk Scenes 

128 
192 

5 

325 

Program Changes 

Geocoded Subscenes 

18 
22 

0 

40 

As a result of the recent budget cuts, CCRS 
has been forced to reduce the operating costs 
in the Satellite Program. While it was 
recognized that any change in the services 
offered by the Program would affect some seg
ment of the user community, it was only pos
sible to realize the required savings through 
the following: 

reduction in the number of final product 
types 
changes in the Reception Policy 
introduction of a reception fee, 

These changes were implemented April 1, 1987. 

Products and Prices 

As of May 1, 1987, the contract production 
staff at PASS will be laid off. Until 
January 1, 1988, when the "commercialization" 
of the satellite data production is in place, 
term public servants and summer students will 
be used to operate MOSAICS to produce CCT and 
film products. (The contractor will still be 



carrying out the reception archiving functions 
as in the past.) The level of staffing will 
al low the Centre to process raw, bulk, and 
systematic geocoded products. Because of the 
extra effort required to generate the preci
sion geocoded products, these will no longer 
be offered. It is expected that many user/> 
will make use of the recently introduced sys
tematic geocoded products. The final product 
will be master transparencies (colour or B&W) 
and CCTs. Enlargements and paper print pro
ducts will be the responsibility of the 
customer. It should be noted that SPOT data 
is copyrighted and royalties payable to SPOT 
IMAGE of France apply to any subsequent 
product generation. 

lt 1~ expected that after January 1, 1988, the 
Canadian Industrial Involvement Contractor 
will want to resume production of precision 
geocoded imagery and photographic prints. 

Satellite Reception Policy 

The reception and archiving of satellite data 
this year at both stations, Prince Albert and 
Gatineau, is estimated to cost in excess of 
$1.65M using the reception policy of past 
years. With the promise of more satellites 
and the continuation of those already in 
orbit, the tape consumption is going to expand 
continuously and, coupled with inflationary 
increases in tape costs, the present reception 
policy has become prohibitive. The following 
policy is being put into place to help reduce 
the volume of tape utilized and hence the cost 
of reception. This new policy, in conjunction 
with the screening and re-copy of the Archives 
which is underway, will assist in reducing the 
cost of operation significantly. 

PASS Reception Schedule 

NOAA - AVHRR 

Reception to be on-demand between 15 April to 
15 September. No reception during the winter 
period. 

LANDSAT-4 MSS 

Reception to be on-demand between 15 April to 
15 Septe~ber. No reception during the winter 
period. 

LANDSAT-5-MSS/TM 

Reception of all passes within the coverage 
capability and the SPOT reception constraints 
from 15 March to 31 October, and on-demand for 
the period 1 November to 14 March. 
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SPOT - HRV 

Reception of all passes within coverage capa
bility and LANDSAT reception constraints from 
15 March to 31 October, and on-demand for the 
period 1 November to 14 March. SPOT will be 
granted 50% of the conflicts between SPOT and 
LANDSAT. 

GSS Reception Schedule 

SPOT - HRV 

Reception of all passes within coverage capa
bility from 15 March to 31 October and, on
demand for the period 1 November to 14 March. 

EOSAT Reception Schedule (Goddard) 

LANDSAT-4 MSS 

Reception on-demand only of Canadian East Cost 
data between 15 March and 31 October. No 
reception during winter period. 

LANDSAT-5-MSS/TM 

Reception of all band passes over Eastern 
Canada in period 15 March to 31 October in 
exchange for Western U.S. reception. Recep
tion on demand for the period 1 November to 
14 March. 

Reception Fee - Applicable to all Data 
Recorded On-demand 

A reception fee has been implemented to dis
courage requests for routine reception to 
archive of data that would not otherwise be 
acquired because of the reception policy. 

For each pass (or segment in the case of SPOT) 
recorded on-demand, the requesting agency 
shall pay a reception fee to offset the cost 
of high density digital tape. 

The requesting agency shall identify a 
target scene or several target scenes along 
the track. 

- The requesting agency shall be provided 
with a fiche of the data recorded. 
If one of the target scenes has 10% or less 
cloud cover (or upon explicit instruction 
from the requesting agency) the tape shall 
be placed in archive, thereupon the 
requesting agency shall pay the reception 
fee. 
The requesting agency shall be credited up 
to amount of the reception fee, for subse
quent orders placed within 120 days of 
reception, for data products from that spe-



cific tape. The credit shall be made only 
to the requesting agency and shall not be 
transferable. 
The reception fe e shall be $100. 

Airborne Program 

Airborne Operations 

The following table summarizes the utilization 
of the CCRS aircraft during the 1986-87 Fiscal 
Year in each of the four categories under 
which projects were flown, as well as their 
applications di s cipline and the province in 
which they were flown. 

No. of Aircraft 
Catesori Projects Hours 

Flown 

Internal 31 268 
External 11 38 
Co-op 6 136 

48 442 

Discipline 

Agriculture 3 15 
Atmospheric Environment 1 8 
Forestry, Wildlife, 

Wild lands 9 38 
Geography 1 7 
Geology 12 39 
Oceanography 7 195 
Transport 1 3 
Sensor Tests 11 107 
Aircraft Tests 2 17 
Crew Training 1 13 

48 442 

Province 

British Columbia 2 14 
Alberta 1 16 
Saskatchewan 3 15 
Manitoba 1 11 
Ontario 21 165 
Quebec 9 22 
New Brunswick 1 7 
Newfoundland 2 so 
Nova Scotia 3 12 
Yukon 1 19 
Northwest Territories 1 93 
Various Provinces 2 11 
Other 1 7 

48 442 
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The total number of projects flown and the 
number of flying hours are down somewhat from 
the 1985-86 totals. This is due to further 
delays in commissioning of the new C-SAR in 
the Convair-580, and also to the fact that 
both the Falcon-20 and the DC-3 were removed 
from service as of October 31, 1986. 

Some of the major tasks accomplished during 
the 1986-87 Fiscal Year: 

DC-3 Lidar Bathymetry survey of the North
west Passage. A co-operative project with 
CHS using the Larsen-SOD system to chart 
the approaches to Cambridge Bay and Simpson 
Stralt. Thls is a continuation of the 
1985-86 program. 
Falcon-20 Spruce Budworm mapping project in 
New Brunswick in co-operation with the 
New Brunswick Forestry Department using 
MEIS, MSS and RC-10 camera. 
A similar project in British Columbia in 
co-operation with the B.C. Forest Service 
to map Mountain Pine Beetle infestations. 
Falcon-20 project in co-operation with 
Environment Canada to study oil dispersant 
effectiveness over a controlled oil spill 
in the Beaufort Sea. 
Convair-580 joint Labrador Ice Margin 
Experiment (LIMEX) and Labrador Extreme 
Waves Experiment (LEWEX) off the east coast 
of Newfoundland using the C-band SAR and 
the C- and Ku-band scatterometers. 

The Falcon-20 and the DC-3 are both being sold 
to the private sector. The DC-3 will be used 
as a platform for the Larsen-SOD lidar bathy
meter and it is hoped that the Falcon-20 will 
continue to be used for the CCRS electro
optical sensor package which will be made 
available to private industry under a loan 
agreement. 

Number of CCTs Produced Durins Fiscal Year 
1986-87 

Internal External 

MEIS 303 150 
MSS 83 85 
SCATT 8 0 
FLI 0 38 
C-IRIS 70 7 

464 280 



Microwave Sensors 

The new fully digital C-band SAR was delivered 
in 1986, and underwent laboratory testing and 
evaluation prior to its installation in the 
Convair-58O aircraft. Commissioning started, 
and included a comprehensive set of flight 
trials designed to evaluate all aspects of the 
system's performance. The imagery collected 
demonstrated the potential of the system, but 
there were problems with the high power ampli
fier and its reliability, which necessitated 
lengthy investigation and repair. These were 
resolved, and test flying - recommenced early in 
1987. Data was acquired on missions related 
t o general terrain features in Quebec, 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and over ice 
and ocean off the East Coast. In March, 1987, 
the Convai r -58O with scientists from the Data 
Acquisition Division participated in the 
international campaigns, known as LIMEX 
(Labrador Ice Margin Experiment) and LEWEX 
(Labrador Extreme Wave Experiment), off the 
coast of Newfoundland, as part of the Radar 
Data Development Program. The C-band SAR 
acquired some of the best civilian airborne 
radar imagery ever collected. During the cam
paign, ten successful missions were flown , and 
provided data sets which amply demonstrated 
the excellent image quality and performance of 
the C-band SAR. In addition to the SAR data, 
Ku- and C-band scatterometer data were also 
acquired. Scientists from eight countries 
participated, with five aircraft, including 
the CCRS one, and three ships. The effort 
realized one of the most complete ocean and 
sea ice data sets collected that will provide 
not only basic oceanographic information but 
also data for ice and wave modelling, leading 
to improved wave and sea-ice forecast 
products. 

The deve lopment of the C-band SAR has been 
continuing. Notwithstanding the reliability 
of the system as demonstrated during the March 
campaign, the high-power amplifier 1 s being 
modified and repackaged to eliminate long 
down-times due to failures, and a lower power 
amplifier operating at either C- or X-band is 
to provide back-up . The existing antenna, 
from the earlier CV-58O SAR, has been 
redesigned to obtain a narrower beam-width 
(and will be retrofitted after the summer data 
acquisition program). The antenna will also 
be pressurized to allow the full power to be 
transmitted and to obtain the ultimate perfor
mance in the wide swath imaging mode. The 
concept has been tested successfully and the 
modifications required are proceeding. 

The X-band SAR, a fully digital system with 
performance similar to the C-band SAR, is 
being deve loped by MacDonald Dettwiler & 
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Associates under contract to CCRS. The devel
opment is on schedule, with the system in the 
final integration and testing stage at the 
contractor's facility. Delivery is expected 
in May, with installation in the air craft 
planned for the summer of 1987. 

As a continuing activit y related to the cali
bration and validation of the radar systems, a 
calibration site was selected for long term 
use, and the ground-based calibration targets 
were maintained. 

Visible and Infrared Systems 

The airborne e l ec tro-opti ca l pac kage compl e t ed 
an extremely suc cessful sea son in opera tion on 
the CCRS Falcon aircraft, with data acquired 
for over thirty research projects for the 
remote sensing community. 

Data Acquisition Division projects included a 
major activity related to the evaluation of 
the MEIS for forestry, with pilot projects in 
New Brunswick and British Columbia and the 
acquisition of stereo and multispectral 
imagery using the forestry optimized spectral 
passbands . Other projects exploited the high 
spectral resolution capability of the MEIS, 
(e.g. for vegetation stress measurements) and 
its radiometric performance, (e.g. water 
quality and water depth measurements). Data 
sets were acquired on downwelling irradiance 
using the newly installed spec troradiometer, 
and are being used in the development of 
refined atmospheric correction algorithms. An 
important activity was the continuing evalua
tion and development of cartographic capabili
ties. Missions were flown with the MEIS and 
MSS imagers, and the image matching techniques 
were pursued to derive digital elevation 
models. Using data sets acquired simulta
neously with the scanning lidar system and the 
MEIS, the potential of the former wa s assessed 
for measurements of tree heights and canopy 
density. 

The airborne electro-optical facility made an 
important contribution to the Beaufort Sea 
Trial. This was a ma jor campaign with parti
cipants from the oil industries and the re gu
latory bodies, and was organized to 
investigate the effectiveness of dispersants 
on oil spills. Other systems and aircraft 
participa~ed, but the CCRS facility, with its 
proven reliability and performance, provided 
the only means of determining the results of 
the trial. 

The CCRS Falcon flew its final project as a 
CCRS aircraft in Octobe r, 1987. As a result 
of budget constraint s , it is be ing sold. The 
access to the electro- opti cal fa c ility will be 



available in a different manner starting in 
June, 1987. In order to promote and encourage 
the rapid development of commercial applica
tions of the electro-optical technology, the 
electro-optical package has been offered for 
loan. A request for proposal has been pre
pared, to provide services to others in the 
remote sensing community; the response to the 
competitive bid is currently being evaluated. 

Sensor developments during 1986 have included 
the introduction of the blue-shift-free 
filters to the MEIS operation, and their use 
on a routine basis. The design and implemen
tation of these interference filters, with 
uniform spectral response across the field of 
view of the sensor, mark an important advance 
in the linear array imager technology. 

The development was completed of the automated 
calibration facility for multi-element imaging 
sensors, and was used to provide the geometric 
and radiometric calibration of the new filter 
sets of MEIS, and to provide the means of pre
cise and rapid evaluation of the sensor's 
performance. This again is an important 
development of the array imager for remote 
sensing research and operation. 

The real-time display, Alice II for the MEIS 
and MSS was upgraded to provide the capability 
of user selectable enhancements, so as to pro
vide preliminary data and image analysis on
board the aircraft without the need for 
post-flight transcription of the data tapes. 

In the area of the active electro-optical 
systems, the detailed design of the laser 
f luorosensor was c ompleted on schedule under 
contract to CCRS by Barringer Research 
Limited. This development had been funded by 
the Office of Energy Research and Development 
and was to provide a system to monitor chronic 
discharges in the Arctic and offshore regions, 
with emphasis on operational requirements. 
Unfortunately, as a result of budget cuts, the 
scope of the contract was reduced, and further 
work to complete the fabrication was 
cancelled. 

The CCRS DC-3 aircraft has played an important 
part in the development of the active electro
optical systems, the laser fluorosensor and 
the lidar. It flew its last mission as a CCRS 
aircraft in October, 1987, in support of the 
Larsen (lidar) hydrographic survey in the 
Arctic. As a result of the budget con
straints, it is being sold. The successful 
bidder for the aircraft is to continue to pro
vide the platform as required to the hydrogra
phic survey community. 
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RADARSAT PROGRAM 

Introduction 

The past year's effort has mostly involved 
activities resulting from a new Canadian Space 
Program announced in May, 1986, which included 
some components for further development of 
satellite remote sensing programs. The Space 
Program provided for continued planning for 
RADARSAT with the objective of reducing costs 
and obtaining financial involvement of private 
sector, provincial and foreign governments, 
and for submitting the revised RADARSAT propo
sal within one year. Further, it allocated 
$5 million per year to a fifteen-year remote 
sensing program, called Radar Data Development 
Program (RDDP). It also provided for expanded 
relationship with the European Space Agency 
(ESA) through continuing participation in its 
ERS-1 and other remote sensing programs. 
These and other developments are highlighted 
in this report. 

RADARSAT Developments 

SPAR Aerospace was directed to review the 
design and recommend options which would take 
account of the Space Program decision. The 
SPAR recommendations, arrived at through 
detailed consultations with the RADARSAT 
Project Office (RPO) including the major 
users, call for a SAR satellite in a dawn-dusk 
orbit with a novel SAR designed to provide a 
variety of data acquisition choice to users in 
terms of selecting swath-width, resolution and 
incidence angle. The SAR will now look to the 
right permitting coverage of the high Arctic 
(up to about 87°N). The whole of Canada will 
be covered by the SAR within a 3 day repeat 
sub-cycle with coverage over the Arctic, such 
as the Northwest passage available from 
several passes each day. 

The main "operational" mode will still 
typically provide a swath-width of more than 
100 km with a resolution of 28 m x 30 m with 
4 looks. The selected swath can be one of 
seven from within an accessibility swath of 
500 km covering incidence angles 20° to 49°. 
Two wide swath beams (approximately 150 km 
each) with approximately 40 m resolution at 
4 looks, over incidence angles 20° to 40°, 
have been kept as well. Also retained are 
experimental beams over incidence angles 
ranging from 49° to approximately 60°. Two 
new and extremely useful SAR modes have been 
added; a "High Resolution" mode and a "Scan" 
mode. The "High Resolution" mode will provide 
a swath approximately 55 to 90 km, with a 
1 look resolution as good as 8 m. A choice of 



at least five such beams will be provided 
within the 500 km accessibility swath. The 
"Scan" SAR mode will provide very wide swaths 
(300 km and 500 km) with a resolution of 
approximately 100 m with 6 looks. This mode 
is intended to provide survey imagery (e.g. of 
ice areas) of the whole accessibility swath at 
one time. 

The U.S.A. will still be contributing the 
launch and the U.K. will be providing the 
spacecraft bus. The U.K. may also provide 
sensors such as a Radar Altimeter (RA) and an 
Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR); per
haps advanced versions of the ERS-1 sensors. 
The RADARSAT mission is now designed for five 
years and in-orbit servicing has been deleted 
to reduce costs. In light of all theRe 
ch,1nges Oouserv-Econosult have been asked to 
provide another Economic Review and Assessment 
of the RADARSAT mission. Their study is due 
for completion shortly but the results 
indicate that the overall economic benefits of 
RADARSAT largely remain about the same with 
some changes due to the reduced mission life 
and the removal of the high resolution optical 
sensor which affects agriculture and forestry 
applications. However, the projected 
cost/benefit results seems to have enhanced 
due to a substantial reduction in costs and 
improved market penetration rate expected as a 
result of the RDDP announced in the last Space 
Program. 

Application Developments and Radar Data 
Development Program (RDDP) 

The development of SAR applications within the 
RPO has progressed well in the past year. 
This work has been undertaken by the Applica
tions Coordinators for ice, ocean, land renew
able and non-renewable resources groups with 
scientific and technical support provided 
under contract by F.G. Bercha & Associates 
(Ontario) Ltd. 

The ice applications work ·has been primarily 
concerned with the analyses of available SAR 
data for establishing ice and iceberg signa
tures and with the development of an automated 
ice tracking method for use with SAR imagery. 
Two approaches have been tried for the ice 
motion monitoring algorithm, a technique using 
object descriptors and another employing an 
hierarchy structure which reduces data sizes. 
The latter approach has shown much promise in 
tests on Arctic winter ice SEASAT SAR imagery. 
The developed model is designed to handle 
rotation and signature changes and is being 
further refined and tested. Information on 
these and other relevant developments are pro
vided to the ice user community through a 
regular newsletter published by the RPO with 
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the support of the Atmospheric Environment 
Service (AES). This newsletter has been very 
well received and has achieved a wide 
international circulation to over 250 users. 

The ocean applications work has been primarily 
concentrated in analyzing ship returns from 
available SAR imagery and in extracting ocean 
wave information from SAR data. Theoretical 
models of SAR imaging of ocean waves have been 
studied and compared, and software tools for 
correcting and analyzing SAR data of ocean 
waves have been developed. These have 
included techniques for estimating ocean wave 
spectra from SAR data. 

In land renewable resources applications work, 
the primary empha!iis has been on continuing 
investigations of available SAR data for c rop 
type determinations, crop condition assess
ment, and establishing sensor and 
field/vegetation parametric effects on radar 
backscatter. These investigations have 
included analyses of multi-temporal SAR and 
combined SAR and VIR data sets as well as some 
preliminary assessment of the effect of snow 
on radar return from vegetation cover. Some 
work in forestry applications of SAR has also 
been conducted with the analyses of available 
SAR and other sensor data for monitoring 
clearcuts and regeneration, detecting and 
mapping tropical forest conversion processes, 
and delineating topographical effects. 

The land non-renewable resource applications 
development work has been primarily concerned 
with stereo-SAR investigations, analyses of 
SAR imagery alone and in conjunction with 
other data sets for deriving geologic informa
tion, and development/evaluations of software 
tools for undertaking these analyses and dis
playing the results in different formats and 
projections. These investigations have 
included the use of texture in discriminating 
rock types, the evaluation of the effect of 
incidence angle, resolution size, and other 
parameters on SAR image quality and geological 
information content, and the demonstration of 
SAR mosaicking. 

In undertaking the applications development 
work, the availability of rather limited 
C-band ( the frequency band of the ERS-1 and 
RADARSAT SAR' s) SAR data has been well 
recognized. Accordingly, plans have been 
developed to acquire C-band SAR data in each 
applications area as soon as the new CCRS 
SAR-580 system becomes operational. The first 
opportunity will be for ice and oceans data in 
major experiments being conducted offshore 
Newfoundland and Labrador. The Labrador Ice 
Margin Experiments (LIMEX) and the Labrador 
Extreme Wave Experiments (LEWEX) are part of a 



long term scientific and applications develop
ment plan for the utilization of satellite SAR 
data for ice and ocean wave monitoring and 
forecasting. These SAR-580 experiments in 
March, 1987, are part of a large coordinated 
effort organized by the RPO Applications 
Coordinators for ice and oceans, involving 
other researcher/ agencies from Canada ( mainly 
AES and BIO) and the U.S.A. Extensive surface 
truth and associated data will be collected 
using three dedicated ships, as much as four 
other aircraft, and in-situ instruments. 

Detailed plans have been formulated for conti
nuing the applications development and other 
work under the RDDP. This remote sensing pro
gram calls for the development of advanced 
technologies and applications for the recep
tion, processing and analysis of radar and 
other remote sensing data. The RDDP primarily 
pertains to radar data and technology and 
their utilization in ice surveillance, oceano
graphy (including ship detection), agricul
ture, fores try, geology, hydrology, geography 
and other applications. This program is 
intended to provide support for radar data 
use, image processing and analysis to enable 
Canada to maintain its world lead in ground 
infrastructure using remotely-sensed data. 
The RDDP has recently been approved by the 
Treasury Board for commencement in April, 
1987. 

ERS-1 Developments 

The continuing Canadian participation in the 
ERS-1 program of ESA has already resulted in a 
satisfactory industrial return and other bene
fits. Companies such as MDA, SPAR, and COMDEV 
are under contract to ESA to develop and 
supply significant hardware/software for 
ERS-1. For example, MDA is responsible for 
the whole receiving station at Kiruna, Sweden 
( the main ERS-1 ground station) and is also 
building the SAR ground-processor while SPAR 
is providing the telemetry equipment. In 
addition, Roy Ball & Associates and DIGIM 
(1983) Ltee have received contracts for 
applications development work. 

As a major activity last year the Canadian 
proposals were coordinated and prepared, in 
response to the Announcement of Opportunity 
(AO) call for ESA for geophysical validation 
and scientific uses of SAR and other sensor 
data to be available from ERS-1 after its 
launch in 1989-90. Seven proposals were sub
mi tted to ESA involving researchers from 
across Canada. These were one each in the 
areas of ice, geology, agriculture/forestry 
and two each in ocean applications and sensor 
calibration. In addition, national data 
requirements for the ERS-1 mission are being 
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compiled in consultation with the major user 
agencies/departments such as AES and DFO. 

Conclusion 

Much effort in the last year has been spent in 
connection with the revised RADARSAT proposal. 
This proposal is being prepared and will be 
submitted shortly. The Cabinet level review 
will begin in April and a decision should be 
announced soon afterwards. Furthermore, tile 
radar applications and other development work 
at the RPO will be continued under the RIJIJP, 
in accordance with the plans developed last 
year. The already approved RDDP ensures con
tinuing commitment to such work in preparation 
for the utilization of radar data to be avail
able from ERS-1, RADARS AT, and other 
satellites starting in 1989-90. 



4.0 RAPPORT DU CENTRE CANADIEN DE 
TELEDETECTION 

Le Centre canadien de teledetection (CCT) a 
ete cree en avril 1971 en tant que direction 
du ministere de l'Energie, des Mines et des 
Ressources. 

Le CCT se consacre a la mise au point et a lR 
demonstration de systemes, de methodes et 
d 'instruments qui permettent d'acquerir, 
d 'analyser et de diffuser des donnees sur la 
gestion des ressources naturelles obtenues au 
moyen d'aeronefs et de satellites. Le vaste 
champ de vision des satellites et leur couver
ture reguliere d'une region donnee grace a 
leurs capteurs specialises offrent de nou
velles possibilites techniques et economiques 
pour la gestion des ressources, tandis que les 
aeronefs donne une vue detaillee aux endroits 
necessaires et servent de plate-formes de 
recherche et de developpement pour la mise au 
point de nouvelles applications. 

Les techniques demontrees sont transferees A 
l 'industrie et A l' ensemble des utilisateurs, 
en tant que contribution au developpement de 
systemes efficaces d'information et de gestion 
pour les ressources et l'environnement 
terrestres et oceaniques du Canada. 

Les applications de la technologie de la tele
detection comprennent la gestion des forets 
economiquement accessibles, leur protection 
cont re les incendies, 1' exploration mini ere, 
l'amelioration des pratiques d'exploitation 
des terres agricoles, la surveillance des cul
tures et les systemes de preparation des rap
ports sur ces cultures ainsi que la 
reconnaissance des glaces et la surveillance 
des oceans. 

TECHNOLOGIE DES APPLICATIONS 

Programme d'amelioration des techniques 

Le programme d'amelioratibn des techniques 
(PAT) en matiere de teledetection a pour but 
de susciter la collaboration avec les gouver
nements provinciaux afin d'accroitre leurs 
capacites de teledetection pour la gestion des 
ressources naturelles. A cette fin, le Centre 
canadien de teledetection, avec l'appui 
d'autres ministeres federaux (par exemple, 
Environnement, Agriculture, Statistique 
Canada), conclut des protocoles d'entente avec 
les gouvernements provinciaux par lesquels des 
projets ayant recours a des techniques eprou
vees de teledetection, sont entrepris con-
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jointement par le personnel des organismes 
provinciaux de gestion des ressources et par 
le Bureau du Programme d'amelioration des 
techniques (BPAT). 

Le succes d'un PAT se mesure par la profusion 
des activites de teledetection qui suivent le 
retrait integral de l'appui direct apporte par 
les specialistes du Bureau. L'essor de s actl
vites de teledetection dans une province est 
mesurable de diverses fa~ons: 

poursuite des projets par la province 
acquisition d'equipement d'analyse d'images 
et autres 
formation en teledetection 
activite dans le secteur prive 
achats de donnees. 

I 

Le programme d 'amelioration des techniques a 
ete mis sur pied en novembre 1982, lorsque le 
premier programme provincial a ete amorce avec 
le gouvernement du Manitoba. En avril 1983, 
le CCT a entrepris un deuxieme programme 
d 'amelioration des techniques avec la region 
des Maritimes. Le PAT au Manitoba a pris fin 
en jui n 1984 et celui des Mari times en aout 
1985. Le Centre manitobain de teledetection 
re pond A la demande d 'un tres grand nombre 
d'usagers, notamment les organismes provin
ci~ux et federaux de ressources, les societes 
d 'Etat et le secteur prive. Les activites de 
teledetection se poursuivent dans tous les 
secteurs des provinces maritimes, notamment 
pa,r d'importants programmes de formation et 
des projets par les compagnies privees. 

Saskatchewan - Realisations 

Un protocole d'entente de collaboration en 
teledetection a ete signe entre la 
Saskatchewan et le CCT en Janvier 1985. L'en
tente qui devait se terminer le 31 mars 1987 a 
ete prolongee jusqu'au 30 juin 1987. Le 
Conseil de recherche de la Saskatchewan (CRS) 
administre et coordonne le Programme d'amelio
ration des techniques de la Saskatchewan 
(STEP) de ses laboratoires en Saskatchewan. 
La contribution du CCT au STEP comprend les 
services a temps plein d'un specialiste en 
teledetection et un systeme d'analyse numeri
que d'images DIPIX ARIES II. Un chercheur du 
CRS a ete affecte au programme et y consacrera 
au moins 80% de son temps. 

Les cinq projets conjoints originaux soot 
maintenant passes A neuf. En voici la liste 
et l'etat de chacun: 



Hinisteres et Directions 

Pares et Ressources renouvelables; 
Direction de la luttre centre les 
incendies de foret 

Direction de la gestion forestiere 

Direction de la faune 

Agriculture: Direction de 
!'irrigation 

Saskatchewan Water Corporation 

Saskatchewan Crop Insurance Board 

Conseil de la reche rche de la 
Scts ka t c hc>wnn 

Statistique Canada/Agriculture 
Saskatchewan 

Ducks Unlimited/ 
Pares et ressources renouvelables 

Projet 

Types de risques de combustibilite 
forestiere 

Cartographie des recents terrains 
deboises et brules 

Cartographie de !'habitat du cerf 
de Virginie 

Cartographie des cultures perdues 
a cause des sols a forte salinite 

Prevision des inondations 

Etat 

Rapport final redige 

Ebauche de rapport 
final terminee 

Rapport final redige 

1e ebauche du 
rapport final 

1e ebauche du 
rapport en preparation 

Mesure de la superficie des champs 1e ebauche du 
semes par rapport aux cultures rapport en preparation 
assurees 

Cartographie de !'habitat de Rapport redige 
l'orignAl et du caribou 

Classification des cultures Rapport redige 

Differenciation des types de Analyses terminees 
couvert vegetal des terres humides 

Le Conseil de recherche de la Saskatchewan 
fera !'acquisition d'un equipement d'analyse 
numerique d' images en 1987, avant la fin du 
PAT, Le ministere des Pares et des Ressources 
Renouvelables a fait !'acquisition d'un equi
pement d'analyse d'images visuelles et d'un 
systeme d'information geographique pour son 
laboratoire en foresterie de Prince-Albert. 

clients de la province, et cherche activement 
a obtenir d'autres contrats. 

Terre-Neuve - Realisations 

En juin 1986, le CCT et le Department of 
Development and Tourism ont signe un protocole 
d'entente de collaboration qui prendra fin en 
mars 1988. Les six projets conjoints suivants 
sont en cours. En voici la liste et l'etat de 
chacun: 

Outre les projets conjoints entrepris dans le 
cadre du PAT, le CRS a termine un certain 
nombre de projets sous contrat pour quelques 

Ministeres et Directions 

Mines and Energy 
Mineral Devel opment Division 

Mines and Energy 
Mineral Development Division 

Environment 
Wa ter Resources Division 

Forests Resources 
Land Management Division 

Projet 

Cartographie geologique de la 
roche en place/Nord du Labrador 

Cartographie geologique des 
formations superficielles/ 
Nord du Labrador 

Analyse des bassin versants/ 
Riviere Humber superieure 

Cartographie de !'utilisation des 
terres/Sud-ouest de Terre-Neuve 

Etat 

Analyses en cours 

Analyses en cours 

Analyses en cours 

Analyses en cours 

Culture, Recreation and Youth 
Wildlife Division 

Habitat de l'orignal et du caribou/ Analyses en cours 
N. O. de la riviere Gander et S.E. 

Forests Resources 
Forest Management Division 

de la presque'tle Avalon 

Cartographie des coupes a blanc/ 
Centre de Terre-Neuve 
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Analyses en cours 



La compagnie NORDCO Ltd., a la suite d' une 
entente contractuelle avec le Department of 
Development and Tourism, offre des services 
d'analyse numerique d'images, 

Initiatives en matiere de Programme 
d'amelioraton des techniques 

Les negociations avec le gouvernement des 
Territoires du Nord-Ouest vont bon train pour 
l'obtention d'un PAT, Elles devraient aboutir 
a la signature d'un protocole d'entente en 
collaboration avec le ministere des Ressources 
renouvelables vers la fin de 1987. Les auto
rites du GTNO preparent actuellement une liste 
de dix pro jets, dont certains, sinon la 
totalite d'entre eux, constitueront la base 
d'un ensemble d'etudes conjointes. Lorsque le 
protocole d' entente sera en vigueur, l' annee
pe rsonne attribuee en Saskatchewan sera 
transferee a Yellowknife. Comme aide supple
mentaire, un systeme d'analyse numerique 
d 'images sera prete au TNO pour la duree du 
PAT. 

Au printemps de 1986, l'Association des pros
pecteurs du Yukon, avec l'aide du gouvernement 
territorial du Yukon, a fait l'achat d'un sys
teme d' analyse numerique d' images pilote par 
micro-ordinateur. Par suite de la conclusion 
d'un contrat entre l'Association des prospec
teurs et un expe rt-conseil, les prospecteurs 
peuvent desormais obtenir un service d'inter
pretation de photos aeriennes, de donnees 
satellitaires et geophysiques. Pendant le 
res te de 1 'an nee, un certain nombre de pros
pec teurs independants et de compagnies ont pu 
profiter de ce service dans leur recherche de 
filons de metaux precieux. Le PAT a egalement 
ete utile sur le plan des consultations et des 
ateliers. 

Le Bureau d'ameli oration des techniques conti
nuera de travailler avec les gouvernements 
provinciaux et terri toriaux dans le but 
d'aider les gestionnaires des ressources a 
accro!tre leur expertise dans !'utilisation 
des donnees teledetectees dans le domaine du 
visible. En meme temps, puisque la venue des 
donnees recueillies par radar est de plus en 
plus rapprochee, on tentera, au moyen d'ate
liers et d'etudes conjointes, de familiariser 
les gestionnaires des ressources aces nouvel
les donnees et aux techniques d' analyse 
necessaires a !'extraction de !'information 
qu'elles contiennent. 

Programme demise au point des applications 

En 1986, la Division des applications et de la 
technologie a oriente ses activites de recher
che en vue d'atteindre des objectifs opera
tionnels dans une vaste gamme de projets de 
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developpement de res sources et d 'applications 
se rapportant a la surveillance et a la ges
tion. Des projets ont ete menes en collabora
tion avec des organismes federaux et 
provinciaux et des specialistes du secteur 
prive. Les activites indiquees dans le pre
sent rapport sont representatives des travaux 
courants d'application de la teledetection 
dans cette division. 

Agriculture 

1) Systeme d'information sur les cultures 
base sur les donnees NOAA 

Le projet pilote mis sur pied en collaboration 
avec la Commission canadienne du ble, le 
Centre manitobain de teledetection et l'indus
trie privee s'est termine en mars 1987. Ce 
projet visait a faciliter ! 'elaboration des 
techniques necessaires a !'utilisation 
efficace des donnees AVHRR de NOAA. 

Au cours de 1987, une installation de pre
traitement de donnees teledetectees sera eta
blie a Winnipeg, en collaboration avec le 
Centre manitobain de teledetection et la 
Commission canadienne du ble, pour creer et 
tenir a jour des archives de donnees AVHRR, 
pour faire la correction geometrique et radio
metrique des donnees AVHRR en temps voulu et 
pour etre en mesure d'integrer les donnees ROS 
aux sources actuelles de donnees VIR, quand 
les donnees ROS deviendront couramment acces
sibles dans les annees 1990. Cette installa
tion devrai t favoriser 1' utilisation des 
donnees teledetectees dans les applications ou 
11 est essentiel d'obtenir les donnees a 
temps. 

2) Applications des donnees LANDSAT et SPOT 

a) Un pro jet de recherche conjoint, amorce en 
1983, par le CCT, le ministere de 
!'Agriculture, des Pecheries et de 
l'Alimentation du Quebec (MAPAQ) et le 
Centre quebecois de coordination de la 
teledetection (CQCT) s'est termine avec 
succes en 1986. Ce projet avait pour 
objectif d'evaluer et de demontrer le 
potentiel d'utilisation des donnees TM pour 
la cartographie de l'utilisation des terres 
agricoles. Resultats: la methodologie 
elaboree au CCT a ete transferee au MAPAQ 
pour mise en application operationnelle. 
Les premiers travaux a l 'aide des donnees 
SPOT ont commence dans le cadre de ce 
pro jet et feront 1' ob jet d 'un rapport en 
juin 1987. 

b) Le projet pilote sur l'utilisation des don
nees MSS de LANDSAT pour evaluer la des
truct ion des semis par le froid est 



termine. I1 s'agit d'un mode additionnel 
de surveillance des cultures faisant appel 
aux donnees de type LANDSAT et non a des 
donnees AVHRR de NOAA ou radar. Les resul
tats peuvent maintenant etre transferes aux 
utilisateurs concernes. 

c) Un projet, actuellement en cours, porte sur 
l'etude du potentiel des systemes informa
tises destines a des applications agricoles 
a l 'echelle des townships. Ce projet est 
mene en collaboration par le ministere de 
l'Agriculture et de l'Alimentation de 
l'Ontario, le Centre ontarien de teledetec
tion et l'Universite de Guelph, 

3) Le ROS et l'agriculture 

On a etabli un plan quinquennal en vue d'ela
borer des methodes d'utilisation des donnees 
ROS pour des applications agricoles, de sorte 
que le Canada sera en mesure de les utiliser 
efficacement lorsque ces donnees deviendront 
couramment accessibles a partir de satellites, 
dont l 'ERS-1, dans les annees 1990. Ce plan 
repose sur les efforts conjuges des gouverne
ments federal et provinciaux et des universi
tes qui utilisent les donnees des ROS 
aeroportes ou a bord des satellites (ERS-1 de 
l'ASE), l'imagerie dans le domaine du visible 
et du proche infrarouge (VIR) et les mesures 
au sol des diffusometres hyperfrequences. Une 
des caracteristiques importantes de ce projet 
sera !'integration des donnees teledetectees a 
d'autres sources de donnees, par l'intermedi
aire d' un sys teme d' information geographique 
(SIG), et l'etablissement des liens neces
sai res pour transferer ces donnees entre le 
SIG et les systemes d'analyse d'images telede
tectees. La recherche portera egalement sur 
l'integration des donnees ROS et VIR aux don
nees meteorologiques dans les modeles de 
rendement des cultures. 

4) Projet de gestion des grands paturages en 
Alberta 

Les travaux de gestion des grands paturages se 
sont poursuivis en 1986 dans le cadre d'un 
projet conjoint mene par le Department of 
Lands and Wildlife de I 'Alberta et le Centre 
albertain de teledetection. Au secteur origi
nal des avants-monts se sont ajoutes les 
terres du Pare et le secteur de la Riviere de 
la paix. Les gestionnaires des grands patur
ages de la region ont participe a l'evaluation 
de l'imagerie TM en vue de l'appliquer a leur 
domaine d'activites. 

L'imagerie TM s'est revele efficace tant pour 
la mise a jour des inventai res des paturages 
de grandes et tres grandes superficies, pour 
la surveillance des dommages causes par le 
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betail et pour l'evaluation de la regeneration 
ou l'empietement des especes arbustives. Pour 
donner suite aces travaux, le CCT envisage la 
production d'un systeme normalise d'accentua
tion TM des grands paturages. 

Foresterie 

1) Accentuations du capteur TM 

Les resultats de l'evaluation preliminaire des 
donnees TM pour un ensemble de conditions 
forestieres au Canada ont ete presentes au lOe 
Symposium canadien de la teledetection a 
Edmonton. La communication publiee dans les 
Actes de ce symposium sert de guide provisoire 
pour une utilisation eventuelle des donnees TM 
en foresterie. 

La mise au point des algorithmes et des speci
fications necessaires a la production des 
accentuations de reflectance du couvert fores
tier, sous forme de films standards du CCT, 
est maintenant terminee. Quatre types d'ac
centuations ont ete definis: mixedwood/
melange, softwood/resineux, boreal/boreale et 
leafoff/defeuillaison. 

Nous prevoyons que ces accentuations seront 
d'une tres grande importance pour les fores
tiers interesses a l 'utilisation efficace et 
peu couteuse des donnees TM recueillies par 
satellite a des fins de gestion forestiere. 

2) Cartographie des dommages causes par les 
insectes et de l'evaluation des peuplements 
juveniles 

Ce projet a connu une expansion considerable 
en 1986. En effet, un essai de cartographie 
aerienne, a l 'aide du capteur MEIS, des dom
mages causes par la tordeuse des bourgeons de 
l'epinette a ete realise au Nouveau-Brunswick, 
Cinq mille km ont ete couverts en un seul vol 
de trois heures. L'analyse des donnees obte
nues a permis de confirmer que le capteur MEIS 
peut, dans les bandes spectrales appropriees, 
identifier les coniferes endommages par la 
tordeuse des bourgeons de l 'epinette pendant 
l 'annee en cours et distinguer ceux-ci des 
coniferes sains, des coniferes qui ont subit 
des dommages anterieurs et des feuillus. De 
plus, le projet a permis d'identifier les sec
teurs de travaux de developpement visant la 
creation d'un systeme operationnel de carto
graphie des dommages causes par cet insecte. 

En Colombie-Britannique, le projet etait con
centre sur deux problemes: les dommages 
causes par le dendroctone du pin ponderosa et 
l'evaluation des jeunes peuplements. Les don
nees du MEIS II recueillies pour la cartogra
phie des dommages causes par le dendroctone du 



ptn ponderosa ont permis un reperage plus 
facile des arbres morts que la methode de 
photographie aerienne classique. De plus, le 
traitement automatise d'interpretation des 
donnees coGte moins cher. La resolution sps
tiale de 1,5 a 2 metres s'est revelee optimale 
pour la cartographie des indi vidus d 'un peu
plement tues par le dendroctone. Une analyse 
spectroscopique detaillee du feuillage sur des 
arbres sains et malades a ete effectuee en vue 
de determiner les regions spectrales montrant 
les premiers signes de l' invasion. Des dif
ferences marquees de reponse ont ete relevees 
entre le nouveau et l' ancien feuillage. Ces 
etudes spectroscopiques serviront a determiner 
les bandes MEIS optimales pour la detection 
"pre-visuelle" des attaques par le dendroctone 
et serviront a orienter les recherches en 
1987. 

Les donnees MEIS recueillies pour !'evaluation 
des jeunes peuplements ont servi a cartogra
phier l'etat de regeneration des coniferes 
dans les plantations pres de Smithers, c.-B. 
Les donnees ont ete analysees en vue de demon
trer que les affichages couleurs-infrarouge, 
avec une resolution de 1,7 metres, permet
taient d'identifier des zones ou la competi
tion des arbustes caducifolies etait tres 
forte. De meme, 11 est plus facile d'identi
fier les couvertures herbacees des stations a 
conditions de croissance deficientes, comme 
celles ou le sol est compacte, 

3) Inventaire forestier en Alberta 

En 1986, la recherche a porte sur deux aspects 
principaux: la stratification des brGlis en 
cours de regeneration, d'apres des donnees TM, 
et ! 'estimation quantitative de la fermeture 
du couvert des cimes derivee des donnees TM. 

Les chercheurs ont dresse deux cartes de 
brulis au nord de Whitecourt. La premiere a 
ete preparee uniquement a partir de deux 
groupes de donnees TM (ete et automne), tandis 
que la seconde l 'a ete a partir de donnees TM 
et d'aides d'interpretation (photographies en 
couleurs a petite et moyenne echelles et 
cartes d'inventaire des forets albertaines). 

La carte dressee uniquement avec les donnees 
TM se comparai t avantageusement a celle qui 
avait ete etablie avec d'autres aides. 

Une premiere evaluation du potentiel des don
nees TM en vue d'obtenir une estimation quan
titative de la fermeture du couvert des cimes 
a donnee des resultats encourageants, 
1 'analyse de regression a ~lusieurs variables 
ayant donnee des valeurs r de 0,79 pour les 
peuplements de pins tordus et de 0,64 pour les 
peuplements d'epinettes. 
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Oceanographie/gestion des zones c8tieres 

1) Temperature de la surface de la mer (TSM) 
et qualite de l'eau 

La Division s'est servi du systeme de trans
cription MOSAICS pour effectuer l' etalonnage 
absolu de la bande 6 du capteur TM (infrarouge 
thermique), et voir dans quelle mesure ce type 
de donnees peut etre utilise pour etablir des 
cartes de temperature de la surface de la mer 
(TSM) dans des zones precises. Ces cartes 
sont d'ailleurs plus detaillees que les cartes 
actuelles du AVHRR a faible resolution de 
NOAA, 

Les premiers essais ont ete tres encoura
geants. Deux projets conjoints ont ele lances 
avec le concours du ministere federal des 
Peches et des Oceans. Les sites d'essais 
choisis pour mener les experiences TSM sent la 
Baie de Fundy et le Del ta du MacKenzie. Au 
cours de ces essais, les bandes VIR du capteur 
thematique feront egalement l'objet d'une 
evaluation comme source possible d'information 
sur la teneur en matiere organique des sedi
ments en suspension. 

2) Cartographie des algues 

Le projet pilote base sur les donnees de 
l'imageur lineaire de la fluorescence pour 
cartographier les algues au large de la cote 
sud-ouest de la Nouvelle-Ecosse s'est avere 
concluant. A partir des resultats obtenus, le 
MPO a lance un programme intensif d'inventaire 
de la population d' algues, le long de la cote 
sud de la Nouvelle-Ecosse. 

Forte de l'elargissement des capacites du MEIS 
en bande etroite, la Division a amorce son 
propre projet d'evaluation cartographique des 
populations d'algues a l'aide du meme 
capteur, 

Geologie 

Dans le cadre de son programme de recherche 
geologique, la Division continue de concentrer 
ses efforts sur !'evaluation et la demonstra
tion des techniques micro-informatisees 
d'analyse d'images comme moyen efficace de 
recherche et d'applications operationnelles 
dans le domaine de la teledetection par satel
lite appliquee a la geologie, Le micro
ordinateur MICROGAP, qui a ete mis en service 
en janvier 1986, re pond a environ 90% des 
besoins courants d' analyse d' images dans les 
pro jets en geologie. Des liens etroits ont 
ete maintenus avec les utilisateurs potentiels 
et les realisateurs de ce type de systeme dans 
le but d'assurer une dissemination rapide des 
resultats. 



Au cours de 1986, cinq projets regionaux de 
demonstration d'activ!tes geologiques one ete 
m,•ncs a terme. Les sites d'etude sont repre
s e ntatifs d'une gamme de conditions geologi
ques. Les applications etudiees comprennent 
les aspects suivants: exploration miniere, 
cartographie geologique de la roche en place, 
de la structure et des formations superfici
elles, geologie appliquee et environnementale. 
Les resultats de ces projets ont ete rassem
bles en cahiers et inclus dans le nouveau pro
gramme d 'at eliers geologiques qui a ete 
presence deux fois au cours de la derniere 
annee. Tous ces projets de demonstration 
debouchent sur deux principaux domaines de 
recherche: 

Integration de donnees geologiques compre
nant uncertain nombre d'ensemble de 
donnees et de rnodeles numeriques 
d 'altitude . 

Geobotanique regionale ou "d'arriere-plan", 
a l'appui des efforts du groupe de travail 
des sciences geodesiques du CCCT. 

Les projets de recherche rnicro-informatises, 
prevus pour 1987, permettront d 'accentuer les 
efforts dans les domaines susmentionnes, 
d'accrottre les activites de maniere a inclure 
deux sites de demonstrations addi tionnels et 
d 'analyser le role de l' imagerie ROS dans le 
cadre de !'evaluation geobotanique regionale. 

Aide a la formation 

Les scientifiques de la Division ont apporte 
leur contribution aux organismes provinciaux 
et aux compagnies en fournissant materiels 
d 'etude, consul tat ions et conseils techniques 
pour les programmes de formation en geologie, 
en foresterie, en agriculture et en analyse 
numerique d'images. 

Au cours de l'annee derniere, la Division a 
mis sur pied un programme structure en recon
naissance de l'importance de la formation en 
teledetection et pour aider a la realisation, 
a la production et a la presentation des ate
liers. Jusqu' a maintenant, de nouveaux 
modules de formation ont ete completes pour la 
presentation d'un atelier d'introduction a la 
teledetection et un bloc d'ateliers sur la 
geologie. En 1987, nous continuerons d'appor
ter notre contribution au Programme d'amelio
ration des techniques par le developpement et 
la presentation de nouveaux modules de forma
tion sur les sujets sui van ts: capteur TM, 
SPOT, RADAR et analyse numerique 
d'images / systemes experts. 
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Aide internationale 

En 1986, le CCT a continue de repondre aux 
demandes d'assistance de l'ACDl, du CRDI et du 
ministere des Affaires exterieures pour une 
variete d'activites de developpement et 
d'echanges internationaux. La Division a 
accueilli des scientifiques de la Republique 
populaire de Chine et de la Thailande. Les 
ententes de cooperation officielle importances 
comprenaient les activites suivantes: 

1) Berlin, Symposium sur le developpement de 
la teledetection 

A la demande de l'ACDI, la Division des opera
tions s'est chargee de la realisation du stand 
canadien lors du symposium de Berlin, organise 
dans le cadre du Sommet economique. A cette 
occasion, la Division a produit une serie 
d'affiches et de brochures montrant des appli
cations de la teledetection et mettant en 
lumiere l' expertise canadienne dans l' evalua
tion de cette technique et son application au 
developpement international. Des affiches 
ont egalement ete creees pour demontrer le 
potentiel de l'industrie canadienne en matiere 
de fabrication de materiel, de services et de 
consultations dans le domaine de la teledetec
tion. Le CCT, par l'intermediaire de la 
Division des operations, avait egalement 
redige la communication canadienne presentee 
lors de la rencontre et qui soulignait l'enga
gement canadien dans l' aide au developpement 
et la confiance du Canada dans l' application 
des techniques de teledetection pour aider a 
repondre aux defis a relever. Le document 
traitait egalement de l'etroite association 
entre le programme national de teledetection, 
le CCT et l' industrie canadienne. On appor
tai t aussi des exemples de la mattrise de 
l'industrie canadienne dans le domaine de la 
teledetection. 

2) Changement global 

Les experts se penchent de plus en plus sur 
les changements environnementaux aux echelles 
continentale et globale comme les changements 
clirnatiques, la secheresse, les pertes de sol 
arable, etc. Il apparatt clairement que la 
teledetection par satellite deviendra un outil 
essentiel de surveillance des changements 
environnementaux qui se produisent a ces 
echelles. 

En 1986, le Conseil international des unions 
scientifiques a approuve la creation du 
nouveau Programme international geosphere -
biosphere ( PIGB). Ce programme vise la con
naissance des changements que connatt la terre 
et des facteurs qui influent sur son evolu
tion. 



Ence qui concerne l'apport canadien a l'etude 
du changement global, le CCT a participe a 
! 'organisation d'une rencontre d'un groupe de 
scientifiques qui dressera un programme 
d 'etude sur la masse continentale, les oceans 
et !'atmosphere dans les limites territoriales 
canadiennes. De plus, un programme experimen
tal a ete cree en vue d'elaborer des techni
ques de surveillance des changements relatifs 
a la vegetation et au sol, a l'aide de donnees 
obtenues a faible resolution (AVHRR de NOAA) 
et a haute resolution (LANDSAT), tant archi
vees que courantes. Des mesures sont prise 
pour s'assurer que les donnees historiques 
importantes, decri vant les changements a 
l 'echelle globale dans un passe recent, sont 
conservees en tant qu'archives vitales pour 
les etudes a long terme du changement global. 

L'assistance a l'utilisateur 

La Section de !'assistance a l'utilisateur est 
chargee de fournir a l 'utilisateur actuel et 
potentiel des renseignements sur le Centre, 
sur ses activites et sur ses installations. 
Elle assure aussi la liaison avec les societes 
canadiennes de teledetection dans le cadre 
d'un engagement permanent envers l'industrie 
canadienne, en vue d'assurer !'integration de 
la technologie aux besoins de l'utilisateurs. 

En 1986, la section a continue a repondre aux 
nombreux besoins des utilisateurs - plus de 
3 000 contacts ont ete etablis par courrier et 
par telephone et plusieurs centaines de visi
teurs et membres ont participe a des visites 
guidees. Les activites associees a la commer
cialisation et a la promotion ont ete accrues 
grace aux lettres de nouvelles d'EMR, confor
mement aux recommandations du CCCT. 

Ve rs la fin de 1986, la Section a lance une 
Campagne de public! te a 1 'intention des pro
fessionnels de la geologie et de la foreste
rie. De meme, les contacts avec les medias 
ont ete maintenues grace a la publication d'un 
certain nombre d'articles de fond dans les 
journaux locaux et nationaux. La Section a 
servi de point de liaison pour la redaction de 
1 'article sur la teledetection pa rue dans le 
Canadian Geographic et pour les images four
nies a uebec Science Toronto Star National 
Geographic, etc. Des articles ont ete publi s 
dans le Financial Post, le Toronto Star, 
Quebec Science et d'autres publications 
importantes. 

Le CCT a participe activement a Expo 86 (oil 
les techniques canadiennes de teledetection 
ont fait l'objet de demonstrations) et au 
Congres international de !'education et de la 
technologie. Le CCT a egalement participe a 
Berlin '86, rencontre consacree aux questions 
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d'aide internationale et a la formation en 
teledetection. C'est en 1986, que la produc
tion d'affiches d'images satellitaires a pris 
une ampleur commerciale dans le secteur 
prive. 

Service de renseignements techniques 

En collahoration avec la Gregory Geoscience 
Limited, le CCT a continue de perfectionner et 
d'exploiter le Systeme en direct de recherche 
documentaire sur la teledetection (RESORS). 
La base de donnees du systeme contient actuel
lement un repertoire de 57 000 documents et 
6 500 diapositives. Au cours de 1986, le per
sonnel de RESORS a repondu a plus de 7 000 
demandes de renseignements, sans compter les 
4 000 interrogations en direct effectuees par 
80 abonnes au Canada et 30 abonnes dans les 
pays suivants: Etats-Unis, Royaume-Uni, 
Australie, Hollande, Israel, France, Finlande, 
Botswana et Malaisie. 

Un certain nombre de Bulletins d' information 
utilisent couramment RESORS pour fournir a 
leurs lecteurs des listes d'ouvrages de publi
cation recente. De plus, au cours de l'annee 
derniere, le CCT a conclu une entente avec les 
editeurs du Remote Sensing Yearbook 
(Royaume-Uni) stipulant que les donnees RESORS 
sont fournies comme base de bibliographie com
plete qui sera publiee dans le Yearbook de 
1987 et dans les editions annuelles 
subsequentes. 

METHODES NUMERIQUES 

Recherches sur les methodes 

Des methodes basees sur les algorithmes de 
calcul et le raisonnement symbolique sont 
actuellement a l'etude en vue d'exploiter les 
donnees de teledetection. Ces methodes 
emploient des ressources technologiques qui 
couvrent la reconnaissance des formes, le 
traitement d'images, la spectroscopie physique 
et les sciences informatiques. Au cours de 
1 'elaboration des me thodes, leur performa nee 
est evaluee avec des donnees prelevees dans 
des secteurs d 'application comme la fores te
rie, la geologie et !'agriculture. 

Dans le cas de la classification des types de 
couverture fores ti ere et de coupes a blanc, 
les images du capteur TM, accompagnees 
d'informations geographiques comme l'hydrolo
gie, les modeles numeriques d'elevation (MNE) 
et les cartes de secteurs thematiques ou clas
sifies, sont integrees aux donnees provenant 
des cartes de couverture forestiere fournies 
par le Ministry of Forests and Lands de la 
Colombie-Britannique. Cette approche est 
basee sur une methode complexe de classifica-



tion qui comprend le raisonnement symbolique 
sous forme de systemes experts bases sur la 
connaissance. Les recherches se sont concre
tisees par des developpements dans les 
systemes experts con~us pour faciliter la 
classification. Les grandes bibliotheques de 
logiciel du Systeme d'analyse d'images numeri
ques (LDIAS) de LANDSAT so.nt reliees a 1' ana
lyse d' images par 1' intennediaire d 'un expert 
appele "Analyste-conseil". Le LDIAS est uti
lise pour la recherche et le developpement 
pour !'extraction d'infonnation, pour appuyer 
le developpement des applications et pour com
prendre les caracteristiques des capteurs 
aeroportes et satellitaires. 

La necessite des echanges de donnees geogra
phiques provenant de sources diverses d'infor
mations a eu pour resultat la definition et 
!'application de nouvelles structures nonnali
sees pour le transfert des donnees spatiales. 

Les donnees geologiques sont en fait integrees 
aux donnees teledetectees dans un programme de 
recherche qui fait egalement appel aux sys
temes experts. De nouvelles techniques de 
filtrage elaborees par morphologie mathemati
que sont a 1 'etude. De nouvelles techniques 
d'accentuation sont actuellement mises au 
point pour les images du capteur TM destinees 
a la detection des affleurements geologiques 
dans les zones de vegetation. 

Le systeme d'analyse d'images assiste par 
micro-ordinateur (MCBIAS) represente une inno
vation en matiere de recherche et de develop
pement pour encourager l'utilisation 
d'ordinateurs personnels comme instrument 
d'analyse d'images. La recherche comprend les 
secteurs d'attribution de taches pour les 
ordinateurs personnels et les ordinateurs a 
processeur central, l'elaboration d'un systeme 
de traitement d'images reparties et d'une 
memoire de grande capacite pour les systemes 
d'analyse d'images assistes d'un ordinateur 
personnel, comme le disque optique compact et 
ses disques pilotes. Un disque compact a 
memoire fixe contenant des donnees teledetec
tees a ete mis au point. Pour les utilisa
teurs potentiels de la teledetection, il faut 
absolument des methodes plus faciles a utili
ser et MCBIAS se servira de l'intelligence 
artificielle pour faciliter l'analyse des 
images et !'integration des donnees. 

On etudie actuellement les methodes qui 
portent sur la segmentation et la texture des 
images. Ces methodes mettent en relief le 
role accru des donnees spatiales dans la clas
sification et la comprehension des images. Le 
regain d' interet pour ces methodes a pennis 
d'intensifier les recherches a l'aide des 
series de Fourier et de classificateurs 
connexes. 
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Un projet est actuellement en cours pour etu
dier le traitement spatial des couleurs en 
tant que methode d'accentuation lorsque les 
couleurs primai res courantes sont remplacees 
par des descriptions psychophysiques de 
couleur comme les teintes, la saturation et la 
brillance. 

Les recherches en radiometrie associees aux 
capteurs ont porte sur les restrictions radio
metriques du contenu d' information dans les 
images du capteur TM de LANDSAT. Les recher
ches en radiometrie associees aux scenes ont 
porte sur de nouveaux developpements visant a 
combiner les etapes de traitement en vue 
d'eviter la nature non-commutative des 
solutions precedentes. 

Une methode a ete mise au point pour pennettre 
la concordance automatique entre l'imagerie 
obtenue par radar a ouverture synthetique et 
l'imagerie simulee d'apres des modeles 
numeriques de terrain (MNT). 

Les nouveaux algorithmes utilises pour la cor
rection geometrique des capteurs TM indiquent, 
pendant les essais, que des precisions plani
metriques superieures a 17 metres peuvent etre 
obtenues. Des etudes ont ete entreprises sur 
les algorithmes d'evaluation de precision pour 
la classification automatisee d'images. 

Des algorithmes ont ete etablis pour la gene
ration automatique de modeles numeriques de 
terrain (MNT) a partir du SIR-Bet des donnees 
SPOT par correlation numerique de paires 
d'images. Une image MSS de LANDSAT et un MNT 
ont ete utilises pour generer des sequences de 
vues en perspective montrant de fa~on dynami
que des caracteristiques et des details du 
relief. 

DEveloppements et produits de traitement de 
donn~es satellitaires 

Les deux systemes de visualisation rapide de 
donnees SPOT ont ete entierement mis au point 
en 1986 pour la generation de produits de 
visualisation rapide de 70 llllll, de microfiches 
et d'infonnations cataloguees provenant des 
donnees SPOT. L'un des systemes a ete 
installe a la station de Prince-Albert, et 
l'autre a ete installe a la station receptrice 
de Gatineau. 

Au cours de l'annee 1986, les installations a 
Ottawa ont continue d 'assurer le soutien et 
les produits de traitement de donnees dans le 
domaine de la teledetection a tous les 
interesses. Le systeme en temps partage (TSS) 
continue d 'assurer le soutien du trai tement 
des donnees recueillies par satellites et par 
aeronefs ainsi que la qualite, l'analyse 



d'images, la recherche et le developpement, la 
base de donnees et les systemes de preparation 
de rapports. Le systeme en temps partage a 
permis aux utilisateurs d'avoir acces ii la 
base de donnees de recherche et resume de 
l'inventaire des images (IISS) de LANDSAT 1, 
2, 3, 4, et 5 pour les donnees du MSS, pour 
les donnees geocodees du MSS et pour celles du 
capteur TM. L'inventaire en direct contient 
toutes les donnees LANDSAT 1, 2 et 3 enregis
trees, toutes les pellicules couleur exis
tantes, le systeme de correction d'images 
numeriques, les donnees du capteur TM et, 
depuis mars 1987, toutes les donnees de 
LANDSAT 4 et 5 jusqu'il fevrier 1987. Quant 
aux donnees SPOT, les mises ii jour du catalo
gue produites par les systemes de visualisa
tion rapide SPOT ont servi ii produire des 
listes classees des images SPOT recueillies 
au-dessus du territoire canadien, dont la cou
verture nuageuse et le mode d'acquisition. Le 
CCT prevoit mettre sur pied un nouveau systeme 
d'inventaire d'images en direct pour SPOT et 
d'autres satellites. 

Le sous-systeme d'affichage d'images TRIAD du 
systeme en temps partage est encore largement 
utilise pour le controle de la qualite des 
produits numeriques et pour les projets de 
recherche. Le sous-systeme de production 
d'images en noir et blanc du microdensitometre 
de balayage du scanner multibande a servi 
essentiellement ii produire des images a partir 
de donnees radar (632 pellicules d'avril 1986 
a mars 1987). 

La production de donnees satellitaires ii 
Ottawa, entre avril 1986 et mars 1987 a ete la 
suivante: Imagerie TM pseudo-corrigee en vrac 
rlu systeme de transcription du capteur TM; 
686 B.O. et produits photographiques. La pro
duction a partir du DICS et du systeme de 
transcription du capteur TM a pris fin en 
1986-87. 

Un total de 791 B.O. de donnees de signaux 
hyperfrequences SEASAT on tete transcrits ii 
partir des BMHD, ce qui correspond ii environ 
la moitie des donnees archivees recueillies ii 
Shoe Cove. Pour le moment, 11 n'existe aucun 
projet pour transcrire et traiter la seconde 
moitie des archives. En 1986-87, un total de 
87 B.O. de SEASAT ont ete transformees en 
images. 

L' imageur couleur ( CIR) a produi t 320 docu
ments photographiques entre avril et decembre 
1986. Il s'agissait de produits en couleurs ii 
la demande, de films de bandes adaptees aux 
besoins des utilisateurs, de films du Systeme 
de correction des images numeriques et de pro
duits du capteur TM et de capteurs aeroportes. 
Le nouvel imageur de films en couleurs qui a 
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ete mis en operation a produit 239 images 
entre septembre 1986 et mars 1987. 

Le systeme MOSAICS a ete exploite dans les 
locaux de MacDonald Dettwiler & Associates 
(MDA) du debut avril 1986 a la fin novembre 
1986. Pendant cette periode, 848 films cou
leurs, 246 films en noir et blanc et 478 B.O. 
ont ete produits en reponse aux commandes des 
utilisateurs. Le systeme MOSAICS a ete ins
talle et mis en operation a PASS en janvier 
1987. Ent re janvier et mars 1987, MOSAICS a 
genere 317 produits MSS, TM et SPOT. On pre
voit que l'arriere des donnees LANDSAT et SPOT 
aura ete traite pour avril 1987. 

Developpement et produits de traitement de 
donnees aeriennes 

Le systeme actuel aeroporte de traitement de 
donnees V & IR (AIR I) a ete entierement ope
rationnel en 1986. Au total, 744 B.O. (MEIS, 
MSS et FLI) ant ete produites entre avril 1986 
et mars 1987. Le systeme numerique du radar a 
ouverture synthetique (C-SHARP) a continue 
d'etre entierement operationnel en 1986; 
136 produits ROS ont ete fournis entre avril 
1986 et mars 1987. 

En prevision de la charge supplementaire occa
sionne par la demande de donnees SEASAT neces
saires aux missions du ROS IRIS aeroporte et 
RADARSAT, des travaux ont ete effectues sur le 
C-SHARP pour ameliorer son debit reel et sa 
capacite de traitement. Ces ameliorations ont 
consiste ii ajouter un processeur vectoriel et 
un espace disques supplementaires ont perm!s 
d'accrottre le debit reel du systeme de pres 
de 1007.. De plus, l'espace disques additionel 
permet de traiter des scenes SEASAT completes 
de 100 km x 100 km. 

La mise au point du systeme de traitement de 
donnees pilote par VAX, AIR II va ban train et 
le systeme devrait etre mis en service en 
1987. Grace au sys teme AIR II, les BMHD des 
donnees du MEIS, du scanner multibande, du 
FLI, de IRIS et du diffusometre aeroporte 
pourront etre transcrites sur B.O. AIR II 
fera la correction geometrique de l 'imagerie 
et fournira notamment des produits de photo
grammetrie aerienne geocodes, a l'aide des 
donnees de navigation de l 'aeronef, pour 
effectuer la correction des images. L'ancien 
systeme AIR 1, en operation depuis 1974, sera 
mis hors service a la fin du mois d' avril 
1987. 
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ACQUISITION DE DONNEES 

Programme de satellites 

Programme LANDSAT 

Les satellites LANDSAT 4 et 5 ont continue 
d'assurer la couverture du territoire canadien 
par MSS (LS-4 et 5) et TM (LS-5) avec seule
ment quelques perturbations mineures. Il a 
fallu apporter des changements importants au 
programme LANDSAT canadien en raison des cou
pures budgetaires et de l'addition du pro
gramme SPOT. Ces changements sont traites 
plus en details sous les rubriques "Politique 
de reception" et "Produits et tarification". 

La societe EOSAT (Earth Observation Satellite 
Company), exploitant commercial des satellites 
LANDSAT, a ete forcee d' abandonner progressi
vement le developpement du nouvel engin 
spatial, des capteurs et des systemes terres
t res LANDSAT et de redui re considerablement 
ses efforts de commercialisation, en reponse a 
la suspension des fonds prevus pour 1' annee 
financiere 1987 par le gouvernement des 
Etats-Unis. Toutefois, cette question n'est 
pas entierement reglee et EOSAT attend 
d'autres nouvelles pour juin 1987. Il est 
tres probable que LANDSAT 5 sera mis hors 
service (panne), avec les pertes de continuite 
de donnees TM que cela entratnera, avant le 
lancement de LANDSAT 6 en 1990. 

Programme du satellite SPOT 

Depuis le 16 juin 1986, date d'entree en 
vigueur du programme d'exploitation SPOT au 
Canada, SPOT-1 a assure une couverture regu
liere du territoire canadien. Au cours de 
l'annee, les specialistes ont decouvert que 
l'exploitation des capteurs de l'instrument 
HRV en modes panchromatique et multibande 
causait une deformation de l'imagerie en 
raison de l' interference entre les deux sys
temes. De plus, le mode en modulation diffe
rentielle par code d'impulsions (DPCM) pour 
l 'exploitation en panchromatique est mainte
nant utilise pour toutes les acquisitions 
canadiennes en mode PLA (reseau lineaire pan
chromatique) a cause de la plage radiometrique 
extremement etroite des donnees obtenues en 
mode lineai re. Le vehicule spatial est en 
excellent etat. Avec sa puissance de 10% 
superieure aux previsions et sa consommation 
de carburant de moins de 5% de sa reserve 
jusqu'a maintenant, la duree de vie du 
satellite a ete prolongee jusqu'a trois ans. 

Au cours des 9 premiers mois du programme 
SPOT, 70 000 scenes ont ete introduites dans 
les archives canadiennes. De ce nombre, 
8 400 scenes etaient exemptes de nuages et 
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4 600 autres ont ete jugees "exploitables". 
(Ce ratio entre les scenes inutilisables et le 
nombre total de scenes apparatt egalement dans 
les archives LANDSAT). 

Etat des satellite NOAA 

NOAA-6 - Ce satellite est actuellement en 
attente. 

NOAA-9 - Une recente defaillance de la voie 2 
du MSU et les tentatives avortees de 
mise en marche du scanner ERBE ont 
fait devancer la date de lancement 
du satellite NOAA-H. 

NOAA-10 - Les instruments 
fonctionnent bien. 

d'exploitation 

NOAA-H - A cause de la defaillance du NOAA-9, 
le lancement a ete prevu pour le 29 
octobre 1987. 

Statistique aur les ventes de produits pour 
l'annEe fina'"uciire 1986-87 

MSS 

Photographies 
Donnees numeriques 

TM 

Photographies 
Donnees numeriques 

SPOT 

Photographies 
Donnees numeriques 

Produits 

l 648 
146 

993 
214 

l 
5 

Autres produits et services 

.Lill 

126 
106 

208 
327 

1 
10 

77 

855 K 

Le tableau suivant etablit une comparaison 
entre le nombre de produits numeriques livres 
et les produits geocodes. 

Scenes brutes Sous-scenes 
en vrac seocodees 

MSS 128 18 
TM 192 22 
SPOT 5 0 

325 40 



Modifications au programme 

Suite aux recentes coupures budgetaires, le 
CCT s'est vu contraint de reduire ses coiits 
d'exploitation du Programme de satellites. 
Meme si nous savions que toute modification 
des services offerts dans le cadre du Pro
gramme nuirait a une partie de la communaute 
des utilisateurs, il n'aurait pas ete possible 
de realiser les economies qui s'imposaient 
sans avoir pris les mesures suivantes: 

reducti o n du nombre de produits dans leur 
f o rm ~ finale. 
Changeme nt de polltique de reception. 
Introduction de frais de reception. 

Ces changements sont entres en vigueur le 
ler avril 1987. 

Produits et tarification 

A compter du ler mai 1987, le personnel de 
production engage a contrat a PASS sera mis a 
pied. Jusqu'au ler Janvier 1988, au moment ou 
le service de commercialisation des donnees 
satellitaires sera implante, les fonction
nai res engages pour une periode determinee et 
les etudiants stagiaires d'ete aussureront 
I 'exploitation de MOSAICS pour la production 
des B.O. et des films. (Comme par le passe, 
1' entrepreneur cont inuera d' assurer la recep
tion et 1' archi vage). Le personnel en place 
permettra au Centre de traiter les produits 
bruts, en vrac et geocodes avec corrections 
systematiques. En raison du surcrott de tra
vail que demande la realisation des produits 
geocodes avec corrections de precision, ces 
produits ne seront plus offerts. Nous pre
voyons que de nombreux utilisateurs opteront 
pour les nouveaux produits geocodes avec cor
rections systematiques. Les produits finals 
comprendront les diapositives originales 
(couleur ou noir et blanc) et les B.O. Le 
client devra se charger des agrandissements et 
des imprimes. Il est a noter que les donnees 
SPOT sont protegees par le droit d 'auteur et 
que toute utilisation subsequente des produits 
SPOT fera l'objet de redevances a SPOT Image 
de France. 

A compter du ler Janvier 1988, nous prevoyons 
que I 'entrepreneur responsable de la produc
tion, de la commercialisation et de la distri
bution des produits de donnees assurera 
egalement la production de l'imagerie geocodee 
avec corrections de precision et des pelli
cules photographiques. 
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Politique de rEception des donnEes satelli
taires 

Nous prevoyons que les coiits de reception et 
d'archivage des donnees satellitaires recueil
lies cette annee par les stations de 
Prince-Albert et de Gatineau depasseront 
1,65 M$ si nous continuons d'appliquer la 
politique de reception des annees passees. 
Avec la promesse de lancement de nouveaux 
satellites, sans compter la reception des don
nees de ceux qu sont deja en orbite, la con
sommation de bandes ne cessera de s'accroltre 
et, compte tenu des augme ntations inflation
nistes du coiit de s bande s , la politique 
actuelle de reception est devenue prohibitive. 
La politique suivante est appliquee pour aider 
a reduire le volume de bandes utilises et, par 
voie de consequence, les coGts de reception. 
Cette nouvelle politique, appliquee conjointe
ment avec l'epuration et le repiquage des 
archives actuellement en cours, aidera a 
reduire substantiellement les coiits d'exploi
tation. 

Programme de reception a la station PASS 

NOAA-AVHRR 

La reception se fera a la demande entre le 
15 avril et le 15 septembre. Il n' y aura pas 
de reception pendant l'hiver. 

LANDSAT 4, Donnees MSS 

La reception se fera a la demande entre le 
15 avril et le 15 septembre. Il n'y aura pas 
de reception pendant l'hiver. 

LANDSAT 5, Donnees MSS/TM 

compte tenu 
et des con-

15 mars au 
entre le 

Reception de tous les passages, 
des possibilites de couverture 
traintes de reception SPOT, du 
31 octobre, et a la demande 
ler novembre et le 14 mars. 

SPOT-HRV 

Reception de tous les passages, compte tenu 
des possibilites de couverture et des con
traintes de reception LANDSAT, du 15 mars au 
31 octobre, et a la demande entre le 
ler novembre et le 14 mars. La reception des 
donnees SPOT et LANDSAT se fera a part egale. 

Programme de reception de la station de 
Gatineau 

SPOT-HRV 

Reception de tous les passages, compte tenu 
des possibilites de couve rture, du 15 ma rs au 



31 octobre, et a la dernande du ler novembre au 
14 mars. 

Programme de reception EOSAT (Goddard) 

LANDSAT 4, Donnees MSS 

Reception a la demande des donnees de la c6te 
est canadienne seulement, du 15 mars au 
31 octobre. Il n'y aura pas de reception 
pendant l'hiver. 

LANDSAT 5, Donnees MSS/TM 

Reception de tous les passages couvrant l'est 
du Canada, entre le 15 mars et le 31 octobre, 
en echange des donnees de la partie ouest des 
Etats-Unis. Reception a la demande entre le 
ler novembre et le 14 mars. 

Frais de reception - pour toutes les donnee11 
enregistrees a la demande 

Des frais ont ete etablis pour decourager les 
demandes de reception courantes de donnees 
archivees qui ne seraient nor■alement pas 
acquises en raison de la nouvelle politique de 
reception. 

Pour chaque passage (ou segment dans le cas de 
SPOT) en reg is tre a la demande, 1 'util isa teur 
devra payer des frais de reception pour com
penser le cout des bandes numeriques a haute 
densite. 

Le demandeur devra identifier une ou 
plusieurs scenes-cibles sur le parcours du 
sat"llite. 

Le d"mandeur recevra une micro-fiche des 
donnees recueillies. 

Si l'une des scenes-cibl"s comporte lOi. ou 
moins de nuag"s (ou selon les instructions 
precises du demandeur), la bande sera 
archivee et le demandeur devra payer les 
frais de reception. 

Le dernandeur se verra crediter un montant 
pouvant equivaloir aux frais de reception, 
pour les commandes subsequentes placees 
dan11 les 120 jours de la reception ini
tiale, si les produits de donnees provien
nent de la meme bande. Le credit ne sera 
accorde qu'au demandeur et n'est pas 
transferable. 

Les frais de reception sont de 100$. 
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Programme des operations aeriennes 

Operations aeriennes 

Le tableau suivant fait etat de !'utilisation 
des aeronefs du CCT au cours de l'annee finan
ciere 1986-87 pour chacune des quatre catego
ries de missions, ainsi que le genre 
d 'applications correspondant a la mission et 
la province ou les vols ont eu lieu. 

CATEGORIE 

Interne 
Externe 
Collaboration 

DISCIPLINE 

NOM!IRE DE 
MlSSIONS 

3 I 
11 

6 

48 

NOM!RE DE 
MISSIONS 

Agriculture 3 
Environnement at■ospherique 1 
Foresterie, faune 
Terres sauvagea 9 
Geographie 1 
Geologie 12 
Oceanographie 7 
Transport 1 
Essai11 de capteurs 11 
Essais d'aeronefs 2 
Formation des equipage& 1 

PROVINCE 

Colo■bie-Britannique 

Alberta 
Saskatchewan 
Manitoba 
Ontario 
Quebec 
Nouveau-Brun11wick 
Terre-Neu~e 
Nouve lle-Ecos se 
Yukon 
Territoire11 du Nord-Ouest 
Autres 
Divers 

48 

2 
1 
3 
1 

21 
9 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 

48 

HEURES 
DE VOL 

268 
38 

136 

442 

HEURES 
DE VOL 

15 
8 

38 
7 

39 
195 

3 
107 

17 
13 

442 

14 
16 
15 
11 

165 
22 

7 
so 
12 
19 
93 
11 

7 

442 

Le nomhre total de projets ain11i que le nombre 
d'heures de vol sont legerement inferieurs aux 
totaux de l'annee 1985-86. Cet ecart est du 
au retard dans l'installation du nouveau ROS a 
bande Ca bord du Convair-580 et au fait que 
le Falcon-20 et le DC-3 ont ete retires du 
service le 31 octobre 1986. 



Voici quelques 
effectuees au 
1986-87: 

unes des 
cours de 

pri nci pales missions 
l'annee financiere 

DC-3 Leves bathymetriques au Lidar du 
passage du nord-ouest. Projet en 
collaboration avec le Service hydro
graphique canadien, a l' aide du 
systeme LARSEN-500, pour cartogra
phier les approches de la Baie de 
Cambridge et du Detroit de Simpson. 
11 s' agi t de la suite du programme 
commence en 1985-86. 

Falcon-20 Projet de cartographie des dom
mages causes par la tordeuse des 
bourgeons de l' epinet te au Nouveau
Brunswick, a l' aide du MEIS, du MSS 
et d' une camera RC-10, en collabora
tion avec le ministere des Forets du 
Nouveau-Brunswick. 

Un projet semblable a ete mene en 
Colombie-Britannique en collaboration 
avec le Service des forets de la 
Colombie-Britannique en vue de carto
graphier les dommages causes par le 
dendroctone du pin ponderosa. 

Falcon-20 Projet mene en collaboration 
avec Environnement Canada pour 
evaluer l' efficacite des dispersants 
d'hydrocarbures dans une zone de 
deversement controle de la mer de 
Beaufort. 

Convair-580 Projet conjoint LIMEX (expe
rience sur la lisiere des glaces au 
large des cotes du Labrador) et LEWEX 
(etude des vagues intenses de la mer 
du Labrador) au large de la cote de 
Terre-Neuve a l'aide du ROS en 
bande C et des diffusometres en 
bandes C et Ku. 

Le Falcon-20 et le DC-3 se verront vendus au 
secteur prive. Le DC-3 ser·vira de plate-forme 
au bathymetre Lidar Larsen-500. Nous esperons 
que le Falcon-20 continuera de voler avec le 
module de capteurs electro-optiques du CCT qui 
sera mis a la disposition de l'industrie pri
vee dans le cadre d'un contrat de location. 

Nombre de B. 0. produi tes au cours de l' annee 
financiere 1986-87 

Interne Externe 

MEIS 303 150 
MSS 83 85 
Diffusometre 8 0 
FLI 0 38 
C-IRIS 70 7 

464 280 
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Capteurs a hyperfrequences 

Le nouveau ROS en bande C entierement numeriq
ue, livre en 1986, a ete evalue et teste en 
laboratoire avant d'etre installe a bord du 
Convair-580. La mise en service du systeme a 
ete accompagnee d' une serie complete d 'essais 
en vol en vue d'evaluer tousles aspects de la 
performance du systeme. L'imagerie recueillie 
a permis de demontrer le potentiel du systeme, 
mais l' amplificateur a haute puissance et sa 
fiabilite ont pose certains problemes qui ont 
necessite de longues heures de depannage et de 
reparation. Les essais ont repris au debut de 
1987. Des donnees ont ete recueillies lors de 
missions d'etude de ~opographie generale au 
Quebec, en Nouvelle-Ecosse et au Nouveau
Brunswick et des caracteristiques de la glace 
et de l' ocean au large de la cote est. En 
mars 1987, dans le cadre du programme demise 
en valeur des donnees radar, des scientifiques 
de la Division de I 'acquisition des donnees 
ont participe, a bord du Convair-580, a des 
campagnes internationales, connues sous les 
appellations LIMEX (experience sur la lisiere 
des glaces au large des cotes du Labrador) et 
LEWEX (etude des vagues intenses de la mer du 
Labrador), au large des cotes de Terre-Neuve. 
Les images recueillies par le ROS en bande Ca 
bord du Convair-580 sont parmi les meilleures 
images jamais captees par radar civil. Au 
cours des campagnes, 10 vols ont ete effectues 
avec succes, et les ensembles de donnees 
recueillies ont demontre avec certitude 
!'excellence qualite de l'imagerie et la per
fo'rmance remarquable du ROS en bande c. Des 
donnees ont egalement ete recueillies avec le 
diffusometre en bandes Ku et C. Des scienti
fiques de huit pays ont participe a !'opera
tion a bord de cinq aeronefs, dont celui du 
CCT, et trois navi res. Les ensembles de don
nees recueillies a cette occasion sur les 
glace de mer et sur l'ocean sont certainement 
parmi les plus complets. Ces donnees fourni
ront non seulement des informations oceanogra
phiques de base, mais serviront aussi a la 
modelisation de la glace et des vagues en vue 
d 'obtenir une meilleure quali te de prevision 
des vagues et des glaces de mer. 

Les specialistes n'ont toutefois pas cesse 
d 'ameliorer le ROS en bande C. Nonobstant la 
fiabilite du systeme qui a ete demontree lors 
de la campagne de mars, l'amplificateur a 
haute puissance est actuellement en cours de 
modificatfon et de reconditionnement en vue 
d'eliminer les longs temps d'arret causes par 
les defaillances. On a egalement ajoute un 
amplificateur d'appoint de moindre puissance 
en bande C ou X. L'antenne actuelle, qui 
etai t utilisee avec l 'ancien ROS a bord du 
CV-580 et dont la conception a ete modifiee en 
vue d'obtenir une largeur de faisceau plus 



etroite, sera adaptee dans l'appareil apres le 
programme d'ete d'acquisition de donnees. 
L'antenne sera egalement pressurisee pour per
mettre l'emission de toute la puissance et 
d 'obtenir une performance maximale en mode de 
bande de visee large. Les essais de la 
nouvelle antenne ayant 
techniciens procedent 
requises. 

ete concluants, les 
aux modifications 

MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates, dans le 
cadre d'un contrat avec le CCT, travaille 
actuellement a la mise au point du ROS en 
hande X, systeme entierement numerique dont la 
performance est semblable a celle du ROS en 
bande C. Le projet n'accuse aucun retard et 
le systeme est presentement en phase d'inte
gration finale et d'essai dans les locaux de 
l'entrepreneur. Le systeme devrait etre livre 
en mai tandis que son installation dans 
l'aeronef est prevue pour l'ete 1987. 

Dans le cadre des activites courantes d 'eta
lonnage et de validation des systemes radar, 
un site d' etalonnage a ete choisi pour une 
duree a long terme et les cibles d'etalonnage 
au sol ont ete conservees. 

Syati-• de capteura i ondes du visible et de 
l'infrarouge 

L 'exploitation du module de capteurs electro
optiques installe a bord du Falcon du CCT a 
penlli11 de recueillir une moisson abondante de 
donnees pour plus de 36 projets de recherche 
aenes a l' intention des utilisateurs de 
produits de teledetection. 

Au nombre des projets importants de la 
Division de l'acquisition des donnees figurait 
l'evaluation du MEIS applique a la foresterie, 
assortis de projets pilotes au Nouveau
Brunswick et en Colombie-Britannique, et l'ac
quisition d'imagerie stereo et multibande a 
partir des bandes passantes spectrales optimi
sees pour la foresterie. D'autres projets ont 
porte sur la capacite de resolution spectrale 
elevee du MEIS (par exemple, la mesure de la 
co11petition vegetale) et sur sa performance 
radiometrique (par exemple, les mesures de la 
quali te et de la profondeur de 1 'eau). Des 
ensembles de donnees de l'eclairement solaire 
ont ete acquis a 1 'aide du spectroradiometre 
recemment ins talle a bord de l 'aeronef. Ces 
donnees sont utilises pour la mise au point 
d 'algorithmes ameliores de correction atmos
pherique. Un autre pro jet important a ete la 
poursui te de l' evaluation et de la mise au 
point des capacites cartographiques des 
systemes. Des vols ont ete effectues avec les 
imageurs MEIS et MSS, et des techniques de 
mise en correspondance d'image ont ete appli
quees pour calculer des modeles numeriques de 
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hauteur. Les ensembles de donnees acquises 
simultanement par le systeme de balayage Lidar 
et le MEIS ant permis d'evaluer le potentiel 
du systeme Lidar pour la mesure de la hauteur 
des arbres et la densite du couvert 
fores tier. 

Le systeme electro-optique aeroporte a ete 
tres utile lors de l 'essai dans la mer de 
Beaufort. Cet te importante campagne, a 
laquelle ant participe des representants de 
l 'industrie petroliere et des organismes de 
reglementation, visait a etudier l'efficacite 
de divers dispersants de deversements d'hydro
carbures. D'autres systemes et aeronefs ont 
ete utilises, mais seule l'installation du 
CCT, dont la performance et la fiabili te sont 
etablis, a pennis de determiner les resultats 
de l'essai. 

Le Falcon du CCT, mis en vente en raison des 
contraintes budgetaires, a effectue son der
nier vol pour le CCT en octobre 1986. Nous 
aurons quand meme acces au capteurs electro
optiques, d'une fa~on differente, a compter de 
juin 1987. Dans le but de promouvoir et d'ac
celerer la mise au point d' applications com
merciales de la technologie electro-optique, 
le module electro-optique a ete offert sous 
forme de pret. Une demande de proposition a 
ete faite visant la prestation de services au 
CCT avec l'equipement prete ainsi que la vente 
de tels services a d'autres utilisateurs de la 
communaute; les soumissions sont en cours 
d'evaluation. 

Au cours de 1986, les capteurs ont ete equipes 
de filtres anti-decalage vers le bleu pour 
l 'exploitation du MEIS. La conception et la 
mise en application courante de ces fil tres 
interferentiels, dent la reponse spectrale est 
uniforme sur toute la largeur du champ de 
vision du capteur, marque un pas important 
dans la technologie des imageurs a 
barretttes. 

La mise au point de l'installation d'etalon
nage automatique des capteurs-imageurs a ele
ments multiples est terminee. L'installation 
qui a servi a l'etalonnage geometrique et 
radiometrique du nouvel ensemble de filtres du 
MEIS constitue un moyen rapide et precis 
d 'evaluer la performance des capteurs. Cette 
installation constitue un pas de plus dans 
l'exploitation des imageurs a barrettes en 
matiere de recherche et d' operations en 
teledetection. 

Le dis posit if d' affichage en temps reel 
Alice II du MEIS et du MSS est maintenant 
capable de produi re un choix d 'accentuations 
pour l'obtention des donnees preliminaires et 
l 'analyse d' images a bord de l' aeronef sans 



devoir proceder a la transcription apres-vol 
des bandes de donnees. 

En ce qui concerne les systemes electro
optiques actifs, la conception detaillee du 
fluorodetecteur a laser s'est tenninee con
formement au calendrier, dans le cadre d'un 
contrat entre le CCT et Barringer Research 
Limited. Le projet qui a ete subventionne par 
le Bureau de la recherche et du developpement 
energetique visait la creation d'un systeme de 
surveillance de la pollution chronique dans 
l 'Arctique et en haute mer, en portant une 
attention particuliere aux exigences opera
t ionnelles. Malheureusement, en raison des 
coupures budgetaires, la portee du contrat a 
ete reduite et les travaux visant a terminer 
la fabri ca tion du systeme ont ete annules. 

Le DC-3 du CCT a jou~ un r8le important pour 
la mise au point du systeme electro-optique 
actif, du fluorodetecteur a laser et du lidar. 
11 a effectue son dernier vol en tant qu'aero
nef du CCT en octobre 1986, lors des leves 
hydrographiques LARSEN (lidar) dans 
1 'Arctique. L' appa reil sera vendu en raison 
des contraintes budgetaires. L'adjudicataire 
continuera de fournir les services de plate
forme en vue de repondre aux besoins des 
utilisateurs de leves hydrographiques. 

PROGRAMME RADARSAT 

Introduction 

La derniere annee a surtout ete marquee par 
des activites decoulant du nouveau Programme 
spatial canadien annonce en mai 1986 et qui 
comprenai t certai ns aspects du developpement 
de la teledetection par satellite. Le 
Programme spatial prevoyait la poursuite des 
travaux de planification du projet RADARSAT en 
a yant pour objectif la reduction des couts, 
l'obtention d'aide financiere du secteur prive 
et des gouvernements provinciaux et etrangers 
et la soumission d'une proposition revisee du 
projet RADARSAT en moins d'un an. De plus, il 
prevoyait un montant annuel de SM$ pour un 
programme de teledetection d'une duree de 
quinze ans [Programme de developpement de don
nees radar (RDDP)]. 11 prevoyait egalement un 
accroissement des relations avec l'Agence spa
tiale europeenne (ASE) gr~ce a une participa
tion suivie au programme ERS-1 et autres 
projets de teledetection. Tous ces aspects et 
autres developpements sont mis en lumiere dans 
le present rapport. 

Developpement du projet RADARSAT 

On a fait appel a SPAR Aerospace pour reviser 
la conception du projet et recommander des 
options qui tiendraient compte des decisions 
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prises dans le cadre du programme spat i al. 
Les recommandations de SPAR, qui decoulentt de 
consultations approfondies avec le Burea u de 
projet RADARSAT (BPR) et les principaux utili
sateurs, preconisent l'utilisation d'un satel
lite en orbite helyosynchrone equipe d'un ROS 
ameliore capable d'offrir une variete de choix 
d'acquisition de donnees en termes de largeur 
de bande de vi see, de resolution et d' angle 
d' incidence. Le ROS sera maintenant oriente 
vers la droite en vue de permettre la couver
ture de l'Extreme-Arctique (jusqu'a environ 
87°N). 11 assurera la couverture de ! 'ensem
ble du Canada, dans un sous-cycle repetitif de 
trois jours, et celle de l'Arctique, notamment 
du passage du nord-ouest, en effectuant 
plusieurs passages quotidiens. 

LP prlnc-!pol mode "d'expl o ltatlon" contlnuc- ra 
d'assurer une band e de visee de plus de 100 km 
ovec une resolution de 28 m x 30 m et quatre 
angles de visee. La bande de vi see pourra 
etre choisie parmi un groupe de sept bandes 
couvrant un couloir de 500 km, a des angles 
d 'incidence de 20° a 49°. On a egalement 
retenu deux larges bandes (environ 150 km 
chacune) avec une resolution de 40 m, 4 angles 
de visee avec des angles d'incidence de 20° a 
40°, ainsi que des faisceaux experimentaux 
avec des angles d' incidence variant de 49° a 
environ 60°. Deux modes ROS nouveaux et 
extremement utiles ont ete ajoutes: un mode 
"Haute resolution" et un mode "Balayage". Le 
mode haute resolution assurera une bande de 
visee d'une largeur approximative de 55 a 
90 km, avec une resolution de pres de 8 m. Un 
choix d'au moins cinq de ces faisceaux sera 
assure dans la bande de visee accessible de 
500 km. Le mode ROS "balayage" assurera de 
tres larges bandes de visee (300 km x 500 km) 
avec une resolution d'environ 100 m et 
6 angles de visee. Ce mode permettra d'obte
nir de l 'imagerie de levee (par exemple de 
zones de glace) sur la totalite du couloir en 
une seule fois. 

Comme prevu, les Etats-Unis assureront le 
lancement et le Royaume-Uni fournira la plate
forme. Le Royaume-Uni pourra egalement four
nir des capteurs dont un altimetre radar (AR) 
et un radiometre a balayage longitudinal 
(ATSR) et, peut-etre, des versions ameliorees 
des capteurs ERS-1. La mission RADARSAT est 
main tenant conc;ue pour une periode de 5 ans, 
l'entretien en orbite ayant ete annule en vue 
de reduire les couts. A la lumiere de ces 
changements, on a demande a Douserv-Econosult 
de reprendre l'analyse economique et l'evalua
tion de la mission RADARSAT. Cette etude qui 
devrait etre bient8t terminee montre deja que 
les avantages economiques globaux sont sensi
blement les memes, sauf pour quelques change
ments occasionnes par la duree de vie reduite 



de la mission et le retrait du capteur optique 
a haute resolution qui auront une incidence 
sur les applications en agriculture et en 
foresterie. Toutefois, les resultats 
couts/benefices prevus semblent plus impor
tants en raison de la reduction substantielle 
des couts et du taux de penetration prevu du 
marche a la suite de l'annonce du RDDP dans le 
dernier programme spatial. 

DEveloppement des applications et Programme de 
dEveloppement de donnEes radar 

La mise au point des applications du ROS par 
le Bureau du projet RADARSAT a connu des pro
gres interessants au cours de l'annee qui 
vient de s'ecouler. Ces travaux ont ete 
entrepris par les coordonnateurs des applica
tions portant sur la glace de mer, les oceans 
et les ressources terrestres renouvelables et 
non renouvelables; l'appui scientifique et 
technique a ete fournie sous contrat par 
F.G. Bercha and Associates Ltd. (Ontario). 
Les travaux d 'application sur les glaces ont 
porte particulierement sur l 'analyse des 
donnees ROS disponibles en vue d'etablir des 
signatures de glace et d' iceberg et sur la 
mise au point d'une methode de reperage auto
matique des glaces pour utilisation avec 
l'imagerie du ROS. La mise au point des algo
rithmes de surveillance du mouvement des 
glaces a procede sui vant deux voies: la pre
miere Etant une technique utilisant des des
cripteurs d' objets et la deuxieme employant 
une structure hierarchique qui a pour avantage 
de reduire les volumes de donnees. Cette der
niere technique a donnee des resultats des 
plus prometteurs lors des essais effectues sur 
1 'imagerie ROS de SEASAT de la glace de mer 
dans l'Arctique. Le modele elabore, actuelle
ment affine et verifie, est con~u pour rendre 
compte des mouvements de rotation et des 
changements de signature. Les utilisateurs de 
donnees sur les glaces peuvent obtenir de plus 
amples informations sur ces projets et autres 
developpements connexes dans le Bulletin 
publie regulierement par le BPR avec le con
cours du Service de l'environnement atmosphe
rique (SEA). Ce bulletin a re~u un tres bon 
accueil et est distribue a plus de 250 abon
nees i travers le monde. Les travaux du 
groupe de travail sur les applications oceani
ques ont po rte particulierement sur 1 'analyse 
des retours radar de navire apparaissant sur 
l'imagerie ROS et sur !'extraction d'informa
t ions sur les vagues oceaniques d' a pres les 
donnees ROS. Les experts ont procede a 
l'etude et a la comparaison de modeles theori
ques d'imagerie ROS des vagues oceaniques et a 
la mise au point de logiciels de correction et 
d'analyse des donnees ROS pour ce type de 
vagues. Les travaux comprenaient egalement la 
mise au point de techniques d 'evaluation des 
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spectres des vagues oceaniques a partir des 
donnees ROS. 

Quant aux travaux sur les applications rela
tives aux ressources terrestres renouvelables, 
l 'accent a po rte sur la poursui te des recher
ches de donnees ROS disponibles pour 
l'etablissement des types de culture, !'evalu
ation des conditions de culture et l'etablis
sement des effets parametriques des capteurs 
et des terres/vegetation sur la retrodiffusion 
radar. Ces etudes comprenaient l'analyse 
d 'ensembles de donnees ROS mul ti-temporel les 
et ROS et VIR cornbinees ainsi qu'une evalua
tion prelirninaire de l'effet de la neige sur 
le re tours radar de la couverture vegetale. 
Le ROS a egalement servi a certains travaux en 
foresterie dont l'analyse des donnees ROS dis
ponibles ainsi que celles d 'autres capteurs 
pour la surveillance des coupes a blanc et de 
la regeneration, la detection et la cartogra
phie des processus de conversion des forets 
tropicales et le tra~age des effets topogra
phiques. Les travaux de developpement des 
application~ relatives aux ressources non 
renouvelables ont portc essentiellement sur 
des etudes ROS en stereo, des analyses de 
l'imagerie ROS seule et avec d'autres 
ensembles de donnees en vue d'obtenir des 
informations geologiques, de mettre au point 
et evaluer les logiciels permettant d'entre
prendre ces analyses et d'afficher les resul
tats en divers formats et projections. Ces 
etudes incluaient !'utilisation de la texture 
clans la discrimination des types de roche, 
!'evaluation de l'effet des angles d'inci
dence, la valeur de la resolution ainsi que 
d'autres parametres sur la qualite de l'image
rie radar, l 'importance de l' information geo
logique et la demonstration de la construction 
en mosaique des donnees ROS. 

Des le debut, les chercheurs ont reconnu qu'on 
ne disposal t pas de donnees ROS en bande C 
suffisantes (bande de frequence du ERS-1 et du 
ROS de RADARSAT) pour entreprendre des travaux 
de developpement des applications. C'est 
pourquoi des plans ont ete elabores pour 
acquerir des donnees ROS en bande C clans 
chaque domaine d'application des que le 
nouveau systeme ROS-580 du CCT sera mis en 
operation. La premiere occasion de cueillette 
des donnees sur la glace et les oceans se pre
sentera lors des experiences importantes qui 
seront menees au large de Terre-Neuve et du 
Labrador. L'experience sur la lisiere des 
glaces au large des c6tes du Labrador (LIMEX) 
et l 'etude des vagues internes de la mer du 
Labrador (LEWEX) s'inscrivent clans le cadre 
d 'un plan de developpement des applications 
pour !'utilisation des donnees ROS satelli
taires en vue de la surveillance et de la pre
vision des glaces et des vagues oceaniques. 



Les experiences effectuees a l'aide du ROS-580 
en mars 1987 font partie d'un grand projet 
,·on jot nt oq::aniRP par h•R cnordonnRteurR de" 
appllcF1ttons rclatlvell aux glacee el aux 
oceans, et incluant d'autres chercheurs et 
organismes du, Canada (essentiellement SEA et 
BIO) et des Etats-Unis. Une grande quantite 
de donnees de surface et connexes seront 
recueil lies a 1 'aide de trois navi res equi pes 
aux fins de l'experience, de quatre aeronefs 
et d'instruments in situ. 

Des plans detailles ont ete etablis pour 
assurer la poursuite du developpement des 
applications et autres travaux sous la direc
tion du ROOP. Ce programme de teledetetion 
fait appel au developpement de la technologie 
et des applications de pointe pour la recep
tion, le traitement et l'analyse des donnees 
radar et autres donnees teledetectees. Le 
ROOP s'interesse particulierement a la techno
logie radar et a I 'utilisation des donnees 
connexes pour la surveillance des glaces, 
l'oceanographie (incluant la detection de 
navires) !'agriculture, la foresterie, la geo
logie, l' hydrologie, la geographie ainsi que 
d 'autres applications. Ce programme a pour 
but de fournir un appui a ! 'utilisation des 
donnees radar, au traitement et l'analyse 
d'images en vue de permettre au Canada de 
maintenir son leadership international dans 
les infrastructures terrestres qui utilisent 
des donnees teledetectees. Le ROOP qui vient 
d'etre approuve par le Conseil du Tresor, 
entrera en operation en avril 1987. 

Developpemente du ERS-1 

La participation constante du Canada au pro
gramme ERS-1 de l'ASE a deja permis de profi
ter des retombees industrielles satisfaisantes 
ainsi que d'autres avantages. Des compagnies 
comme MDA, SPAR et COMDEV sont sous contrat 
avec l'ASE pour la mise au point et l'approvi
sionnement de materiels et de logiciels desti
nes au ERS-1. Ainsi, la compagnie MDA assume 
l'entiere responsabilite de la station de 
reception a Kiruna (Suede) (principale station 
terrestre ERS-1) et fabrique egalement le pro
cesseur au sol des donnees ROS tandis que SPAR 
fourni t l' equipement de telemetrie. De plus, 
des contrats ont ete accordes aux compagnies 
R. Ball & Associates et DIGIM pour des travaux 
de developpement d'applications pour ce 
systeme. 

Au nombre des activites qui se sont deroulees 
l' annee derniere, une place importante a ete 
accordee a la coordination et a la preparation 
des propositions canadiennes en reponse a 
l'Avis de participation de l'ASE pour la vali
dation geophysique et l'utilisation scientifi
que des donnees ROS et celles d 'autres cap-
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teurs qui seront fournies par ERS-1 apres son 
lancement en 1989-90. Les chercheurs cana-
rl I f'nR ont ROtrnllR Hl'J>I p1·o ptoHltlnnu ,\ l'A SE. 
La glace, la geulogJe, l'agrlniltur,·/lu1·estl' · 
rie ont chacune fait l'objet d'une proposition 
tandis que les applications oceaniques et 
l'etalonnage des capteurs ont fait l'objet de 
deux propositions chacune. De plus, les 
besoins de donnees nationales pour la mission 
ERS-1 sont actuellement etablis, en consulta 
tion avec les principaux ministeres et 
organismes comme le SEA et le MPO. 

Conclusion 

Au cours de la derniere annee, on a consacre 
beaucoup de temps a la proposition revisee de 
RADARSAT. Cette proposition est en cours de 
preparation et devrait etre sou~ise tres bien
tot. Le Cabinet en commencera la revision en 
avril et une decision devrai t etre annoncee 
peu de temps apres. De plus, les applications 
radar et les autres travaux de developpement 
au Bureau du projet RADARSAT se poursuivent 
dans le cadre du ROOP, conformement aux plans 
elabores l 'annee derniere. Etant donne qu I il 
est deja approuve, le ROOP assure la continui
te dans la poursuite de ces travaux, en prepa
ration de !'utilisation des donnees radar qui 
seront recueillies par ERS-1, RADARSAT et 
d'autres satellites des 1989-90. 



5.1 REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON 
AGRICULTURE 

Agriculture/Radar Sub-Committee 

In 1986, the sub-committee considered 
three main topics : comprehensive super
sites, radar training, and the up-coming 
ERS -1 compaigne. 

Due to the increasing cost of col
lecting ground data, the sub-committee 
considered the establishment of supersites 
for remote sensing mission specific to 
agriculture/radar. The following criteria 
were established: strong commitment to 
collection of detailed, well-coordinated 
ground data; areas amenable to multi
disciplinary studies; efforts to establish 
a ground calibration system similar to US 
for SIR-B; a central agency to sponsor 
each site (ensuring accessible of data); 
standardization of data collection. It 
was suggested that more sites are needed 
in addition to the existing sites in 
western Canada. Proposals are been re
quested from the remote sensing community. 
Proposals should contain detailed back
ground information (soils, topography, 
geology, land use, etc) together with 
current remote sensing interests and 
activities. 

In order for more scientist to take 
advance of radar technology, the sub
committee started work on a workshop 
series to be part of the next Canadian 
Remote Sensing Symposium at Waterloo. The 
workshop will be geared towards individu
als with agricultural-related interests 
who had assimulated knowledge or who are 
currently working in optical remote 
sensing. The course would last for three 
days and cover radar fundamentals, SAR 
systems and applications. 

The sub-committee co-ordinated the 
submission of a proposal for a Canadian 
experiment using the European Space Agency 
(ESA) European Resources Satellite (ERS-1) 
radar satellite. The team of scientists 
from across Canada will be co-ordinated by 
Ron Brown of CCRS. The project will look 
at unique crop management · and soil-cli
matic areas of Canada. The objective of 
the proposal is the imlementation of SAR 
with crop information system (CIS) - crop 
identification and area estimation, crop 
condition and yield estimates, and 
catastrophic events. The location of the 
experiments will be Oxford, Ont., Sher
brooke, Que., Carberry and Fannystelle, 
Man ., Swift Current/Outlook/ Melfort, 
Sask. 

Distribution of Data Sets: CCRS has made 
a considerable number of SAR data sets 
available to Universities and Provincial 
Centres. University researchers have 
already made presentation of their find-
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i~gs at the lastest Canadian Remote Sen
sing Symposium in Edmonton and more are 
expected at the next symposium. The sub
committee is pleased with the results, the 
increase in knowledgeable scientists and 
use of good CCRS data. 

Ground Microwave Experiment: The CCRS 
contract with the University of Saskatch
ewan is continuing but without the finan
cial support of Canada Agriculture as 
specified in the DSS contract. The first 
two electrical engineering graduate 
students in this program will be 
presenting their theses in the Spring of 
1987. 

Recommendations: 
The sub-committee recommends that: 

l. CCRS collect multi-temporal C-SAR data 
sets in both Western and Eastern Canada to 
support the methodology development of 
agricultural experiments, in view of the 
importance of the lead up research program 
in response to the ERS-1 launch, 

2. CCRS approach NSERC to stress the 
importance of microwave research. 

Sub-Committee Members: 

Jeff Whiting (Chairman) 
Saskatchewan Research Council 
15 Innovation Blvd., 
Saskatoon, Sask. 
S7N 2X8 
306-933-5423 

Dr. M.S. Akhavi 
Nova Scotia Land Survey Inst. 
P.O. Box 10 
Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia 
BOS IMO 

Dr. Ron Brown 
Can. Centre for Remote Sensing 
2464 Sheffield Rd., 
Ottawa, Ont. 
KIA OY7 
613-993-9873 
Dr. Peter Crown 
Soil Sciences Dept., 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T6G 2E3 
403-432-2886 

Hugh Gwyn 
Faculte des arts 
Universite de Sherbrooke 
Sherbrooke, P.Q. 
JlK 2Kl 



Dr . M. Hamid 
Electrical Engineering Dept., 
Univ. of Manitoba 
Winnipeg, Man. 
R3T 2N2 
204-474-9641 

Dr. Phil Howarth 
Faculty of Environmetal Studies 
University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ont. 
N2L 3Gl 
519 -885-1211 

Alex Mack 
Dept. of Agriculture 
CEF Building 74 
Ottawa, Ont. 
KIA OC6 
613-995-5011 

Dr . Dick Protz 
Land Resources Sc . 
University of Guelph 
Guelph, Ont . 
NlG 2Wl 
519-824-4120 
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Rangeland Sub-Committee 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The mandate of the Rangeland Subcommittee 
is to examine and r eport to CACR S on the 
following issues: 

l ) The current operational use of remot e 
sensing in rangeland application in 
Canada; 

2) The estimated total potential for the use 
of remote sensing in rangeland application 
in Canada; 

3 ) The steps which need to be taken in Canada 
to realize that potential; and 

4 ) The estimated market for the technologies 
developed in Canada in other countries 
(especially tnird world ) . 

The Subcommittee was set up in 1984 with 
a lifetime of two years. This was extended in 
March 1986 for an additional two years. The 
members of this Subcommittee include 
representatives from provincial "user" 
agencies, private industry users, and federal 
and provincial researchers, with emphasis on 
representation from the four western 
provinces. 

Airborne Remote Sensing 

CIR and panchromatic aerial photography 
continue to be used by range managers as basic 
tools (e.g., existing CIR photography is 
preferred by range inspectors in southern 
Alberta range over MSS products). 

Spaceborne Remote Sensing 

A limited amount of research is 
continuing in the application of Landsat MSS 
and TM to rangeland management. The major 
program is being carried out by CCHS in 
Alberta, to evaluate the application of TM 
data in the fescue grasslands. Results show 
that it can be used effectively for evaluation 
of pasture "quality", but not for quantative 
biomass estimates. No rangeland research 
using SPOT is yet underway, but is 
recommended. 

Current use of spaceborne remote sensing for 
rangeland applications includes: 

1. Landsat MSS - l scene used by PRFA for 
pasture planning in 1986 
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2. Landsat TM 

- some data used by Ducks 
Unlimited for wetlands 

- about 10 scenes (enhanced ) 
used by Alberta Agriculture 
in southern Alberta. 

used extensively by Ducks 
Unlimited for wetlands 
inventory. 

- under investigation by 
Saskatchewan Crop Insurance 
for forage inventory. 

- !;mall study in Manitoba by 
PFRA for pasture management. 

3. NOAA-AVHHR - evaluation by Alberta 
Agriculture begun in central 
Alberta for inventory of 
drought-stricken areas, with 
promising results and planned 
use for 1907. 

- interest expressed by 
Saskatchewan Crop Insurance 
for use in evaluating soil 
moisture related to forage 
growth. 

Thus, although interest in the use of 
spaceborne remote sensing is continuously 
expressed by existing and potential user 
agencies, most are unable to continue programs 
or undertake new initiatives, due to limited 
budgets (few of which include research and 
development funding) and available labour. A 
serious decline in overall research commitments 
by Agriculture Canada was noted. There are now 
only two range research scientists in Canada, 
research program funding is very low, and 
university research is moving to biotechnology 
and away from rangeland management. Training 
programs and workshops offered by agencies such 
as the Saskatchewan Research Council 
( Technology Enhancement Program) and the 
Alberta Remote Sensing Center have been well 
attended and generally raised the level of 
interest. Range managers as remote sensing 
users are willing to use products if they are 
inexpensive but still want to obtain 
quantitative biomass information. 

International Programs 

Current programs outside of North America 
were briefly reported on in 1986 in order to 
more effectively evaluate the potential for 
extending Canadian remote sensing technologies 
to other world rangeland regions. Australia's 
programs appear current and well-established, 
with much attention also focussed by 
international aid agencies in Africa (although 
there is a serious Landsat coverage problem due 



to lack of receiver stations in Africa). 
Programs in China, India and other areas are 
usually carried out in the context of general 
land use programs and not reported as 
l'!HHJCIRnd reroute sensing programs per se, but 
L,H1di;Ht rluta are being utilized. 

New Initiatives 

Two major initiatives were identified for 
the extended two-year term of the 
Subcommittee: 

l. RANGELAND INVENTORY FOR CANADA 

An estimated 40-601 of Canadian rangeland 
is in fair to poor condition. The 
Subcommittee will support an initiative by 
Alberta Agriculture to promote and carry out 
an inventory of the extent of rangeland in 
western Canada, including identification of 
the intensively grazed range within this area 
using NSS and TM data. Such a benchmark data 
base would then be used for monitoring future 
changes in range, down to the section level. 

2 . CANADIAN RANGE REMUTE SENSING 
PUBLICATION 

The task of preparing a practical 
illustrated compendium on tne demonstrated 
uses of remote sensing for rangeland 
management in Canada was undertaken in 1986. 
Its target audience would be Canadian 
decision-making managers and field users, plus 
the international range management community, 
with the objective of providing enough 
practical information that they can evaluate 
the application of such techniques to their 
own requirements. 

Conclusion and Forecast 

Remote sensing continues to hold promise 
for current and future application in 
rangeland management programs in Canada and 
elsewhere . This has been demonstrated in 
several programs over the past few years, but 
incorporation into "user" programs has been 
ge11erally very slow due to limited budgets, 
and lack of commitment by decision-making 
managers. Future break-throughs in the 
apµlication of remote sensing for range 
rnanagement will require improved satellite 
resolution (e .g., SPOT, not yet evaluated ) and 
ext raction of quantitative biomass 
information. The recommendations for 1987 are 
made with these conclusions in mind. 
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Recommendations 

1. CCRS should reprint the following 
out - of-print publication, as it is 
reviewed 1.s an imµorlanl con tr ibut ion 
to the literuture on remote sensing of 
rangelands in Canada: 

Brown, H.J., et al. 1983. Alberta 
Rangeland Assessment using Remotely Sermed 
data, CCRS Research Report 83-1. 128 pp. 

2. The RSC has defined as one of its 
tasks the publication of a 
comprehensive and practical document 
in 1988-89 covering the demonstrated 
uses of remote sensing for rangeland 
management in Canada, for use by 
decision-making managers and field 
users both within and outside Canada. 
The RSC looks to the financial and 
technical support of CCRS Applications 
Division and other funding agencies 
for,: the publication of this Canadian 
Rangeland Remote Sensing Applications 
document, based on a proposal to be 
developed by the RSC in early 1987. 

3. The KSC identifies the following areas 
for initiation or continuation of 
research and development: 

- TM and SPOT research for parkland, 
northern fescue and improved boreal 
pastures, and B.C. rangelands 

- NOAA-AVHRR for rangeland monitoring 
and drought assessment 

4. The RSC recommends that the AWG, CCkS 
and Agriculture Canada support the 
preparation of an inventory (using 
Landsat TM and MSS data) of the extent 
of rangelands in general, and heavily 
utilized rangelands in particular, 
throughout western Canada, as an 
important element in increasing the 
awareness of range administrators of 
range problems, and in the transfer of 

·rernote sensing technology to the range 
user. 
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Crop Inform ation Su b-C o mmittee 

Crop Information System Initiative 

A rilot project was carried out by Agriculture 
c~ nada , the Canadian Wheat Board and CCRS 
under contract to Intera Technologies Ltd. to 
pre-process NOAA AVHRR data and to deliver 
these data to the Canadian Wheat Board and 
Agriculture Canada. The results of this work 
has indicated what modifications were necessary 
to t:e made to the procedures to better meet the 
operational requirement of agencies 1 ike the 
Wheat Board. For the processing carried out 
in 1985 and 1986 it was required that the 
scenes be essentially cloud free for the 
radiometric correction procedure to work 
effectively. However, it has been found that 
the approach where a composite image is gene
rated such that, for a particular area, the 
clearest pixel for the week is output to the 
composite imaae, is a better approach. The 
Crop Information Subcommittee supports the 
initiative that CCRS, Agriculture Ca nada and 
the Canadian Wheat Board have taken in this 
direction and the subsequent establishment of 
a remote sensing data preprocessing system in 
~iinnipeg ~,hich will go a long way towards 
introducing remotely sensed data into the 
operational activities of agricultural l y 
related agencies. 

The basis for the specification of this sys
tem was a report produced by CDA, CWB , SC, 
AES and CCRS for a senior management steering 
committee. This system is designed to meet 
the current and future needs of agricultural 
users for remotely sensed data and in par
ticular be capable of handling SAR data where 
it becomes routinely available from the ESA 
ERS-1 satellite and the proposed Canadian 
RADARSAT. 
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5.2 REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON 
CARTOGRAPHY AND PHOTOGRAMMETRY 

The primary objective of the Working Group 
is the investigation on the applications to 
cartography of spaceborne imaging systems 
and airborne non-photogrammetric imaging 
systems. These applications include 
pictorial, graphical and digital 
cartographic products as well as 
geographically referenced data bases. 

In the course of 1986, the activities of 
the Working Group encompassed the 
operational applications of Landsat imagery 
and Lidar Bathymeter data, and 
investigations related to the use of Metric 
Camera and Large Format Camera photography, 
and SPOT MEIS and SAR imagery. 

OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS 

Ir. the frame of the 5-year Change Detection 
and Map Revision Program using Landsat 
imagery which is being carried out by 
Gregory Geoscience for Topographical Survey 
of EMR, the following work has been 
completed: revision of 30 maps in 
1:250 000 and change detection for 605 maps 
in 1:50 000. To date approximately 4.3 
million square kilometers have been covered 
in this program. Approximately 7600 km of 
aircraft field verification was 
accomplished and 1780 oblique photographs 
were taken for feature verification. 

Terra Surveys Ltd., has in operational use 
a highly successful airborne survey 
technique for measuring water depths in 
coastal waters. The technique is based on 
the Larsen 500 Scanning Lidar Bathymeter 
System which incorporates a fully 

_computerized shoreline mapping capability. 
The system was developed through the 
combined efforts of the Canadian 
Hydrographic Service, the CCRS and the 
private sector. 

PRISM Information and Mapping Services 
Division of Gregory Geoscience Ltd., used 
Landsat TM data to map logging roads and 
forest changes at 1:10 000 scale. Output 
compared with data from photogrammetric 
plotting from 1:20 000 photography 
indicated position errors of 7 m and area 
differences of 1-2%. 

GEOMETRY AND RESOLUTION OF 
IMAGING SYSTEMS 

In the research work related to on-line 
photogrammetric systems, conducted in the 
Ph o t ogrammetric Research Section (PRS) of 
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NRG, the emphasis continued to be placed on 
the development of algorithms applicable to 
geometries for non-standard, time-dependent 
imaging systems represented by line 
scanners and linear array sensors. These 
systems require a significantly modified 
approach to the real-time control of 
positioning of images in on-line 
photogrammetric systems. An extensive 
theoretical analysis was completed and 
successful feasibility tests conducted to 
prove the viability and practical value of 
these new generalized formulations. 

Specific formulations for the Anaplot 
processing of stereo-images from the 
European SPOT satellite have been completed 
and are ready to be tested. 

To ensure the high accuracy of the SPOT 
geometric evaluation, considerable effort 
was spent in 1986 to define and program and 
extensive set of auxiliary transformations 
between image-, model- and ground 
coordinate systems involved in the process 
of on-line measurements. An original 
approach was adopted to formulate all 
needed geometric and cartographic relations 
with no loss of mathematical rigor for any 
expected geometric configuration of SPOT 
stereoimages. As a result, a unique 
software library of about 40 subroutines 
and functions is now available for 
immediate applications. The modular 
character of the developed software 
facilitates a straight-forward programming 
of any relevant photogrammetric tasks. 
Efficient solutions to all major problems 
have been derived and proven reliable in 
numerous simulations of practical 
applications. 

Experiments with on-line processing of LFC 
imagery and their evaluation are in 
progress at PRS. 

The evaluation of the metric potential of 
MEIS imagery using two low altitude lines 
flown over the NRC Sudbury Test Area is 
continuing in collaboration between PRS and 
CCRS. 

At CCRS the Kananaskis Valley test area 
was re-flown with the XEIS stereo, laser 
profiler and GPS receiver systems to 
acquire data for the evaluation of all 
three systems. Similar flights were flown 
in cooperation with the University of 
Georgia. 

A CCRS Forestry and DTM project was flown 
with MEIS stereo but no laser or GPS 
systems. Simultaneously acquired 



photography has been processed by the 
Topographical Survey (EMR) . The MEIS 
imagery will be processed in the near 
future at CCRS. 

The new airborne SAR has been undergoing 
commissioning trials at CCRS. High quality 
imagery has been obtained . 

CONTROL IDENTIFICATION AND EXTENSION 

Investigations were conducted at the 
University of New Brunswick (UNB) into the 
accuracy obtainable for control extension 
utilizing Large Format Camera photography 
using ground control data obtained from the 
Surveys and Mapping Branch of Energy, Mines 
and Resources Canada, the locations of 118 
ground control points (x,y,z) were 
identified on a strip of 9 photographs 
taken during orbit 38 of Space Shuttle 
mission 41G, October 1984. The strip, of 
approximate scale 1:788 000 extends over a 
400 km track from Empress to Rockglen in 
Saskatchewan, Canada . The ground control 
points used were road intersections for 
which coordinates could be obtained from 
terrestrial observations. Photograph 
coordinates were measured in an OMI AP-2C 
analytical plotter. 

The following computations were carried 
out: 

image refinement (including use of 
observed reseau); 
analytical 10odel formation; 
independent model aerotriangulation; 
bundle aerotriangulation; and 
space resection of single images, and 
subsequent reprojection of photo 
coordinates. 

It was concluded that, based on a dense 
control point field, the spatial position 
of well-defined features can be determined 
with a 7 m accuracy. With sparse control, 
the accuracy drops to 15 m. Dense control 
meant 20 to 25 points per stereomodel, 
occupying an area of 110 by 180 km. Six 
ground control points used for adjusting a 
strip of 5 models covering an area of 400 
by 180 km was regarded as sparse control. 

Visual interpretability test of LFC 
photography is in progress at UNB with 
special emphasis on cultural and natural 
features shown on 1:50 000 topographic 
maps, and investigation will commence into 
the role and utilization of digital terrain 
models as ancillary data in digital image 
processing and analysis. 
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At the Laval University studies continued 
with Metric Camera photographs over Canada 
(scale: 1:837 000) obtained in two short 
strips covering areas in the provinces of 
Alberta and British Columbia - 1983 
photography (strips of 3 and 7 photos, 
respectively). 

Similar studies also continued with the 
Large Format Camera photographs over an 
area in the province of Quebec, (scale, 
1:1 190 000) obtained in two strips - 1984 
photography (one strip of 10 black & white 
photos and one strip of 3 colour infrared 
photos). 

A large number of measurable points on 
these photos were identified on topographic 
maps (in scales 1:50 000 and 1:20 000), 
whose ground coordinates were transformed 
into 3-D geocentric system. Special 
emphasis was placed on two areas: (a) an 
area of Alberta (for MC photos) containing 
a triple overlap and, (b) an area in Quebec 
(for LFC photos) containing a quintuple 
overlap. 

All measurements were made at the Wild 
STK-1 Stereocomparator and/or the Wild BC-I 
ana lytical plotter. The typical pointing 
errors (deviations) in these are: 8 to 
14 µm for the MC photos and 3 to 6 µm for 
the LFC photos. 

Separately, self-calibration of the imaging 
systems were made, programs for which were 
being developed. These have been tested 
with success. 

Additional LFC photographs covering areas 
in the NW part of Africa (Morocco-Algeria) 
were obtained. 

The self-calibration program used at Laval 
University on the LFC photographs yielding 
a one-step solution containing both inner 
and outer (relative and absolute) 
orientations showed satisfactory results. 
Certain data like the focal length were in 
excellent agreement with the calibrated 
values provided by NASA. The elements of 
exterior orientation showed very realistic 
values e.g., standard deviations of the 
camera station coordinates, average being 
less than 70 m. The ground coordinates at 
observed points showed very encouraging 
results, e.g., standard deviation of any 
coordinate being less than 17 m. 

At the Topographic Survey, EMR, an 
investigation is in progress into 
generation of DEM data from LFC 
photographs, and into control point 
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identification for correction of space 
imagery. 

DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEMS 

Research in the Department of Surveying 
Engineering at the University of Calgary in 
remote sensing is continuing to focus in 
several directions. The first area 
involves application of specialized 
enhancement techniques with Landsat data 
e.g., Fourier filtering and spatial 
filtering, and automated digital 
correlation for information extraction in 
surveying and mapping. 

The second area involves the development of 
methodology which will enable the updating 
of major features on topographic maps with 
the latest satellite imagery e.g., SPOT, 
etc. The methodology will be tested with 
rece nt imagery and in terms of the Alberta 
provincial map series. The report will 
classify achievable accuracy for certain 
features together with percentage 
reliability of interpretation. This work 
is funded by the Alberta Bureau of 
Surveying and Mapping of the Alberta Energy 
Mines and Natural Resources. 

The third area involves the synthesis and 
integration of remote sensing data with 
other types of survey and mapping data into 
land-related information systems e.g., the 
development of a comprehensive LRIS of the 
Kananaskis Valley using Landsat data and, 
also, evaluation of computer storage 
methods for Landsat-derived raster data. 

Research on the integration of image 
analysis with geographic information 
systems commenced in 1986 at the Department 
of Survey Science of the University of 
Toronto (Erindale). This work, with 
internal funding from the Universi ty of 
Toronto, will continue through 1987. 

The Department has submitted a proposal to 
the Canadian International Development 
Agency to develop a geographic information 
system, with remote sensing content, for 
soil erosion management in China. Survey 
Science is participating with the 
Department of Geography on this proposed 
project, which is planned to extend over 
three years, and will have specific 
responsibility for the remote sensing 
aspects of the GIS development. 

Ir. cooperation with DIPIX Systems Ltd., the 
Photogrammetric Research Section of NRC is 
developing a Photogrammetric Digital Image 
Processing System for metrology of digital 
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images with a facility for processing and 
analysis of stereo-images. 

The CCRS geometric correction system for 
airborne line imager data known as AIR-II 
is nearing completion. The system is being 
built by Moniteq in Toronto. This is a 
dedicated system for the transcription and 
processing of airborne imagery in a 
production environment. 

The CCRS has a contract in place with the 
University of Calgary (Surveying 
Engineering) to modify the Wild AC-1 
Analytical Stereoplotter software to enable 
it to accept geometrically corrected line 
imager data on film. These modifications 
will enable the AC-1 to generate standard 
cartographic output products. Further 
ground processing techniques are being 
investigated at CCRS for cartographic 
applications of the new airborne SAR 
system. 

MacDonald D~ttwiler and Associates Ltd. has 
developed two essential techniques in its 
quest to produce cartographic-standard maps 
from remote sensing satellite imagery, and 
is continuing development of the various 
techniques that will be required for 
operational map production and revision. 
The developed technology is encapsulated in 
the company's MERIDI~~ family of 
computer-based mapping systems. 

Tbe two essential techniques are 
operational geocoding and Digital Terrain 
Model (DTM) extraction. Geocoding 
transforms an image so that its pixels 
represent earth surface regions of uniform 
size, and align with the coordinate grid of 
a chosen map projection. The required 
process for Landsat and SPOT imagery was 
developed and implemented in the 
Multi-Observational Satellite Image 
Correction System (MOSAICS) recently 
delivered to the Canada Center for Remote 
Sensing. Further work is proceeded on 
operationally geocoding Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR) imagery. 

DTMs are essential for deriving topographic 
base maps using a computer-based system. 
MacDonald Dettwiler has successfully proved 
the concept of using computational vision 
techniques for extracting DTMs from Landsat 
and SPOT imagery with accuracies 
approaching those required by cartographic 
standards. This system is now being 
developed for the MERIDIAN ELEVATION 
subsystem. 



At MacDonald Dettwiler, progress has been 
also made on two automated methods for 
identifying and classifying image features. 
The first of these involves identifying 
features by their spectral signatures, and 
the second uses artifical intelligence 
techniques to provide computer-based 
systems with rules for identifying 
features. These two classification 
techniques are being incorporated in the 
MERIDIAN BASE-MAP system. 

At the Topographical Survey (EMR), a 
project on the generation of DEM data from 
LFC photographs and on the generation of 
photomaps in 1:50 000 scale from LFC 
photographs is underway. 

SPOT 

The preparatory work for the evaluation of 
SPOT image correction, map content and 
SPOT-generated OEM's using SPOT 
stereo-imagery over the Kananaskis Valley 
and Ottawa test areas has been completed at 
Topographical Survey (EMR). The 
investigations under PEPS (Preliminary 
Evaluation Program for SPOT) will continue 
in 1987 when the needed SPOT imagery 
becomes available. 

The development of a system for extraction 
of DTM's and for digital mapping from SPOT 
imagery is continuing at Photosur/DIGIM 
Ltd. 

Various programs for the cartographic 
applications of SPOT imagery are in place 
at the University of New Brunswick, 
University of Toronto (Erindale), 
University of Calgary, Laval University, 
Cartographic Service of the Quebec Ministry 
of Energy and Resources etc, All of these 
are awaiting the long overdue delivery of 
required SPOT imagery. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Since the major challenge for new mapping 
in Canada lies north of 80°, attention 
should be directed to the development of 
remote sensing systems that would assist 
the production of 1:50 000 maps in this 
region. There is a particular need for 
a non-photogrammetric solution to the 
determination of elevations and contours 
over arctic icefields. The new airborne 
SAR system should be considered for these 
cartographic applications. 
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5. 3 REPORT OF THE WORllNG GROUP ON 
FORESTKY 

Introduction 

Forests in Canada are being depleted 
at an unknown rate. The efficiency of 
forest restocking of denuded lands is 
unknown (Pearse, Lang and Todd 1986). 
Remote sensing is the only tool that can 
provide the answers. Remote sensing does 
things which are not possible to do by 
traditional tools, The longer the 
traditional tools are used the greater is 
the amount of money wasted, The Forestry 
Working Group of CACRS is a means of 
disseminating the remote sensing tool, 

The Role of the Forestry Working Group is: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

to promote cooperation between 
existing agencies; 

to demonstrate the effectiveness and 
efficiency of remote sensing through 
projects; 

to educate professional, technician 
and manager; 

to advise on forestry matters relative 
to the national policy on remote 
sensing, and 

to propose research, 

The above are the essential components in 
the dissemination of the tool. It is not 
merely chance that has made forestry the 
first application field to see significant 
operational application of remote sensing. 
Currently the B.C. Ministry of Forests and 
Lands buys satellite data at a rate of 
$100,000 per year - and indications are it 
will soon be $200,000 per year, To preach 
the role of the working group, and to af
fect National Policy in Forestry Remote 
Sensing, the members of working group need 
to have a vision of the future. To have 
that vision, they need an understanding of 
remote sensing, a knowledge of direction 
and goals for the future, and the capabili
t y for critical decisions, The status quo 
has to be analyzed, and unless drastic 
action is taken, forest management will 
continue to waste money. The Forestry 
remote sensing videotape educates through 
application, and tells forestry a new, 
cost-effective direction can be taken in 
forest management. Credibility of remote 
sensing application in forestry is evident 
through the operational use of remote 
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sensing. 
done, 

However a lot more needs to be 

Achieveaents During 1986 

The primary task of the Forestry 
Working Group FWG was editing and revising 
the Forestry Remote Sensing Videotape, The 
revised version was presented to 
the annual meeting of CACRS (April 1987). 

Research Priorities for the Future Decade 

The FWG met and discussed research 
priorities 
projects. 
and before 
should be 
system. 

and forestry remote sensing 
Before the next decade is out 
the 21st Century, the following 
part of the forest management 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

Forest depletions should be constantly 
updated in all 10 provinces and 
territories. The rate of depletion 
should be known. 

Restocking efficiency should be 
known. 

Regeneration assessment should be 
accomplished using digital remote 
sensing techniques, 

GIS should be an integral part of the 
forestry:remote sensing system. 

Dissemination of satellite data should 
be maximized through on-line access to 
satellite data base, 

Integration of satellite monitoring 
with GIS should be maximized through 
on-line access to the provincial 
resource inventory data base, 

The working group also recognized the 
important role of airborne remote sensing 
for site specific resource data acquisition 
at very large scales, In this aspect it 
supports the CFS proposed initiative in the 
development of an advanced linear array 
imager for forestry application, 

Rec~ndationa 

The FWG has one major recommendation 
for CACRS: "That CCRS work towards 
maximizing the dissemination of satellite 
data through development of on-line access 
to satellite data for all users. 
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s. 4 REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON 
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL MODELLING 
AND MONITORING 

INTRODUCTION 
At the 1986 CACRS Annual Meeting, the 

Geography Working Group was giv_en t_he ~date to: 
•Create an inventory of those sc1en11sts m Canada 
who are working in the area of global monitoring 
and to identify their partiCJJlar areas of interest. 
•Recommend ways in which Canada could 
participate in the global change project of !CSU. 
•To recommend follow-on terms of reference for 
the working group. . 

These objectives follow from a review of the 
International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project 
(ISLSCP) given by Professors Bonn and LeDrew at that 
Annual Meeting. 

At the Tenth Canadian Symposium in Edmonton 
in May of 1986, an informal meeting of i_nterested 
scientists proposed that the name of the workmg group 
should be changed to the Global Environmental 
Modelling and Monitoring Working Group (<?EMM) to 
more realistically reflect the new mandate. This proposal 
was accepted by the Director-General ?f CCRS and ?le 
GEMM Working Group was struck with the followmg 
membership: 

Dr. Josef Cihlar, CCRS 
Dr. David Goodenough, CCRS 
Dr. Barry Goodison, AES 
Dr. Ellsworth LeDrew, University of 
Waterloo, Chair 
Dr. Alain Royer, Universite de 
Sherbrooke 

ACTIVITIES FOR 1986-87 
To address objective one, a letter was drafted and 

sent to the Chairpersons of the Geography, Ea_rth 
Science and Biology Departments at Canadian 
Universities, and the principals from Government and 
Industry on the CACRS mailing list. In that letter, we 
requested the names of persons who_ may be interested in 
the objectives of the GEMM working group and asked 
for a summary of current and proposed re_sea:ch 
activities and names of relevant articles. The sc1en11sts 
were informed that these data would be collated into a 
directory that would be the first st_ep \n foste~ng an 
informal liaison. It would also provide mformal!on for 
co-ordination of research activities. The scientists 
would be provided with feedback as researc_h th~n:ies 
proposed by the GEMM working group were 1den11f1ed 
and international efforts in the area developed. 

By January of 1987, eighty-two interested parties 
were identified. Thirty-eight were from government, 
five were from industry and thirty-nine were from 
universities. The data have been gathered in a directory 
submitted as an appendix to this report. The scientists 
have not yet been given an opportunity to verify and 
amend the data. The directory should therefore be 
considered a working draft. This verification will be 
done during the summer months. 
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Objective two has been addressed in part through 
Dr Cihlar's active involvement as the CCRS 
representative on the International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Programme (IGBP) sponsored by t~e lnt~rnational 
Council of Scientific Unions and coordinated m Canada 
by the Royal Society of Canada. He is the leader of the 
Remote Sensing Technical and Resource Group of IGBP 
and Dr. LeDrew is the deputy leader. The overall 
objective of the IGBP is: . 

"To establish an lnternat10nal 
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme: A Study of 
Global Change to describe _and under~tand _the 
interactive physical, chemical and b1olog1cal 
processes that regulate the_ total ~arth syst~m, the 
unique .environment that 11 provides for hfe, the 
changes that are occurring in this system, and the 
manner in which they are influenced by human 
actions." (The Royal Society of Canada, "Global 
Change Program: Mandate of Working Groups", 
working paper, 1987) . . . 

The mandate and priorities of the Canadian contnbu11on 
to IGBP have been developing over the p~st year by ~e 
Royal Society of Canada. Each working group 1s 
charged with the following: 

I/ Define the nature and scale of natural and 
anthropogenic change as it applies to their region; 
2/ Develop specific objectives of a Global 
Change Program in their region; 
3/ Outline what observations, measurements and 
analyses must be carried out to achieve these 
objectives; 
4/ Summarize in accessible form the level of 
activity needed for the achievement of these 
objectives: . . 

•list all active researchers working on projects 
pertaining to the Global Change pr'?gram, 

•describe briefly all current projects and those 
in an advanced state of planning, 

•determine what data are now available and 
where and how they can be accessed; 
5/ Define new or redesigned projects to augment 
the Canadian effort, by: 

•identifying research needs and how new 
projects integrate with existing activities, 

•assigning priorities, 

•identifying project leaders and facility and 
support requirements, . . 

•developing a schedule for new and ex1stmg 
projects; . 
6/ Identify existing sources of funds and outlme 
the overall funds and other resources needed for 
a viable Canadian program in their region; 
7 / Propose workshops, symposia an_d other 
activiti·es needed to plan and develop projects and 
how these may be integrated with other parts of 
the Canadian and International program; 
8/ Develop other ideas and initiatives considered 
necessary or desirable for a successful program, 
nationally or as part of the global effort. (The 
Royal Society of Canada, "Global Change 
Program: Mandate of Working Groups", 
working paper, 1987). 



It is clear that the remote sensing community 
should be actively involved in the Global Change 
Program. In the deliberations of the scientists involved 
in the planning of the program, remotely sensed imagery 
was specified as an important data set for monitoring and 
measuring the surface characteristics with the appropriate 
spatial resolution and coverage, and temporal resolution. 
The GEMM working group can act as the interface 
between the remote sensing community and the IGBP 
program through its participation in CACRS. 

PROPOSAL FOR 1987-1988· 
The GEMM working group has already created 

the directory of interested scientists requested in the 
IGBP mandate and has established the communication 
network. In light of the clear interest by the GEMM 
working group in the IGBP, and the overlap of 
activities, the working group proposes that: 
• The GEMM group will select its objectives 
for the next year from the objectives specified 
for the Remote Sensing Technical Group of 
IGBP 
• The GEMM group will work towards 
achieving those objectives as far as is 
reasonable given the available resources. 
• Of particular interest will be: 

-the identification of research needs and 
definition of future research programs in which 
remote sensing plays a critical role, 

-identification of funding sources and, 
-application for funding support. 
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5.5 REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON 
GEOSCIENCE 

STATUS 

The Vorking Group and its members have 
maintained an active program of research 
and coordination activities during 1986. 
In addition to its formal members, the 
group maintains close contact with 26 
additional Canadian specialists, 15 
colleagues in the United States and 5 over
seas researchers. These corresponding 
members have been very helpful in providing 
advice and support for the group's 
activities. 

During 1986, activities have continued to 
focus on the topic of geobotany. In total, 
25 projects were being carried out or sup
ported by Vorking Group members. These 
activities have been reported in 15 papers 
in the scientific literature. Researchers 
have represented the Vorking Group at all 
major geological and remote sensing 
symposia and meetings in North America. 
Efforts have been made to provide informa
tion on a regular basis to the popular and 
industry press through articles and inter
views. Two students working under Vorking 
Group members have successfully completed 
their graduate theses on geobotanical 
remote sensing during the last year. 

Research activities of the Vorking Group 
fall into 4 categories: 

satellite experiments; 

airborne remote sensing, 

image processing, algorithm and 
methodology development; and 

field and laboratory experiments. 

The geological objectives of the Vorking 
Group's research efforts are: 

to map surficial materials, rock types 
and structures in terms of vegetation 
associations; 

to detect evidence of 
stress in vegetation in 
hydrocarbon environments; 

geochemical 
mineral and 
and 

to demonstrate current capabilities of 
high-resolution satellite, airborne and 
field sensors. 
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1986 has been a year of steady technical 
and scientific progress in the area of 
geobotany. Regional geobotany using TM and 
DTM data have yielded consistent practical 
results in several environments. Analysis 
of MEIS data matured significantly due to 
improvements in data quality and develop
ment of analytical and data reduction 
techniques. Important results from several 
studies have confirmed the validity of the 
concept of airborne detection of 
mineral-induced stress in vegetation. 
Investigations were extended for the first 
time to the FLI with results that confirm 
the value of this sensor as an important 
tool for the interpretation of canopy 
spectral signatures relating to stressed 
and unstressed vegetation. Efforts have 
been made to standardize field ~ata collec
tion techniques to ensure compatability of 
results. In particular, much valuable 
experience has been gained with collection 
and interpretation of field spectra. 
Progress in on-going research has 
encouraged members to embark on significant 
laboratory analysis programs involving 
laboratory spectral measurements, 
biogeochemical assays and metal injection 
experiments. 

FUTURE PLANS 

Technical Plans: 
Vork to date has demonstrated that 
geobotanical associations can be recognized 
and exploited to yield lithological and 
structural information, and that vegetation 
spectral anomalies related to severe 
geochemical stress can be detected using 
current airborne imaging technology. 

Under the coordination of the Vorking 
Group, and based on past experience, work 
will concentrate in the following areas as 
resources permit: 

Commercial implementation of image 
analysis and stress parameter 
methodologies. Initial emphasis will 
be placed on vegetation reflectance red 
edge interpretation methodology. 

Expanded investigation of FLI 
high-resolution airborne spectral and 
spatial mode data for vegetation stress 
assessment. 

Further definition of the role of MEIS 
technology in a viable exploration 
methodology based on analysis of plant 
and rock spectral characteristics. 



Further definition of sensor 
capabilities and needs with regard to 
engineering geology applications in 
vegetated environments. 

Assistance in the implementation of 
methods with operational potential on 
low-cost image analysis systems. 

Promotion of basic research related to 
geological aspects of vegetation stress 
assessment. 

Incorporation and assessment of SAR 
data for geological/engineering 
purposes relevant to Vorking Group 
expert i se and activities. 

Expanded investigation of satellite VIR 
data t o include assessment of SPOT 
imagery. 

Continued efforts to 
analysis experiments 
standar dized laboratory 
investigations. 

support image 
through 

and field 

Organizational Plans: 
The principle issue discussed at the 1986 
annual Vorking Group meeting was the future 
organization and role of the Geoscience 
Vorking Group vis-a-vis CACRS. A detailed 
membership survey has subsequently been 
conducted and the results summarized as 
part of this formal report. 

SURVEY RESULTS 

The real value of the Vorking Group 
does not lie exclusively with its 
relationship with CACRS, since members 
represent all sectors of the geoscience 
community in Canada and inter
nationally. 

All current members are to maintain 
their role in the Vorking Group regard
less of the implications of planned 
changes to the organization and 
function of CACRS. 

Members support the concept of extend
ing membership to a wider audience of 
"corresponding members." Immediate 
efforts will be made to contact inter
ested parties to invite their 
participation. 

Members are unanimous in 
assessment 
maintaining 
coordinating 

of the importance 
the scientific 

roles, as well as 

their 
of 

and 
the 
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advisory role of the Vorking Group in 
the future. 

Vhile members are in favour of 
maintaining advisory responsibilities 
with CACRS, it is clear that channels 
outside CACRS must be explored and 
exploited to more fully accomplish the 
objectives of the Vorking Group. The 
Vorking Group will proceed actively to 
develop links with professional organi
zations such as CRSS, GAC, FDA, AStM, 
IUGS and the Geosat Committee. 

The Vorking Group will investigate 
opportunities to publish an annual 
state-of-the-art review, including cur
rent research results reported at an 
annual technical workshop organized by 
the Vorking Group. 

Efforts should be made to assist 
researchers to coordinate activities 
and requests for funding support. This 
is necessary to encourage greater fund
ing for geobotany research and to 
minimize competition for resources 
among researchers. 

Members see the necessity of broadening 
Vorking Group activities to provide 
interest group representation to 
decision-makers in government and 
industry in matters affecting geologi
cal remote sensing activities in 
Canada. 

ORGANIZATION PROPOSED 

In order to more effectively serve and 
inform the geoscience community and provide 
a continuing link with CACRS, the revised 
organizational structure diagrammed below 
has been approved by members for 
implementation in 1987. 

1986 RECOMMENDATIONS 

A Geoscience advisory group 
continue to exist under any new 
organization. 

must 
CACRS 

The Vorking Group should be reorganized 
to permit more effective communication 
with CACRS and other bodies represent
ing the geoscience and remote sensing 
communities. 

CACRS should accept the Vorking Group 
restructuring proposal submitted as 
part of this report. 
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AGENCY REGION 
Barrinizer ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Various 

CCRS 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Sudbury, Mazinaw L., 
& nt"hPrs: 

CIMMER ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Swayze Belt, Ont. 

COMINCO ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Pine Point, N.W.T. 

GSC Wollaston L., Sask 
Algonquin, Ont. 

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
Thetford Mines, Quebec 
Calabogie, Ontario 
Ludlow, New Brunswick 
Star Lake, Sask. 

Horler Cameron L .• Ont. 
Information ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Manitoba Lynn L., Manitoba 
Energy, Mines ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Univ. of 
■ 

Lynn L., Manitoba 
Manitoba ■ ■ ■ ■ 

MONITEQ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Ontario, Germany 
Vermont 

OCRS 
■ ■ ■ • ■ 

Natal L., Ont. 
White L., Man. 

OGS 
■ ■ ■ ■ 

Natal L., Ont. 
■ ■ Montreal R., Ont. 

Ont. Ministry Arnprior, Ont. 
Northern Dev. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
& Mines 

Utah Mines ■ • ■ ■ Chibouizamau, Que. 

u. of Water-
■ ■ ■ 

Natal L., Ont. 
loo ■ 

York Univ. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • Ontario Various 

Ont. Petrol- Willey Pool, Ont. 
eum ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
Laboratory 

BP Selco ■ ■ ■ ■ Cape Breton, N. s. 
PCI 

■ ■ ■ ■ 
White L., Man. 
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LOCATION 

White Lake, Manitoba 

Natal Lake, ONTARIO 

Cameron Rowan Lake, Ont. 

Chibougamau, QUEBEC 

Batchawana Mt./Cowie 
Lake/Barbara Lake, 
ONTARIO 

Arnprior, ONTARIO 

Algonquin Park, ONTARIO 
(several sites) 

ONTARIO (several sites) 

Suayze, Greens tone Belt 
Several Sites 

ONTARIO, Several Sites 

Several Sites, ONTARIO, 
U.S., Germany 

Pine Point, NWT 
Yellowknife 

Lynn Lake, MANITOBA 

YUKON 

Sudbury Basin, ONTARIO 

Mazinaw Lake, ONTARIO 

TABLE 2 
GEOBOTANY PROJECTS 1986 

MINERALIZATION AND 
SENSOR OTHER CONCERNS 

MEIS, TM Cu, Zn, Au, Ag. 
MSS, GS* Biogeochemistry 

MEIS, MSS Cu, Pb, Zn, Au, Ag 
GS, PMl Biogeochemistry 

soil & rock geochem-
is try 

MEIS, TM Au, Software, Devel-
MSS, GS opment, Lithogeo-

botany & structur-
al geology 

MEIS, GS Cu, biogeochemistry 

MEIS, TM Au & Environmental 
Stress/Acid Rain 
Lithogeochemistry 
Humus 

MEIS, MSS, Pb, Fl, Ba, Zn 
TM Biogeochemistry 

MEIS Rare Earths 

MEIS, MSS Cu, Fe, Pb, Zn & 
Thermal Software Development 

Metal Inject ion Exp. 
Canopy Morphology Exp. 

MEIS, MSS, Au, Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn 
TM, GS Biogeochemistry/soil 

& rock geochemistry 

MEIS Sensor Development 
Evaluation & Data 
Analysis, Software PMI 
Development 

PMI PMI Data Evaluation 
Analysis, and Software 
Development 

MSS, TM Cu, Zn 
MEIS 
Radar 

MEIS, TM Au, Ag. 

TM/MSS Au 

TM/Radar Litho-geobotany 
Structural Geology 

TM/Radar Lithogeobotany 
Structural Geology 
Digital Terrain 
Models 

f.4 

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATORS 

R. Stanton-Gray; Perceptron 
V. Singhroy, OCRS 

V. Singhroy, OCRS 
E. Sado, OGS 
c. Wagner, u. of W. 

D. Horler; 
Nuinsco Resources 

G. Lipton; Utah Mines 

J. Fortesque, 
E. Grunsky, OGS 

J. Springer, OGS 
V. Singhroy, OCRS 

A. Rencz, GSC 

J. Miller, E. Hare, 
M. Boyer, et al, York u. 
Moniteq, G. Edwards, 
u. of Sask. 

T. Beswick et al 
Laurentian Univ. 

R. Gauthier, s. Till, 
B. Neville, CCRS 
J. Miller, et al, York u. 

Moniteq 

R. Stanton-Gray, Cominco 

M. Fedikow, Manitoba 
Energy & Mines 
D. Anderson, u. of Manitoba 

B. Bruce, CCRS 
J. Hornsby, Intera 

B. Bruce. CCRS 
McYergeau, u. of Sherbrooke 
Hornsby, Intera 

B. Bruce, CCRS 
J. Wood, CCRS 
J. Hornsby, Intera 
J. Harris, Bercha & Assoc. 
v. Singhroy, OCRS 
A. Rencz, GSC 



LOCATION 

CYPRUS 

Willey-Pool, ONTARIO 

Several Sites, 
ONTARIO 

Harrison Lake & 
Carolin Mine Area, 
B. c. 

Star Lake 

Casa Beradi, Quebec 

Thetford Mines, Quebec 

Calabogie, ONTARIO 

Ludlow, 

* GS 

New Brunswick 

Field & Laboratory 
Spectral Data 

TABLE 2 
GEOBOTANY PROJECTS 1986 

(continued) 

MINERALIZATION AND 
SENSOR OTHER CONCERNS 

MSS Lithogeobotany 

GS, MEIS Hydrocarbon 
Micro seepage 

GS 1 Field measurement 
Airtrace Standardization 

2 Clay minerals 

Au 
Lithogeochemistry 
Base Line surveys 
Biogeochemistry -

MEIS, TM Au 
Lithogeochemistry 
Gamma-ray surveys 
biogeochemistry 

Au 
Biogeochemistry 

MEIS Ni, Co, Cr 
Software Dev. 

MEIS Au 
Software Dev. 

MEIS Sn, W 

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 

B. Bruce, CCRS 
J. Hornsby, Int.era 
A. Zuniga, Equador 

R. Trevail, Ont. 
Petroleum Laboratory 

R. Lett, Barringer Magenta 
v. Singhroy, OCRS 
J. Fischer, OCRS 

J. Gladwell 
R. Lett, Barringer Magenta 
P. Lawrence 

c. Dunn, GSC 

Rencz, Bonham-Carter 
& c. Dunn, GSC 

Belanger, GSC 

c. Dunn, GSC 

Belanger 
Rcnc.z, Bonham-

Carter, GSC 

Rencz, GSC 

Rencz, GSC 
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CANADA CENTRE FOR REMOTE SENSING 
GEOBOTANY TASK FORCE 

MEMBERSHIP LIST 

Vernon Singhroy. Chairman 
CCRS Geoscience Working Group 
Ontario Centre for Remote Sensin2 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
880 Bay Street. 3rd Floor. Toronto, Ontario MSS 128 Tel: (416) 965-8411 

W. D. (Bill) Bruce. Secretary 
CCRS Geoscience Working Group 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 
1547 Merivale Road, Ottawa, Ontario 

(Dr.) 
Don Anderson 
Dept. of Earth Sciences 
U. of Manitoba 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2 

Tony Beswick 
Centre in Mining & Mineral 

Exploration Research 
F330 Laurentian U. 
Sudbury, Ontario 

Collin Dunn 

P3E 2C6 

Geological Survey of Canada 
601 Booth Street 
Ottawa, Ontario KlA OE8 

Mark Fedicow 
Dept. of Energy and Mines 
Government of Manitoba 
535-330 Graham Avenue 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4R3 

John Fortescue 
Ontario Geological Survey 
77 Grenv ille Street, Rm. 712 
Toronto, Ontario MSS 1B3 

David Gladwell 
Ray Lett 
Barringer Research Ltd. 
304 Carlingview Drive 
Toronto, Ontario M9W SG2 

David Horler 
Horler Information Inc. 
116 Albert Street, Rm. 801 
Ottawa, Ontario KlP SG3 

Greg Lipton 
Utah Mines Ltd. 
4 King Street West 
Toronto, Ontario MSC 1Y2 

Don Leckie 
Petawawa Natnl. Forestry Inst. 
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ lJO 

John Miller 
Physics Department 
York U. 
47 00 Keel e Street 
Downsv iew, Ontario M3J 1P3 
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KlA OY7 Tel: (613) 952-2722 

Larry Morley 
Centre for Research in Experimental 

Space Science 
York U. 
4700 Keele Street 
Downsview, Ontario 

Bob Gauthier 

M3J 1P3 

Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 
2464 Sheffield Road 
Ottawa, Ontario KlA OY7 

Andy Rencz 
Geological Survey of Canada 
601 Booth Street 
Ottawa, Ontario KlA OEB 

Janet Springer 
Ontario Geological Survey 
Min. Northern Development & Mines 
199 Larch Street, 4th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario P3E SP9 

Ms. Roberta Stanton-Gray 
Perceptron Computing Inc. 
80 Bloor Street West, 11th Floor 
Toronto, Ont. MSS 2Vl 

Jim Stewart 
BP Selco 
55 University Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario MSJ 2H7 

Dr. Susan Till 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 
2464 Sheffield Road 
Ottawa, Ontario KlA OY7 

Bob Trevail 
Petroleum Resources 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
458 Central Avenue 
London, Ontario N6B 2ES 

Victor Ward 
Moniteq Ltd. 
630 Rivermede Road 
Concord, Ontario L4K 2H7 



PUBLICATION LIST 1986 

Bonham-Carter, G.F., A.N. Rencz, R.P. 
Gauthier. Characterizing Spectral Shift 
Due to Vegetation Stress in Airborne MEIS 
Data: Update on the Site in Algonquin 
Park, Ontario. Proceedings, 5th Thematic 
Conference on Remote Sensing for Explora
tion Geology, Reno, Nevada, ERIM, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. 

Courtin, G.M., P.J. Beckett, G.O. Tapper. 
Shift in Spectral Response of Nickel Loaded 
and Control Shoots of Vhite Birch (Betula 
Papyrifera Marsh). Proceedings, 5th 
Thematic Conference on Remote Sensing for 
Exploration Geology, Reno, Nevada, ERIM, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Dunn, C.E. Biogeochemical Studies in the 
Saskatchewan Gold Belt, 1986. In: Summary 
of Investigations, 1986, Saskatchewan 
Geological Survey, Saskatchewan Energy and 
Mines Miscellaneous Report 86-4, pp. 
129-135. 

Dunn C.E., A. Rencz, G.F. Bonham-Carter 
and J.R. Belanger. Integrated Bio
geochemical and Remote Sensing Studies, 
Star Lake Area, Saskatchewan. In: Summary 
of Investigations, 1986, Saskatchewan 
Geological Survey, Saskatchewan Energy and 
Mines, Miscellaneous Report 86-4, pp. 
136-138. 

Fortescue, J.A.C., V.H. Singhroy, R. 
Stanton-Gray. Investigations of the 
Relationship Between LANDSAT TM Data and 
Hultielement Regional Geochemical Patterns 
Obtained from the Canadian Shield. 
Proceedings, 5th Thematic Conference on 
Remote Sensing for Exploration Geology, 
Reno, Nevada, ERIH, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 11 
pp. 

Hare, E.V., J.R. Miller, A.B. Hollinger, 
D.R. Hollinger, D.R. Sturgeon, N.T. 
O'Neill, T.V. Vard. Measurements of the 
Vegetation Reflectance Red Edge Vith an 
Airborne Programmable Imaging Spectrometer. 
Proceedings, 5th Thematic Conference on 
Remote Sensing for Exploration Geology, 
Reno, Nevada, ERIM, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 3 
pp. 

Horler, D.N.H., J ;A. Ostrowski and D.R. 
Helling. Development of Geobotanical 
Remote Sensing Technology. Exploration 
Technology Development Program of BILD, 
Ontario Geological Survey Miscellaneous 
Paper 131, Grant #112-1, Ministry of 
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Northern Development and Mines, Toront o , 
pp. 130-145. 

Hornsby, J.K., B. Bruce. Regional 
Geobotany with TM: A Sudbury Case Study . 
Proceedings, 10th Canadian Symposium on 
Remote Sensing, Edmonton, 8 pp. 

Miller, J.R., D.R. Sturgeon, N.T . 
O'Neill, R.A.N. Baxton. Processing of 
Airborne Geobotanical Stress Associated 
with Subsurface Mineralization. Explora
tion Technology Development Program of 
BILD, Ontario Geological Survey Miscella
neous Paper 131, Grant #105, Ministry of 
Northern Development and Hines, Toronto , 
pp. 117-123. 

Rencz, D.F., F.G. Bonham-Carter, C. Van 
der Grient, J.R. Miller, E.V. Hare . 
Preliminary Results from Modelling Vege 
-tation Spectra Derived from MEIS Data, 
Algonquin Park, Ontario. Proceedings, 10th 
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing , 
Edmonton, 8 pp. 

Rock, B.N., T. Hoshizaki and J.R. Miller . 
Comparison of In Situ and Airborne Spectral 
Measurements of Blue Shift Associated with 
Forest Decline Symposium in Vermont, 
U.S.A., and Baden-Vurttemburg, F.R . G., 
Remote Sensing of the Environment, 16 pp. 

Singhroy, V., R. Stanton-Gray , J. 
Springer. Spectral Geobotanical Investiga 
tions of Mineralized Till Sites. Proceed
ings, 5th Thematic Conference on Remote 
Sensing for Exploration Geology, Reno, 
Nevada, ERIH, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 20 pp. 

Singhroy, V., Geobotanical Remote Sensing 
in Glaciated and Vegetated Terrains . 
Proceedings, Interregional Seminar on the 
Applications of Electronic Data Processing 
in Mineral Exploration and Development, 
Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario, 10 
pp. 

Singhroy, V., R. Stanton-Gray, J. Miller , 
B. Gauthier. Spectral Geobotanical 
Investigations in Mineralized Areas 
(abstract). Proceedings, Conference on 
Computer Applications in Mineral Explora
tion, Canadian Institute of Mining, 
Toronto. 

Tapper, G.O. G.M. Courtin, P.J. Beckett . 
Spectral Reflectances of Vegetat i on Applied 
to Geobotanical Remote Sensing, Proceed
ings, 5th Thematic Conference on Remote 
Sensing for Exploration Geology, Reno, 
Nevada, ERIM, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 12 pp . 



5.6 REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON ICE 

Airborne Remote Sensing 

Flight testing of the CCRS C-band SAR has 
continued throughout 1986, although to date 
no ice-related projects have been flown. 
Good quality imagery along the Ottawa Valley 
test line augers well for ice imagery; 
anticipated tests will occur over the Gulf 
of St. Lawrence in February 1987 and during 
LIMEX off Newfoundland in March. 

Airborne tests to downlink radar data from 
aircraft to land- or marine-based stations 
have been successful. Miller Communications 
Systems Ltd. has produced systems for the AES 
Ice Branch on the SLAR Dash-7IR and INTERA 
Technologies Ltd. STAR-1 aircraft. An S-band 
transmitter and receiver can handle 8-bit 
data, and is rugged and relatively portable. 

A field trial was carried out at Fort 
McMurray, Alberta in April 1986 using the 
C-Core impulse radar on a helicopter, to 
test the sounding of river ice jams. 
CANPOLAR Consultants Ltd. performed the con
tract for the Alberta Remote Sensing Centre. 
As expected, the thickness of the solid ice 
cover was measured easily; it may be poss
ible to resolve some of the uncertainties in 
the data collected to measure the ice jam 
thickness. 

Canarctic Shipping Ltd. contracted the 
INTERA STAR-1 to fly 20,000 miles over the 
Arctic in 12 days of November. An Arctic 
Marine Ice Atlas will be produced for the 
1.6 million square kilometres imaged, and 
the SAR will be flown again to image areas 
where the ice is dynamic in the winter. 

Surface Remote Sensing 

FIDEX I : Although the experiment was not as 
multisensor as anticipated, a successful 
test of the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans/McMaster University Communications 
Research Laboratory X-band radar occurred in 
November 1986. Mounted on the Mv Arctic, 
Canarctic Shipping Ltd., the dual polariz
ation proved invaluable i n detecting 
icebergs and multiyear ice. The cross
polarized di splay enhanced t he hazardous ice 
types, such that the vessel now considers 
bright targets beyond 0.5 to 1.0 nm to be a 
hazard that should be avoided . The smallest 
target detected was a growler of about 1 m 
freeboard and 15-20 m length, distinguished 
from rough first-year ice at 2.0 nm. The 
vessel also received NOAA thermal IR and 
INTERA STAR-1 SAR on boa rd during this time 
period. 
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Sonar: Under contract to Transportation 
Development Centre (TDC), Canarctic Shipping 
Ltd. (with Canadian Astronautics Ltd. and 
Seatech as subcontractors) conducted 
experiments on the Mv Arctic in July to test 
sonar equipment in ice-covered conditions, 
for detectability and range of targets. 

Acoustics : Arctic Sciences Ltd. performed 
feasibility studies for the detection of 
icebergs by in-air acoustics, for 
DSS/TDC/CCG/DFO. The sound direction and 
ranging (SODAR) experiments were land- and 
sea-based in Sidney, B.C., and first 
indications were positive. 

flew Initiatives 

SAR: During 1986 INTERA integrated and 
installed their second airborne SAR, STAR-2, 
in a Conquest turbo-prop aircraft. It can 
produce high resolution (5 m) imagery over a 
16 km swath or low resolution (18 m) imagery 
over a 60 km swath. Data will be available 
in film or p.aper hardcopy form, and HOOT or 
CCT digital form after transcription. 
Operational service began in February 1987. 

SSM/I: A validation of the special sensor 
microwave/imager is planned after its launch 
on board a DMSP satellite in May 1987. AES 
Ice Research and Development (Rene Ramseier) 
will co-ordinate this program for ice and 
also wind remote sensing, using airborne and 
shipborne ice observations and other 
satellite data (NOAA, Landsat, etc.), and 
specific field experiments involving 
Canadian icebreakers and the FS Polarstern. 

AIMR: The airborne imaging microwave 
radiometer system is being built by MPB 
Technologies Inc. for AES Ice Branch, with 
delivery expected in fall 1987. The dual 
frequency, dual polarization sensor will be 
flown on an Ice Patrol Electra in winter 
1987/88 and will assist in the SSM/I 
validation. 

GBR: A single frequency (37 GHz), dual 
polarized· ground-based radiometer will be 
mounted on the CCGS Louis St. Laurent 
icebreaker during February 1987. Microwave 
signatures of sea ice will be collected to 
test the use of a shipboard radiometer. The 
system will operate simultaneously with 
remote sensing overflights by the AES 
Electra or Dash-7IR SLAR, CCRS CV 580 C-SAR, 
and INTERA STAR-1 SAR. 



User Liaison 

The WGI maintains a mailing list of 52 
consultant, industry, and government groups, 
who receive invitations to attend WGI 
workshops, minutes of all meetings, and 
other information. The Twentieth meeting in 
Edmonton, 05 May 1986, was attended by 12 
members, two non-members, and a joint 
session was held with members of the Working 
Group on Oceanography. The latest meeting, 
in Ottawa on 27-28 January, 1987 was 
attended by 11 members and 11 non-members, 
and included a tour of the AES Ice Centre 
facilities. 

Training 

For the second year the National Research 
Council Cold Regions Engineering School held 
a post-graduate course on "Remote Sensing of 
Ice", 28 Apri 1 to 02 May, 1986, at the 
Faculty of Extension, University of Calgary, 
Alberta. The course was well received by 21 
attendees from Canada, U.S.A., and India. 
Instructors were Rene Ramseier and Bruce 
Ramsay of AES Ice Branch, Ray Lowry of 
INTERA, James Rossiter of CANPOLAR, and Ian 
Sutherland of Alberta Remote Sensing Centre 
Applications Section. 

Reco11111endations 

1. The Members of the Working Group on Ice 
strongly support the Radarsat program. 
The satellite's SAR will provide the 
best ice infonnation, in a time series 
with full regional coverage, which is 
unavailable by any other means. 

2. With the development of airborne SAR to 
operational status for ice reconnais
sance, various Members identified the 
need for other sensors to be considered 
by CCRS because a multisensor approach 
is required in many ice applications. 
For example, research and development is 
required for the sensor package for 
all-weather, tactical support for 
icebreaker operations, i.e., ice 
thickness sounder, radar, radiometer, 
acoustics, LLL TV, and so on. 

3. The Working Group on Ice should continue 
its role as a forum for making valuable 
contributions to remote sensing in 
Canada. The WGI provides: 

a unique body of expertise on which 
policy makers can draw for advice 
on Canadian ice remote sensing 
needs; 
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liaison with groups concerned with 
other aspects of ice in Canada and 
abroad, such as NRC's Panel on Ice, 
the Subcommittee on Snow and Ice, 
International Glaciological 
Society, Arctic Petroleum Operators 
Association, Environmental Studies 
Revolving Fund ' s ice committees, 
ESA PIPOR group, NORDA and JPL ice 
research programs; 

promotion and co-ordination of 
multisensor experiments for ice 
remote sensing, to maximize the 
returns on aircraft and surface 
data gathering; 

organisation of one- to three-day 
informational workshops aimed at 
the promotion of ice remote sensing 
for operational users (Calgary 
1976, St. John's 1981, Calgary 
1982, Burlington 1985, Ottawa FIDEX 
1985); and 

surveys on ice remote sensing 
across Canada, such as updates of 
user's needs, or ice remote sensing 
in university courses. 

Current Bibiliographies 

For current bibliographies of ice research 
contact Simon 011111anney, (306) 975-5751. 
Recent Canadian projects in ice remote 
sensing are included in "Ice" (International 
Glaciological Society publication), contact 
J.P. Nadreau, (709) 737-8371. 

Several Environmental Studies Revolving Fund 
(ESRF) reports listed below concern remote 
sensing of ice, and are available from 
Infopoll, Pallister Resource Management 
Ltd., (403) 236-2344. 

The Assessment of Marine Radars for the 
Detection of Ice and Icebergs, by Viatec 
Resource Systems, Inc., ESRF Report 008, 
August 1985 

Assessment of Airborne Imaging Radars for 
the Detection of Icebergs, by CANPOLAR 
Consultants Ltd., ESRF Report 016, 
Sep:tember 1985 

Enhancement of the Radar Detectability of 
Icebergs, by Viatec Resource Systems Inc., 
ESRF Report 022, January 1986 



Further Studies on the Assessment of Marine 
Radars for the Detection of Icebergs, by 
Viatec Resource Systems Inc., ESRF Report 
035, June 1986 

Iceberg Detection by Airborne Radar: 
Technology Review and Proposed Field Program 
Report 045, September 1986 
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5.7 REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON 
IMAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEMS AND 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The Working Group on Image Analysis 
Systems and Artificial Intelligence (IASAI
WG) held three meetings in 1986/87. The 
first meeting was held in Edmonton, Alberta 
on May 4-5, 1986, in conjunction with the 
Tenth Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing. 
The other two meetings were held in Ottawa on 
September 16-17, 1986, and January 22-23, 
1987. The next meeting is tentatively 
scheduled to be held on June 25-26, 1987, in 
conjunction with the Eleventh Canadian 
Symposium on Remote Sensing in Waterloo, 
Ontario. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF IASAI-WG 

The meetings of the IASAI-WG were 
considerably enhanced in 1986/87 by the 
active participation of Mr. Peter MacKinnon, 
former President of the Canadian Artificial 
Intelligence Products Corporation, who has 
taken up an executive interchange appointment 
with the Strategic Technologies Branch of 
MOSST. With a view to bringing a stronger 
R&D focus in Canada to foster the creation of 
new economic wealth, MOSST is trying to 
assess technologies emerging on the interna
tional scene. One technological front is AI 
as it applies to advanced information systems 
and other areas. The task is to raise 
science and technology in general, and speci
fic areas such as AI applications, to a high 
priority in the government's pl ans for the 
next few years. 

Copies of the world's first remote 
sensing CD-ROM, developed by the Methodology 
Section of CCRS in cooperation with Hitachi 
Corporation of Japan, were distributed to 
members of the IASAI-WG and plans were formu
lated for a wider distribution to interested 
users in Canada and elsewhere. 

As a result of a speci fie recommendation 
from the IASAI-WG, CCRS has clarified its 
software release policy to allow Canadian 
industry, government, and universities to 
exploit the transferred technology on a 
non-exclusive basis. 

Work still in progress includes the 
preparation of a discussion paper on R&D 
priorities and strategies for the application 
of AI to resource management. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF IASAI-WG TO CACRS 

1) CCRS should pursue high-risk R&D as a 
core activity. In particular, artificial 
intelligence applied to remote sensing 
and geographic information systems should 
be the highest priority. 

2) CCRS is conmended for its work an.d should 
continue its existing R&D on artificial 
intelligence and expert systems, 
geographic information systems, and 
optical disk technology. 

3) Crown-owned CCRS data and CCRS software 
should be licensed at no cost to Canadian 
universities, government agencies, and 
industry and sub-licensing outside Canada 
should be prohibited without permission 
from CCRS. At the very least, CCRS 
should examine and clarify its position 
on the availability of its crown-owned 
data and software. 

4) CCRS should make available a list of all 
non-propriety software at CCRS. Requests 
for a copy of the list should be filled 
even if a fu 11 inventory has not been 
completed. 

5) CCRS should establish a simple and clear 
mechanism for transferring software, for 
which CCRS owns the rights, to any 
interested party, exploitation on a 
non-exclusive basis. The software and 
related documentation would be provided 
at minimal cost and on an as-is basis. 

6) The Working Group encourages the taking 
over of operational image production by 
companies. 

MICRO-COMPUTING HIGHLIGHTS 

In connection with the IASAI Working 
Group meetings, a group involved in promoting 
the use of micro-computer based image 
analysis systems in the remote sensing 
conmuni ty met to present many technical 
advancements. Attention was given to the 
fact that micro-computer based image analysis 
systems are becoming more popular in many 
user institutions of remote sensing, as well 
in universities. Some small-scale institu
tions of remote sensing are using micro
computer based image analysis systems as 
stand-alone systems, while other users are 
using micro-computer based image analysis 
systems as workstations establishing computer 



networks. Over the past year, the capability 
of micro-computer based systems has been 
enhanced due to the recent advancements in 
LSI technology, optical storage technology, 
and communication technology. 

Optical technologies have facilitated in 
equipping micro-computers with the capability 
for 1 arge file storage for remotely sensed 
data. CCRS has attempted to create a sample 
CD-ROM which stores typical remote sensing 
data and distributed it to the sub-working 
group members for evaluation purposes. 

While on a trip to Japan, Jaji Iisaka 
collected up-to-date information on writable 
optical disks and distributed them to the 
members of the sub-working group. WORM 
( Write Once and Read Many) technologies are 
now being investigated at CCRS using a 5 1/4" 
drive. 

With the recent LSI technology, one-board 
image processors for micro-computer based 
image analysis systems have also been 
developed. Recent communication technology 
has al so contributed in building high speed 
communication links between micro-computers 
which have facilitated image transmission 
between a host computer and the workstations. 

Due to these complex linkages for both 
users and systems, standardization of 
interfaces is becoming more important. 
Advancement of technologies for micro
computer based image analysis systems is 
changing so quickly that the activities of 
the sub-working group are mainly addressed to 
collection, evaluation, and forecasting the 
most recent technologies relating to micro
computer based image analysis, as well as to 
standardization of the interfaces of these 
systems. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ON MICRO-COMPUTING 

1) CCRS should continue the work on monitor
ing micro-computer based image analysis 
systems such as image processing LSI 
boards, micro-computer based expert 
systems, optical storage technology, and 
networking of micro-computers. 

2) CCRS should assess technology for 
micro-computer based image analysis such 
as image/graphic boards and optical 
technology for micro-computers. 

3) CCRS should monitor the development of 
GIS capabilities for micro-computer based 
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systems and their integration to image 
analysis systems. 

4) CCRS should be an active member of the 
international committees/groups on data 
format standardization such as GIS data 
and optical recording format. 

5) CCRS should make CD-ROMs available to 
selected groups of remote sensing. For 
groups with little image processing 
expertise, CCRS should also provide 
software and documentation to display the 
data on CD-ROMs on popular personal 
computers. 

MEMBERSHIP 

Working Group 

D.G. Goodenough, Chairperson 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 

P.M. Teillet, Secretary 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 

W. Davis 
University of Alberta 

M. Goldberg 
University of Ottawa 
S. Gourley 
DIPIX Systems Limited 

J. Iisaka 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 

H. Jones 
Fisheries and Oceans 

P. Kourtz 
PNFI/Department of Agriculture 

A. Levinsohn 
Alan Levinsohn and Associates 
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P. MacKinnon 
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R. Maher 
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E.G. Morrissey 
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G.W. Plunkett 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 
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P. Sall away 
PAMAP 

W.M. Strome 
Perceptron Computing Inc. 

J. Whiting 
Saskatchewan Research Council 

R. ,J. Woodham 
University of British Columbia 

REPORT OF THE SUB-WORKING GROUP ON IMAGE 
ANALYSIS DATA BASE FORMATS. 

BACKGROUND 

The Image Analysis Data Base Formats 
( I ADBF) Sub-Working Group was formed in 1985 
to review and standardize imagery and non
imagery formats and to exchange information 
on advanced digital storage architectures and 
advanced software methodologies, as they 
apply to image analysis systems. The IADBF 
held three meetings in 1986/87 in conjunction 
with the I ASAI pa rent working group. The 
sub-working group has developed a capabil i -
ties matrix of over thirty database formats 
that are in use in Canada, and has reviewed 
in detail several of the major formats. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

1) The sub-working group has categorized and 
tabulated more than thirty database for
mats that are in use on image analysis 
and GIS systems in Canada. A matrix of 
capabilities includes categories such as 
vector support, raster support, topology 
support, and the systems where the format 
is used. Additional capability categor
ies and databases used on personal 
computers are to be added. 

2) The sub-working group has been treated to 
in-depth presentations by industrial, 
academic and governmental members on the 
following major formats: 

Format Description 

Aries - used on DIPIX ARIES 
systems. 

CCRS UNIDSK - used on the CCRS LDIAS, 
SMOKE, AIR-2 systems. 

GBT - Generalized Balanced 
Ternary format. 

ISO-3211 - International Standards 
Organization format. 

LEGO - vector/raster format 
proposal by PC I. 
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MERIDIAN 

PAMAP/GIS 
PCI-UNIDSK 
QUAD TREES 

- used on MDA Meridian 
systems. 

- used on PAMAP systems 
- used on PCI systems 
- research format with 

specific applications 

3) A presentation on the work of the Federal 
Advanced Storage Architectures 
Committee. 

4) A review and general consensus of 
advocating the object defi ni ti ons as 
proposed by the U.S. National Committee 
for Digital Cartographic Data Standards. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO CACRS 

1) CCRS should advocate and adopt a standard 
for interchange of GIS information as it 
applies to image analysis system 
requirements. This standard must include 
attribute data. 

2) The work_ing group endorses the cartogra
phic definitions of objects for digital 
cartography as depicted by the U.S. 
National Committee for Digital 
Cartographic Data Standards. CCRS should 
adopt these standards. 

3) CCRS should make test datasets available 
and should support pilot experiments on 
the exchange of information between 
agencies. 

4) CCRS should investigate the use of 
communications networks for data inter
change and communications amongst !ASAI 
members. 

MEMBERS 

J.D. Burchill 
MacDonald, Dettwiler & Associates 

H. Edel 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 

s. Gourley 
DIPIX Systems Ltd. 

G. Karam 
Carleton University 

D. Leckie 
PNFI/Dept. of Environment 

G. Plunkett (Chairperson) 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 



P. Sallaway 
PANAP Graphics Ltd. 

M. Strome 
Perception Computing Inc. 
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5.8 REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON OCEANS 

Introduction 

The full CACRS Oceans Working Group met 
in May 1986 to formulate new terms of 
reference upon completion of the major 
report "Ocean Satellite Data 
Opportunities for Canada: A Long-Term 
View". At this meeting G. Holland 
stepped down as Chairman and N. Freeman 
was elected to take his place, with R. 
Worsfold agreeing to act as secretary. 
During the year a number of work 
activities were carried out by 
correspondence and by small groups of 
members. These include, inter alia: 

1) the development of 
data requirements 
satellite mission; 

national 
for the 

ocean 
ERS-1 

2) the coordination of the Canadian 
response to the ERS-1 Announcement 
of Opportunity: 

3) the survey of remote sensing 
education in oceanography at 
Canadian universities. 

Teras of Reference 

The purpose of the Oceans Working Group 
is to provide scientific and technical 
advice and assistance concerning 
matters related to remote sensing in 
oceanographic and relevant 
applications. Reports will be made 
through the WG chairperson to the 
Canadian Advisory Committee on Remote 
Sensing (CACRS) and the Canada Centre 
for Remote Sensing (CCRS). 

The Oceans Working will provide such 
advice and assistance by: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

identifying 
national needs 
data: 

and specifying 
for remotely sensed 

maintaining an up-to-date 
awareness of recent developments: 

initiating new research or 
operational projects where this 
seems appropriate in the national 
interest: anrl, 

assess i ng the benefits of remote 
sensing in relation to cost. 
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In 
also: 

I. 

2. 

1986-87, the Working Group will 

Monitor the implementation of the 
recommendations of the Ocean 
Satellite Data Opportunities 
Report; in particular, the 
establishment of infrastructures 
for the handling of domestic and 
foreign ocean satellite data and a 
reassessment of remote sensing 
research training and education 
for the marine science community. 

Prepare r ecommendations 
concerning the immediate 
term requirements for 

to CACRS 
and long 
Canadian 

input to national and 
international ocean remote sensing 
satellite systems* (eg. RADARSAT, 
ERS-l(J), NROSS, ERS-l(J), DMSP, 
etc .). 

3. Make recommendations to CACRS and 
other organizations on the orderly 
development of techniques and 
applications in Canada of remote 
sensing of the oceans. 

The Working Group will, where 
appropriate, foster and promote the use 
of remote sensing by: 

]. Encouraging relevant instruction 
at universities, colleges and 
other educational institutions; 
and, 

2. Initiating special training 
courses, seminars and conferences. 

At the end of each calen<lar year, the 
Working Group will compile an annual 
report which will revi ew activities 
during the past year, list current 
Canadian pro.iects related to 
oceanography, assess recent progress, 
recommend appropriate action and 
contain other relevant information. 

Co-ordinated ERS-Announceraent of Opportunity 
Res pons ea 

]. The Life Cycle 
Wind-Generate<l 
Generation, 
Dissipations 

and Morphology of 
Ocean Waves: Their 
Propagation and 

The over al 1 ob.i ect i ve of this research 
program is to determine whether data 
avail ah le from ERS-1 can lead to 
improvements in both scientific 
understan<ling and operational 



prediction of ocean wave growth, 
development, and dissipation and, over 
the long term, to advances in global 
wave climatology. Specific ob_iectives 
are: 

I) to obtain insight into the 
performance of the scatterometer to 
yield useful estimates of the 
horizontal surface wind stress, 2) to 
use data from ERS-1 to discriminate 
among various wave models and classes 
of wave models, 3) to determine 
whether ERS-1 SAR can -provide useful 
estimates of the directional wave 
spectra, 4) to accumulate a multiyear 
global data base of directional wave 
climate, and 5) to test the 
operational utility of ERS-1 wind 
fields in marine weather analyses and 
in short-term wind and wave forecasts. 

The program is divided into two phases: 
I) a wave validation or commissioning 
phasC', to occur over a one month period 
during the third month after launch 
(unless the launch occurs between 
February and August, precluding 
meaningful validation until the 
following fall), and 2) a 
science/applications phase, commencing 
with the validation, and continuing 
throughout the active life of ERS-1, 
hut with emphasis on annual periods 
between November and April. 

Dat1t requirements are confined to the 
Gatineau coverage region of the 
northwest Atlantic Ocean hounded by 35N 
to 55N and 40W to 80W: the primary 
validation site, chosen for its extreme 
wave climate and accessibility, is 
located on the eastern edge of the 
Grand Banks. A concentrated collection 
of A.'11 SAR image mode data is desirable 
throughout the entire region of 
interest for a 30 ·day period, 
commencing 60 days after launch. 
During this intensive validation 
period, our plan requires about 15 
mi nut es of high priority SAR passes and 
12 minutes of lower priority SAR passes 
every three days. 

In the sub sequent science/applications 
phase, our plan calls for two 
uninterrupted four week data sets in 
the same region during the northern 
winter (November through April). One 
of the sets consists of AMI SAR image 
clata only: the other consists of AMI 
wind/wave data only. with associated 
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SAR image samples 
latitude centers. 

located on 

Using these uninterrupted data sets, we 
will: J) extract estimates of the 
surface wincl fielcl, significant wave 
height, and clirectional wave spectra: 
2) synthesize control wind fields, 
both with and without the benefit of 
the ERS-1 data, for those time periods 
centered on the passage of the most 
significant wave event: 3) exercise 
first, second, and third generation 
wave models with both "conventional" 
and "ERS-1 enhanced" wind fields: and 
4) test the utility and operational 
use of ~RS-I wind and wave mode Fast 
Delivery Products in Canaclian regional 
weather centers. 

Our plan allows for one comprehensive 
ERS-1/NROSS/SIR-C experiment during the 
anticipated triple coniunction, 
currently expected to occur in 1991 or 
19'l2. 

2. Ocean Surface Mesoscale Feature 
Happing 

The proposed experiment would involve: 

1. Investigating the usefulness of the 
SAR and altimeter for locating and 
tracking mesoscale ocean surface 
features, and applying these sensors to 
study the regional dynamics. 

2. Studying the mechanisms for SAR 
imaging of such features. 

3. Studying the seasonal variability 
in the imaged patterns and in the 
mechanisms linking water properties to 
SAR reflectance. 

4. Studying water temperature effects 
(via atmospheric stability and varying 
water properties) on microwave 
measurements. 

In addition we 
scale dynamics 
shallow waters 

will study the large 
of the semi-enclosed, 
of Hudson Bay during 

these same time periods, using 
altimeter and scatterometer data. The 
main aim here is to derive a technique 
for evaluating the coupling between the 
water and solid earth that can he 
applied globally. 



The study wi 11 be centred on 2 ma_;or 
regions, one on the east coast of North 
America and on e on the west coast, with 
a further study to he conducted in 
Hudson Bay. The east coast ari~a is 
cont;iined in 45W to 75W and 35N to SSN. 
This includes the Gulf Stream from Cape 
Hatteras to the area of its con_iunction 
with the Labrador Current, and the 
coastal waters of the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence. The west coast area is 
contained in 12 0W to 145W and 45N to 
60N, and includes the coastal waters 
round Vancouver and the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, as wel 1 as adioining offshore 
water. 

In both these areas A'11 ( SAR image) and 
altimeter data is required during the 
first year of ERS-1 operation, in two 
week periods in the months of February, 
May, August and November. Supporting 
data wil I be provided by research 
cruises planned for the vessels of the 
Bedf ord Institute of Oceanography and 
the Institute of Ocean Sciences, by 
air-dropped instruments from a US P3 
aircraft , by instrumented drifting 
buoys, and from data availahle from 
other satellite and surface sources. 

The proposed study will provide a 
sufficiently large number of examples 
of the detection of eddies and fronts, 
with supporting in situ, aircraft 
and / or other satellite observations, to 
show the value and 1 imitations of using 
SAR image ry to map near surface water 
dynamics in both coastal and ocean 
c o nditi o ns. The sampl e s e t will show 
the variation with season in th e 
<lifferent are as and will provide 
validated examples of surface feature 
maps made under different weather 
(especially wind speed) conditions. 

AJ so, the ef feet s of surf ace 
tempe ratur e on th e -,ecatterometer will 
be evaluated, and the value of the 
altimeter data in showing the positions 
and movements of fronts and eddies, and 
in studying the dynamics of an enclosed 
shallow s e a will be demonstrated. 

Study of Satellite Oceanography in 
Canadian Universities 

The oceans working group of the 
Canadian Advisory Committee on Remote 
Sensing recently completed a study of 
Ocean Satellite Data Opportunities for 
Canada. In addition to addressing the 
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Canadian requirements for ocean data 
and the potential satellite 
measurements avai lahle over the next 
decade, the report also studied the 
infrastructure necessary to make 
optimum use of this new, high volume 
data source. Further, it addressed the 
question of providing trained personnel 
to work in ocean remote sensing and 
determined that the level of effort in 
Canadian universities in this field was 
al ready deficient. As a follow up to 
the report, the Oceans Working Group 
during their meeting held in Edmonton 
on May 5, JQ86, has empowered M.I. 
El-Sabh from the Universito" du Quo"bec a 
Rimouski to set up a working group 
suh-committee to formulate terms of 
reference related to the development of 
a report on the status of res ea rch 
training and e<lucation in the field of 
Satellite Oceanography at Canadian 
Universities. This sub-group is to 
assess the current situation and make 
recommendations. 

Since oceanographic research and 
teaching at Canadian Universities are 
mainly concentrated in the West Coast 
(U. of British Columhia) and in the 
East Coast (McGill U., UQAR, Dalhousie 
U., Memorial U.), it was deci<led to 
form the ad-hoc committee from the 
following members: 

!. M.I. El-Sahh, UQAR 
2. Paris Vachon, U. B.C. 

The present report summarizes their 
fin<lings regarding the application of 
remote sensing in research and teaching 
in our oc eanographic departments in 
Canadian universities . No effort was 
made to include application of r emote 
sensing to the study of ice and 
iceber~, since this field is already 
covered by another working group of 
CACRS. 

At the commencement of this work the 
president of the CACRS Education 
Working Group, Dr. F.J . Bonn 
(Sherbrooke U.) was contacted . The 
Education Working Group is now in the 
procPsses of publishing a directory of 
Remote Sensing courses and training 
programs in Canadian universities. The 
directory provides an overview of the 
remot e 
Canada, 
include 

sensing education programs in 
and no effort has heen made to 
the situation in oceanographi c 

departments. 



Recomnendat:ions 

1) The Oceans Working Group 
recommends that CCRS use the Radar 
Data Development program t o 
maximize the opportunity for 
development of remote sensing 
expertise in government line 
departments, universities and the 
private sector in advance of 
ERS-1. This recommendation is 
consistent with thos e made last 
year and with the ma_ior effort of 
the working group to coordinate 
the ERS-l National Data 
Requirements and the Response to 
the ERS-l A.O. 

2) The working group reiterates its 
former recommendation that an 
Ocean Satellite Information Centre 
be set up in th e Marine 
Environmental Data Centre and, if 
possible, funds from the Radar 
Data Development Program be used 
to seed this initiative. 
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5.9 REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON WATER 
RESOURCES 

The Water ResoJrces Working Group 
identified two main themes last year as a 
focus for their activity. One task focus
sed on hydrologic modelling and the use of 
remote sensing; the second was concerned 
with the determination of snow cover prop
erties Jsing remote sensing, particularly 
passive microwave data. A separate task is 
to prepare an Jpdated slide set, complete 
with text, on the application of remote 
sensing to Canadian water resoJrces. Acti
vities were carried oJt by correspondence 
and throJgh meetings of sub-groups of 
members. 

Hydrological Modelling 

Hydrological models are used for the 
analysis, synthesis, interpolation and 
forecasting of hydrological parameters. 
SJch models have many forms, ranging from 
t'1e simple to the complex. One potential 
way to improve hydrological forecasts is 
to utilize remotely sensed data (aerial 
and satellite-based ) in operations fore 
casting models. However, as recommended at 
the most recent Technical Workshop on 
Streamflow Forecasting, research and deve
lopment of models (or alteration of exist
ing models) are reqJired to adapt models 
to handle remotely sensed parameters. 
Water Resources Branch ( Environment 
Canada) taking the initiative, commission
ed a stJdy of methodologies of streamflow 
forecasting incorporating remotely sensed 
data. Two reports have been received from 
the contractor, A.J. Robinson & Associ
ates, Inc. (Appendix I ) . Phase I was a 
literat..ire review to identify operational 
remote sensing techniques (satellite, 
airborne, weather radar, DCPs ) for esti
mating water resoJrce parameters and to 
identify models pertinent to flow fore
casting in a hydroelectric context . The 
report indicates that the following para
meters could be estimated using remote 
sensing: snowline, snow areal extent, snow 
water equivalent, snow surface tempera
tJre, snow and land albedo, land cover/ 
use, precipitation, SJrface slope, channel 
dimension and overland flow length, drain
age area, wave and seiches, lake and river 
stages, ice concentration and movement, 
and radiation. An initial list of 60 
hydrological models was narrowed to 28 in 
the review. For Phase II, the SSARR model 
was selected for in tegration with data 
obtained by remote ly sensed methods. The 
techniqJes to be interfaced were: snow 
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cover extent using density slicing and 
digital techniqJes; snowpack water equiva
lent combining airborne gamma-ray flight 
sJrveys with snow course data using the 
Corre lat ion Area Method; and, land cover 
using a pseudo-digital technique. The 
study area was a sJb-basin in the Upper 
Tobique Basin, a tributary of the Saint 
John River. 

Some 
sions of 
include: 

of the recommendations/conclu
particular interest to CACRS 

a) Snowpack water equivalent is the 
most important parameter during spring 
snowmelt a_nd its acc..irate calculation is 
essential for good forecast ing results. 

b) Existing GIS software packages 
should be investigated for their potential 
use in spectral data analyses and density 
slicing for albedo, snow cover extent and 
snowpack water equivalent determinations. 

c) The SSARR model is not recommended 
for further research on integrating re
motely sensed data with hydrological 
models . 

d ) Either the CEQUEAU or HSP-F model s 
should be studied and tested; the test 
basin should be discretized for a range of 
grid sizes. 

e) The Correlat i on Area Method (com
bination of point, line and areal data) is 
the recommended snow cover analysis tech
niqJe for basins where orographic effects 
can be neglected or where the data acqui
sition network has a high density. 

Despite the above conclusion with 
regard to the SSARR model, many agencies 
use it for operational forecasting. In 
Alberta it is used extensively to model 
snowmelt runoff from the mountain region 
of the Province. A demonstration stJdy by 
the Alberta River Forecast Centre and the 
Alberta Remote Sensing Centre during 1985 
and 1986 assessed the utility of computer 
processed NOAA imagery for snow cover 
mapping and streamflow simulation using 
the SSARR model. The percent snow covered 
area versus percent snow water equivalent 
relationship used in the snowmelt routine 
of the model is defined by forcing the 
model to use NOAA snow cover area esti
mates. The specification of snow cover 
depletion curves to SSARR , with snow water 
eqJivalent as a third parameter, allows 
for a better simulation resJlt than that 



achieved by use of an average (single) 
snow cover depletion curve. The study will 
continue in 1987, but lack of resources 
will probably hinder its operational 
implementation. 

Another study along these lines has 
recently been initiated. The Saskatchewan 
Research Council has a joint study with 
Atmospheric Environment Service (Saska
toon, NHRC) on "The design of a Western 
Canadian real-time system for integrated 
forecasting of basin specific floods and 
low flows". The study includes an examina
tion of the use of remote sensing in inte
grated forecasting; a report will be 
available in 1987. 

A common need in many of these stud
ies is the integration of remotely sensed 
and conventional "ground" data . The corre
lation-area method is one approach to the 
problem. Objective analysis schemes may be 
another . For the past two years the Hydro
meteorology and Marine Division of AES has 
been carrying out a study to evaluate the 
ability of three satellite rainfall esti
mation techniques to derive daily, weekly 
and monthly precipitation estimates under 
Canadian conditions. A version of the 
GLAS-1 method, the RAINSAT procedure and a 
simple climatological technique were 
evaluated by comparing the satellite 
derived rain estimates with weather radar 
and gauge observations over a 440,000 
sq..iare kilometre area in eastern Canada . 
Res:.il ts for a month long trial have been 
examined and show that the simple climato
logical techniq..ie is at least as good as 
the other two for the longer duration 
estimates . A desire to compare the r emote 
sensing and ga..ige estimates of precipita
tion on an areal rather than point basis 
led to the investigation of the applica
bility of vario..is objective analysis 
schemes for interpolating precipitation 
data to a regular grid. The ability of a 
statistical optimization technique and 
several empirical interpolation schemes 
(Barnes, Cressman , Shepard) to interpolate 
act..ial precipitation data and to reproduce 
known synthetic precipitation fields has 
been evaluated . Qualitative and quantita
tive intercomparisons of the techniques 
are in progress. 

The above studies, in which several 
members of the Working Group are involved, 
indicate that there will be a trend toward 
a new generation of hydrologic models 
which will take full advantage of the 
nat..ire of remotely-sensed data. According-
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ly, members identified the following 
objectives for the sub-group's activity: 

a) to identify user agencies in 
Canada which can benefit from hydrologic 
modelling; 

b) to identify potential inputs to 
hydrologic models which may be obtained 
using remote sensing techniques; 

c) to identify and encourage the 
development and use of hydrologic models 
which can incorporate remotely-sensed 
inputs; 

d) to advise and assist users in the 
use of such models and in the acquisition 
of the remotely-sensed inputs; 

e) to assess and assist in assessing 
the increased accuracy and economic return 
of such models over conventional models; 
and 

f) to advise and assist in developing 
software and hardware - including sensors 
and satellites - for the collection and 
processing of remotely-sensed data requir
ed for hydrologic modelling. 

At a meeting in June the sub-group 
identified two tasks for the short-term 
which are aimed at educating, advising, 
encouraging, and assisting both the remote 
sensing technologies to the modelling of 
hydrologic processes. These tasks involve 
the preparation of: 

a) a brief discussion paper or 
brochure which summarizes the state-of
the-art in this field and discusses relat
ed issues, and 

b) a brief strategy paper which, 
based in part on the discussion paper, 
makes recommendations on research, devel
opment, and technology transfer. 

The sub-group considers funding to be 
the major obstacle to progress in this 
field. It is hoped that these publications 
will provide a basis for increased funding 
and activity in this field in the near 
future. 

Snowcover Properti es 

As noted above, snowpack water equi
valent is the most important parameter 
during spring snowmelt; its accurate cal
culation is essential for good forecasting 



resJlts. Since the Water Resources W.G. 
was initiated in the early 1970's, snow 
cover has been one of its central themes 
of investigation. The delineation of areal 
extent of snow is now an operational tool; 
NOAA AVHRR or GOES data are the logical 
data sources, rather than Landsat. Now as 
the tools for remote sensing of snow water 
equivalent/snow depth become available, 
the working gro..1p is providing liaison for 
the co-ordination and information exchange 
on current research and development on the 
determination of snow cover properties 
using microwave data, particularly 
passive . 

Hydrometeorology and Marine Div is ion 
of the Atmospheric Environment Service has 
been the lead Canadian federal agency 
stJdying the use of passive microwave data 
for the determination of snow cover prop
erties - water eqJivalent , depth, extent, 
wet/dry. PhD Associates is the lead pri 
vate sec tor company. Steady progress has 
been made in the development and testing 
of algor it!'lms for determining snow cover 
properties from passive microwave satel
lite data. The stJdy area has been the 
Canadian Prairies. Algorithms for deter 
mining snow water eqJivalent using 37 GHz 
a ~d 18 GHz NIMBUS-7 passive microwave 
(SMMR) data have been tested for selected 
periods over so..1thern Manitoba and Sas
katchewan witt-i good results (Appendix I). 
SMMR brightness temperatJres, and hence 
snow water eq..1ivalent estimates are for 30 
km x 30 km areas. The all-weather capa
bility of these sensors makes the techni 
q..1e extremely attractive for snow cover 
monitoring. 

A major inter-agency (AES is lead 
agency) international program for the 
validation of algorithms for snow depth/ 
snow water eq..1ivalent determination usi ng 
DMSP SSM/I data will be conducted d..1ring 
the winter of 87/88. A mini-field program 
will be condJcted dJring Febr..1ary 1987 to 
finalize proced..1res and flight lines be
fo r e the main program in 1987/88. The 
trial will collect gro..1nd data on selected 
calibration lines and airborne gamma sur
veys will be Jsed to measJre snow water 
eqJivalent over new and existing flight 
lines in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. 

A scib-group of the Water Resources 
W.G. has served as a forum for co-ordinat
ing the validation experiment up to now. 
There are more than 1 0 federal, prov in
c ia l, university and private sector 
agencies participating in the experiment, 
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including NASA and the US National Weather 
Service. The experiment also offers the 
opportunity to collect ground and airborne 
active microwave data for intercomparison 
and calibration with other snow data . At 
the last CACRS meeting it was recommended 
that CCRS arrange with the Univer sity of 
Saskatchewan to include an assessment of 
the ground microwave system for dete r min
ing snow cover properties during the 1986/ 
87 winter in co-operation with the mic r o
wave validation experiment. Th i s did not 
occur. A lack of funding and the i nability 
of the sensors to operate under winter 
conditions appear to be the major deter 
rents in using the system at this time. 

The potential of active microwave SAR 
data for snow cover determination is r e
cognized. A joint proposal on "Application 
of ERS-1 Active Microwave Inst r Jmentation 
Data to Remote Sensing of Snow" has been 
s..1bmitted to the European Space Agency in 
the framework of the ERS-1 programme. The 
proposal would involve ten scientists 
representing eight instit..1tes in foJr 
countries . AES and CCRS (Radarsat Office) 
scientists participated in the proposal. 
The Prairie target area used in t he DMSP 
SSM/I validation experiment is a po t en t ial 
study area for the ERS-1 study . I n pre 
paration for such an experiment a task 
group should be formed to focus on the use 
of SAR for snow cover determination . A 
preliminary airborne mission, with priori
ty for mobilization on short notice in 
order to meas..1re appropriate snow cover 
conditions, sho..1ld be conducted , probably 
in So..1thern Ontario for ease of logistics . 
The task groJp could assist in planning 
and execution of the mission. CCRS support 
for such an airborne mission would be 
crucial to the success of such an experi
ment. 

Other Developments 

The slide set of remote sensing ap 
plications in water resources is still in 
progress. Completion is expected i n 1987. 
Short descriptions of the appl ications 
will accompany the slides. The set will be 
provided to CCRS for appropriate distribu
tion. 

At CCRS, the chromaticity analysis is 
being transferred to a micro-computer 
image analysis system. TM and SPOT data 
are to be Jsed in this package . Th e ques
tion of how to extract the chromaticity 
transform of data for quantitative extrac
tion of suspended sediment and chlorophyll 



from TM is being addressed. This is a more 
complex problem than jJst using MSS. 

In Saskatchewan, the Saskatchewan 
Technology Enhancement Program (STEP) has 
included water resources projects. The 
following STEP projects have been complet
ed: 1 ) The Deer Habitat Project by SPRR, 
2) the Moose Habitat Project by SRC and 3) 
the BJrns and Cutover Project by SPRR. 
Benefit cost ratios and levels of accuracy 
in the classes assessed and gee-referenc
ing were also developed for these projects. 

There is considerable interest in the 
formation of Information Centres. In the 
United States, the National Weather Ser
vice is reviewing the statJS and planning 
the f J tJre of the current Satellite Snow 
Cover Mapping Program, which generates 
r eal -time areal extent of snow cover maps 
for abo-1t 200 basins in the U.S.A. using 
GOES da t a. They are considering its con
solidation with their operational Airborne 
Snow S·..irvey Program. Other federal users 
would be asked to contribute to the cost 
of establishing a viable remote sensing 
hydrology program. The one-time procure
ment costs for a dedicated satellite 
hydrology image processing system are 
$356,000 (U .S.) and annJal operation and 
maintenance are estimated at $212,000 
(U . S . ) . They have prepared a position 
paper on establishing a federal inter
agency remote sensing hydrology program. 
If s-1ch centres were ever to be considered 
in Canada, the experience of the National 
Weather Service, Office of Hydrol ogy 
shoJld be referenced. It is not yet known 
if s-1ch an interagency program will 
develop; fJnding is still a problem. The 
worki ng group will keep -1p-to-date on this 
program . 

Up to now , the Working Group has had 
no feedback from CCRS on the usefJlness of 
the S-1rvey of Canadian Private Sector 
Companies in the Field of Remote Sensing 
Applications for Water Resources. The 
Working Group felt that this was a very 
Jseful document, but the lack of feedback 
from CCRS makes one wonder whether it was 
worth the effort. Yet, how else would we 
find out about and liaise with consultants 
and small companies with expertise in 
remote sensing applications to water 
reso-1rces? 

Recommendations 

1. The Working Group recommends that 
a task groJp be established to investigate 
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the use of SAR for snow cover determination 
and to assist in the planning and execution 
of an airborne mission SAR-580) in support 
of potential ERS-1 activity. CCRS co-opera
tion, thro-1gh the hydrological co- ordina
tor, and support of the airborne mission is 
requested. 

2) The Working Group on Water Resources 
should contin..ie its role as a forum for 
co-ordinating and contributing to remote 
sensing developments in water resources in 
Canada. The working group would continue to 
provide: 

- a body of expertise, representing water 
re source agencies across Canada, to 
provide advice on remote sensing needs in 
water resources; 

- a forum for co-ordinating experiments to 
develop remote sensing applications in 
water resources (e.g. snow cover valida
tion); 

- organization of workshops or training 
sessions to promote remote sensing deve
lopments in water resources (e.g. Stream
flow Forecasting Workshop, 1980 and 1982 
DCP Workshops); 

- to foster liaison and co-operation with 
the private sector in order to contribJte 
to effective technology transfer; 

- to provide liaison with other groups 
interested in remote sensing in Canada 
and internationally. 
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5.10 RAPPORT DU GROUPE DE TRAVAIL SUR LE 
PROGRAMME D'l:.VALUATION 
PRELIMINAIRE DE SPOT (PEPS) 

LE PROGRAMME D'EVALUATION PRl:.LIMINAIRE 
DE SPOT 

Les caracteristique uniques du systerne SPOT et 
l'interet considerable qu'il a suscite dans le monde 
de la teledetection ont conduit le Centre national 
d'etudes spatiales (CNES) et SPOT IMAGE a 
organiser un programme d'e valuation des images 
SPOT dont le but premier est de mieux connaitre 
l'utilite de ces images dans _Jes differents domaines 
d'application de la teledetection. De plus, PEPS se 
propose de mettre en evidence Jes proprietes 
distinctives de SPOT ainsi que la qualite des images. 
Par consequent, en mars 1984, la cornmunaute de la 
teledetection du monde entier etait invitee a 
soumettre des propositions de pro jets de recherche. 
A la suite de cette offre, SPOT IMAGE re~ut trois 
cent quinze propositions de quarante huit pays; de 
ce nornbre, cent trente deux furent choisies par le 
CNES et SPOT IMAGE assistes par un Comite 
scientifique international. 

La selection fut faite en fonction de plusieurs 
criteres dont en particulier: 

interet scientifique et intrinseque de la 
proposition, 
mise en lumiere des caractenst1ques 
particulieres du systeme SPOT, 
evaluation des performances de ce systerne 
d'observation de la Terre en comparaison a 
d'autres, 
expertise des chercheurs, 
qualite technique des propositions, 
diversite des applications. 

Une fois Jes projets choisis, on leur donna la priorite 
pour l'aquisition des donnees afin que Jes chercheurs 
puissent commencer rapidement leurs travaux. Par 
ailleurs, SPOT IMAGE s'engagea a fournir 
gracieusernent quatre scenes par projet retenu. 
Finalement, afin d'assurer une diffusion aussi large 
que possible des resultats, on a prevu un symposium 
international environ dix-huit mois apres le 
lancement du sate! Ii te, done vers la fin de I 987. 

LE PEPS AU CANADA 

Parmi Jes cent trente deux projets retenus, on 
retrouve huit projets canadiens et un projet 
franco-canadien dont on trouvera une breve 
desc ription dans le tableau ci-dessous. SPOT 
ayant ete lance a la fin de fevrier 1986, !es 
premieres scenes furent acquises des le debut du 
printemps. Les chercheurs canadiens qui avaient 
demande des scenes de printemps (mai-juin) !es 
ont obtenues directement de SPOT-IMAGE, ces 
scenes ayant ete enregistrees a bord du satellite, 
traitees a Toulouse et envoyees directement. Par 
la suite, grace a une entente entre SPOT-IMAGE 
et le Centre canadien de teledetection (C.C.T.), 
ce dernier fut en rnesure, a partir de la mi-juillet 
1986, de programmer, d'enregistrer, de traiter et 
de diffuser Jes donnees SPOT du territoire 
canadien. Re~ues par !es stations de Gatineau et 
de Prince Albert, celles-ci furent traitees par le 
systeme MOSAIC a Vancouver jusqu'au milieu de 
decembre 1986 avant qu'il ne soit demenage a 
Prince Albert ou ii se trouve en operation 
actuellement. 

Malheureusement, le C.C.T. n'a pas reuss1 a 
rnettre au point un systeme de production des 
epreuves-minutes des le debut des operations ce 
qui a retarde de fa~on considerable la production 
des images SPOT, ce systerne etant indispensable 
pour visualiser rapidernent !es scenes afin 
d'estimer la couverture nuageuse. Malgre ce 
contretemps, plusieurs scenes commandees pour 
les projets PEPS ont ete livrees avant la fin de 
1986. Les etudes en sont neanmoins serieusement 
retardees. 

Finalement, a la suite d'une reunion preliminaire a 
Edmonton pendant le l0eme Symposium canadien 
sur la teledetection, Jes chercheurs PEPS ont 
demande au C.C.T. de former un groupe de travail 
ad hoc dans le cadre du Conseil consul ta ti f 
canadien de teledetection. Le C.C. T. a approuve 
cette demande afin de faciliter la diffusion et 
l'echange d'information entre Jes chercheurs. La 
premiere reunion du groupe se tiendra a Ottawa le 
2 I avril. 

PROGRAMME D'l:.VALUA TION PRELIMINAIRE DE SPOT (PEPS) 
PROJETS CANADIENS 

Chercheur-Organisme: Chantal Seuthe, C.Q.C. T ., Energie et Ressources, Quebec 

Cherc heurs assoc.: 
Description: 

Site de Petude: 

Si tuation-donnees: 

D. Bruger, J. Beaubien, J - P Letourneau, P. Buteau 
Evaluer l'apport des images SPOT pour la cartographie au 1: 125 000 de la foret 
ainsi que pour l'inventaire des tourbieres au Quebec. 
J. Volet forestier: Chibougamau, Matagami (Quebec) 
2. lnventaire des tourbieres: Basse Cote nord (Quebec). 
Une scene disponible sur quatre. 
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Chercheur-Organisme: 

Chercheurs assoc.: 

Description: 

Site de l'e tude: 
Si tuation-donnees: 

Chercheur-Organisme: 

Chercheurs assoc.: 
Description: 

Site de l'etude: 
Si tuation-donnees: 

Chercheur-Organisme: 

Chercheurs assoc.: 
Description: 

Site de l'etude: 
Si tuati ,m-donnees: 

Chercheur-Organisme: 

Chercheurs assoc.: 
Description: 
Site de l'etude: 
Si tuation-donnees: 

Chercheur-Organisme: 

Chercheurs assoc.: 
Description: 

Site de l'etude: 

Situation-donnees: 

Chercheur-Organisme: 

Chercheurs assoc.: 

Description: 

Site de l'etude: 
Si tuation-donnees: 

David A. Wilson, Bureau regional de l'Atlantique, Environnement Canada. 

P. Rump, J. Arbour, N. Lefler, R. Simpson, J. Seel, M-L ~cCourt, C. Speight, 
M. Poirier, A. Paton, D. Smith. 
Evalue r l'apport des donnees stereoscopiques de SPOT pour le programme de suivi 
de !'utilisation des terres du Canada en milieu rural. II s'agi t de determiner Jes 
classes identif iables a partir des donnees SPOT, d'evaluer Jes a vantages de ces 
donnees par rapport aux photographies aeriennes et d'etablir des c lassifications de 
!'utilisation des terres. 
Region de Truro (Nouvelle-Ecosse). 
Une scene disponible sur quatre. 

M.M. Allam, Leves et cartographie, Energie, Mines et Ressources, Canada. 

J. Gauthier, A.C.D. Terroux, J.H. Brown, C.K. Chaly, V. Kratky. 
Etudier Jes possibilites des images SPOT pour l'etablissement et la revision des 
cartes topographiques au 1:250 000 et au 1:50 000. 
Ottawa (Ontario); Kanasaskis (Alberta). 
Aucune scene disponible. 

Philip J. Howarth, Departement de Geographie, Universite de Waterloo. 

L.R.G. Martin. 
!:valuer le potentiel de SPOT pour suivre !'expansion du milieu urbain dans les 
zones rurales; developper une nouvelle approche et la comparer aux methodes 
actuelles. 
Toronto (Ontario). 
Complet; deux scenes disponibles sur deux. 

Herbert Ripley, Aerial Mapping and Photography Limited 

R. Stacey, J. Mawdsley, A. Speight, A. Lyndo, B. Dawe. 
!:valuer l'utilite des donnees SPOT pour l'inventaire des terres humides. 
Amherst (Nouvelle-Ecosse). 
Aucune scene disponible. 

Josef Cihlar, Centre canadien de teledetection, 1:.nergie, Mines et 
Ressources, Canada. 

M. Bernier, F. Ahern. 
Etablir le potentiel des donnees pour l'etablissement de cartes d'occupation du sol 
en zone agricole dans Jes basses-terres du Saint-Laurent. 
!:.valuer l'ampleur des dommages causes aux pins par Jes insectes. 
l. Volet agricole: Notre-Dame du Bon Conseil (Quebec) 
2. Yolet forestier: Region de Rupert (Colornbie Britannique). 
Deux scenes disponible sur quatre. 

Rejean Simard, Digim (1983) Inc. 

T. Toutin, A. Leclerc, S. Raja Haja, J. Gibson, M.C. Mouchot, R. Boudreau, 
V.R. Slaney, J. Harris, K. Mcconnel, J. Ruppert, D. Seeman. 
Evaluer le potentiel des donnees SPOT pour Jes applications suivantes: 
(a) modele numerique de terrain et cartographie topographique; 
(b) cartographie geologique; 
(c) correction gravimetrique. 
Kanakaskis (Alberta) 
Aucune scene disponible. 
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Chercheur-Organisme: Thomas Belsher, Centre IFREMER, Brest, France 

Chercheurs assoc .: 
Description: 
Site de l'etude: 

Si tuation-donnees: 

Chercheur-Organisme: 

Chercheurs assoc.: 

Decription: 

Site de l'etude: 
Si tuation-donnees: 

J.M. Dubois, M. Viollier, L. Loubersac, G. Belbeoch. 
lnventaire, car tographie et evaluation des stocks de vegetation marine. 
1. Baie des Chaleurs (Quebec) 
2. A tlantique du Nord (Bretagne) 
3. Pacifique, Jes iles Tahiti et Moorea 
4. Mediterranee, Rade d'Hyers. 
Complet; une scene disponible sur une. 

Ferdinand BoM, C.A.R.T.E.L. Universite de Sherbrooke. 

G. Rochon, J-P Fortin, A. Royer, D. Morin, H. Gwyn, R. Brochu, J. Jobin, 
M. Therrien, A. Pesant. 
Les principaux objectifs sont: 
(a) generation de modeles numeriques de terrain a partir de SPOT; 
(b) comparaison des classes d'utilisation du sol en milieu urbain periurbain et 

agricole avec celles obtenues par le The,natic Mapper et Jes donnees SPOT 
sirnulees; 

(c) evaluation de l'apport de SPOT dans la determination des caracteristiques 
physiques d'un bassin versant dont Jes proprietes hydrologiques et 
rn et eoroJogiques sont mesurees depuis 20 ans; 

(d) evaluation de la teneur de ]'atmosphere en aerosols et essai de diverses 
methodes de correction atmospherique; 

(e) comparaison des renseignements fournis par SPOT avec ceux fournis par Jes 
capteurs radar comme Seasa! et une simulation de Radarsat; 

(f) etude des effets bidirectionnels lies a Ja visee oblique de SPOT. 
Sherbrooke et le Bassin de la riviere Eaton (Quebec). 
Deux scenes disponibles sur trois. 
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6 .1 REPORT OF THE INTERPROVINCIAL/ 
TERRITORIAL ADVISORY SUBCOMMITTEE OF 
CACRS (IPTASC) 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Objectives 

1. To ensure that remote sensing technology, 
data resources, and developments in 
methodologies of application are made 
available to resource managers and scien
tific investigators in all Provinces and 
Territories of Canada, 

2. To ensure that the needs of regional users 
of remote sensing are reflected in the 
national program. 

NOTE: "user" is an individual or agency 
actively engaged in a remote sensing role 
or having a jurisdiction related to pre
sent or potential remote sensing 
activities. 

Functions 

1. To facilitate an exchange of information 
originating in international, federal and 
provincial/territorial remote sensing pro
grams, among the provincial/territorial 
remo te sensing representatives. 

2. To facilitate the mutual assistance of 
provinces and territories regarding the 
technical and organizational problems of 
their respective remote sensing programs. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

To encourage the efficient cooperation 
between federal and provincial/territorial 
efforts to better serve regional remote 
sensing practitioners and potential 
users. 

To facilitate the process of providing the 
federal remote sensing program with infor
mation as to use made regionally of remote 
sensing resources and the benefits derived 
from such use. 

To make recommenda tions regarding propo
sals for current and future changes in or 
additions to the federal remote sensing 
program. 

To prepare and present 
includes recommendations, 
meeting without prejudice 
cial or territorial report 

a report, 
to each 

that 
CACRS 

to each provin
to CACRS. 

To review the above Terms of Reference 
annually. 
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Membership 

IPTASC is a body of representatives appointed 
to CACRS on the recommendation of the prov
inces and territories. 

Each member shall be entitled to one vote on 
each issue. For voting purposes a quorum 
shall be of four attending members. Up to, 
but not later than, four weeks after distribu
tion of the minutes of a meeting attended by 
only four members, non-attending members may 
object to the Chairperson on an issue with 
which they do not agree, If agreement between 
the Chairperson and objecting members is not 
reached, the issue shall be resolved by a 
mail-in-vote of all members. 

Each representative may invite someone to any 
IPTASC meeting in his/her stead. The alter
nate has the right to speak to and vote on any 
issue. In addition, the representative may 
invite someone to accompany him/her to any 
IPTASC meeting as an observer. The observer 
may speak t.9 any issue, but does not have the 
right to vote. The selection of alternate and 
observer is, in all respects, at the discre
tion of the representative. 

1986-1987 Meetings 

IPTASC members met in Ottawa on April 1, 1986 
prior to the Canadian Advisory Committee on 
Remote Sensing Annual Meeting held at Arnprior 
April 1 to 4th, 1986. The following recommen
dations were developed at this meeting and 
during the annual meeting: 

1. Preamble: The convince potential users of 
the value of satellite data, government 
organizations must make high-quality 
imagery readily available to the public. 
The reason is simply that it is much 
easier to market a product if the customer 
can view the real thing. The microfiche 
which are presently available do not pro
vide an adequate basis for judging image 
quality. Furthermore, al though one can 
theoretically order imagery from any part 
of the world, in many cases long delivery 
times make it not worth the effort, The 
present system may 
who order imagery 
unsatisfactory to 
occasionally. 

be acceptable to users 
constantly, but it is 
those who do so only 

The national and provincial airphoto dis
tribution centres have recognized the need 
for easy access to airphoto coverage. It 
is now possible, therefore, to go into the 
centres, view the airphoto you are 
interested in, buy a copy if you wish, and 



walk away with ft. Surely, with a little 
organization, the same arrangement could 
be made for sa t elli t e imagery. 

Since many users use aerial photographs in 
conjunction with satellite data and most 
provinces already have outlets for air
pho t os, the CCRS data distribution centre 
should contract provincial remote sensing 
centres and airphoto distribution ou t lets 
to act as its agents. This arrangement 
would be similar to that of any wholesale 
supplier with its retail outlets. If at 
first the provincial centres are not 
willing to purchase imagery, CCRS might 
consider supplying cloud-free 10" x 10" 
positive transparencies on consignment. 

In order to ensure that all the centres 
have the most up-to-date imagery avail
able, they should place standing orders 
for cloud-free imagery. 

Whenever the idea of provincial distribu
tion of LANDSAT data has been raised in 
the past, it has been overcome by objec
tions to the cost of the imagery. The 
most successful technology transfer opera
tion in the history of CCRS, however, took 
place when employees on a winter-works 
program were supplied with copious quanti
ties of imagery to display to potential 
customers. The program would be well 
worth the investmen t which the federal and 
provincial authorities would make. 

Recommendation: 

IPTASC thus recommends that CCRS set up an 
ad-hoc working group of appropriate 
federal and provincial representatives at 
the operations level to devise a business 
plan for disseminating data. 

2. IPTASC thus recommends that the Chair
person of CACRS form an ad-hoc committee 
to facilitate the introduction of SPOT 
imagery into the Canadian remote sensing 
user community, by performing the 
following functions: 

obtaining information on the recording 
of SPOT imagery, the characteristics of 
the data, the pricing policy which will 
apply for Canadian users, and any res
trictions which the SPOT-IMAGE Corpora
tion specifies regarding the use or 
distribution of the data by 
purchasers; 

investigating the need for new software 
development initiatives at CCRS to mee t 
the demand of SPOT da t a analysis; 
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co-ordinating Canadian research efforts 
on SPOT data in order to avoid duplica
tion. 

It is recommended that the task force be com
posed of a t least one representative from 
CCRS, at least two representatives from 
IPTASC, and at least two Chairpersons of dis
ciplinary working groups, or individuals nomi
nated by them, for a total membership of not 
more than ten. It is further recommended that 
the task force be established for a one-year 
period, that it prepare a progress report to 
the Chairperson of CACRS by 1 October 1986 and 
a final report for the 1987 CACRS meeting, and 
that a decision be made at that time regarding 
the continuation of the group. 

3. IPTASC recommends that decisions regarding 
the "pointing policy" for SPOT be referred 
to the respective provincial remote 
sensing committee or centre for prioriza
tion and updating as required. 

4. The CCRS airborne program is recognized by 
the provinces as the single airborne faci
lity in Canada with the capability to sup
port original research and development in 
sensor development, and to accomplish air
borne missions for complex scientific 
investigations. 

In view of the proposed major cutbacks to 
the airborne program, IPTASC recommends 
that the "benefit" of the operation be 
judged by the evaluation of the long-term 
impact on the remote sensing research and 
commercial communities. Therefore, CCRS 
should hire a consultant for an unbiased 
evaluation of the airborne program. The 
resultant repor t should then be submitted 
to the appropriate levels for the 
reassessment of budget allocation. 

(Responses to these recommendations are 
included in Section 10.) 

There was a meeting of IPTASC held on 
October 20-21, 1986 in Ottawa. The sub-
comm! ttee was given presentations on present 
and future remote sensing programs. Also 
included was a description of a proposal for a 
new organization which would replace CACRS and 
Interagency Committee on Remote Sensing 
(IACRS) . It was explained that the new 
Advisory Council would be much smaller in 
numbers than the present CACRS and would be a 
high level group reporting directly to the 
Minister of State for Forestry and Mines, EMR. 
The members would be appointed by the 
Minister, wi t h the exception of provincial 



representatives. In principle, the new 
Council would not affect the operations of 
I PTASC. The Chairperson of IPTASC and pos
sibly the Vice-Chairperson would be members of 
the new CACRS Council, In this light it was 
decided to carry on with established procedure 
and elect a new Vice-Chairperson. 
Jeff Whiting of Saskatchewan was elected by 
acclamation. 

IPTASC members met in Ottawa on 21 April 1987 
prior to the annual meeting of the Canadian 
Advisory Committee on Remote Sensing, held at 
Cornwall 21-24 April 1987. Ivan Ford from 
Newfoundland was to become the Chairperson of 
IPTASC after the annual meeting in Cornwall, 
and Jeff Whiting of Saskatchewan, the Vice
Chai rperson. However Ivan Ford withdrew his 
membership on IPTASC, and subsequently, the 
members elected Jeff Whiting as Chairperson. 
A Vice-Chairperson was not elected. An update 
on the developments of the new Council to 
replace the current CACRS was presented. The 
members emphasized their concern that the 
proposed provincial membership would result in 
inadequate input to the Council. The 
following recommendation was developed during 
the annual meeting: 

IPTASC recommends that the past Chair
person of IPTASC be added to the new 
Council to ensure regional representation 
and a national perspective. 

Members of IPTASC 

Mr. W.G. Best (Chairperson) 
(now Past Chairperson) 

Chief, ~ap Distribution and Remote Sensing 
Surveys and Mapping Branch 
Department of Natural Resources 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3H OW4 

Mr. F. Hegyi 
Director, Planning and Inventory Branch 
Ministry of Forests 
Province of British Columbia 
1319 Government Street 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V8W 3E7 

Mr. I.E. Ford 
Technical Services Division 
Department of Development 
5th Floor, Atlantic Place 
St. John's, Newfoundland 
A1C 5T7 
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Mr. c. Bricker 
Administrator, Alberta Remote Sensing Center 
9820 - 106th Street, 11th Floor 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T5K 2J6 

Mr. J.M. Whiting (now Chairperson) 
Senior Research Scientist 
Saskatchewan Research Council 
15 Innovation Boulevard 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
S7N 2X8 

Mr, V. Zsilinszky 
Associate Director 
Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
880 Bay Street, 3rd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5S 1Z8 

Mme D, Pilon 
Coordinateur provincial en teledetection 
Ministere de l'Energie et des Ressources 
1995, boulevard Charest ouest 
Ste-Foy, Quebec 
G1N 4H9 

Mr. L, Peters 
Water Resources Branch 
Environment New Brunswick 
P.O. Box 6000 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
E3B 5H1 

Mr. J,F, Wightman 
Nova Scotia Land Survey Institute 
P.O. Box 10 
Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia 
BOS 1MO 

Dr. D. Gillis 
Engineering Faculty 
University of Prince Edward Island 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island 
ClA 4P3 

Mr. G. Nassiopoulos 
Department of Renewable Resources 
Government of Yukon 
P.O. Box 2703 
Whitehorse, Yukon 
Y1A 2C6 

Mr. s. Matthews 
Habitat Management 
Department of Renewable Resources 
Government of the Northwest Territories 
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories 
XlA 2L9 



6. 2 REPORT OF THE MARITIME REMOTE SENSING 
COMMITTEE (MR.SC) 

The MRSC met 5 times during 1986 and over the 
year there were a number of changes in person
nel. Carl Demings, first Coordinator of the 
MRSC, retired and Ed MacAulay, first chairman 
of the MRSC, resigned from the Committee 
during the year. Ken Snow filled the vacancy 
left by Ed and Brent Rowley was appointed MRSC 
Coordinator replacing Carl. 

Early in the year a questionnaire was circu
lated to everyone in Atlantic Canada on the 
MRSC mailing list. Its purpose was to gather 
information on the current state of remote 
sensing in the region. The results will be 
used in the compilation of a regional remote 
sensing directory to be maintained on computer 
database at the MRSC office. 55 responses 
were received, each representing a regional 
government department, educational institu
tion, or company involved in remote sensing to 
some degree. Completion of the computerized 
directory is planned for the near future as 
time and resources permit. 

An MRSC Education Subcommittee was formed and 
an initial meeting was held in April, 1986. 
John Wightman is Chairman of the group with 
members representing all regional educational 
institutions having an interest in remote 
sensing. The rationale for establishing the 
subcommittee was to enhance cooperation among 
the regional education sector involved in 
remote sensing, to make more effective use of 
facilities in the region, and to coordinate 
efforts in applying for research funding. The 
group held one meeting and one teleconference 
during the year. 

Following an Education Subcommittee ini
tiative, a formal agreement has been signed 
between the College of Geographic Sciences 
(COGS) in Nova Scotia and Memorial University 
of Newfoundland (MUN) giving advanced standing 
to remote sensing graduates of COGS wishing to 
pursue the newly established Master's degree 
in remote sensing and digital image analysis 
at MUN. 

The Education Subcommittee has also formulated 
and submitted a proposal for the establishment 
of a RADARSAT Applications Research and 
Development Center in the Maritimes to go 
ahead if and when the RADARSAT Program is 
approved by Federal Cabinet. 

Following persistant requests from the MRSC 
for "quick-look" capability for satellite 
imagery in the region, the Canada Centre for 
Remote Sensing began production of LANDSAT TM 
microfiche covering Atlantic Canada. A sub-
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scription was ordered and the microfiche is 
currently being archived at the Maritime 
Center for Remote Sensing in Amherst. Access 
to the archive is free to the public and a 
modest advertising campaign in the form of a 
mailout was conducted to make the user commu
nity aware of the new service. Use of the 
archive has been heavier than anticipated. 
SPOT microfiche is also planned to be included 
in the archive as soon as it becomes 
available. 

The MRSC office, 
Coordinator, was 
November, 1986. 

maintained by the Committee 
relocated to Halifax in 

Discussion~ are currently underway between the 
MRSC and CCRS to finalize plans for the imple
mentation of a number of new remote sensing 
demonstration projects to take place in the 
region. The new projects will focus on the 
use of the latest available imagery in 
resource management applications. One set of 
projects will utilize data from the SPOT-1 
satellite. -Other projects will be carried out 
using airborne radar data simulating data from 
Canada's RADARSAT scheduled for launch in the 
early 1990's. SPOT projects will be of an 
operational nature and should continue follow
ing completion of the demonstration project, 
if successful. The radar projects will be 
carried out with more emphasis on research 
into the use of this new data source in a 
manner similar to projects carried out under 
the Maritime Technology Enhancement Program. 

Publication of the "Maritime Remote Sensing 
Newsletter" resumed in 1986 with 2 issues pro
duced. The first issue was circulated to 
approximately 200 readers. Since then, the 
MRSC mailing list has grown to about 350 names 
in 6 countries. The second issue was mailed 
out in May, 1987, and for the first time, con
tains advertising from regional remote sensing 
companies. 



6.3 REPORT OF THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA 

General 

The net utilization of remote sensing in 
Alberta increased throughout the year. Digital 
continued to be the primary ana 1 ys is method, 
supplanting to a large degree the optical 
analysis of imagery. 

The Tenth Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing 
was held in Edmonton. Three hundred and 
twenty-five persons registered from across 
Canada and 11 other countries. One hundred 
and thirty-four technical papers were pre
sented. Thirty-four international displayers 
occupied 49 booths. The displays were free 
to the public and viewed by hundreds of 
persons. 

Alberta Remote Sensing Center 

The Alberta Center added a digitizing table 
to its ARIES digital analysis system to permit 
faster registration of image data to map 
coordinates and extraction of mapping detail 
for incorporation within a data set. 

In Central Alberta, a storm caused extensive 
flooding. The Pembina River experienced 
a peak flow unsurpassed in its history. The 
flooded area was massive and damage was 
extensive. Landsat data of July 20 was 
ordered . Within 3 days CCRS provided imagery 
showing the flood's extent. Within 8 days, 
the image tape was analysed to determine 
the area of flood and compared with ARSC 
archived 1983 imagery. A report was produced 
for engineering and hydrologic studies and 
briefings. 

The Center supported remote sensing projects 
to assess new applications: Use of Helicopter
Borne Impulse Radar to Sound an Ice Jam on 
the Athabasca River; Remote Sensing of Seismic 
Lines and Other Disturbances Associated with 
Oil and Gas Development; and Alberta Rangeland 
Project - Phase III. 

The Center produced four technical information 
publications: Remote Sensing Winter Wheat 
Crop Inventory; Remote Sensing of Seismic 
Lines; 1986 Remote Sensing Newsletter; and 
The Alberta Remote Sensing Center Review. 

The Center's training program incorporated 
new techniques, and practical and potential 
applications: Remote Sensing of Ice (with 
NRCC and U of A); MEIS Applications Workshop 
( with CCRS, CFS, and REAP); Introductory 
Digital Image Analysis Workshops; technical 
seminars and lectures at Alberta univer-
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sities and colleges; 
Department of Forest 
Center's display was 
cial events. 

remote sensing course, 
Science, U of A; the 

staffed at many Provin-

The Center's ARIES system was in operation 
at near 100% capacity by multidisciplinary 
users from Western and Northern Canada. The 
optical analysis equipment was used to a lesser 
degree. 

Other Remote Sensing Agencies 

Alberta Forestry, Lands and Wildlife utilized 
remote sensing in its resource inventory, 
mapping, management, and planning activities. 
Fish and Wildlife Division carried out multi
date visual interpretation of TM Color compo
sites for vegetation covertype mapping for 
wildlife habitat. Public Lands Division contin
ued investigations through MSS and TM imagery 
enhancements into mixed-grass and fescue range
lands, and Aspen Parkland ecosystems. Resource 
Evaluation and Planning Division and Alberta 
Forest Service evaluated various film types 
and scales for differentiation of hardwood 
tree species. Other joint projects assessed 
satel 1 ite and airborne sensors for future 
use in vegetation and similar inventories. 
Other activities included seminars and training 
in digital analysis at ARSC. 

Alberta Agriculture, Field Services Division 
has been evaluating ARIES-processed NOAA imagery 
to monitor regional green-up and drought condi
tions in east-central Alberta. 

The Northern Forestry Centre (NoFC) partici
pated in an Alberta remote sensing and natural 
resources mapping pilot project for the White
court test area in cooperation with REAP, 
AFS, CCRS, PNFI, and ARSC. NoFC is specifi
cally analyzing high resolution MEIS data 
for generating enhancements to facilitate 
species discrimination in Mixedwood Boreal 
Forests, and developing PROCOM-2/LANDSAT deple
tion mapping techniques. The MEIS study addres
ses the hardwood differentiation problem. The 
assembly of an operational large-scale photo 
(LSP) camera system was completed and delivered 
to Indian & Northern Affairs, Yukon Territories. 
A LSP regeneration assessment project was 
initiated under the Canada/Saskatchewan Forest 
Resource Development Agreement in cooperation 
with Weyerhaeuser and DPRR in Prince Albert. 

Conments 

SPOT orders have remained unfilled, and failure 
to provide products or connnunicate problems 
has discouraged customers . 



6.4 REPORT OF THE PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLLMBIA 

Airborne Remote Sensing 

Ministry of Environment and Parks 

The acquisition of all provincial aerial 
photography was carried out under contract 
through the British Columbia Ministry of 
Environment and Parks. A total of 79 844 
line kilometres was obtained at various 
scales. This total includes 31 820 line 
kilometres of 1:60 000 black and white 
photography acquired for the Terrain 
Resource Information Management Program of 
digital 1:20 000 planimetric, cadastral and 
topographic mapping. 

Ministry of Forests and Lands 

The B.C. Forest Service and Timberline, a 
forest inventory consulting firm, continue 
to use large-scale, fixed base, 70 nm 
photography for forest classification and 
sampling and for silvicultural applications. 

In August, 1986 the B.C. Forest Service and 
CCRS conducted a joint project in the 
Smithers, B.C. area to evaluate the use of 
airborne MEIS-II digital data for detecting 
and mapping mountain pine beetle damage 
{MPB) and for juvenile stand assessment. 
The study areas were flown at three 
altitudes to acquire data at 7 m, 3.5 m and 
1.7 m spatial resolutions. Preliminary 
results of the MPB study indicate that MEIS 
data clearly shows red attacked trees. 
However, further analysis of the data is 
required to determine if green attacked 
trees can be consistently identified. 
Analysis of the juvenile stands data 
indicated that with the highest resolution 
data (1.7 m) six year old plantations, 
areas of sparse, adequate and dense conifer 
growth, and areas having brush and 
herbaceous competition are identifiable. 

During the 1986 fire season, the B.C. 
Forest Service contracted Conair Aviation 
Ltd. to fly a Daedalus 1268 Infrared Line 
Scanner for fire detection and fire 
mapping. The scanner was mounted on a 
Beech King Air 200 aircraft and it scanned 
eleven spectral bands from 0.42 to 13.5 
micrometers and had an instantaneous field 
of view of 1.25 milliradians and a total 
field of view of 38°. A total of three 
fires were scanned and mapped and 16 
missions were flown for fire detection. As 
member agencies of the Canadian Interagency 
Forest Fire Centre, the aircraft and 
scanner were also used by Alberta, 
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Saskatchewan, Northwest Territories and 
Yukon Territories during the 1986 fire 
season. 

From the 1986 infrared scanning with the 
Daedalus 1268 and the 1985 scanning with a 
Daedalus 1260, the B.C. Forest Service 
estimates that $324,000 per year can be 
saved on fireline mapping of large project 
fires as well as significant reductions of 
fire suppression expenditures through 
improved detection and quick initial attack 
of lightning caused fires. 

Institute of Ocean Sciences 

The Fluorescence Line Imager (FLI) imaging 
spectrometer has now started to demonstrate 
its capability for mapping water surface 
chlorophyll distributions using the 
fluorescence signal at 685nm, and further 
observations are planned for this April in 
B.C. coastal waters. Observations over 
land have shown the value of its high 
spectral resolution, flexible spectral 
properties and high sensitivity for 
observations over land. 

In May 1986, an agreement was signed with 
Moniteq Ltd. of Toronto by which they would 
operate the FLI on a commercial basis in 
return for company funded technical 
improvements. During the summer of 1986 
they arranged to take the FLI to Europe to 
study the deterioration of the Black 
Forests. A number of other targets were 
also flown, including one over water for 
which the data has been analysed at !OS. 

Planned operation for 1987 include British 
Columbia in late April as part of a DFO 
study on Marine Salmon Survival in Barkley 
Sound on the west coast of Vancouver 
Island, and various sites in the U.K. as 
part of a joint operation with Hunting 
Surveys. 

A workshop was held in Ottawa to present 
results of the FLI programmme and to 
discuss future work towards a space version 
of the instrument through new ESA 
initiatives. A joint sensor design study 
is being proposed by Moniteq and by MBB of 
Germany. 

Pacific Forestry Centre 

In cooperation with Dr. W.J. Bloomberg and 
Dr. R. Alfaro, a study has been initiated 
to investigate the application of remote 
sensing to pest damage and appraisal. This 
study includes the use of satellite and 
aerial photographic data for the detection, 



survey and damage appraisal of root disease 
and for the determination of growth loss 
and mortality due to western spruce budworm 
defoliation. A draft report has been 
crnnpleted entitled 'Root disease survey 
with large-scale colour infrared aerial 
photography'. Mapping of root disease 
centres and determination of volume loss 
were accomplished and delivered to the 
supervisor of the Greater Victoria 
Watershed Forests for decision making in 
assigning cutting blocks. 70 mm large
scale, colour aerial photography was also 
obtained for root disease test sites in the 
interior of B.C. 

The study of using remote sensing 
techniques for forest weed control is 
continuing. Landsat 5 TM digital data and 
70 mm large-scale, colour aerial 
photography were acquired for the Bush 
River test site. Analysis of the data has 
been partially completed. 

Dr. Y.J. Lee has been designated as the 
scientific authority for an unsolicited 
proposal awarded by DSS to Timberline of 
Vancouver entitled 'Modification to B.C. 's 
70 mm camera boom system for silvicultural 
survey application'. Consultation of the 
technical aspects of the modification has 
been carried out with the B.C. Forest 
Service. 

Spaceborne Remote Sensing 

Institute of Ocean Sciences 

The results of Canadian work in satellite 
ocean colour remote sensing was presented 
at an ESA workshop in November. Results 
from the airborne FL! instrument and plans 
for a satellite version were discussed. 
Other ESA member countries, notably France 
and Germany, have similar plans but so far 
no comparable prototype. 

One of the limitations of.using satellite 
imagery in ocean research has been in 
transmitting satellite images, or maps 
derived from them, directly to ships at 
sea. The value of such real time data for 
research on jets of coastal surface water 
that has moved offshore was demonstrated in 
1986 using currently available 
communication links. Improvements are 
planned in 1987 using broader band digital 
links and simple direct (APT) satellite 
reception on board ship. 

AVHRR imagery of the west coast was 
acquired in 1986 from both the UBC 
receiving station and the AES Edmonton 
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station. This supports a variety of 
physical and biological studies by showing 
the surface thermal patterns associated 
with mixing and upwelling. 

Analysis of AVHRR imagery showing 
deformation and movement of arctic ice 
patterns continues using the correlation 
software developed on the image processor. 
Another project uses AVHRR imagery to 
examine movements near break-up in the 
summer that may correlate with under-ice 
acoustic spectral intensities. The goal is 
to discover an acoustic signature that will 
give warning of break-up. 

The image processor continues to be heavily 
used. An upgrade to provide more than one 
interactive image terminal is planned, but 
funds are not yet available. 

!OS continues active involvement in 
multi-national research programmes that 
make use of satellite remote sensing. J. 
Gower is a member of the Satellite 
Observing-System Working Group for the 
World Climate Research Programme and is 
vice chairman of Commission A of Caspar 
which held an ocean colour workshop in 
Toulouse, France in July 1986. 

A coordinated proposal was submitted :o ESA 
to make use of radar imagery and other data 
of Canadian Coastal waters from the 
European ERS-1 satellite scheduled for 
launch in late 1989. Other sources of 
satellite data that are being examined 
include cloud cover from geostationary 
satellites and wind, wave and altimetric 
data from the US Geosat. 

Pacific Forestry Centre 

In cooperation with the B.C. Forest 
Service, Inventory Branch, a study has been 
initiated to study microcomputer data base 
systems for updating forest resource 
inventories using satellite digital data. 
Studies are also continuing on the use of 
satellite data for detection and damage 
appraisal of root disease and western 
spruce budworm defoliation and for forest 
weed control. 

P~AP Graphics Ltd. 

PA'-IAP Graphics continues to work on the 
interface between image data and geographic 
information systems. We have been active 
on the CACRS Image Analysis Systems and 
Artificial Intelligence Working Group and 
the Image Data Base Format Sub-Working 
Group. 



Their activities have mainly centred around 
the Forestry application. In September, 
PA~AP personnel accompanied Frank Hegyi of 
the Ministry of Forests and Lands, 
Inventory Branch, to the UFR0 meeting of 
Foresters, where two joint papers were 
presented. From this activity, it is 
obvious that Canada is a leader in the 
application of satellite imagery to the 
Forestry application. 

PA~AP personnel have visited several 
developing countries to assist in the 
resolution of their resource management 
problem, including Nepal and Thailand on 
CIDA missions and Korea, Thailand, Malaysia 
and Indonesia on a trade mission. Remotely 
sensed data plays an important part in many 
of these countries. However, it still is 
not being exploited as fully as possible. 

PA~AP, with the B.C. Ministry of Forests 
and Lands, has continued to streamline the 
process of updating maps with satellite 
imagery. Within these activities, we have 
developed techniques that lead the way to 
automatic processing by removing noise and 
slivers with assistance of the information 
stored in a GIS. We continue to work on 
utilizing artificial intelligence 
techniques in determining the meaning of 
noted changes. 

PA~AP, in cooperation with Dr. David 
Goodenough of CCRS, is beginning a research 
project, partially funded by NRC, to 
address the general exchange of information 
problem, specifically allowing a more 
complete integration of image data with GIS 
data. A prototype of this system is 
expected in late spring, with the final 
system available near the end of the 
calendar year. 

Ministry of Environment and Parks 

An assessment of the mapping capability of 
Landsat 1M data for mixed wetlands and 
forest is near completion. The upper 
Cariboo River Wildlife Management Area was 
classified for ground cover types that 
correspond to important moose habitats. 
Preliminary results indicate that the 
resulting map accuracy compares favourably 
with existing mapping from fieldwork and 
interpretation of 1:20 000 aerial photos. 
The image analysis for this work was 
undertaken at B.C. Research. This project 
is being carried out in conjunction with 
Wildlife Branch personnel. 

Cooperation with the Geological Branch of 
the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum 

Resources continues. Initial results of 
identification of clay alteration zones 
from Landsat 1M data suggest that there is 
utility in using this data for specific 
geologic mapping tasks. Additional 1M 
imagery has been ordered by the Geological 
Branch for reconnaissance purposes over 
areas of upcoming geological field work. 

In conjunction with the Wildlife Branch, a 
pilot project has been initiated to assess 
the effectiveness of Landsat 1M data for 
mapping coastal grizzly bear habitat. The 
first phase aims to revise existing maps 
for change caused by logging disturbance. 
The second phase will test the habitat 
mapping accuracy obtained by utilizing both 
imagery and digital topographic data. 

Work continues on the development of 
algorithms to transform a classified image 
to a cartographically acceptable product. 
Software packages have been produced that 
will simplify a classified image based on 
similarity between classes, length of 
common boundary and minimum polygon sizes 
for individual classes. These packages 
process large image files efficiently, 
increase mapping accuracy and maintain the 
positional integrity of class boundaries. 
Work is proceeding on related filter 
products that will also consider polygon 
shape. 

Ministry of Forest and Lands 

The B.C. Forest Service continues to be 
very active in the application of both 
analogue and digital 1M data for forest 
inventory, forest protection and for 
silvicultural applications. 

1M paper prints (l :50 000 and l:125 000 
scale) and transparencies (1:250 000 and 
l:500 000 scale) are used for updating 
forest depletions in the Regions and 
Districts. These products are also being 
used by the inventory, silviculture, 
protection, planning, recreation and 
engineering sections for monitoring and 
planning purposes. 

As a Beta Test Site for CCRS's LDIAS 
system, the Inventory Branch received an 
upgrade of the LDIAS software in 1986. 
Also, in conjunction with CCRS, full 
integration of the image analysis system 
with the Intergraph GIS has been completed 
and the Branch is now operationally 
updating disturbances using 1M digital data. 

The Inventory Branch has also integrated 
its image analysis system with PMAP 



Graphics Ltd's microcomputer-based GIS. 
This enables the download of lM imagery to 
floppies. Therefore, downloaded map design 
files and the corresponding downloaded lM 
images can be sent to the regional and 
district offices where the new 
disturbances can be digitized. The updated 
forest cover maps can then be returned to 
the Branch for uploading to the inventory 
data base. The Branch is also developing a 
PC-based "expert" system for disturbance 
updating using the PAt-lAP GIS system which 
will assist the regions and districts in 
the detection, confirmation and mapping of 
depletions from lM imagery. 

The Inventory Branch also investigated the 
use of lM digital data for detection of 
mountain pine beetle red attacked trees in 
the Cariboo Forest Region. However, with 
the spatial resolution of lM data, red 
attack could not be consistently identified. 

MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. 

In the past year, MacDonald Dettwiler and 
Associates Ltd. has done much in the area 
of research and development and has 
obtained a large number of significant 
contracts in the field of remote sensing. 

Growth and international success in the 
commerical remote sensing ground station 
field includes: 

Delivery of the MOSAICS system to CCRS 
for geocoded processing of Landsat MSS, 
lM and SPOT MLA, PLA data. 

Prime contractor for the ESA ERS-1 
ground segment. 

Contract to provide SPOT and lM upgrade 
to Thailand ground station. 

Two contracts to provide SPOT and lM 
processing to the India ground station. 

Delivery of SPOT/lM ground station 
components to General Electric for the 
Saudi Arabian ground station (included 
GICS and MERIDIAN). 

Contract to design the Customer User 
Service for Earthnet (ESA) 

Contract to provide the Generalized 
Synthetic Aperature Radar (GSAR) 
Processor to DFVLR, Telespazio, ESRIN, 
and Defense Research Centre Salisbury, 
Australia. 

In 1986, the new MERIDIAN family of image 
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processing and mapping systems was launched 
and several major contracts were signed 
including image analysis systems for 
Thailand, India and Australia; an !DIAS ice 
mapping system for Ice Centre Environment 
Canada, and a base mapping system for 
Ecuador. To date there are over 30 
MERIDIAN/PC systems installed worldwide. 

MacDonald Dettwiler is now preparing a 
meteorological system for delivery to 
Peru. Also, our real-time airborne 
synthetic aperture radar system (IRS) 
continues to improve its position in the 
market place through the delivery of an 
X-band SAR to CCRS, and the FIRE 240 series 
of digital film recorders remain in high 
demand. 

In the area of research and development, 
MacDonald Dettwiler has made significant 
success in DlM generation from SPOT, in 
pass processing for Landsat/SPOT, in SAR 
geocoding, in automated feature detection 
and extraction, in interpretation of SAR, 
and in artificial intelligence use for 
mapping and forecasting. 

MacDonald Dettwiler has expanded its 
operations in Europe and Asia by opening a 
permanent European Engineering and 
Marketing Office in the U.K. and a 
Marketing Office in Kuala Lumpar, 
Malaysia. Plans are also underway for an 
Australian engineering office. 

B.C. Research 

A report entitled 'Assessment of Landsat 
Thematic Mapper Data for Mapping and 
Monitoring Wetlands and Neighbouring Land 
Cover/Land Use' was completed. Copies are 
available from the Lands Directorate of 
Environment Canada. 

The BCR image processing system has been 
extensively used by mineral exploration 
companies. Much of this activity was 
concerned with off-shore studies in arid 
and semi-arid environments. Structural and 
geo-botanical exploration studies have also 
been undertaken in the Canadian interior. 
All remote sensing work performed on the 
BCR system in 1986 employed Thematic Mapper 
data. 

The system has been up-graded to V3.X of 
PCI software, and by custom software 
developed by industry clients for their 
specific needs. The addition of a 
dedicated 512 megabyte disk drive now 
allows for processing of full Landsat lM 
scenes. Further up-grades planned for 
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summer 1987 include additional memory for 
the VAX 780, integration of GIS software 
possibly on a second work-station, and 
acquisition of a large format colour 
electorostatic plotter. 

(Submitted on behalf of the B.C. Remote 
Sensing Committee by Frank Hegyi, Director, 
Inventory Branch, Ministry of Forests and 
Lands). 
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6.5 REPORT OF THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA 

Airborne Remote Sensing 

The Interdepartmental Committee on 
Aerial Photography (ICAP) coordinated aerial 
photography requirements for provincial 
government departments and agencies . The 
number of line kilometers flown during 1986 
was 13,525. 

The purpose for which the photography 
was flown is as follows: 

a) federal government mapping programs 
4036 line km.; 

b) general use reconnaissance 
photography 70mm Oline km.; 

c) forest inventory programs 
4972 line km.; 

d) provincial government mapping 
programs 3451 line km.; 

e) hydro electric development programs 
1066 line km. 

In June and August 1986 remote sensing 
surveys were flown in the Lynn Lake area. 
The sensors used were MEIS II and MSS at 
20,000' AGL. There was also a low level 
5,000 AGL detailed flight over the Farley 
Lake gold deposit. The purpose is to perfect 
remote sensing as an exploration option. 
This is a joint venture between the Manitoba 
Geological Services Branch, the Canada Centre 
for Remote Sensing and the University of 
Manitoba. 

Applications 

The Manitoba Departments' of Environment 
and Health are monitoring the bacteriological 
quality of various beaches located within the 
south basin of Lake Winnipeg. There are 
differences in q~ality between beaches on 
the west side versus the east side of the 
Lake. The Manitoba Remote Sensing Centre 
provided enhanced LANDSAT MSS data that 
contrasted the differences in the physical 
quality of the waters of the south basin. 
The circulation patterns that existed within 
the Lake were examined to determined if the 
source of contamination could be located. 
Further analysis will also take place to 
determine whether changes in circulation 
patterns can be predicted, for example from 
regional wind influences and what effect 
this may have on bacterial populations en
countered on various beaches. 

The Department of Energy and Mines, 
Mineral Investigation Section, has a mandate 
to provide information on the abundance and 
areal extent of potential commercial 
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peatlands. Much of the peat extraction 
activity occurs in southeastern Manitoba, 
however, there is growing interest in the 
Interlake region of the province. The Man
itoba Remote Sensing Centre was asked to 
generate thematic maps of the peatlands in the 
area of interest. LANDSAT Thematic Mapper 
data is being used as the primary data source. 
Colour coded thematic maps will be plotted at 
a scale of 1:125,000 using an Applicon ink
jet plotter. 

Fuel type mapping using LANDSAT data was 
expanded into the Porcupine and Duck Mountain 
regions of the province by the Manitoba Remote 
Sensing Centre. This was done at the request 
of Fire Management, Regional Services Branch, 
Department of Natural Resources. LANDSAT 
digital data was used to generate 1:125,000 
color thematic maps which were plotted using 
an Applicon ink-jet plotter. The maps will 
be used by Fire Management personnel in 
district offices and in the field to plan 
fire strategy. 

Jackpine budworm (Choristoneura pinus 
pinus) is a major pest in Manitoba. Aerial 
surveys are currently used to map the extent 
of budworm infestations. The Forest Protec
tion Section of the Forestry Branch, 
Department of Natural Resources requested the 
Manitoba Remote Sensing Centre to find out if 
LANDSAT data could be used to detect severe 
budworm infestations. Enhancements were 
generated to determine if the extent of 
defoliation could be assessed. Further work 
is still being done. 

A project was conducted for the Manitoba 
Department of Agriculture to aid them in the 
location and eradication of pocket gophers. 
Alfalfa is a favorite habitat for gophers who 
cause considerable damage to the crop and 
field surfaces. LANDSAT MSS data was used to 
locate alfalfa fields in S.E . Manitoba in 
order that the Department of Agriculture 
could check the seriousness of the problem by 
location and plan control measures. 

A cooperative project between the 
Manitoba Remote Sensing Centre, Statistics 
Canada, and the Manitoba Department of 
Agriculture was conducted to compute crop 
areas in all of agricultural Manitoba. Areas 
were calculated for canola, cereals and 
summer fallow. LANDSAT computer tapes were 
classified using National Farm Survey data 
for both supervised Training and calculation 
of the linear regressions by crop district. 

A pilot project to inventory wetlands 
and upland cover types using TM data in 
S,W. Manitoba was conducted by the Manitoba 
Remote Sensing Centre and the Manitoba 
Wildlife Branch. Mapping is to be used for 
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waterfowl habitat inventory and monitoring. 

A land cover mapping project was conduc
ted for Manitoba Department of Agriculture 
to assess drainage problems associated with a 
large drainage basin in S.E. Manitoba. 
LANDSAT MSS data was classified and presented 
on 4 map sheets covering the area. 

A land cover mapping project was 
conducted for Manitoba Department of 
Agriculture to assess both drainage problems 
and potential new agricultural land that 
could be put into production in the Interlake 
region of Manitoba. MSS data was classified 
and combined with CLI maps, soil maps, and 
topo maps for a multi-discipline investiga
tion approach. 

Mapping was conducted on the entire 
east side of Lake Winnipeg between the U.S. 
border and Gillam in order to aid in the 
locating of a new power transmission line. A 
total of 29 map sheets at a scale of 
1:125,000 were classified from six LANDSAT 
computer tapes. These maps will be combined 
with soil maps, topo maps, aerial photos, 
etc. to assess the least expensive route. 

A spring LANDSAT image was classified 
east of Norway House in order to locate 
shallow water in lakes which may be suitable 
for the seeding of wild rice and development 
of that industry in the region. Two maps at 
a scale of 1:50,000 were produced. These 
maps will be used in the field to considerably 
cut down on the time involved in locating 
suitable lakes and checking their biological 
parameters for rice production. 

The Manitoba Remote Sensing Centre 
produced over 1500 applicon color plots 
during 1986. Many large contract orders 
were placed with the Centre. 

Change in patterns of crops and 
fallow ratios were inventoried for a large 
area north of Winnipeg. Two years of data 
(1984 and 1985) were compared by Manitoba 
Department of Agriculture to evaluate trends 
and farming practices in this region. 
LANDSAT MSS data from late summer images was 
classified and mapped at a 1:50,000 scale. 

User Liaison 

The Manitoba Remote Sensing Cente 
continued to provide technical information 
and a data ordering service for remote 
sensing products. Demonstrations on equip
ment use and remote sensing applications were 
given weekly. A consulting service was also 
offered on applications work in addition to 
carrying out project work if requested. 
During 1986 there were 1380 clients that 
used the services and facilities offered at 
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the centre. 

To keep the user community informed 
two editions of the newsletter Remote Sensing 
in Manitoba were published. One was issued 
in April and the other in December. 

Training 

There were two introductory courses 
on remote sensing, of four days duration, 
offered by the Remote Sensing Centre. 
Registration was limited to fifteen to allow 
for individual exposure on the image analysis 
system. Each course had more applicants than 
could be accommodated. These courses in 
addition to advanced training for image 
analysts are under consideration for the 
future. 

One staff member at the centre acted as 
advisor to four students working on Master's 
Degree programs at the Natural Resources 
Institute, University of Manitoba. 

Conclusion and Forecast 

In the early 70's, the Manitoba Remote 
Sensing Committee was established to 
investigate the formation of a permanent, 
annually funded facility to coordinate and 
monitor remote sensing technology in Manitoba. 
The work of the committee was realized in 
1974 with establishment of the Manitoba 
Remote Sensing Centre (MRSC). Over the 
next few years it became evident that great 
benefits could be derived from remote sensing 
technology for operational purposes. 
Through assistance from the Canada Centre for 
Remote Sensing with the Technology Enhance
ment Program, MRSC is now an operations 
oriented centre. In Manitoba remote sensing 
is a proven credible technology that is here 
to stay with a bright future. 



6.6 REPORT OF THE PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK 

Spaceborne Remote Sensing 

The University of New Brunswick was 
involved in three satellite remote sensing 
projects in 1986. These involved using 
Thematic Mapper imagery to 1) define changes 
in the Fundy National Park and to 2) compare 
potato acreage estimates with those using 
MSS data, and 3) to map linears and curvilinears 
in the Bathurst area for a number of different 
purposes. 

Airborne Remote Sensing 

Four flights were made across N.B. to 
investigate the feasibility of using MEIS 
for the wide-area mapping of budworm defoliation. 
A number of technical problems remain due to 
the large volumes of data involved. 

Trial interpretations of the data have 
been made, making comparisons with existing 
sketch mapping techniques and 35 mm oblique 
photography. 

New Initiatives 

At the time of writing a project was 
initiated to demonstrate the feasibility of 
using the C-IRIS radar imagery for operational 
flood line mapping and ice jam reconnaissance. 
This yearjs flood has produced considerable 
ice damage and the radar imagery showed its 
abi Ii ty to identify ice jams and give a 
synoptic view of the ice movements in a 
large river basin, like the Saint John River. 

During the flood event helicopters were 
used to collect video and photographic imagery 
of local ice jam events. Good coverage of 
this flood event is now available for research 
purposes. 

Considerable attention was focused 
through the year on the Federal Space Program 
and its potential benefits for the pro
vince. Strong support was given to the 
Radarsat program by way of committing to buy 
data when it becomes available. 
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Recommendations 

1) In light of the recent emergency in 
New Brunswick and the cut backs in the 
airborne program that ways and means be 
found for the Federal Government to provide 
the Province with appropriate emergency 
remote sensing services. 

2) It is recommended that access to 
SPOT data of New Brunswick be improved. 



6. 7 REPORT OF THE PROVINCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
AND LABRADOR 

After a relatively slow period in 
remote sensing activities t;hrough 1985, 
the pace accelerat ed considerably in 1986. 
Several factors are responsible for this 
renewed interest. 'Ihe signing of a 
Memorandum of Understanding bet~n the 
Canada Centre for Rerrote Sensing and the 
Departrrent of Develoµrent and Tourism to 
undertake a Technology Enhancement Program 
(T.E.P.) stimulated rrost of the activity. 

TEDiNOL(x;Y ENHANCEMENT PRCGRA'1 

Although a f ormal Memorandum of Under
standing bet~n CCRS and the Departrrent of 
Developrrent and Tourism was not signed until 
June, the Technology Enhancement Program 
(T.E.P.) got underway early in 1986 with 
the installation of an ARIES III image 
analysis system at NOROCO Limited. 'Ihe 
main focus of the TEP has been the six 
demonstration projects selected to 
illustrate a range of remote sensing 
applications to resource managers (Table 1). 
All of the projects have now started and 
the initial results are, for the most part, 
quite promising. Once the projects have 
been carpleted and evaluated, the par
ticipating agencies will be able to 
detennine what role, if any, remote sensing 
should have in their ongoing operations. 

'Ihe TEP has generated considerable 
interest in remote sensing within the 
Province, in addition to the demonstration 
projects. seven courses in remote sensing 
and digital image analysis ~e given 
during the year as part of the TEP. In 
December, a two day workshop on forestry 
applications was held in Corner Brook, with 
over 30 people attending. Numerous pre
sentations and demonstrations of the ARIES 
system have been given to representatives of 
goverrurent, industry, colleges and 
universities, both from Newfoundland and 
fran outside Canada. TuD graduate 
students from Memorial University have 
undertaken part of their thesis work using 
the ARIES system, with assistance fran the 
TEP. 

'Ihe initial projects should be can
pleted during 1987 -and a number of 
additional projects are now being con
sidered. More short courses will be 
offered as well as further discipline
oriented workshops; the next, dealing with 
geological applications, is planned for 
early in the new year. 'Ihe 'IEP is 
scheduled to conclude at the end of March/88. 
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MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 

In addition to the TEP related 
activities Memorial University of 
Newfoundland has increased its activity 
in Remote sensing over the past year. 'Ihe 
following is a surrmary of programs offered by 
the Faculty of Engineering and Applied 
Science and the Departrrent of Geography at 
M.U.N. 

Academic programs in remote sensing are 
available at Memorial University of 
Newfoundland in carplementary offerings by 
the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science 
and by the Departrrent of Geography in the 
Faculties of Arts and Science. Undergraduate 
courses are available for credit towards 
B. Eng., B.A. and B.Sc. degrees, and graduate 
courses are offered in the M.A., M.Sc. and 
M.Eng. and Ph.D. programs. 

In engineering, 2 undergraduate and 
3 graduate courses are offered, and 
facilities include a well-equipped remote 
sensing laboratory with optics, a scanning 
microdensitaneter, a VP-8 image analyzer 
(Analogue) and a NORPAK image analysis 
system (digital). 'Ihe lab is supported 
with a photographic processing facility 
which is fully integrated into under
graduate and graduate teaching primarily 
for electrical engineering students, but 
including biology, geography, earth science 
and forestry students (about 35 per 
semester). 

In Geography, 2 undergraduate and 2 
graduate courses are offered to students 
primarily in the Physical Geography and 
Cartography options. Principal support 
originates in the Memorial University of 
Newfoundland Cartographic Laboratory 
(MUNCL) which has a spatial data processing 
capability extending into the areas of 
geographic information systems and digital 
image processing. Students also may obtain 
access to an ARIES-III image analysis work
station installed at NORDCO Ltd., a private 
research carpany in St. John's. 

In sunmary, fran initial responses by 
participants of the TEP, the future of 
remote sensing in Newfoundland looks positive. 
OJr major problem appears to be in the 
uncertainty associated with collecting 
satellite data over the Province. 'Ihe high 
frequency of cloud cover limits the 
possibility of collecting data fran optical 
sensors. Hopefully Radarsat will get 
goverrurent approval and solve this problem. 



TITLE LCX:ATION AGENCY 

1. Bedrock Geological Saglek/Hebron area Dept. of Mines and Energy 
Mapping Northern Labrador Mineral Developrent Division 

2 . Surficial Strange Lake area Dept. of Mines and Energy 
Geological Mapping Northern Labrador Mineral Developrent Division 

3. Watershed Analysis Upper Humber River Dept. of Environrrent 
Western Newfoundland Water Resources Division 

4. Land Use Mapping Southwestern Newfoundland Dept. of Forest Resources & Lands 
Land Management Division 

5. Moose Habitat Northwest Gander River Dept. of culture, Recreation & Youth 
Analysis Central Newfoundland Wildlife Division 

6. CUtover Mapping Badger-Grand Falls area Dept. of Forest, Resources & Lands 
Central Newfoundland Forest Managerrent Division 

TABLE 1 - NEWFOUNDLAND TEP DEMONSTRATION PRanx.::TS 
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6.8 REPORT OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 

Department of Renewable Resources 

In 1986, the Department of Renewable 
Resources, Government of the Northwest 
Territories continued to develop new applica
tions for airborne and spaceborne remotely 
sensed data. Although an image analysis 
system is not presently maintained in the 
Northwest Territories, researchers have made 
extensive use of the facilities at the Alberta 
Centre for Remote Sensing (ACRS) and received 
technical assistance from the Canada Centre 
for Remote Sensing (CCRS). 

Airborne Remote Sensing Applications 

In the last few years, the Department of 
Renewable Resources has used low level aerial 
photography to census barren-ground caribou on 
the calving grounds and post-calving aggrega
tions. Black and white aerial photographs of 
the calving grounds are taken using Wilde RC8 
or RClO aerial survey cameras with 60% overlap 
for viewing in stereo (1:4,000 1:6,000 
scale). To census post-calving aggregations, 
oblique air 35 mm aerial photographs are 
taken. Although aerial photography has proven 
successful for calving ground surveys, this 
technique has not been satisfactory for 
censusing post-calving aggregations; it is 
extremely difficult to locate suitably sized 
aggregations to photograph. This problem has 
recently been overcome with the use of radio 
telemetry. By radio-collaring a proportion of 
the herd, it is much easier to find and photo
graph the herd and therefore provide a more 
precise estimate of the population. In 1986, 
the Department of Renewable Resources radio
collared 40 barren-ground caribou from the 
Bluenose herd to assist field biologists in 
their efforts to determine the location of 
caribou and obtain a population estimate based 
on the post-calving photo-census. Over the 
next three years, wildlife biologists will 
obtain population estimates for this herd 
using this technique. 

Spaceborne Remote Sensing Applications 

During the past year, 
Department of Renewable 
involved in several remote 
using LANDSAT imagery. The 
tion provides a brief 
Department's remote sensing 

staff from the 
Resources were 
sensing projects 

following informa
overview of the 
program: 

1) A four year study to classify and inventory 
habitat in the Mackenzie Bison Sanctuary 
was completed in 1986. Digital image anal
ysis techniques were used to classify an 
area of 5830 kni2, west of Great Slave Lake. 
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Vegetation data was obtained from LANDSAT 
computer tapes, which were acquired through 
the CCRS receiving station at Prince 
Albert, Saskatchewan. The imagery was 
recorded by the LANDSAT II multispectral 
scanner (MSS). The data was analyzed with 
the ARIES II image analysis system main
tained at ARSC. Black and white aerial 
photographs (1:60,000 scale) provided a 
reference data set for plant communities. 
Vegetation communities were then classified 
into eight habitat types, plus water
covered areas. A classification accuracy 
of 81% was achieved, with 2.9% of the 
pixels unclassified. This work will be 
published in 1987. 

2) A pilot study was completed to determine 
the feasibility of using LANDSAT imagery to 
predict habitat use by grizzly bears on 
Richards Island, N.W.T. The investigators 
made visual interpretations of LANDSAT MSS 
transparencies to classify land cover 
types. This information was used to deter
mine if a correlation existed between cover 
types and areas known to be used by grizzly 
bears. Movements of radio-collared bears 
were monitored at three-week intervals to 
provide information about habitat use. 
Preliminary results indicate that LANDSAT 
imagery is useful in making predictions 
about habitat use by grizzly bears. 
Additional studies will be completed. 

3) The use of remote sensing to identify 
potential falcon breeding habitat in the 
N.W.T. is being examined with LANDSAT MSS 
data and black and white air photographs 
(1 :60,000 - l :70,000 scale). Research has 
been conducted on known peregrine falcon 
and gyrfalcon nesting areas in the 
Mackenzie Valley and on the mainland Arctic 
tundra near Bathurst Inlet. Visual analy
sis of colour composite prints (1 :250,000 
scale), unsupervised classification, and 
digital image enhancements have been uti
lized. Preli mi nary results suggest that 
limited possibilities exist for using 
LANDSAT data to identify potential falcon 
breeding habitat in the N.W.T., and that 
additional techniques should be examined. 
Research on this project will continue in 
1987. 

4) As part of a two year resource inventory of 
Auyuittuq National Park Reserve on Baffin 
Island, habitat specialists have been using 
black and white aerial photographs and 
LANDSAT MSS imagery to classify biophysical 
map units. The map units were primarily 
based on geological features and were iden
tified from 1:60,000 black and white aerial 
photographs. Five hundred and seventy-two 



(572) different ecosections were delineated 
and mapped at a scale of 1 :250,000. Areas 
supporting vegetation were determined by 
visual interpretation of LANDSAT MSS 
images. The information from the ecosec
t ion mapping is being synthesized to 
provide a classification of the land pre
sent in Auyuittuq and the distribution and 
abundance of plant communities and wildlife 
habitat. 

New Initiatives 

Discussions are presently underway with CCRS 
for a Technology Enhancement Program (TEP) in 
the Northwest Territories beginning in 1987. 
Once the TEP is in place, a variety of demon
stration projects will be initiated. 

User Liaison 

The Northwest Territories has maintained user 
liaison through its association with ACRS and 
CCRS. The Department of Renewable Resources 
continued to provide liaison through 
attendance at meetings of IPTASC and CACRS. 

Conclusion 

During 1986, significant progress was made in 
the development of remote sensing applications 
in the N.W.T. With the TEP in Yellowknife 
beginning in 1987, the Northwest Territories 
is anticipating an increased level of activity 
in remote sensing by government and industry. 
The presence of an image analysis system in 
the N.W.T. will greatly enhance our ability to 
pursue new initiatives. Anyone wishing mor:e 
information can contact Steve Matthews in 
Yellowknife [(403) 873-7775]. 
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6.9 REPORT OF ~HE PROVINCE OF 
NOVA SCOTIA 

This report was compiled from replies 
received from the major users of remotely 
sensed data in Nova Scotia as well as member 
reports given at regular meetings of the Nova 
Scotia Remote Sensing Committee. This com
mittee meets on a regular basis five times a 
year. The committee has a broadly based 
membership from private industry, educational 
institutions, provincial government agencies 
and federal government agencies. The commit
tee provides a forum for · the exchange of 
ideas and information on developments in 
remote sensing. Discussions at committee 
meetings have provided the basis for inter
agency cooperation and joint ventures on 
research and industrial applications of 
remote sensing technology. The fellowing 
report will highlight activities of agencies 
as reported to the committee. 

Inland Waters/Lands Directorate 

A first SPOT scene for the Truro, N. s. 
area was received in October of 1986, as 
part of the PEPS initial evaluation of SPOT 
imagery. The SPOT project, in cooperation 
with M.R.M.S., Nova Scotia Department of 
Municipal Affairs and A.C.A.S.I., is entitled 
"An evaluation of the Applicability of SPOT 
Stereoscopic Imagery to the Canada Land Use 
Monitoring Program". As the result of a 
limited amount of digital image processing 
to date, the spatial resolution is considered 
to be of a better quality than anticipated. 

August of 1986 saw the end cf one and the 
beginning of another cooperative research 
project with investigators at the College of 
Geographic Sciences, These projects are 
part of Environment Canada's ongoing evalua
tion of remote sensing techniques relating 
to land use monitoring and land and water 
conservation in the Atlantir. region. In 
the study entitled "Targeting Areas at Risk 
to Soil Erosion in P.E.I." G. Bourns used 
Landsat TM imagery in the Montague River 
basin. Presently, D. Wall is determining 
the usefulness of TM imagery in establishing 
soil loss parameters related to vegetative 
cover and land management practices, It 
is intended that this research will contri
bute to the establishment of a land and water 
conservation demonstration area in the Wilmot 
watershed of P,E.I, 

Linkages between remotely sensed data and 
geographic information systems form a part 
of the above projects. 
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Remote sensing products are used within 
the Water Planning and Management Branch, to 
deal with water related programs. Under a 
Federal/Provincial Flood Forecasting Sub 
Agreement, satellite imagery is used opera
tionally to determine the area of snow cover 
in the Saint John River Basin. As well, 
support is provided for gamma surveys of 
that basin to calibrate the total water 
content for the Saint John. 

Standard panchromatic aerial photography 
is routinely acquired through air survey 
companies in support of the Flood Risk Map
ping Program. The focus in 1986 included 
the Newfoundland centres of Stephenville 
Crossingr Black Duck , Deer Lake and the 
Waterford River. The 0.Sm to 1 m contour 
intervals require 1:5000 and 1:10000 photo 
scales. 

Panchromatic air photography was also 
utilized in a hydrogeology study in the 
Annapolis Valley as part of the National 
Hydrologic"Research Institute's investi
gation into pesticides in groundwater . 

Although not imaging remote sensing, 
satellite applications are expanding within 
IW/LD, The Water Resources Branch is now 
using the GOES satellite for the transmission 
of water level data from 28 remote stations 
in Atlantic Canada. 

As part of the St. Croix integrated data 
interpretation, several Landsat TM positive 
transparencies have been ordered from CCRS. 
Through the use of a Procom 2 these are to 
provide an overview of the land use in this 
international watershed. 

Other examples of IW/L Directorate's 
(Atlantic) involvement in remote sensing 
include: membership on the Maritime and 
Nova Scotia RS Committees, presentation of 
a paper at the Tenth Canadian Symposium on 
Remote Sensing (Edmonton in May) and 
attendance at the PEPS Technical Meeting 
and SPOT 1 First In-Flight Results Conference 
(Toulouse in December). 

Maritime Resource Management Service 

During 1986, MRMS has undertaken a number 
of initiatives aimed at increasing the level 
of remote sensing activity within the 
company and throughout the Atlantic region. 

Funding was committed to allow several 
remote sensing research and development pro
jects to be carried out using both airborne 



and satellite data including conventional 
aerial photography, MEIS II, Thematic Mapper, 
and SPOT imagery. 

MRMS staff attended and presented papers 
at remote sensing conferences and symposiums 
in Canada and the United States with addi
tionaJ funding provided to allow staff to 
attend courses in digital image analysis and 
data interpretation in Canada and France. 

Our DJPIX Aries II image analysis system 
was substantially upgraded in computing power, 
memory, and software during 1986 and new 
equipment was purchased to enhance our photo 
interpretation capabilities. 

In late 1986, all remote sensing activities 
within the company were consolidated and moved 
to newly renovated quarters at MRMS hea<l 
office in Amherst, N. s. The result of this 
consolidation was the creation of the Maritime 
Center for Remote Sensing; an operationaJ 
Remote Sensing center serving all of Atlantic 
Canada. The Center supports all digital and 
conventional remote sensing image analysis 
and interpretation, air photo processing 
and production, map and database compilation, 
a remote sensing library, Maritime air photo 
archive, and a free access microfiche archive 
of Thematic Mapper scenes for Atlantic Canada 
maintained by the Maritime Remote Sensing 
Committee. 

Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests 

This Department is continuing to monitor 
forest clear cuts using the DIPIX Image 
Analysis System at Amherst. They have tested 
the US<;!fulness of the PROCOM II and have 
found it quite successful in preparing of 
detailed fore s t management activity inform
ation from an image of 1:1000000000 scale on 
to maps at. 1:10000. While LANDSAT MSS has 
not been reliable in monitoring clear cuts, 
in agricultural areas TM data has been success
ful. The Department hopes to use radar imag
ery for monitoring forest activity by means 
of a broad classification. A pilot project 
has been started. While awaiting SPOT imagery 
on a regular basis simulations at 20 m resol
uti0n have been tested using the MEIS sensor. 

Atlantic Canada Aerial Surveys Limited 

This firm has been very active in acquiring 
all types of aerial photosraphy for special
ized projects throughout the region. In 
particular standard mapping photography has 
been acquired for the Land Registration and 
Information Service as well as the govern
ment of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 
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Department of Municipal Affairs 

This agency is participating in a land-use 
project with Lands Directorate and MRMS using 
SPOT data. 

Bedford Institute of Oceanography 

BIO is to develop a brochure on applica
tions of digital image processing in ocean
ography. There are extra copies available 
of the Proposal on Ocean Studies. 
- Canada Atlantic Storm Program provides wind 
shear,land to sea, information with video 
coverage over water. 
- Tests of SAR to image occur waves ice
reflectivity and other parameters are planned. 
- J.P.L aircraft to be used on multiship 
large wave experiment for all of next March 
on the Grand Banks. 
- ERSA is open to proposals, in which Canada 
may be involved. These include: 

a) imagery ocean waves by SAR and wave 
forecasting 

b) mapping ocean features using SAR to 
cut through cloud to delineate such 
features as the Labrador Current. 
One kilometer resolution is adequate. 
Proposed active micro wave sensor 
operates either a radar or scattero
meter mode. 

- BIO now has one year (a pass per day) of 
AVHRR imagery as a quicklook image tape. 
- As far as the BIO image analysis system 
the University of Miami software is being 
used more and more for mapping. 
Easi-Pace is also available, 

MacLaren Plansearch 

This firm has been concentrating on in 
situ sensing. Weather forecasting data 
generated by satellite sensors is used in a 
daily operational mode. Usually 12 scenes 
a day are employed. MacLaren specializes 
in environmental research gathering of 
information. The company i.s aJways looking 
for a new means, such as that offered by 
remote sensing, for acquiring environmental 
data. 

BP Canada Selco 

BP has an inhouse image analysis system 
in •Britai.n. Their company is using I 2 s image 
analysis system to investigate a large tract 
of land in Newfoundland. BP is also in
volved in a geobotany project in Cape Breton. 



Department of Agriculture and Market.ing 

The Soils and Crops Branch, uses air photo
graphy for soil surveys. Detailed surveys of 
individual farms are documented on 1:5000 base 
maps. This level of detail likely to be main
tained although a new system of land use map
ping in Ontario based en farming systems and 
grain operation, is to be watched, as part of 
the Department's aim to keep up with technol
ogy in soil degradation and land use monitor
ing. 

Technical University of Nova Scotia 

Considerable interest was generated in the 
Remot.e Sensing Community in November when 
representatives from SPAR and MDA made a 
presentation on possible location of Radar
sat infrastructure in Nova Scotia. These 
firms have been attracted to the province 
through the technical excellence and support 
offered by TUNS. Possible facilities which 
could be located in the province might 
include data reception facility and telem
metry tracking and control facility and data 
processing facility. Negotiations are on
going between these firms, the University 
and government departments. 

Radar Short Courses 

Tom Alfoldi presented a short course on 
the technical aspects of radar data acquisi
tion to the Nova Scotia Committee members. 
This was most informative and provided the 
necessary information for planning radar 
demonstration and pilot projects. 

College of Geographic Sciences 

Formerly known as the Nova Scotia Land 
Survey Institute this agency maintains a 
high level of activity in Remote Sensing. 
A class of 14 graduates completed their 
studies in August. The majority of these 
had secured employment by the end of the 
year and it is anticipated that all the 
class will be working by April of 1987. A 
new group of similar size was enrolled in 
September and by year end devised a broad 
range of cooperative projects with external 
agencies from accross Canada. 

In early March, through the cooperation 
of OCRS and CCRS, Mr, Vernon Singhroy con
ducted a two-day workshop entitled 
"Developments of Spectral Geobotany to 
Mineral and Hydrocarbon Exploration in 
Canada". This workshop was well attended by 
students and a good representation from 
government departments and private industry. 
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In late March COGS assisted in the organ
ization of a special meeting of parties involved 
in Remote Sensing training and education in 
Canada. The resulting agency formed is known 
as the Canadian Remote Sensing Training 
Institute. COGS has a representative on the 
Board cf Directors. 

The Canadian Remote Sensing Training Institute 

CRSTI is being set. up to coordinate remote 
sensing training in Canada, particularly for 
foreign students. This institute will not 
have a specific location but is strictly a 
coordinating and information exchange body 
whose membership is comprised of agencies and 
governments already active in the field of 
remote sensing training. Initial finances 
have come from the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA). 

COGS is also ver.y active in providing 
training through short courses for inter
national students. A very successful example 
of this was a 7-week course on GIS and 
Remote Sensing run for FAO for two soil 
scientists from India. 

The College will be making a major push 
in 1987 to attract additional international 
students through the publication and dis
tribution of a colour brochure. 

Recommendations 

1. That CCRS ensure that all of its future 
specifications for both hardware and software 
related to the Canadian user community (RS & 
GIS), contain the provision for the conver
sion to and from existing systems and new 
systems developed by/for CCRS. 

2. CCRS is requested to improve the quality 
of the reference imagery (presently fiche) 
to assist the user in the ordering of imagery . 
As part of the CCRS marketing strategy, an 
alternate product to fiche is suggested that 
would improve the deter~ination of image 
quality, the scene limits and in the case of 
TM products, the quadrant boundaries , 
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6.10 REPORT OF THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO 

The information in this report is derived 
from 24 replies to a questionnaire received 
from the following sources: 

Ontario Government: 5 
Universities: 10 
Private Companies: 15 

APPLICATIONS OF AIRBORNE 
REMOTE SENSING 

The Ontario Ministry of the Environment 
provided funding for Moniteq Ltd. to 
conduct a project with the FLI sensor over 
sites showing forest decline in Vest 
Germany, Switzerland and Austria. 
Approximately 26 tapes of data were 
acquired for the project. Regional staff 
of the Ministry recorded aerial photography 
in-house of emission point sources. 

The Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 
Section of the Ministry of Transportation 
and Communications had over 4,000 line-km. 
of both black and white and colour infrared 
aerial photography flo'Wll by private 
industry, at scales of 1:2,400 to 1:25,000. 
Oblique airborne video imagery was also 
recorded over 85 km. of flight lines. The 
image acquisition served remote sensing 
studies, mapping and mosaic compilation. 

The Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing in 
the Ministry of Natural Resources continued 
development of the colour infrared negative 
aerial photographic technique. Vork was 
conducted on the development of software 
for reading, analyzing and storing film 
calibration data to be used in designing 
quality control methods. Three trials were 
conducted in which the colour infrared 
negative product was demonstrated to have 
important advantages over the positive film 
for purposes of mosaicing. Vork continued 
on the development of a demonstration 
laboratory to process into negatives 
continuous rolls of colour infrared film in 
large and small-frame formats. 

OCRS participation in geobotanical 
investigations continued. The projects 
involved the correlation of ground spectral 
measurements, laboratory spectral readings 
and mineral content analysis of leaf ash, 
vith airborne data from the MEIS II and FLI 
scanners. 

The Faculty of Forestry of the University 
of Toronto generated airborne multispectral 
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video test imagery over a tree nursery to 
determine system image resolution and the 
detectability of tree species. An aerial 
survey vas also carried out over a forest 
area near Kapuskasing in Northern Ontario 
to determine site moisture conditions on 
the basis of tree species, and to 
differentiate areas of aspen and balsam 
poplar. 

The Department of Geography of Trent 
University used a series of aerial photo 
graphs for the large-scale monitoring of 
rural land-use change in Southern Ontario 
by manual analysis. 

The Resource Management Division 
Sandford Fleming College used 
hundred provincial black and 
airphotos in training. 

of Sir 
several 

white 

The Department of Earth Science of the 
University of Vaterloo applied MEIS II and 
LANDSAT MSS data to surficial geological 
and geomorphological mapping and aggregate 
exploration. Approximately ten CCT's of 
data vere used. 

The Department of Geography of the Univer
sity of Waterloo reported the following 
airborne remote sensing projects: 

A comparison of coniferous forest 
classification accuracy between airborne 
MSS and MEIS II data over the Petawawa 
National Forestry Institute (study in 
collaboration with the Petawawa National 
Forestry Institute; supported by 
NSERC). 

Geobotanical study of the Natal Lake 
area in Northern Ontario (study in col
laboration with Ontario Centre for 
Remote Sensing; supported by NSERC). 

Land cover/land use mapping in the 
Markham area of Southern Ontario using 
MEIS data of various resolutions, as 
background for a SPOT study (study 
supported by SPOT Image and NSERC). 

Modelling the radiation fluxes for the 
Perch Lake watershed using MEIS imagery 
(study supported by Atomic Energy of 
Canada Ltd.). 

Use of airborne MEIS in the exploration 
for buried gravel aggregates (study 
supported by the Ontario Geological 
Survey). 



Graduate students in the Department of 
Geography of the University of Vindsor used 
airborne data obtained from the Great Lakes 
Environmental Laboratory to study ice and 
wave conditions on Lake Erie. 

F.G. Bercha (Ontario) Ltd. reported the 
following airborne sensing activities: 

Analysis of 80 ship returns in 
extended-swath optical imagery acquired 
by ERIH X and L-band airborne (CV-580) 
radar. 

Two-dimensional Fourier 
and L-band (CV-580) wave 
scenes were selected 
processed by CCRS on the 
sor. 

analysis of X 
imagery; sub

from images 
C-Sharp proces-

Monitoring of a total area of 100 sq. 
km. of clearcuts and regeneration on 
Vancouver Island from digital CV-580 SAR 
imagery from CCRS. 

Analysis of structural geology of 
central Nova Scotia on approximately 200 
black and airphotos from NAPL. 

Lithological mapping of Eastern Nova 
Scotia on CCT's of airborne gamma ray 
and magnetic data from the Geological 
Survey of Canada. 

Vetland mapping in central Ontario on 
approximately SO black and white 
airphotos and optically-processed X and 
L-band optically processed SAR-580 data. 

Assessment of potential of STAR-1 data 
to monitor crops. 

Assessment of narrow-mode C-IRIS data 
from trial flights. 

All ancillary image acquisition activi 
ties for agricultural program at Federal 
Government RADARSAT Office. 

Dendron Resource Surveys Ltd. acquired 
large-scale 70mm aerial photography and 
conducted airborne laser profiling. 

Remote sensing imagery used by Gartner Lee 
Ltd. consisted of conventional black and 
white, colour and infrared aerial photogra
phy at various scales, but mainly in the 9" 
format. These photos came from several 
provincial airphoto libraries (in British 
Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and New 
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Brunswick), as well as from NAPL. A few 
private airphoto missions were 
sub-contracted for industrial clients . 
Over 100 projects were conducted, mostly in 
Ontario, each requiring anywhere from 5 to 
100 airphotos. 

Gregory Geoscience Ltd. used 1,780 35mm 
oblique transparencies for feature 
verification, 15 9" black and white photos 
at 1:50,000-scale for forest mapping, 31 9" 
black and white photos at 1:30,000-scale 
for highway mapping, and colour photos at 
scales of 1:50,000 and 1:25,000 for the 
revision of a 1:10,000-scale metro data 
base. 

Borler Information Inc. used CCRS MEIS II 
and airborne HSS imagery in geological 
exploration applications and for the 
development of geobotanical remote sensing 
technology. Six CCT's were analyzed. The 
company developed image processing software 
for the analysis of vegetation stress in 
MEIS II imagery. 

HcElhanney Happing Services reported 
conducting analogue, digital and orthophoto 
photogrammetric mapping from black and 
white and normal colour aerial photography 
taken with cartographic aerial cameras. 
The photography was obtained from the 
provincial and federal libraries, and new 
coverage was recorded by Ontario contrac
tors. Approximately 2,000 stereo overlaps 
were processed in total. Approximately 
1,000 frames of new photography were 
acquired. 

Honiteq Ltd. acquired FLI data for 
projects in forest damage assessment, water 
quality assessment, and geobotanical 
studies for the detection of hydrocarbons 
and minerals. The company acquired both 
FLI and MEIS data for projects in water 
depth estimation and airborne image 
registration. 

Horton and Partners Ltd. carried out 
airphoto interpretation for three Ontario 
projects in granular resources mapping 
using standard provincial black and white 
coverage. The company also interpreted 
provincial coverage for gold placer 
identification in British Columbia. Colour 
airphotos from the U.S. Geological Survey 
were used for gold placer identification in 
Nevada and Colorado. Contracted aerial 
photography was used for a site contour 
mapping project in northwestern Ontario. 



PCI Inc. is heavily involved with a new 
firm, Rem/Sense Mapping Technologies, for 
the development of a system for processing 
airborne scanner imagery and introducing 
the technology into mapping and resource 
management. PCI is providing software for 
this project. A number of tests were 
conducted using stereo MEIS data. 

Photomap Air Surveys Ltd. reports using 
approximately 2,000 airphotos per year 
ranging in scale from 1:50,000 to 1:4,000, 
acquired by subcontractors. 

A.J. Robinson and Associates Inc. used 
gamma ray surveys from the New Brunswick 
River Forecast Center for snowpack water 
equivalent analysis. The data covered ten 
20-km flight lines, and had been acquired 
over two years. 

APPLICATIONS OF SPACEBORNE 
REMOTE SENSING 

The Special Projects Section of the Soil 
and Yater Management Branch, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food, acquired two MSS and 
two TH images, for use by OCRS in research 
on crop rotation mapping. HSS data of a 
portion of Oxford County was used to 
provide crop data for a computer-generated 
land use map based on the OMAF Agricultural 
Land Use Systems concept. 

The Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing 
participated in a program initiated by 
North Central Region of the Ministry of 
Natural Resources to develop a GIS for 
forest fire control. The OCRS contribution 
consisted of LANDSAT-derived maps and 
equivalent digital data, showing forest 
classes as defined by their readiness to 
burn. The maps were tested in field use 
during the summer of 1986, and were found 
both accurate and valuable. OCRS also 
started a program to test the use of 
LANDSAT TM data for the assessment of 
forest regeneration success. 

OCRS staff completed a demonstration 
project in regional land cover mapping by 
watershed for Ontario Hydro. This project 
included the digitization of topographic 
contours representing different flooding 
scenarios resulting from dam construction, 
and the automatic calculation through the 
digital !image analysis process of the 
areas by theme which would be flooded. 
OCRS acted as subcontractor to an Ontario 
company (Hunter and Associates) in 
fulfilling this contract. 
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OCRS continued to participate in SIR-B 
geological experiments over the Canadian 
Shield. An OCRS staff member chaired and 
contributed actively to the Geoscience 
Vorking Group of CACRS. 

The Ontario Centre continued to work with 
the Ontario Geological Survey and the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Food to test 
the integration of LANDSAT data analysis 
into computerized information systems for, 
respectively, mineral exploration and crop 
inventory. Experiments continued on the 
use of TM data for change detection in 
forestry and agriculture. 

The Resource Management Division of Sir 
Sandford Fleming College used 9" LANDSAT 
prints illustrating various applications, 
as well as slides and films prepared by 
such institutions as CCRS, OCRS and Purdue 
University. 

The Survey- Science Department of Erindale 
College, University of Toronto, conducted 
preliminary work on the analysis of satel
lite imagery for assessing tectonic 
activity, and mineral and other resources 
in the East African Rift System. 

The Department of Geography of the Univer
sity of Vaterloo reports that the following 
spaceborne remote sensing projects were in 
progress in 1986: 

Climatic and hydrologic monitoring using 
satellite imagery of the Saskatchewan 
River basin (supported by the Royal 
Canadian Geographical Society). 

Resource mapping of the Sokoto-Rima 
Basin, northwestern Nigeria. (project 
supported by International Development 
Research Centre). 

An evaluation of 
detecting residential 
rural-urban fringe 
project, supported by 

SPOT imagery for 
expansion on the 
of Toronto (PEPS 
NSERC). 

Image analysis of sea ice and ocean 
radar data (supported by NSERC under the 
Strategic Grant program). 

Remote . sensing research and training 
with digital image processing in China 
(supported by International Development 
Research Centre). 

Use of LANDSAT TM data in glacier map
ping and inventory (supported by NSERC). 



Happing the radiation balance in an area 
of high relief using LANDSAT TH and DEM 
data (supported by NSERC and WATDEC). 

Optimal unsupervised classification 
techniques for change detection in the 
urban-rural fringe (funded by NSERC). 

Change detection 
resources along the 
axis (funded by NSERC 
Scholarship). 

of agricultural 
Hamilton-Waterloo 

and a Commonwealth 

Investigation of the role of sea ice and 
meltwater along the seasonal sea ice 
zone on synoptic development in the 
polar basin (funded by NSERC). 

Evaluation of raster to vector and 
vector to raster conversion algorithms 
for Geographic Information Systems 
(supported by NSERC). 

The Department of Civil Engineering of the 
University of Waterloo used Heteosat and 
NOAA meteorological satellites to map 
vegetation in an area of the Sahel as input 
to a hydrological model for runoff estima
tion in small river basins of the area. 
Photo enlargements (1:250,000-scale) of 
LANDSAT imagery were used to estimate snow 
cover in the upper Indus River basin. 
Approximately 150 GOES images were used in 
carrying out research on the characteris
tics of hurricanes. 

F.G. Bercha (Ontario) Ltd. reported the 
following activities in spaceborne remote 
sensing in 1986: 

Visual interpretation of SEASAT images 
of lakes and oceans, for use in 
audio-visual presentations. 

Optical interpretation of 10 subscenes 
(40 km wide) of SIR-A imagery from JPL 
for tropical rainforest depletion 
monitoring. 

Optical interpretation of 
data and digital analysis of 
and TH data for 100 sq.-km. 
on Vancouver Island, to 
clearcuts and regeneration. 

SEASAT SAR 
LANDSAT HSS 
study area 

monitor 

Use of two LANDSAT HSS CCT's and two 
prints, two TH CCT's and two prints, and 
one CCT and print of SEASAT data, for 
geologic structure analysis of central 
Nova Scotia. 
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Use of approximately ten SIR-B prints 
and 25 LANDSAT HSS prints for 
structural, lithological and surficial 
analysis of specific areas of China and 
Iran. 

Use of four CCT's and image prints of 
SEASAT-SAR data for wetland mapping of 
central Ontario. 

Use of LANDSAT HSS (six 1:250,000-scale 
prints), TH (ten prints), SEASAT-SAR 
(six prints) and SIR-B (three prints) 
for regional structural mapping of the 
Grenville Province of Ontario. 

Assessment of NOAA AVBRR 
vegetation indices data for 
in global crop monitoring. 

normalized 
usefulness 

Simulation of RADARSAT data with SAR-580 
to assess classification potential: 
C-W image of Helfort, Saskatchewan was 
tested to assess ability of filtering 
and increased number of looks to reduce 
speckle. 

Use of SIR-B 
ground-feature 
assessment. 

and SAR-580 data for 
classification accuracy 

Dendron Resource Surveys Ltd. used three 
LANDSAT TH scenes together with large-scale 
photography for a forest inventory in the 
Northwest Territories. 

Gregory Geoscience Ltd. used 284 HSS and 
23 TH images for map revision and change 
detection, additional TH images to input 
forest clearcut information into a digital 
FRI data base, and SPOT-1 data to define 
new streets at 1:5,000-scale as a base for 
the airphoto revision of a 1:10,000-scale 
metro data base. 

Horler Information Inc. used six LANDSAT 
TH CCT's for geological exploration and 
geobotanical research. 

Honiteq Ltd. used one LANDSAT TH scene for 
atmospheric corrections. 

PCI Inc. employed spaceborne remote sens
ing in geology, acid lake studies, and 
large-scale geometric correction and 
mosaicing including military data base 
development. 

Ph.D. Associates Inc. used passive 
microwave data with a resolution of 30 sq . 
km. from the Scanning Multichannel 



Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) on board the 
NIMBUS-7 satellite to monitor the type, 
extent and concentration of sea ice, the 
speed of winds and the rate of rain over 
open ocean, and snow-water equivalent and 
soil moisture over land. 

A.J. Robinson and Associates Inc. 
conducted land use analyses on two LANDSAT 
TM images in photographic prints and 
transparencies, and performed snow-cover 
mapping with six digital NOAA-7 scenes. 

Teledetection International used six 
LANDSAT TM images and four SEASAT radar 
images for the geological interpretation of 
the Lake Abitibi area of Quebec. 

NEW TECHNOLOGY 

The Special Projects Section of the Soil 
and Water Management Branch, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food, continued to work 
toward an agricultural land use information 
system incorporating crop data from the 
digital analysis of LANDSAT MSS data 
according to the OMAF agricultural land use 
system classifications. 

The Ministry of the Environment funded the 
testing of FLI for forest stress evaluation 
in Europe. 

The Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 
Section of the Ministry of Transportation 
and Communications reports that the 
application of aerial video imaging is 
under evaluation. 

The Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing 
continued developing the colour infrared 
negative aerial photographic method, and 
continued to work toward integration of 
LANDSAT data analysis with 
resource-management GIS data bases. 

The Resource Management Division of Sir 
Sandford Fleming College reports an 
increase in the school's facilities for the 
application of GIS technology. 

The Faculty of Forestry 
of Toronto reports that 
ments were made · on 
four-camera video sensor. 

of the University 
further improve
the university's 

The Earth Science Department of the Univer
sity of Waterloo developed techniques for 
selecting optimum band-ratio triplets, and 
for identifying the best bands for 
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discriminating 
features. 

pre-selected ground 

The Department of Geography of the Univer
sity of Windsor acquired the SPECDAT Image 
Processing System, including the video im
age system, host computers and software). 

F.G. Bercha 
following 
development: 

(Ontario) Ltd. 
activities in 

reported the 
technology 

Development of a VAX/VMS-based, 
batch-oriented algorithm for two
dimensional Fourier analysis of ocean 
wave imagery. 

Development of techniques for register
ing, integrating and analyzing different 
types of data (LANDSAT TM and MSS, 
radar, geophysical and geochemical). 

Development of methods for 
radar, LANDSAT and geophysical 
for geologic applications. 

enhancing 
imagery 

Dendron Resource Surveys Ltd. implemented 
a GIS system and integrated LANDSAT inter
pretation with other data using GIS 
technology. The company also continued 
airborne laser research with reference to 
biomass estimation and scanning lasers. 

For its PROCOM-2 instrument, Gregory 
Geoscience Ltd. developed a roll film 
carrier, a digitizing unit and a stereo
change detection module which permits the 
projection of two images at the same time 
onto a map base. 

Horler Information Inc. purchased a Dipix 
ARIES II system running the full suite of 
the V-stream version of 3.2 software. The 
company developed software, techniques and 
expertise for vegetation stress analysis. 

Moniteq Ltd. continued to develop applica
tions of airborne FLI. The company 
developed software for the following 
purposes: 

airborne image registration; 

atmospheric corrections; 

processing 8-band spatial and spectral 
FLI data (interactive software). 

PCI Inc. reports software development for 
new algorithms to convert raster theme data 



to vector data and to store the data in a 
spatial data base management system. 

Ph.D. Associates Inc. developed 
techniques for deriving estimates of wind 
speeds and rain rates over the open ocean, 
and estimates of snow-water equivalent and 
soil moisture over land, from Nimbus-7 SMMR 
data. 

A.J. Robinson and Associates Inc. 
developed computerized zoom transfer scope 
techniques using a -full-natural-colour 
video-digitizing technique on a micro
computer. 

TRAINING 

Representatives of the Ministry of the 
Environment participated in the ground
truthing of sites in Yest Germany for the 
FLI test program in Europe. 

The Photogrammetry and 
Section of the Ministry of 
and Communications reports 
ing of Ministry staff, and 
universities and colleges. 

Remote Sensing 
Transportation 

internal train
assistance to 

The Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing 
conducted two photo interpretation courses 
(geared respectively to Boreal and Great 
Lakes-St. Lawrence forest conditions), 
three intensive survey courses in remote 
sensing application, and a basic and an 
advanced course for supplementary aerial 
photography operators. OCRS also 
collaborated with the University of 
Yaterloo to offer a certificate short 
course in remote sensing. In cooperation 
with McLaren Engineers Inc., OCRS trained 
scientists from Thailand in digital satel
lite image analysis for forestry, land use 
and agriculture. The Centre also assisted 
Barringer Research Ltd. in the training of 
Thai scientists. A member of the OCRS 
staff participated in a mission of the 
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Technology 
to establish the remote sensing require
ments of Jiangsu Province in the People's 
Republic of China. OCRS hosted scientists 
from several European countries, from 
Malaysia, Thailand and Australia. 

The Resource Management Division of Sir 
Sandford Fleming College reports the fol
lowing courses related to remote sensing: 

photogrammetry and photo interpretation 
courses in two-year Forestry Technician 
program; 
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photo interpretation (SAP) 
sensing courses in three-year 
Technologist program; 

and remote 
Forestry 

basic course in aerial photography and 
additional courses in remote sensing and 
GIS technology in the Fish and Yildlife 
and Parks and Forest Recreation 
Programs; 

intensive photo interpretation course 
for geology in the Geology program; 

courses in photography, photogrammetry 
and mapping and remote sensing in the 
Cartog~aphy programs. 

The Faculty of Forestry of the University 
of Toronto taught the following remote 
sensing courses: 

Remote sensing and image interpretation 
(an engi~eering course); 

Forestry applications of remote sensing 
(fourth-year forestry elective course); 

Remote sensing (second-year introductory 
course). 

The Survey Science Department of Erindale 
College, University of Toronto, offered a 
half-credit course entitled "Remote 
sensing: its interpretation and applica
tion" and developed a course in image 
processing for 1987. 

The Department of Geography of Trent 
University offered a second-year under 
graduate course entitled "Methods of 
geographic analysis", in which several 
exercises used single-band and 
colour-composite LANDSAT images, as well as 
colour-infrared airphotos. 

The University of 
followin•g courses 
sensing: 

Yaterloo 
related 

Given by the Department 
of Geography: 

Undergraduate courses: 

reports the 
to remote 

Introductory airphoto analysis and 
remote sensing (150 students); airphoto 
interpretation (45 students); 
environmental remote sensing (40 
students); advanced airphoto inter
pretation (5 students); advanced remote 
sensing (15 students). 



Graduate courses: 
Remote sensing (5 students); geographic 
information systems (5 students). 

Given by Systems Design 
Engineering: 

courses: Undergraduate 
Introduction 
students); 
students). 

to pattern recognition (35 
image processing (20 

Graduate courses: 
Pattern recognition (12 
nonlinear and adaptive image 
(10 students) . 

Graduate students: 

14 Master's candidates; 

12 Ph.D. candidates. 

students); 
processing 

Dr. Hubert George of the Earth Science 
Department of the University of Vaterloo 
reports B.Sc. thesis supervision and 
giving invited lectures. 

In cooperation with OCRS, Vaterloo's 
Department of Geography conducted a 
one-week Certificate Course in Remote 
Sensing. 

The Civil Engineering Department of the 
University of Vaterloo offered a graduate 
course in advanced hydrology, which was 
one-third devoted to the use of satellite 
data in hydrology. 

The Department of Geography of the Univer
sity of Vestern Ontario gave a second and 
third year course on airphoto interpre
tation and remote sensing to approximately 
60 students. 

The Department of Geography of the Univer
sity of Vindsor offered a fourth-year 
undergraduate course in remote sensing. 
Graduate students used remote sensing 
techniques and images in Master of Arts 
dissertations. 

F.G. Bercha (Ontario) Ltd. reported that 
staff of that company were guest lecturers 
at Carleton University in remote sensing in 
general, in applications of radar sensing, 
and in a survey of applications for 
agriculture, ice and oceans. One staff 
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member acted as an advisor to students 
completing honours dissertations in 
geography at Carleton University. 

Dendron Resource Surveys Ltd. reported 
offering training in applications of 
large-scale photography and GIS. The 
company was involved in a major remote 
sensing project in Peru with training and 
technology-transfer implications. 

Gregory Geoscience Ltd. trained one 
student from France for four weeks and one 
trainee from Thailand for ten days, and 
gave several half-day seminars. 

Horler Information Inc. provided consult
ing services in the areas of remote sensing 
technology, image analysis systems, 
geographic information systems, inter
national development, and the generation of 
data bases. 

PCI Inc. conducted user and programmer 
courses to users of that company's 
EASI/PACE image analysis software packages 
in France and Sweden. Plans were made for 
a three-month remote sensing course to be 
given in India in 1987. PCI also states 
that the company offers introductory remote 
sensing courses tailored to the customer's 
specific requirements. 

Teledetection International taught a 
third-year course entitled "Introduction to 
remote sensing application" for the Depart
ment of Geography at York University. 

REMOTE SENSING ADVISORY 
COMMITTEES 

The OCRS Industrial Advisory Committee 
submitted a report to the Deputy Minister 
of Natural Resources calling for full 
guaranteed funding of the OCRS budget, to 
remove all need for competition with 
industry. The Committee stated that the 
OCRS program was recognized as offering 
significant benefit to the development of 
Ontario's remote sensing industry. 

The Interministerial Remote Sensing 
Advisory Committee met in December, 1985 
and February, 1987. No meetings were held 
in 1986. 



VIEVPOINTS ON THE STATUS 
OF REMOTE SENSING 

Mr . G. Jackson, Program Manager of the 
Special Projects Section in the Soil and 
Vater Management Branch of the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food, states that remote 
sensing is coming of age, and that recent 
technical advances illustrate that it can 
be used to identify and quantify crops with 
an increasing measure of confidence. 

Mr. D. McLaughlin of the Phytotoxicology 
Section in the Air Resources Branch of the 
Ministry of the Environment comments that 
more emphasis should be placed on 
terrestrial applications, particularly 
forest resource inventory, vegetation 
stress mapping, and other regional studies. 

Professor J. Vlcek of the Faculty of 
Forestry, University of Toronto, comments 
that there is not enough "hard fact" data 
on the cost-benefit of remote sensing 
applications. 

Professor A. Brunger of the Department of 
Geography at Trent University states that 
remote sensing is expensive and under
utilized, and that it needs to become 
decentralized and "user - friendly". 

Professor S.I. Solomon of the Civil 
Engineering Department, University of 
Vaterloo, calls for a Canadian Space Agency 
to coordinate and fund both hardware and 
software development activities. 

Dr. H. George of the Earth Science 
Department, University of Vaterloo, 
comments that student interest in remote 
sensing is dampened by a depressed job 
market for personnel with remote sensing 
skills. He also observes that, except for 
a very few universities in Ontario, image 
processing facilities at educational 
institutions are poor or non-existent, with 
the result that research activity and 
academic mobility are limited. 

A.S. Bhogal, physical oceanographer with 
F.G. Bercha (Ontario) Ltd . , comments that, 
while the allocation of funds for the Radar 
Data Development Plan is a very encouraging 
development, it would not undermine the 
federal government's commitment to a 
space-based remote sensing system. 

J. Drieman, geographer with F.G. Bercha 
(Ontario) Ltd., comments that many geolo
gists are still not convinced or even aware 
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of the potential advantages of 
sensing. 

remote 

C. Hutton of F.G. Bercha (Ontario) Ltd . 
calls for joint federal-provincial s tudies 
to assess the applicability of RADARSAT to 
monitor crops in Ontario. She comments 
that the small fields and unique crops 
(i.e., cash crops and greenhouses in Essex 
County) need further study. 

Dr. T.V. Vard, Vice President of Market
ing for Moniteq Ltd., comments that there 
should be increased emphasis on communicat
ing the benefits of remote sensing to the 
operational community. 

R.A. Stanton-Gray, applications scientist 
with PCI Inc., states that PCI foresees 
remote sensing having a major impact on the 
methods used for mapping in Ontario when 
multispectral scanner data is available at 
spatial resolutions ranging from 0 . 3 m to 6 
m. 

Dr . L.V. Morley, President of Teledetec
tion International, comments that remote 
sensing is just beginning to be properly 
and fully used. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dr. S. Pala of the Ontario Centre for 
Remote Sensing and D. Jobin of A.J. 
Robinson and Associates Inc. urge that 
every effort be used to improve the 
delivery time of TM data. Dr. Pala 
further recommends that the scheduled price 
increases for LANDSAT products be 
withdrawn, because they act as a deterrent 
to the use of the data . 

Professor A. Brunger of the Department of 
Geography, Trent University, suggests that 
the national remote sensing program get the 
media involved in publicizing satellite 
imagery; for example, satellite images 
could be used to demonstrate locations of 
news items within Canada. 

J.S. Simpson, Manager of 
Mapping 
national 
advisory 
operation 

Services, recommends 
program establish an 
committee similar to 
in Ontario. 

McElhanney 
that the 
industrial 

that in 
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6,11 RAPPORT DU QUtBEC 

Ce rapport d'activite du Quebec regroupe les 
bi l ans prepares par le Centre quebecoi s de 
coordination de la teledetection (C.Q.C.T.), 
cinq (5) universites ou centres de recherche, 
deux (2) firmes privees et l'Association 
quebecoise de teledetection. 

SITUATION GtNtRALE 

En 1986-87 1 e Quebec s' i nteresse encore 
beaucoup aux donnees Landsat et plusieurs 
projets de developpement et d'application 
sont realises a parti r de donnees MSS et TM. 
Par ailleurs, le Quebec manifeste un vif 
interet pour les donnees SPOT et prepare 
resolument l 'avenir par la recherche sur le 
potentiel des images RADAR. 

Par ailleurs, 1986 et 87 marquent definitive
ment le developpement et l'utilisation des 
micro-ordinateurs pour le traitement nume
rique d' images. 

Ces annees sont egalement pour le Quebec sous 
le signe de la collaboration internationale 
et du transfert de technologie. 

REALISATIONS ET NOUVELLES INITIATIVES EN 1986 

Centre uebecois de coordination de la tele
detection •• C. , ministere de 1 nerg,e 
et des Ressources 

- Situation generale 

LI acti vite tel edetection au gouvernement du 
Quebec a continue a se developper. De plus 
en plus de services et ministeres s'interes
sent au potentiel de la teledetection et 
certains d'entre eux envisagent d'utiliser 
cet out i 1 dans des operations courantes 
d'inventaire et de gestion du territoire. 

- Projets du domaine des applications 

En 1986, le C.Q.C. T. a ete impl ique dans 
plusieurs projets de developpement et projets 
pilotes dont certains ont un haut potentiel 
operationnel. Pour chacun sont indiques 
1 'organisme gouvernemental client et les 
collaborateurs, s'il ya lieu. 

utilisation de l 'imagerie TM accentuee pour 
la planification des travaux de reboisement 
de territoires perturbes (Direction de la 
sylviculture, MER); 
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utilisation de l'imagerie TM comme support 
a la synthese geologique, regions de 
r1v1ere George et de lac Paillerault 
(Service de la geologie, MER); 

utilisation des 
l'inventaire des 
Tete-a-la-Baleine 
MER); 

images Landsat-MSS pour 
tourbieres, region de 

(Service de la geologie, 

identification des cultures a l'aide des 
images TM (phase 1): cl assification a 
l'echelle d'une municipalite (Service des 
etudes environnementales, MAPAQ; C.C.T.}; 

identification des cultures (phase 2): 
cartographie de l'utilisation du sol agri
cole sur le territoi re d 'une M.R.C. par 
classification des donnees TM (Service des 
etudes environnementales, MAPAQ; C.C.T.); 

cartographie des friches a partir d'images 
TM accentuees (Service des etudes environ
nemental es, MAPAQ; les firmes Dryade et 
Octographe); 

determination de zones de 1 'habitat poten
tiel du caribou (Service des plans d'ame
nagement forestier, MER); 

evaluation du potentiel de l'imagerie TM 
dans l'inventaire phytosociologique des 
espaces nordiques: exemple d'application au 
Cap Smith (C.F. L., Universite Laval). 

- Programme SPOT 

Le C.Q.C. T. est fortement impl ique dans le 
programme SPOT. Des reception d'une premiere 
image, les etudes prevues dans le cadre du 
programme PEPS ont ete amorcees. Le volet a 
avoi r ete touche pour 1 'instant est eel ui de 
la mise a jour des cartes forestieres a 
1 'echelle 1:20 000. Les resultats obtenus 
ont ete presentes au Colloque international 
de mi-parcours du PEPS a Toulouse en novembre 
1986 (Service de l 'i nventai re forest i er, 
Service de la geologie, MER; C.F.L.). 

Par ailleurs, en collaboration avec le 
C.N.E.S. (France) et le Centre canadien de 
teledetection, le C.Q.C.T. a, tel que prevu, 
fait demarrer le Programme d'Utilisation des 
Images SPOT au Quebec (PUIS au Quebec). 

Ce programme qui a ete accueilli avec enthou
siasme par les differents intervenants de la 
teledetection au Quebec est realise dans le 
cadre de la Cooperation scientifique et 
technique franco-quebecoise en telede-
tection. Le programme PUIS vise a favoriser 



l'utilisation operationnelle de la telede
tection pour des operations precises d'inven
taire et de gestion du territoire. 

Les projets qui seront realises dans le 
cadre de ce programme sont les suivants: 

Utilisation d'images SPOT en exploration 
geologique, region de Joutel, nord-ouest 
quebecois. 
Responsable: DIGIM INC., Rochon Guy. 
Organisme gouvernemental implique: Service 
de la geochimie et de la geophysique, 
ministere de l 'tnergie et des Ressources. 

tvolution du potentiel de l 'imagerie SPOT 
pour la cartographie des espaces fores
tiers de la foret domaniale de St-Felicien. 
Responsable: U.Q.A.C., Lemieux, G. (en 
collaboration avec l'Universite de 
Sherbrooke). 
Organisme gouvernemental implique: region 
administrative, secteur "Forets", Saguenay
Lac St-Jean, ministere de l'E'.nergie et des 
Res sources. 

Cartographie des friches et planimetrie des 
parcelles agricoles. 
Responsable: OCTOGRAPHE INC., Audet, H. 
Organisme gouvernemental implique: Service 
des etudes envi ronnementa l es, Regi e de 
l'assurance agricole, ministere de l'Agri
culture, des Pecheries et de l 'Ali
mentation. 

Determination de la couleur des lacs a 
l'aide de l'imagerie SPOT en vue de la 
preparation de campagnes d 'echant i 11 onnage 
des lacs. 
Responsable: INRS-eau, Fortin, J.-P. 
Organisme gouvernemental implique: Direc
tion des releves aquatiques, ministere de 
l 'Environnement. 

Ment i onnons toutefoi s, que tout es l es act i
vi tes prevues dans le cadre du programme SPOT 
au Quebec se deroulent. actuellement au 
ralenti du a des difficultes d'approvision
nement en donnees. 

- Developpement 

Le C.Q.C. T. et le Centre de foresterie des 
Laurentides (C.F.L.) copartenaires du systeme 
conjoint d'analyse d'images du Quebec 
(SCA"IQ) ont maintenant a leur disposition un 
systeme Aries III de la compagnie DIPIX. 

Au cours de 1986, le developpement d'un 
logiciel permettant d'optimiser l'utilisation 
de la palette de couleurs de Taylor a ete 
arnorce et sera rendu operationnel en supple
ment du logiciel de base Aries III. 
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- Diffusion de produits 

Produits standards du C.C.T. 

Suite a plusieurs demonstrations et rencon
tres au C.Q.C.T., de nombreux organismes et 
groupes publics et prives ont manifeste le 
souhait de se procurer des images satell i
tes standards qui sont produites par le 
C.C.T. 

Jusqu'a present, le C.Q.C.T. a offert ses 
services pour le choix des images, la pre
paration de la commande et la preparation 
de quelques commentaires en fonction des 
besoins de la clientele et a contribue a la 
diffusion de ces produits du C.C.T. 

Copies de donnees de satellites sur rubans 
magnetiques. 

Le C.Q.C.T. gere une importante collection 
d'images de satellites du Quebec sur rubans 
magnetiques. 

Afin de faciliter l'acces a cette collec
tion a differents intervenants qui souhai
terai ent rapi dement se procurer des don
nees, le C.Q.C. T. en collaboration avec le 
Centre d' information geographique et fon
ciere (C.I.G.F.) a entrepris de vendre sur 
demande des copies d'images Landsat MSS et 
TM sur rubans magnetiques qui sont en 
collection. 

et de recherches en 

- Recherche et formation 

Au cours de 86, le CARTEL a procede al 'enga
gement de trois nouveaux attaches de recher
che, dont deux a l 'Universite de Sherbrooke 
et un a l 'Universite Laval. Alfonso Condal, 
Hardy B. Granberg et Norman T. O'Neill ont 
ete engages dans le cadre du programme 
d'Actions Structurantes du M.E.S.S.T. De 
plus, une analyste en informatique et un 
ingenieur se sont joints a l 'equipe a 
Sherbrooke, tandis qu'un technicien etait 
engage a Laval. 

Hardy B. Granberg, M.Sc., Ph.D. {McGill) 
est specialiste des regions nordiques (nord 
du Quebec, du Canada et de la Scandinavie), 
et ses activites de recherche se rapportent 
al 'etude du couvert nival en relation avec 
l 'hydrologie et la climatologie du perge
lisol (bilan radiatif). 



Norman T. O'Neill, M.Sc. Ph.D. (York) est 
specialise en physique de la teledetection 
et du rayonnement. 

Alfonso Condal, M.Sc., PH.D. (British 
Columbia) est attache de recherche au 
Departement des sciences geodesiques et 
teledetection de l 'Universite Laval. 11 
est specialise en physique atmospherique et 
il a travaille principalement avec des 
donnees thermiques {NOAA). 

Sophie Rochon, B.Sc. (McGill), est analyste 
en informatique et elle est responsable du 
systeme de traitement d'images. 

Patrick Cliche, B.Sc.A. (Sherbrooke), est 
ingen1eur et il est responsable de la 
station de spectroradiometrie. 

Michel Fillion, B.Sc. (Laval), est respon
sable du systeme de traitement d'images a 
l 'Universite Laval. 

- Implications internationales 

Republique Dominicaine 

Suite a un protocole d'entente entre le 
CARTEL et le CEUR (Centre d'etudes urbaines 
et regionales) de l 'Universite Catolica 
Madre y Maestra de Santi ago en Republ ique 
Dominicaine (sous l'egide du CRDI), un pro
jet conjoint a ete entrepris sur la telede
tection de l'utilisation du sol en Republi
que Dominicaine. 

Tha"ilande 

Dans le cadre du protocole d' entente DIGIM 
(Lavalin)/CARTEL, le Centre a rei;u du ler 
au 21 novembre un groupe de tha"ilandais (12 
personnes) pour un stage de formation en 
tel edetect ion. 

Maroc 

Au cours de l 'automne, le Centre accueil-
1 ait pour un stage de formation de plus 
longue duree, M.A. Merzouk du Departement 
des sciences du sol de l 'Institut Agronomi
que Hassan II du Maroc. En fin de stage, 
il a participe a la preparation d'un projet 
conjoint dont l'objectif est l'evaluation 
de l 'apport de la tel edetect ion a la base 
des donnees pedologiques et a la cartogra
phie des sols au Maroc et l 'etablissement 
d'une methodologie d'utilisation, le tout 
devant servir a mesurer les capacites agro
logiques des sols. 
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Un aperi;u detaille des activites du CARTEL 
en 1986 est donne dans le rapport de l'Uni
versite de Sherbrooke. 

Universite Laval 

En supplement de ses differentes activites 
menees dans le cadre du CARTEL, le Departe
ment de geodesie et de teledetection de Laval 
a conduit plusieurs projets specifiques: 

Preparation d'un ~ontage video sur le trai
tement et l 'analyse numeriques des images. 

Developpement d'une methode de segmentation 
des images de haute resolution. 

Devel oppement d' une methode d' analyse des 
images RADAR utilisant des filtrages et la 
segmentation. Le projet est realise en 
collaboration avec la firme DIGIM inc. et 
l 'Agence spatiale europeenne (ASE). 

Utilisation des images RADAR en agricultu
re; le projet est realise dans le cadre 
d'une these de doctorat. 

Devel oppement d' une methode d' analyse des 
textures pour l 'etude de la foret. 

Un Ph.D. en teledetection a ete decerne en 
1986 et quatre autres etudiants devraient 
completer des etudes graduees en 1987. 

Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi (UQAC) 

- Enseignement 

Le cours de "Teledetection et traitement 
numeri que des images" est mai ntenant di spen
se, en pl us des etudi ants de geographie, aux 
etudiants de biologie et de geologie. L'emu
lation yest plus grande et la pluridisplina
rite est favorisee. Le cours utilise trois 
(3) systemes informatiques soit le programme 
SANIL sur un Vax 11/780, les programmes 
APPLEPIPS et MICROPIPS sur Apple Ile et 
IBM-PC et le programme SPECDAT sur VIP de 
Spectral Data ( IBM-PC-XT). 

- Recherche 

Les principaux projets de recherche en cours 
touchent la teledetection thermographique des 
espaces forestiers en regeneration apres feu, 
coupe ou reboi sement, l 'anemographi e des 
microclimats agro-forestiers et la lutte au 
gel radiatif dans les bleuetieres. De plus, 
des etudiants de ler cycle font des memoires 



de fin d'etudes sur l'application des traite
ments numer1ques d'images, notamment: la 
thermographie comme outil en geologie struc
turale, en morphologie d'une tourbiere et en 
climatologie urbaine. 

Les etudes se concentrent sur la region de la 
Sagamie et utilisent des donnees Landsat, 
Deadalus et MEIS-II. 

INRS-eau Institut national de la recherche 
scientifique 

En 1986, l 'INRS-Eau a continue ses travaux 
sur l 'application de la teledetection pour 
l 'etude des res sources en eau et des caracte
ri stiques des bassins versants. 

- Projets specifiques 

Parmi les projets menes, citons en particu-
1 i er: 

le developpement d'un modele de prev1s1ons 
hydrologiques base sur la teledetection et 
execute sur micro-ordinateur; 

l 'analyse de di fferents types de couverts 
dans l'infrarouge thermique; 

la cartographie des eaux du fleuve 
St-Laurent pour aider a l'etalonnage d'un 
modele d'ecoulement des eaux du fleuve, 
base sur les elements finis. 

Ces travaux ont ete realises grace a des 
subventions et contrats totalisant pres de 
250 ODO $ et provenant du Fonds FCAR, du 
Centre de recherche pour la defense de Val
cart i er, du CRSNG, d 'Hydro-Quebec et d 'Envi
ronnement Canada. 

- Developpement sur micro-ordinateur 

Les divers travaux ont ete realises grace a 
l 'acquisition en mars 1986 d'un systeme ARIES 
I I I. Ce systeme est branche a un VAX-780 et 
dispose d'un affichage sur 32 bits et de 
l 'APP (Aries pixel processor). 

Par ailleurs, le modele de prev1s1on est 
developpe sur un micro-ordinateur PC-AT avec 
carte graphique professionnelle permettant 
l 'affichage simultanee de 256 couleurs sur 
4096. Un algorithme de compression de 
couleurs developpe · par l'INRS-Eau permet 
d'obtenir des images d'excellente qualite. 
Un second logiciel permet de reproduire ces 
images en couleur sur papier a l 'echelle 
desiree, grace a une imprimante Color Jet 
Printer d' IBM. Ces logiciels seront 
commercialises par la firme OCTOGRAPHE. 
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Centre de foresterie des Laurentides (C.F.L.) 

Au C.F.L. du Service canadien des forets a 
Quebec, l 'annee 1986 a surtout ete marquee 
par une recherche su r le potent i el de l 'i ma
geri e TM comme outil supplementaire pour 
faciliter l'inventaire de la foret. 

- Developpement methodologique 

Exploitation des images TM 

Des recherches anteri eu res sur l es donnees 
MSS ont demontre que l'interpretation 
visuelle d'images accentuees par traitement 
nur.ierique etait la meilleure fac;on d'ex
traire l 'information sur la foret contenue 
dans ces images transmises par satellites. 
Consequemment les etudes sur TM ont d'abord 
porte sur la recherche de methodologies 
d'accentuation repondant aux besoins fores
tiers. 

Sept regions d'etude ont permis de couvrir 
les principaux couverts forestiers du 
Quebec dans la for et bore ale con i feri enne 
et mixte. Apres la production d'accentua
tions preliminaires, ces regions ont ete 
inventoriees par survols en helicoptere, 
par transects au sol ou au moyen de photo
graphies aeri ennes. A l 'aide de ces i nfor
mat ions - terrain, di fferents types d' ac
centuations furent etudi es tout en tent ant 
de repondre aux objectifs de chaque projet. 

Apres avoir essaye les accentuations commu
nes comme des compositions colorees a 
partir de l'addition des differentes bandes 
spectrales, des etalages d'histogrammes, 
des rapports de bandes, etc., le C.F.L a 
approfondi la transformation en composantes 
principales (TCP) extraites de combinaisons 
variees des six bandes spectrales disponi
bles, dans le but de mettre au point une 
methodologie aussi simplifiee que possible 
et donnant des resultats relativement cons
tants quelle que soit la scene traitee. 

Dans la methodologie developpee, les bandes 
spectrales 3 (rouge), 4 (proche infrarou
ge), 5 (infrarouge moyen) et a l'occasion 2 
(vert) sont utilisees pour la TCP basee sur 
l'echantillonnage de trois types de couvert 
facilement identifiables (coniferes, feuil
lus et denudes), suivant des proportions 
choi s i es en fonct ion du ou des types de 
vegetation a accentuer. En derniere etape, 
des etalages lineaires ou segmentes contri
buent a produi re des images les pl us con
formes possibles aux observations du ter
rain. 



Interet pour les images SPOT 

En 1986, le C.F.L a aussi collabore a des 
travaux sur des donnees multispectrales 
aeroportees, simulant celles de SPOT, pour 
une evaluation des dommages de la TBE. Peu 
d'energie y fut consacree a cause de la 
val eur mit i gee des premiers resultats, des 
problemes de radiometrie, et surtout a 
cause de la disponibilite prochaine des 
reelles donnees SPOT. Le C.F.L. participe 
au programme PEPS (Programme d'Evaluation 
Preliminaire de SPOT) en collaboration avec 
le Centre quebecois de coordination de la 
tel edetecti on (C. Q.C. T.). 

- Transfert de technologie 

Dans un but de transfert de technologie, cinq 
des sept projets ayant contribue a developper 
la methodologie utilisant MSS et TM ont ete 
realises avec des organismes gouvernementaux 
et prives qui ont accueilli tres favorable
ment les resultats. En plus de la resolution 
accrue par rapport a MSS, ces organi smes ont 
particulierement apprecie les possibilites de 
discrimination de la regeneration forestiere 
et des niveaux de dommages causes par la 
tordeuse des bourgeons de 1 'epi nette (TBE). 
Une compagnie utilise les documents produits 
pour planifier des coupes de recuperation. 

A la suite de ses travaux sur MSS et particu-
1 i erement sur TM, le C.F. L. est de pl us en 
plus convaincu que la teledetection par 
sate 11 ites pou rra it jouer un role important 
en amenagement du territoire forestier. 

DIGIM 

En 1986, la firme DIGIM a realise plusieurs 
projets de developpement et de transfert de 
technologie et a intensifie ses activites de 
commercialisation. 

- Developpement et applications 

Digim a complete une etude tres detaillee 
sur l 'utilisation de donnees radar ROS pour 
des applications en agriculture et en 
foresterie. Cette etude faite pour le 
compte de 1 'Agence Spat i a 1 e Europeenne a 
permis d'etablir des attentes realistes de 
l 'utilisation du satellite europeen ERS-1 
pour les applications en agriculture. 
D'autres travaux ont ete juges necessaires 
pour l'evaluation du potentiel d'applica
tion des donnees ERS-1 pour la foresterie. 
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Poursuite des travaux de developpement pour 
1 e compte d 'EMR d 'un systeme automat i que 
pour la cartographie de base a 1 'aide 
d' images SPOT. Le systeme sera operation
nel en debut 1987. 

Soutien au developpement de logiciel au 
C.C.T. pour le traitement geometrique 
d' images SPOT. 

Des travaux d'analyse d'images TM et de 
donnees geographiques pour la prospection 
de depots calcaires en Nouvelle-tcosse ant 
debute. 

- Projet internationaux 

Un important projet de transfert de techno
logie dans les applications de la telede
tection spatiale avec le gouvernement thai
landais a debute. Ce programme impliquant 
9 departements ainsi que le Conseil Natio
nal de Recherches de la Thallande inclus la 
formation de 23 stagiaires au Canada et la 
rea 1 i sahon de 6 proj et s de demon strati on 
en foresterie, agriculture, cartographie 
topographique, utilisation et cartographie 
des sols et res sources en eau. Ce projet 
finance par 1 'Agence canadienne de develop
pement international (ACDI) se poursuivra 
jusqu'a la fin 1988. 

Un projet de production d'images de telede
tection MSS et RBV ameliorees pour 1 'explo
ration miniere au Niger a ete complete. 

- Commercialisation 

Commercialisation d'images SPOT aupres 
d'utilisateurs canadiens pour des images 
acquises ii l 'exterieur du Canada. Cette 
commercialisation resulte d'un accord de 
distribution des donnees SPOT etabli avec 
la societe SPOT Image de Toulouse. 

Intensification des activites de commercia
lisation de cartes de base produites a 
1 'aide d'images stereoscopiques SPOT. 
Debut a 1 'automne 1986 un projet pilote 
vi sant 1 a cartographi e topographi que ii 
l'echelle du 1:50 000 d'une zone montagneu
se situee en Malaisie. Ce projet finance 
par l 'ACD I se pou rsu i vra j usqu' ii 1 'automne 
1987. 

Digim a participe avec la firme l:'.conosult 
aux etudes relatives ii l'evaluation econo
mique du projet RADARSAT. 



OCTOGRAPHE 

La principale activite de la firme OCTOGRAPHE 
rn 1986 a ete le developpernent d'un systerne 
de traiternenl d' images base sur micro
ordinateurs. 

- Developpement d'equipement et de logiciels 

La firme Octographe travaille a la mise au 
point d'un systeme de traitement d'images sur 
micro qui sera commercialise en deux (2) 
versions di fferentes sous 1 e nom d 'OCT IMAGE 
(systeme de base) et de GRAPHIMAGE (systeme 
plus elabore). 

Le projet est realise grace a l 'assistance 
financiere du ministere de l'Expansion indus
trielle regionale et de la Societe de deve
loppement industriel. 

- Projets d'application 

Grace a l 'acquisition d'un systeme Imavision, 
OCTOGRAPHE offre un service complet de trai
terient d' images. 

Deux (2) projets d'application ont ete annon
ces en 1986 et se poursuivront en 1987: d'une 
part 1 'eva 1 uat ion des images SPOT envers des 
problematiques agricoles (avec le ministere 
de l 'tnergie et des Ressources, le ministere 
de l 'Agriculture, des Pecheries et de l ' Ali
mentat ion et 1 a Regi e des Assurances agri co
l es du Quebec); d'autre part, la cartograhie 
du changement affect ant 1 a for et pendant une 
decennie sur le feui l let cartographique 31H 
( avec Environnement Canada). 

Association guebecoise de teledetection 
(A . Q. T.) 

En mai 1986, l 'Association a prepare une 
journee de teledetection dans le cadre du 54e 
Cong res de l 'Association canadi enne-frani;ai se 
pour l 'avancement des sci enc es. L 'evenement 
a eu lieu a l 'Universite de Montreal. 

L'assemblee generale a eu lieu par la mene 
occasion et un nouveau Conseil d'administra
tion a ete elu pour la periode 1986-1988. 
"1onsieur Keith P.B. Thomson a ete nomme pre
sident. 

Par ailleurs, l'A.Q.T. a donne son appui a 
une exposition itinerante sur la teledetec
tion qui devrait debuter en 1987. Cet evene
~ent est sous la responsabilite de monsieur 
J.-M. Dubois de l 'Universite de Sherbrooke et 
a aussi rei;u l ' appui du Centre canadien de 
teledetection. 
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PROJETS ET ACTIV!TtS ANNONCES POUR 1987 

Plusieurs projets et de nombreuses activites 
sont deja pl ani fies f)OlJr 19fl7. Pour chacun 
des projets annonces l 'organisme responsable 
et le cas echeant, les coll aborateurs sont 
indiques entre parentheses. 

Les programmes PEPS et PUIS au Quebec 

Moyennant un approvi s i onnement en donnees et 
des conditions climatiques favorables a l 'ete 
1987, cette annee devrait vraiment etre 
1 'annee de SPOT au Quebec. 

Tousles organisries participant ace rapport 
sont impliques dans l'un et/ou l'autre des 
programmes PEPS et PUIS au Quebec. 

Projets de developpement et d'applications 

En dehors des six projets quebecois directe
ment realises dans le cadre du programme PEPS 
et PUIS, plusieurs autres projets et activi
tes de developpement, de recherche et d' ap 
plications sont prevus. 

tlaboration de cartes d'occupation du 
territoire comme support a la carte ecolo 
gique (C.Q.C.T. - ministere de l'Envi r onne
ment). 

Deve 1 oppement de spat i o-cartes types a 
l 'echelle de M.R . C. (C.Q . C.T. - Service de 
l ' amenagement des terres). 

Cartographie des ensembles structuraux dans 
la region de Schefferville: interet de la 
stereoscopie SPOT (C.Q.C.T. - Service de la 
geologie, MER). 

Cartographie des depots meubles et des 
zones sensibles (C.Q.C. T. - ministere des 
Transports). 

Evaluation 
ca rte de 
(C.Q.C.T, 
MER). 

de 1 a stereoscopi e SPOT pour la 
base a l 'echelle 1: 20 000 

- Service de la cartographie, 

Utilisation des donnees NOAA en oceanogra
phie (Universite Laval). 

Application des donnees RADAR en agricultu
re: region de Drummondville (Universite 
Laval ) • 

Achevement de la premiere version du riodele 
de prevision hydrologique base sur la tele
detection (INRS-eau). 



Mise au point de nouvelles techniques 
permettant par survol aeroporte de capter 
des donnees anemothermographiques des espa
ces agro-forestiers etudies. Par modifica
tion d'un bimoteur de type Aztec, survol 
des es paces et photographi e au fl ash des 
transducteurs de vitesse et d'ecoulement de 
l'air au sol et au meme JT1oment acquisition 
de l'imagerie thermique. Les nouvelles 
JT1ethodes a ins i deve l oppees permettront de 
cartographier les microclimats qui affec
tent la croissance des vegetaux ou de loca
liser toutes autres modifications thermi
ques (U.Q.A.C.). 

Poursuite 
fication 
d Ii nteret 
( C. F. L. ). 

des travaux sur TM en classi
automatisee de certains themes 
particulier pour les forestiers 

Devel oppement de methodologies 
ordinateur pour des usagers 
impliques en inventaire et 
forestiere (C.F.L.). 

sur micro
potentiels 

en gestion 

Devel oppement d 'out il s i nformat i ques pui s
sants permettant la reduction du nombre de 
points d'appui necessaires a la rectifica
tion d'images SPOT. Cette technique, appe
lee spatiotriangulation, limitera l'effort 
d'acquisition de donnees au sol et permet
tra une JT1eilleure strategie de production 
des ca rtes de base surtout en milieu isole 
et difficilement accessible (Digim). 

Commercialisation des sytemes de traitement 
d' images OCT IMAGE et GRAPH IMAGE (Octogra
phe). 

Collaboration internationale 

Plusieurs projets de collaboration interna
tionale sont prevus pour 1987. 

Dans le cadre de 1 a cooperation France
Quebec en enseignement superieur et recher
che en matiere de teledetection, le minis
tere de l 'Ensei gnement super1 eur, de la 
Science et de la Technologie du Quebec 
sanctionnait en fin d'annee un programme 
d 'echange entre le CARTEL (Universite de 
Sherbrooke} et le CRPE (Centre de recher
ches en Physique de l 'Environnement) de 
l 'Universite de Paris VII. Par le biais 
d 'ententes prea lab l es, l es l aboratoi res 
associes de l'INRA (Avignon) et du LERTS 
(Toulouse) ainsi que les organisMes tels 
que DIGIM et Agriculture-Canada participent 
egalement a l 'echange. Le protocole pre
voit des echanges dans les domaines sui
vants: mi se au point de methodes d 'analyse 
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et d'interpretation quantitatives des ima
ges radar appl iq uees a l I etude de la vege
tation et de la geologie, les methodes 
d' analyse d' images et l 'integration de 
donnees multisources, les applications 
agricoles de la teledetection et les metho
des de correction atmospherique des ima
ges. Le programme, d'une duree de tro is 
ans, comprend des stages et des missions. 

Digim effectuera le traitement et 1 'analyse 
de donnees LANDSAT MSS et TM a des fins de 
prospection hydrogeologique au Mali. 

L'Association quebecoise de teledetection 
(A.Q.T.} parraine le 4e Colloque interna
tional sur les signatures spectrales qui 
aura lieu en janvier 1988 en France. Le 
president de l'A.Q.T., monsieur K.P.B. 
Thomson, est membre du comite d' organi sa
t ion. 

En collaboration avec le CNES (France), le 
C.Q.C.T. a la responsabilite d'organiser un 
atelier sur les resultats dans le cadre du 
programme PUIS au Quebec. Cet atelier qui 
pourrait avoir lieu au debut de 1988 
devrait reunir des intervenants fran~ais et 
quebecois du domaine des applications. 

Projets conjoints C.Q.C.T. - C.C.T. 

Le C.Q.C.T. et le Centre canadien de telede
tection envisagent de realiser conjointement 
quelques projets pilotes dans le cadre du 
programme d'amelioration des techniques 
(PAT). 

RECOMMANDATIONS 

- Nous aimerions recommander au Centre cana 
dien de teledetection de faire en sorte de 
pouvoi r reporter a 1 'ete 1987, et au meme 
tarif, les survols commandes en 1986 et non 
realises par suite des mauvaises conditions 
climatiques. Le laboratoire de teledetec
tion de l 'UQAC a un important projet de 
climatologie urbaine et de thermographie 
forest i ere a completer en 1987-88 a part i r 
d'une commande de survols restee en 
suspens. (U.Q.A.C.) 

- Un des principau x obstacles a l'utilisation 
plus courante de la teledetection par 
satellite reside dans la rarete des bonnes 
images pour un territoire et une date 
determines. 11 serait souhai table de 
reconsiderer l 'installation d'un capteur 
multispectral a bord de Radarsat. 11 con
tribuerait a rentabiliser ce futur satel
lite canadien. (C.F.L.} 



- Le C.Q.C.T. se trouve dans la position de 
devoir deplorer a nouveau les delais 
d'attente imposes aux clients des donnees 
de satellites. Par ailleurs, le C.Q.C.T. 
demande au Centre canadien de teledetection 
de maintenir disponible toute la gamme de 
produits de satellites qui eta it offerte 
avant le 1 er avri 1 1987 et ce tant que 
l 'entente de privatisation ne sera pas 
realisee. 
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6.12 REPORT OF THE PROVINCE OF 
SASKATCHEWAN 

The information in the report is 
derived from thirty-six replies to a 
questionna i re sent out to a total of 289 
que stionna i re recipients. They were re
ceived from the following sources: 

government agencies - 48% 
training institutions - 12% 
private entities - 40% 

Applications of Airborne Remote Sensing 

Saskatchewan investigators conducted 
a vigorous program of airborne projects in 
the following areas : 

- migratory bird habitat and popula -
tion 

- data gathering for radar support 
- forestry 
- agriculture 

irrigation 
salinity 
plant ecology 
fertility 

The agencies involved in the airborne 
activities include the Canadian Wildlife 
Service, Saskatchewan Water Corporation, 
Saskatchewan Institute of Pedology, 
Saskatchewan Parks & Renewable Resources , 
Canada Cen t re for Remote Sensing, Ponteix 
Water Users Association and Saskatchewan 
Agriculture . 

Canad i an Wildlife Service studies 
include continued analysis of 1:24,000 
colour infra-red imagery concerning the 
value of prairie habitat in support of the 
North Amer i can Waterfowl Management Plan. 
Data have been collected from approxi
mately 24 quarter sections at each of 130+ 
locations across the Prairie Provinces. 
Plans call for this photography to be 
repeated in 1990. The co-operating agen
cies are Lands Directorate, U.S. Fish & 
Wildlife Service, and Sask. Parks & Renew
able Resource s with negotiations underway 
for Ducks Unlimited to join. 

The Saskatchewan Water Corporation 
uses black and white aerial photography in 
support of its dam construction and re
lated water supply projects on an on -going 
bases. 

Agro -Tech Sy stems Inc . has a system 
under development which uses black and 
white infra -red aerial photography, to 
gether with selected soil sampling, to 
generate a map of fertilizer requirements 
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of a field. The map will be used by the 
fertilizer applicator to vary the 
fertilizer application rate accord i ng to 
the actual requirement at each location in 
the field . 

CCRS and Sask. Parks & Renewable 
Re sources used airborne pushbroom scanner 
data (and TM data) to detect spruce bud 
worm. Five metre MEIS - II data was suc
cessfully used. This data was more accu 
rate than those produced by aerial sketch 
mapping. SPRR was used aerial IR for its 
regular forest inventory assessment al
though it was much curtailed due to 
weather this year . 

The Saskatchewan Institute of Pedol 
ogy used black and white aerial photog
raphy for soil survey work and i nfra -red 
photography as part of the Innovative 
Acres Program for salinity assessment . 

Applications of Satellite Remote Sensing 

The STEP Program 

The Saskatchewan Technology Enhance 
ment Program (STEP) was started in Novem
ber, 1984 with the signing of a Memorandum 
of Understanding between CCRS and SRC . 
The equipment arrived in January , 1985. 
Since that time some 6000 hours have been 
logged on the system or 8.3 hours/ day 
(every day of the week) . 

The STEP program has ten demonstra 
tion projects. These projects are : mitra 
gory waterfowl , deer, moose and caribou 
habitat; bulk area estimates of crops ; 
field boundary assessment; forest fuel 
mapping; burn and cut-over inventory; 
salinity in i rrigated areas ; and depres 
sion storage as a measure of flood poten 
tial. Four of these are now complete with 
draft reports being assessed : deer and 
moose habitat; burn and cut-over 
inventory; area estimation of canola , 
small grains and summerfallow . An addi 
tional four are in the writing stage: 
caribou habitat ; forest fuel mapping; 
salinity in irrigated areas; and 
depression storage. Only waterfowl habi 
tat and field boundary assessment rema i n 
to be completed . Copies of the reports 
maybe obtained in July , 1987 from Jeff 
Whiting, Sask. Research , Saskatoon , Canada 
S7N 2X8. 

The results from the completed STEP pro
jects are as follows : Deer Habitat Project 
(SPRR) - The Terrestrial Wildlife Habitat 
Inventory completed over eight years ago 



is becoming outdated . The benefit cost of 
using digital methods is at least 4:1 with 
varying accuracy in the five classes 
assessed. The general accuracy was 82%; 
The Moose Habitat Project (SRC) - A habi
tat mapping program has never been at 
tempted in Saskatchewan prior to this. 
The overall accuracy of the map is 82% 
however assessment was also made at one 
kilometre UTM grid inter-sections at 
randomly selected squares [16 km x 16 km] 
between forest inventory map and the 
digital remote sensing map . The grid 
accuracy varied between 60% and 98% de
pending upon the class [treed bog to 
water) ; The Burns and Cut-over Inventory 
(SPRR) - Accuracy assessment was done 
using the Forest Inventory Map using geo
referencing evaluation methods (GEM). The 
burn accuracy was 99% compared to the fire 
inventory map with 18% geo-referencing 
error . The cut-over accuracy on individ
ual cuts varied from 63% to 100% with geo
referencing errors of 91 to 7% depending 
upon the size and date of the cut . 
Therefore MSS burn assessment could re 
place present SPRR inventory procedures . 
Further work is required, however, for the 
operational use in cut-over assessment. 
The cost/ benefit ratio was assessed to be 
5:1; and The Crop Area Estimation Project 
was reported in the last CACRS report. 

The digital system on loan from CCRS 
has been very successful and demand for 
its use is high. Some 120 people have 
been trained in its use. In fact a third 
shift (midnigh t to 08:00) was initiated in 
October. Regular seminars , newsletters , 
tours and cou rses were offered throughout 
the year. 

Other Satellite Programs : 

The Saskatchewan Research Council has 
been active in the following areas : geol
ogy, agriculture and hydrology. A co 
operative project was initiated with 
France [INREA] on image analysis applied 
to Integrated Investigation of Mineral 
Exploration Data . The purpose of this 
project is the integration data using 
raster images in Northern Saskatchewan. 
The data includes bedrock and surficial 
geology, structure , various geophysical 
data (ground and airborne), geochemical , 
topographical, and vegetation. New fea
ture and theme maps were generated such as 
magnetic vertical gradient as a variant to 
economics or terrain. In another joint 
project with Sask. Mining and Development 
Corp . and Mallard & Assoc., st ructural 
assessment of the Swift Current petroleum 
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area was made with TM data. Over 2,000 
individual lineaments were defined inspite 
of over 2,000 m of Phanerozoic sedimentary 
strata overlying the pre-Cambrian base
ment. Additional assessment was also 
carried out in the Estevan area for petro
leum reserves and gold in the La Range 
area under contract. The lineament 
structure in the Athabasca sandstone 
formation was also assessed to determine 
whether lineament caused the dis-jointed 
drainage pattern . SRC has also been co
operating with Nova Scotia Land Survey 
College concerning the detection of soil 
salinity in relation to groundwater dis
charge. SRC is interested in using the 
satellite technique to find other such 
areas in the Prairies. 

The Saskatchewan remote sensing 
centre (at SRC) has been involved in a 
number of small projects in response to 
problems that have arisen during past 
projects : 1) Improved digital burn map
ping. To counteract the problem of classi
fication overflow of new burns into lake 
reflectances a repeat classification was 
used . Unsupervised classification of areas 
having both recent burns and lakes re
sulted in classification of the burn as 
well as part of the lake under the same 
signature file. This could be eliminated 
by adding signature files developed from 
lake training areas draw in area of con
fusion and then rerunning the classifica
tion using both the unsupervised signature 
file and the lake signature file developed 
in the interactive training task . The 
resulting classification had two separate 
classes; one for the lakes and the other 
for the burn; 2) Enhancement of Thematic 
Mapper Data. Principal Component Analysis 
and Band Ratio - ing were used to digitally 
enhance Landsat TM data for the separation 
of closely related (reflectance wise) 
terrestrial habitats. Native grasslands, 
crops , and trees and shrubs could be 
easily separated using standard enhance
ment techniques available on the Aries II 
DIPIX system. Visual separation of these 
habitats was investigated using various 
combinations of raw channels and 
enhancement products ; 3) Preliminary 
results of Biomass Assessment of Forage 
Crops using TM and MSS data . Both 
Principal Component Analysis and Band 
Ratio-ing appear to be better than 
Contrast Stretching for the development of 
visual products which enhance the separa
tion biomass l evels. It appears that 
although a product can be developed for 
the Thematic Mapper which delineates a 
number of different levels of biomass 



ranging from very low to very high more 
accurate delineation may result if the 
enhancements concentrate on either the low 
or high end of the biomass rather than a 
single product for the full range of 
biomass. Low levels of biomass can be 
emphasized using MSS data if standard band 
ratio products utilizing rations of band 7 
and 4 and bands 5 and 4 are used in con
junction with raw or enhanced bands 7 and 
or 5; 4) Separation of closely related 
Habitats using a two tier classification. 
Recent work using TM and MSS in the arctic 
encountered the problem ~f separating two 
cover types; one on a dry site and another 
on a wet site. Both supervised and un
supervised classification resulted in no 
or poor separation. The method 
investigated to resolve this problem was 
to first classify the area according to 
the moisture levels and then classify the 
area according to vegetation. The signa 
ture files resulting from both 
classifications were then run through the 
maximum likelihood classifier to separate 
the dry-confusing habitat from the wet
confusing cover type. TM data was used for 
this experiment and further work is under
way by the University of Regina. 

SRC has also used Digital Terrain 
Models (DTM) to evaluate the snow distri 
bution in small Prairie watershed and 
hence use NOAA data to prediction flood 
runoff using the SSARR runoff model based 
upon snow cover data. A co-operative 
program was also initiated with the Uni
versity of Saskatchewan and CCRS to evalu
ate the use of NOAA data in vegetation 
indices and precipitation distribution on 
crop yield. 

Mallard & Associates has used satel
lite data for petroleum exploration and 
exploitation in Saskatchewan. In addi
tion, remote sensing was used in the 
routing st udy of a transmfssion line 
between Uranium City and Wollaston Lake. 
Slope features were assessed using remote 
sensing to evaluate the effect of gas line 
construct i on on valley and hill sides. 

Tamarack Resources has been very 
active in both airborne and satellite 
contracts in support of environmental 
impact assessment, wildlife and agricul
tural studies. 

Sask. Parks and Renewable Resources 
undertook a study using Landsat trans 
parencies to map native habitats which 
were greater than 80 acres in south -east
ern Saskatchewan for the white-tailed deer 
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habitat acquisition program . 

Sask. Mining & Development Corp. 
(SMDC) has been involved in the following 
projects: research into the methods of 
regional geological structures in Northern 
Saskatchewan; Terrain classification 
studies were used to complement environ 
mental impact assessments for mineral 
development projects; and research into 
methods of analysis of regional geophysi
cal data (eg. airborne magnetic data) 
through image processing . 

National Hydrology Research Institute 
(newly established in Saskatoon) is look
ing at the use of NOAA and Nimbus for snow 
melt studies. In particular looking at 
the gradient from moist to dry ground. 

Forest Fire Control (SPRR) is co
operating with SEO Systems, CCRS and SRC 
into the feasibility of using near-real 
time NOAA data to find forest fire hot 
spots. · 

New Initiatives 

SEO Systems is determined to continue 
and expand SED's commitment and is work
ing on several fronts. Their vast ground 
station and communications experience is 
being applied to remote sensing. The 
space program experience is applicable to 
s_ensor and flight systems for remote 
sensing satellites. And their knowledge 
of data production techniques gained at 
PASS, is being used in close co-operation 
with SRC to define the requirements for a 
permanent remote sensing facility for 
Saskatchewan . To SEO, that means a busi
ness opportunity. To users, it means our 
commitment to advancing remote sensing by 
developing operational methods in applying 
the technology to resource management . 

Other News 

The University of Saskatchewan was 
awarded a contract from CCRS to operate 
the CCRS ground microwave truck last year. 
This year was the first complete field 
season and some 300 tapes of data were 
collected. Two graduate students are 
working on this data and a third student 
has just ·started analyzing the antennae 
output. The data will be used to assess 
the airborne and satellite SAR data. 

Training 

A seminar series was initiated last 
year with the University of Saskatchewan 



and this continued in to this year. A 
planned SPOT seminar was postponed due to 
lack of data. Another series will be 
started with the University of Regina 
which concentrates on remote sensing 
aspects of digital terrain models and GIS . 
Two courses at the University of Saskatch 
ewan use the CCRS/SRC STEP equipment for 
their lab work . 

Conclusion 

It is anticipated that the use of the 
remote sensing data in the province will 
double again during the next year (as it 
did from l ast year to this). The contin
ued growth into 1987 will be uncertain 
until the STEP follow -on program is ac
tually up and running . The Sask. Research 
Council wishes to thank CCRS, Alberta 
Remote Sensing Centre and the Manitoba 
Remote Sensing Centre for their help and 
support. Without them, STEP would not 
have been successful. 
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6 . 13 REPORT OF THE YUKON TERRITORY 

Projects currenL,y underway or completed 
in 1985/86 involving remote sensi ng . 

Yukon Forestry Serv ice 

Initiate~ proj~ct co attain 1:40,goo B/W 
IR of Yukon T, ·rritory south of 64 05' 
latitude. Currently have covered south
ea st and soLth-cenrral Yukon. Completed 
62° latitude to 64c05', and from Yukon
Alaska border east to 132° longit ude next 

~sing LANDSAT to map fire distribution of 
1986 fire season crto existing cover maps . 
An ongoing proj ec t into its 5th year . 

Are investigating using LANDSA1 (MSS) 
imagery to assign fire hazard rati ngs to 
forest types (system developed in Ontario). 
Are having some problems (not detailed 
enough). TM & SPOT considered to 
provide more detail char necessary. 

Canad ian Wi ldli fe Service 

This year they are using LANDSAT (MSS) to 
cl~ssify and map vegetation north of tree 
line (north end of Old Crow Fl3tS and 
no r th). This ~ummer they surveyed 400 
vegetation plots (visual classification), 
concentrating on distribution of willow, 
Mapping scale not determined yet . 

Duc ks Unl i mited & Wildl ife Branch (YTG) 

Propose using TM image r y to maµ and 
classify wetlands in Needle Rock area of 
Yukon, between Pelly and MacMillan Rivers 
along the Tintin Trench. Current status 
of pr ~ ject unkn own. 

Agricu l t ure Ca nada 

Mapping sci; associations for entire 
Ter ritorv at 1:1,000,000 scal e using 
LANDSAT imagery . ProjecL is part o'. 
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Canada wide effort being spearheaded by the 
Land Resource Research Centre (Ottawa). 
LANDSAT will be used •~e~e data is non 
existent . Data will ~e polygon specific 
(every polygon has a uniqu e number). ~ard 
copy image analysis only. 

Prospector's Assoc i at i on 

Have established a facility for analysis of 
digital satellite data in conjuncrion with 
CCRS . George Mason is th e contac. person . 

Wildl ife Branch (YTG) and De partment o f 
Geography , Saskatchewan 

Usi ng MSS and TM data to prepara moose 
habitat maps. Dr. D. G~uthier ~s conducting 
the study at t!:e Universitv of ,:egina. 

Remote Sensing Workshop: Whi tehorse 
Lands, Parks & Resources 

Sponsored by Renewable Resources and in 
conjunction with CCRS . Three day workshop 
on remote sensing applications with hands 
on demonstration on a Perceptron Image 
Ana l ysis system. Many thanks co Doug 
Heyland, Tom Alfoldi and John Hornsby for 
their fine presentations and demono tration 
of th e imag e analysis system . 



7. 1 REPORT OF THE ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT 
SERVICE, ENVIRONMENT CANADA 

This report summarizes the activities in 
satellite meteorology of a number of AES 
components: 

The Weather Services Directorate (WSD), 
The Atmospheric Research Directorate (ARD), 
The Central Services Directorate (CSD), and 
The Canadian Climate Centre (CCC), all 
located at 4905 Dufferin Street, Downs view, 
Ontario M3H 5T4 

Summary of Highlights 

Meteorological satellites continued to be 
an important data source for AES research and 
operations during 1987. 

A new digital display system was develop
ed for use with the satellite based communi
cation system (METSIS). This communication 
system successfully passed its Phase I tests 
during 1986. 

Major Research and Development in the 
Applications of Satellite Data 

TOVS soundings produced from direct 
readout data in Toronto were sent to the 
Maritimes Weather Centre in Halifax for real
time evaluation during the Canadian Atlantic 
Storms Program (CASP) field experiment from 
15 January to 15 March 1986. The soundings 
were produced using a statistical algorithm 
with locally generated regression coeffici
ents based on simulated measurements. The 
soundings were made available to forecasters 
staffing a special short-range forecast desk 
and case studies were examined by an opera
tional forecaster after the field phase. The 
forecasters concluded that the soundings 
lacked sufficient detail, especially in the 
low levels, to be useful to a regional fore
cast office (MacAfee, 1986).. 

Tests of a simultaneous retrieval scheme 
using empirical orthogonal functions of temp
erature and relative humidity computed from 
radiosonde data as a basis for the retrieved 
perturbations were presented at the Third 
International TOVS Study Conference (Steen
bergen, Greaves, and Yip, 1986). The results 
(for clear conditions only) were encouraging 
and work is proceeding on inclusion of the 
effects of cloud in a similar manner to that 
reported by Huang and Smith at the TOVS Study 
Conference. It is planned to make retrievals 
available for encouraging and work is pro
ceeding on inclusion of the effects of cloud 
in a similar manner to that reported by Huang 
and Smith at the TOVS Study Conference. It 
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is planned to make retrievals available for 
testing in numerical models during the coming 
year. 

The RAINSAT system continued to run 
quasi-operationally in the Toronto satellite 
receiving station (see previous report). 
Products were sent to the Mari times Weather 
Cent re during CASP as well as to the Quebec 
Weather Centre. Reports prepared by the 
operational staff indicated that the products 
were useful to them (Abraham, 1986). A 
statistical comparison of the probability-of
rain maps with weather radar data for the 
summer season indicated modest but signifi
cant skill in separating raining and non
raining clouds (King, 1986). 

The Microwave Research Project is a pro
gram of research and development to ensure 
that the AES will be ready to make use of the 
microwave remote sensing data that will be 
available operationally at the end of the 
decade. T~e primary emphasis has been devo
ted to the use of Seasat Scatterometer wind 
data, Passive Microwave Radiometer liquid 
water, water vapour, and rain data for appli
cations in regional short range forecasting. 
Studies indicate that these two data sets 
would significantly improve surface wind 
analysis and moisture analysis thereby resul
ting in improved wind and precipitation fore
casting. 

A response was prepared for the ERS-1 
Announcement of Opportunities to utilize the 
Scatterometer data in near real-time in AES 
Weather Centres. 

During 1986 the Ice Research and Develop
ment Division continued to develop algorithms 
to derive ice information (ice extent, ice 
edge, ice concentration and first year/old 
ice fraction), wind speed over open oceans, 
rain rate over oceans, and total atmospheric 
water vapour from passive microwave satellite 
data (NIMBUS-7 SMMR). A comprehensive plan 
to validate the Special Sensor Microwave 
Imagery (SSM/I) sensor to be launched on a 
DMSP satellite in 1987 was completed. 

The Ice Research and Development Division 
was transferred to the Centre for Research in 
Experimental Space Science at York 
Universit.y. The objective is to create a 
world-class centre of expertise in the use of 
microwave data from satellites in the study 
of the atmosphere, oceans, ice and snow. 

Techniques Development and Applications of 
Satellite Data 

The Satellite Data Laboratory operates a 



limited archiving program to support AES 
research programs. Thirty-day rotating 
digital archives are maintained for both the 
VISSR and A/VHRR data. 

A system to archive GOES data is in place 
and operational. The routine archiving of 
GOES-E data will commence with the launch of 
the new satellite which is expected in 
February, 1987. Visible and infrared data 
are archived every three hours for the full 
disk at 8 km and 32 km resolutions. Limited 
areas over southern Canada will be archived 
in full resolution during daytime hours. AES 
is designated as the sector processing centre 
for GOES-E as part of the WMO ISCCP. 

The Hydrometeorology Division has carried 
out to a project to compare the ability of 
existing satellite techniques to derive 
daily, weekly and monthly precipitation esti
mates under Canadian conditions using GOES 
data. A modified life history method, the 
RAI~SAT procedure and simple climatological 
techniques were evaluated by comparing the 
satellite-derived rain estimates with radar 
and gauge observations over a 440,000 square 
kilometre area in Eastern Canada. During 
1986, this project was expanded to include 
the integration of remotely sensed and con
ventional information through objective 
analysis as well as the examination of some 
of the network implications of adding remote
ly sensed data. 

As part of a study of the relationship 
between remotely sensed data and hydrological 
models, special snow cover analysis of a 
portion of the Saint John River Basin cover
ing the melt periods in 1984 and 1985 was 
carried out in 1986. Multi-spectral data 
from the NOAA satellite were analyzed using 
the division's supervised digital classifica
tion scheme. 

Research on the development of regional 
algorithms for determining snow depth and 
water equivalent using passive microwave data 
continues. Airborne and satellite (NIMBUS-7) 
passive microwave (37 and 18 GHz) data were 
collected over the Southern Canadian 
Prairies. Regressions of airborne microwave 
brightness temperatures vs. airborne gamma 
snow water equivalent data averaged over 25 
km lines have been performed and tested on 
coincident satellite data with good success. 
Results indicated the need to consider snow
pack structure and whether the snowpack is 
dry or wet. Water equivalent can only be 
determined for dry snow. The onset of melt, 
or even surface wetness, can readily be 
detected if the snowpack is being monitored 
regularly. A follow-on multi-agency 
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airborne/satellite experiment will be conduc
ted during the 1986/87 winter as part of the 
validation plan for SSM/1 on the next US 
Defence Meteorological Satellite (DMSP). The 
major validation experiment is planned for 
1987/88. 

Monitoring of the satellite-derived sur
face water temperatures for the Great Lakes 
and Bay of Fundy continued as in previous 
years. Analyses of surface water tempera
tures on the Scotian Shelf and Grand Banks 
were done as weather conditions permitted. 
Temperatures are corrected for atmospheric 
attenuation using radiative transfer calcula
tions based on radiosonde data. 

The Special Projects Office in Edmonton 
and the Yukon Weather Office are engaged in 
development activities and training in the 
application of satellite imagery to weather 
analysis and forecasting. The Special Pro
jects Office development and applied research 
is directed towards Natural Hazards applica
tions. 

A methodology and computer program have 
been developed to diagnose hail size from 
HRPT data. Using cloud top temperatures from 
active thunderstorm updrafts which are ex
tracted automatically a statistical technique 
has been developed to predict hail size 
reaching the ground. The technique was 
tested on an independent dataset this summer. 
Papers were presented at the AES/CMOS Work
shop on Operational Meteorology and at the 
AMS Conference on Satellite Meteorology. 

A project has been initiated to develop 
the capability to process TOVS data into 
synthetic soundings in Edmonton, using a 
statistical retrieval method. An operational 
system, fully automatic, is scheduled for 
completion in early 1987. It is planned to 
conduct experiments in using TOVS data for 
severe thunderstorm forecasting in Alberta in 
1987. 

Techniques have been developed to use 
NOAA BAND 3 imagery in detecting stratus, fog 
and other cloud forms. A paper was presented 
at the AES/CMOS Workshop on Operational 
Meteorology. 

Satellite Applications in Operational Use in 
1986 

Data for operational use were received 
from geostationary satellites, GOES-6 and 
METEOSAT (Wefax), and from polar orbiting 
satellites of the NOAA and METEOR Series. 
The direct readout system consists of geo
stationary satellite VISSR readout stations 



in Vancouver and Toronto and polar orbiting 
satellite HRPT readout stations in Edmonton 
and Toronto. These stations are linked to 
weather forecast centres by dedicated commu
nications lines carrying satellite imagery in 
photo facsimile format. Circuit schedules 
for transmission of satellite imagery are 
coordinated through a consensus of users on 
each circuit. The Vancouver VISSR readout 
station has a direct communications link to 
the Meteorological Data Analysis System 
(METOAS) in the co- located weather forecast 
centre. The METOAS is used for computer 
satellite image analysis, including image 
enhancement, film-looping of images on a CRT 
colour monitor and overlaying satellite 
imagery with other meteorological fields. In 
addition to these readout and distribution 
centres, the AES operates APT readout 
stations at Whitehorse, Inuvik, Resolute, 
Frobisher Bay and Yellowknife, a shared HRPT 
readout station in Greenland and a METEOSAT 
WEFAX readout station at Gander. 

The GOES Readout Stations at Toronto and 
Vancouver have been equipped with 'MAGIC' 
boxes to convert the new mode AAA stretch 
VISSR data format to Mode A. 

The Pacific Weather Centre (PWC) has 
become an operational production centre for 
satellite products. Distribution to outside 
users is by a photofacsimile network termina
ted by Unifax printers. At the current time, 
the primary users are the regional weather 
offices. 

PWC has developed a large number of 
satellite products that are of interest to 
other centres. Plans are in place to begin 
distributing the satellite products to other 
weather centres. The Pacific Weather Centre 
has a high speed digital data link with the 
Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC). Over 
this line, CMC sends grid point data of the 
most recent analyses and prognoses to PWC. 
The same line will be used to send back 
satellite products. 

At the same time PWC has been developing 
enhancements to its operational display sta
tion. It will now receive data transmitted 
through commercial grade telephone lines. 
Simultaneously, the software has been imple
mented within the satellite facility for the 
transmission of digital satellite data over 
as many as eight data lines (to local and 
remotely located display stations). 

The PWC now has the benefit of a NESDIS 
GOES-Tap satellite data service. This has 
increased the data base since it allows for 
the reception of the Geostationary Meteoro-
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logical Satellite (GMS) imagery. The PWC 
operational forecasters can now analyze atmo
spheric dynamics a,; far upstream as Eastern 
Asia. Work is underway to integrate the GMS 
imagery into the PWC satellite facility and 
distribute the data over the AES photo
facsimile networks. 

Work has commenced on the software for 
remapping image data to the polar stereo
graphic projection and for normalization of 
the visual data. This capability will allow 
the further development of the Pacific Region 
precipitation algorithm. 

The satellite facility has been intens
ively used for the operational study of rapid 
cyclogenesis over the Pacific, i.e., storms 
that are increasingly referred to as "bombs". 
It is hoped that this will provide the infor
mation necessary for the improved forecasting 
of developing storms. 

The Canadian Ice Centre continues to 
receive and utilize NOAA AVHRR hard-copy 
imagery for daily ice analysis and forecast
ing. Data were received on UNIFA.X-II photo
recorders from the AES HRPT receiving 
stations at Toronto and Edmonton, and from 
Sondre Stromfjord, Greenland. LANDSAT-4 data 
were also received in a similar fashion from 
the CCRS facility at Prince Albert, 
Saskatchewan. Additionally, digital NOAA 
AVHRR data on CCT was shipped by courier from 
Edmonton weekly and processed on the DIPIX 
Aries-II for integration into the composite 
ice charts. 

Research into digital image enhancement 
techniques for NOAA AVHRR data as well as 
airborne and satellite radar data continued 
on the Aries-II image processor. This work 
concentrated on automated image navigation 
techniques and in determining acceptable 
image resolution required for operational ice 
analysis. To facilitate this work, a high 
speed communication link was installed 
between the Satellite Data Laboratory and the 
Ice Centre to receive digital AVHRR imagery 
in near real-time. 

Plans for Future Operational Systems 

The existing processing systems at 
Toronto and Edmonton are being replaced with 
state-of-the-art processing facilities. 
These facilities will be fully automatic, and 
allow direct digital and analog output on a 
number of ports. These facilities will be 
connected to · the new satellite-based distri
bution system developed by AES's Computer and 
Communications Services Branch. This will 
allow direct broadcast of the data to users. 



Delivery of the two readout systems is ex
pected in the autumn of 1987. 

Equipment and software to receive data 
from the GOES Data Collectio9 System (DCS) 
has been installed in Downsview and 
Vancouver. Both became operational in 1986. 

AES has 59 DCP assignments, including 
four in the ASAP program, in addition it has 
sensors on water survey platforms. 

Most AES DCP's report hourly; however, 12 
are 3 hourly, and the ASAP systems are 12 
hourly. There are no random reporting sites. 
At present 53 DCP's are active, and 5 are 
expected to be activated during Spring/Summer 
of 1987. 

A Meteorological Satellite Information 
System (METSIS) trial system was installed, 
consisting of one uplink at Downsview, and 9 
receiver sites across the country as Phase I. 
This system received bulk data from the 
Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) and the 
Satellite Data Lab (SDL), and weather charts 
from Ontario Region and distributed it using 
56 Kbps channels to receive only earth 
stations. 

In the operational trial, photos and 
charts were displayed on existing mechanical 
recorders which were retrofitted to accept 
digital input. These devices will be 
replaced in Phase II by Multi Purpose Display 
Stations (MPDS). The MPDS is a microcomputer 
based unit capable of displaying charts, 
photos, overlays, zoom, etc., and will have a 
hard copy device associated. Prototypes were 
delivered, tested and evaluated in 1986. 

In 1987 /88 and 1988/89 (Phase II), 
another 60 receive-only sites will be instal
led as well as an uplink at CMC in Dorval. 
In early 1988/89, the Edmonton station will 
be upgraded to an uplink for transmitting 
HRPT data to Ice Central i~ Ottawa as well as 
transmitting satellite image data to 
Vancouver and Downsview. 

Experimental Space Activities 

Experimental space activities from air
craft, balloons and shuttle platform are con
ducted in the Experimental Studies Division. 

Data obtained with the shuttle sunphoto
meter by Marc Garneau in the SPEAM I experi
ment are being further analyzed. An advanced 
SPEAM II experiment will be reflown with the 
second Canadian astronaut, Steve MacLean, on 
a flight currently scheduled for 1989. 
Engineering work for flying a Brewer ozone 
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spectrophotometer for ozone sounding in the 
GAS (Get-Away-Special) container on the 
shuttle flight in 1989 is being conducted by 
Bristol Aerospace Ltd. 

A STRATOPROBE balloon flight was launched 
in July from the Balloon Facility in 
Ainsworth, Nebraska. The purpose was to make 
"ground-truth" measurements for the SAGE II 
and SME satellite-borne experiments. A sun
photometer was flown on a light aircraft to 
verify the Langley calibration. The analysis 
of the STRATOPROBE data is in progress and is 
expected to yield altitude profiles of 0 
HNO , NO , NO , H 0, CH and aerosols. 

A cllmate observatory to monitor the 
radiation balance changes due to greenhouse 
gases has been set up at Asquith, 
Saskatchewan. 

Nuclear winter studies on controlled burn 
fires are planned; these began with the 
Chaple au burn experiment in August, 1985. A 
large ( 1000 km long) fire plume cloud was 
also detected in GOES satellite imagery from 
the very large natural fire at Red Lake in 
May 1986. 

A special ground-truthing program for the 
SBUV-2 instrument on NOAA-9 is being conduct
ed at Edmonton. Large plastic balloons are 
used to measure ozone profiles up to 40 km on 
a weekly basis in coordination with satellite 
overpasses. Ozonesondes on regular balloons 
are also flown at Churchill, Resolute and 
Goose Bay once per week on a regular basis. 

Ozone monitoring continues in the 
Canadian network. Umkehr measurements of 
ozone have been carried out with the Brewer 
spectrophotometer. Continuous data is being 
acquired by the triad calibration standard 
for ozone in Toronto. Ground-based NO and 
SO measurements are also conducted on a 
routine basis at Toronto. A new Brewer spec
trophotometer has been installed at Churchill 
for the replacement of the obsolete Dobson 
total ozone instrument. In Toronto, a tur
bidity standard with four sunphotometers with 
four wavelengths are being operated. The 
standard calibration and inspection of data 
from Alert and Edson is maintained. 

Contacts . 

SATELLITE SOUNDING QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF 
SATELLITE IMAGERY J.D. Steenbergen, 
Aerospace Meteorology Division, Atmospheric 
Research Directorate 

MICROWAVE RESEARCH - Dr. Steven Peteherych, 
Aerospace Meteorology Division, Atmospheric 



Research Directorate 

METSIS - M. 
Development 
Directorate 

Kallaur, 
Division, 

Chief, Planning and 
Central Services 

SATELLITE DATA ARCHIVE - S. Lapczak, Chief, 
Data Management Division, Canadian Climate 
Centre 

HYDROMETEOROLOGY D.W. 
Hydrometeorology Division, 
Centre 

Colwell, 
Canadian 

Chief, 
Climate 

SOLAR RADIATION APPLICATIONS - M. 0. Berry, 
Chief, Applications and Impact Division, 
Canadian Climate Centre 

ICE - Dr. R.O. Ramseier, Chief, Ice Research 
and Development, Central Services 
Directorate 

PACIFIC WEATHER CENTRE - G. Wells, Officer in 
Charge, Pacific Weather Centre, Weather 
Services Directorate 

WESTERN REGION - John Bullas, Special Project 
Officer, Arctic Weather Centre, Weather 
Services Directorate 

EXPERIMENTAL SPACE ACTIVITIES - Dr. Wayne 
Evans, Chief, Experimental Studies Division, 
Atmospheric Research Directorate 
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7.2 REPORT OF THE LANDS DIRECTORATE, 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 

Remote sensing tools remain a valued 
component of the Lands Directorate land 
evaluation and monitoring and ecological 
research programs. In the 1986-87 period 
the Directorate has expanded its 
facilities for non-digital remote sensing 
analysis and participated in several 
research studies addressing the 
capabilities of new sensor systems. 

Land Use Monitoring 

The Canada Land Use Monitoring Program 
continues to be one of the Directorate's 
major users of remote sensing. A project 
undertaken in 1986 to detect land use 
change along the agriculture-forest 
interface has focussed on the 
establishment of a consistent and reliable 
methodology for visual interpretation of 
LANDSAT Thematic Mapper ( TM) imagery. To 
assist in analysis, a PROCOM II system has 
been purchased and in use operationally 
for over one year. A revised rural land 
classification system and user manual have 
been developed and tested in the last year 
(Canadian Land Use Monitoring Committee 
1986). While only 10 TM images have been 
used to date, the Directorate is in the 
process of acquiring up to 100 more scenes 
in the April 1987 period to support this 
project. 

The Land Use Monitoring Division continues 
to utilize aerial photography for a wide 
range of application studies including 
urban centred regions analysis, and has 
overseen a project to evaluate land use 
change from 1920-1950 and 1950-1980 in all 
six calibrated basin study areas 
supporting the federal-provincial Long 
Range Transport of Air Pollution 
(LRTAP-Acid Rain) program (Moyes 1987). 
An integrated land use study of the St. 
Croix basin in New Brunswick has also been 
initiated using TM imagery. 

The Directorate is cooperating with the 
Nova Scotia College of Geographic Sciences 
to conduct evaluation of SPOT imagery. A 
SPOT scene of the Truro, Nova Scotia area 
has been acquired. This project is also 
involving the Maritime Resource Management 
Service, the Nova Scotia Department of 
Municipal Affairs, and ACASI. Cooperative 
research with the College of Geographic 
Sciences continues including a study of 
the use of TM imagery for targetting areas 
at risk to soil erosion in the Montague 
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River basin of PEI (G. Bourns). A second 
project (by D. Wall) is evaluating TM imagery 
for establishing soil loss parameters related 
to vegetative cover and land management 
practices of the Wilmot Watershed in PEI. 

Another major cooperative study has been 
completed entitled "Rural Land Use Project" 
between the Directorate and the Business Survey 
Methods Division of Statistics Canada. This 
project has focussed on development of methods 
for study in rural Manitoba (Germain 1986). It 
has applied the national land over 
classification system and data for Manitoba. 
These data have formed the basis of a national 
land cover association map, currently in 
production jointly with the National Atlas 
Group, Geographic Services Division, Energy, 
Mines and Resources Canada. Acquisition of all 
data for this land cover project involved 
visual interpretation of over 1000 LANDSAT MSS 
images with a detailed aerial photo validation 
methodology (Weatherall 1985). 

Ecological Research 

A major operational evaluation of LANDSAT-TM 
data for monitoring wetlands and associated 
land uses has been completed by BC Research 
jointly for the Lands Directorate and the 
Canadian Wildlife Service (Tomlins 1986). This 
project has indicated that TM data for detailed 
wetlands and ecological monitoring is best 
utilized in a visual interpretation system 
using specially processed imagery. Copies of 
this unplublished report are available from the 
Ecological Research and Integrated Programs 
Division of Lands Directorate on request. 

A joint research project for counts and 
measures assessment of aquatic resources at 
risk in Quebec and Nova Scotia due to acid rain 
impacts is currently under development with 
Ducks Unlimited. Digital image analysis of 
selected TM scenes is expected to begin in 
about May 1987. 

Related Activities 

In 1986, the Lands Directorate became an 
integral component of the Inland Waters 
Directorate of Environment Canada. This has 
resulted in an ongoing integration of land and 
water research in the new Directorate now named 
Inland Waters/Lands. 

The Lands Directorate assisted in the formation 
of the Canadian Society for Landscape Ecology 
and Management in November 1986 and is 
cosponsoring a national symposium on this 
emerging field of science in May 1987. It is 
also leading an initiative to raise the profile 
of wetlands conservation as a national 



environmental issue, To this end, it is 
cosponsoring the Canadian Symposium on 
Wet lands Ecology and Conservation in 
August 1987. 
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7 .3 REP ORT OF THE INSTITUTE OF OCEAN 
SCIENCES, FISHERIES AND OCEANS CANADA 

Ai~borne Remote Sensing. 

The FLI imaging spectrometer has now 
shown its capability £or mapping water 
surface chlorophyll distributions using 
the fluorescence signal st 685nm, and 
further observations are planned £or 
this April in B.C. coastal waters. 
Observations over land have shown the 
value of its high spectral resolution, 
flexible spectral properties and high 
sensitivity £or geobotany and forest 
type and stress classification. 

In May 1986 an agreement was signed 
with Moniteq Ltd of Toronto by which 
they would operate the FLI on s 
commercial basis in return £or company 
funded, technical improvements. During 
the summer 0£ 1986 they arranged to 
take the FLI to Europe to study the 
deterioration of the Black Forest. A 
number of other targets were also 
flown, including one over water for 
which the data has been analysed at 
IOS. 

A workshop was held in Ottawa to 
present results of the FLI programme 
and to discuss future work towards a 
space version of the instrument through 
new ESA initiatives. A Joint sensor 
design study is being proposed by 
Moniteq and MBB of Germany. 

Planned operation of the FLI in 1987 
include British Columbia in late April 
as part of a DFO study on Marine Salmon 
Survival in Barkley Sound on the west 
coast of Vancouver Island, and various 
sites in the U.K. as part of a Joint 
operation with Hunting Surveys 

Spaceborne Remote Sensing 

The results of Canadian work in 
satellite ocean colour remote sensing 
was presented at an ESA workshop in 
November in France. Results from the 
airborne FLI instrument and plans £or a 
satellite version were discussed. Other 
ESA member countries, notably France 
and Germany, have siailar plans, but so 
far no comparable prototype. 

One of the limitations of using 
satellite imagery in ocean research has 
been in transmitting satellite images, 
or maps derived from them, directly to 
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ships st sea. The value o f su c h real 
time data for research on Jets of 
coastal surface water that have moved 
offshore, was demonstrated in 1986 
using currently available communication 
links. Improvements are planned in 1987 
using broader band digital links and 
simple direct <APT) satellite reception 
on board ship. 

AVHRR imagery of the west coast was 
acquired in 1986 from both the UBC 
receiving station and the AES Edmonton 
station. This was used in a variety of 
physical and biological studies, 
showing the surface thermal patterns 
associated with mixing and upwelling. 

Analysis of AVHRR imagery showing 
deformation and movement of arctic ice 
patterns, continues using the 
correlation software developed on the 
image processor. Another proJect uses 
AVHRR imagery to examine ice movement 
near break-up in the summer that may 
correlate with under-ice acoustic 
spectral intensities. The goal is to 
discover an acoustic signature that 
will give warning of break-up. 

Data Analysis 

The IOS image processor continues to be 
heavily used. An upgrade to provide 
more than 1 interactive image terminal 
is planned, but funds are not yet 
available. 

International Programmes. 

IOS continues active involvement in 
multi-national research programmes that 
make use of satellite remote sensing. 
J. Gower is a member of the Satellite 
Observing System Working Group for the 
World Climate Research Programme, and 
is vice chairman of Commission A of 
Cosper, which held an ocean colour 
workshop in Toulouse, France in July 
1986. 

Future Programmes 

A coordinated proposal was submitted to 
ESA to make use of radar imagery and 
other data of Canadian coastal waters, 
from the European ERS-1 satellite 
scheduled for launch in late 1989. 
Other sources of satellite data that 
are being examined include cloud cover 
from geoststioary satellites and wind, 
wave and sltimetric data from the US 
Geosat . 



7.4 REPORT OF THE PETAWAWA NATIONAL 
FORESTRY I NSTITUTE, AGRICULTURE CANADA 

Introduction 

Aoplication of airborne sensors will play 
an irrnortant role in the mapping and 
=nitoring of Canada's forests in the future. 
Efforts at PNFI are concentrating on research 
necessary to develop forestry applications of 
linear array imaqer technology. The 
applications envisaqed are: forest inventory 
mapping (as an alternative to aerial 
photoqraphvl, insect and disease mapping and 
sarrplinq, and forest inventory update. The 
hiqh resolution, qood radianetric C"JUality and 
stereo capability of such sensors permit such 
applications to be oossible, The advantaqes of 
flexibility in wavelenqth selection, use· of 
narrow wavelenath bands, ability to 
qeanet r. ically correct the data to cartoqraphic 
CO')rdinates, and capability to enhance and 
ultimately automatically interpret the data 
make the technology attractive for forestry 
applications. It is recognized that 
considerable applications r.esearch, processim 
and interpretation methodoloav and hardware 
tlevelopment, and technoloqy implement11ti0n 
rrust take place, As well, a new sensor system, 
with hinh spatial resolution and capahility 
for a wide swath, rrust be developed in order 
for applications to be practical on an 
operational basis. Develorment of hiqh 
throuqhput svstems f or qeometric correction 
processina, a critical function, is needed, 
Such developments are also key criteria for a 
system to be appropr.iate for cartographic and 
other maopina applications . PNFI in 
cooperation with CCRS have developed a 
proposal outlininq the neecled develooments. 

PNF'I is also investigating other airoorne 
sensor technoloqy such as infrared fi re 
detection sensors, imaainq spectraneters 
(Fluorescence Line Imaqerl, combinations of 
radar / rrultispectral scanner data, and lidar 
svstems fo r. stand heictht antl volume 
estimation. A proqram for developing satellite 
chanae =nitorinq svstems is continuing. 

Research Activities 

Investiqation of MEIS imaaerv for snecies 
discrimination in Alberta [a CO')per.ative 
rroiect with CFS Northern Forestry Centre (R. 
Hall), Alberta government (Pesour ce Evaluation 
ancl Planninq and Alberta Forest Service), and 
CCRS) has produced aood enhancerrents for 
different species. Studies investigatinq rad-
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ianetric cor rection rrethoos and use of linear 
array imager data fnr insect (lamaqe assess
rrent, stan,l heiaht estimati0n with steteo clata 
and reqeneration surveys are in prooress. 

Analysis 0f field spectaneter data of 
individual trees suffering from varying 
deqrees of spruce hudworm defoliation, alonq 
with analysis of the soectral characteristics 
of need]es, bark and the visually red dehris 
caused by budworm feeding, have identified 
spectral bantls aprroor iate for discr iminatinq 
levels of both current year and currulative · 
defoliation. Narr,:,,.,, well placed bancls are 
irrportant for cletecting current defoliation. 
The studv was undertaken wit~ O:?S and 
CFS-Maritimes and used the CCRS Spectrascan 
and Licor Spectraneters. MEIS filters will he 
manufactured and tests of capabilities for 
assessing damaqe conducted. 

Fluorescence Line Imager data acquired 
September, 1985 have been processed. 
Preliminary analysis of the data and 
investiqation of clisnlay techniques have been 
undertaken and presented at the Canada-Germany 
Workshop on Imaoina Spectrometry (Dent. 
Fisheries and Oceans, Ottawa, Oct. 1986). 

A canbined airoorne raclar-/M3S data set was 
corrpleted and analysis of the synergism of 
radar and visible/infrared data for forestry 
maoping has cr.mnenced. Radar data add sane 
useful information on softwood species 
discrimination. 

Other Activities 

A database of forest chanqe for a seven 
to,.,nship test area in eastern Alqonquin Park 
was created and input into an A.~C/INF'O 
Geoqranhic Information System. All a reas of 
harvestinq and planting frr.:rn 1940 to present 
ar.e included. The Ontario Minstry of Natural 
Resources and Alaonquin Forest Authority 
provided the data. This database will form the 
basis of a test area for developing satellite 
based change detection methods. 

Several surveys of provincial inventory 
requirements and procedures were initiated. A 
coonilation of forest inventory update 
requirements and procedures relevant to re=te 
sensinq is beinq conducted. As a first step, 
Dendron Resource Surveys Ltd. was contracted 
to undertake a survey of orovincial 
organizations. A survey of forest inventory 
map production procedures is also beina 
conducted. 

A oroiect to produce Landsat !11.SS 
enhancements of a region of northeastern China 



was initiated and carpleted. The enhancements 
are to provide forest fuel information. Mr. 
Cai of the China Ministry of Forestry visited 
the institute and with PNF'I staff enhanced 
twelve Landsat MSS scenes. B. Todd visited 
China, field checked the enhancerrents , and 
presentetl the results (Todd, B. , D. Cai and D. 
Leckie, Production of enhanced Landsat imagery 
for forest fire fuel mappinq of northeastern, 
China, Proc. Beijing Int'l Syrrp. on Remote 
Sensing, Beijing, China, Nov. 1986) 

The Fire Manaqement Systems qroup, in 
cooperation with the Societe de Conservation 
de l'Outaouais, the Quebec Ministry of Enerqv 
and Resources, CC?S, and Bomen Ltd. (Quebec 
City) are presently developing a design for an 
airborne infrared forest fire detection 
in.strument. It is intended to operate at 
altitudes of 2500m, have a 140 deoree swath, 
sense in the 3 to 5 and 8 to 13 micron range, 
cost less than $50,000, and be easily mounted 
on conventional twin engine detection 
aircraft. It will not have imaaery output but 
rather a simple display of the anqle direction 
to the fire. It may he possible to link this 
output to Loran C naviqation information to 
estahlish an approximate location of the fire. 
The tatget fires are in the 1/2 to 2 ha size 
class. The main use of the instrument will be 
to provide detection capability during 
critic~l fire situations when poor visibility 
caused by smoke and haze cause the grounding 
of conventional visual detection aircraft. A 
study of forest canopy attenuation of target 
si0nals with scan anqles will begin this 
surrmer in support of the instrument's design. 
Assuming suitable funclir;:i, con.struction of 
prototypes could begin durinq 1987. 

The Fire ~anaaement Systems qroup is 
also continuing its work on developing expert 
systems for assistinq in forest fire 
manaqement and use of microcarq:>uter systems 
for display of remte sensing data. 

PNF'I operates an image analvsis system 
dedicated to remote sensinq research. 
Significant upgrades to the software were 
develope,i and an interface between the Dipix 
ARIES imaqe analysis system and ARC/INFO GIS 
has heen developed. 
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Appendix I: Proiect Staff 

Diqital Remote Sen.sin0 

Dr. D.G. Leckie (Project Leader) 
A. Danbr o,.,sk i 
F.A. Gougeon (educational leave, U of 
Waterloo) 
S.M. Yatabe 

Fire Management Systems 

Dr. P.H. Kourtz (Proiect Leader) 
B. Mroske 
B. Roosen 
B. Todd 



7 .5 REPORT OF THE SURVEYS AND MAPPING 
BRANCH, EHR 

A. Operational Use of Satellite Data for the 
Revision of Topographic Maps 

The Topographical Survey Division of the Surveys 
and Mapping Branch has been ac tively using 
LANDSAT imagery to revise 1:250 000 
topographical maps and to monitor changes on 
I :50 000 maps since 1980. This approach has not 
only been extremely cost effec tive but has made it 
possible to update in a few years over one fifth of 
all the 1:250 000 maps, a task that had been almost 
impossible before by conventional methods. 
Approximately 90% of this work is done on contract. 

The current method of revising 1:250 000 maps is to 
visually co:npare MSS and TM imagery to l :50 000 
,naps of the same area on a PROCOM. The 1:50 000 
maps are used instead of I :250 OOO's for two 
reasons: 

(a) the large scale makes it easier to plot the 
changes, and 

(b) the I: 50 000 maps are generally more up-to-
date than the corresponding 1:250 000 maps. 

Where necessary, the rev1S1on information is 
verified in the field. Once recorded on the 1:50 000 
maps, tl)e changes are integrated into the standard 
cartographic process for 1:250 000 map revision. 

The monitoring of 1:50 000 maps makes use of the 
same basic approach. The aim is to identify quickly 
areas of change in order to better plan the 1:50 000 
revision program as well as the aerial photography 
needed for the revision. The method has been a 
very economical :neans of acqumng timely 
information about cultural changes in many parts of 
the country where LANDSAT MSS and TM images 
are suitable. It is expected that SPOT data will 
further extend the areas of the country where the 
method is appl icable. 

So far, this technique has been used for about one 
fifth of the 9 I 8 maps of the I :250 000 series, and 
about one third of the 11 000 existing 1:50 000 maps 
are indicated in the table below: 

1:250 000 contract 204 
Revision in-house 9 

1:50 000 contract 3765 
Change in-house 700 
Detection -changes observed 2748 

-no changes 1017 

In theory, savings realized through the application 
of the ~nethod to the revision of the 1:250 000 map 
series are considerable since it would cost 
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approximately $65 000 to revise one 1:250 000 
map with newly flown photographs ($50 000 for 
aerial photography and $15 000 for co ,npiling the 
changes) while the average cost using satellite 
data has been $5000. However, in practice, 
because of the high cost, 1:250 000 maps were 
rarely updated with new photographs, but rather 
though a combination of expedients such as 
deriving changes from more up-to-date 1:50 000 
maps of the same area or making use of 
information gathered fro:n various sources. Yet, 
these methods were never very satisfactory: for 
instance, it is very unusual to find sixteen up-to
date 1 :50 000 maps to revise the corresponding 
1:250 000 map. The end result was a gradual 
deterioration of the 1:250 000 map series which 
could not be properly maintained with the 
resources available. It is therefore fair to say 
that the use of satellite data has made it possible 
to revive an important Canadian map series that 
was slowly becoming obsolete. 

Similarly, the use of LANDSAT images to monitor 
changes on the 1:50 000 maps has not only 
resulted in significant savings in aerial 
photography but, and perhaps more importantly, 
has made it possible to better direct scarce 
revision resources and thus improve the overall 
currency of that map series. 

B. Research and Development 

The trust of the Branch's R & D in re :note sensing 
is directed toward the use of satellite data for the 
revision of topographi c maps. A number of 
investigations or research projects, described 
briefly below, have been undertaken towards that 
goal. 

Joint Tests of SPOT Data with the Institut 
Geographigue ~ational of France 

In 1985, the Surveys and Mapping Branch and the 
Institut Geographique National of France signed 
an agreement to promote scientific and technical 
exchanges. Within the framework of this 
agree:nent, both organizations decided to 
evaluate the potential of SPOT data for 
topographic mapping by carrying out joint 
experiments with the following objectives: 

I. test the content of SPOT images in relation 
to 1 :50 000 and 1: 250 000 map specifications 
of each country in order to determine the 
percentage of map features that can be seen 
and correctly identified on SPOT images. 

2. test the planimetric accuracy of 
stereoscopic SPOT images. 

3. test the height accuracy of stereoscopic 
SPOT images. 



4. test the planimetric and height accuracy of a 
strip of stereoscopic SPOT images with various 
combinations of ground control points. 

Test areas, one in Canada and one in France, were 
selected and the required scenes ordered by each 
organization over their respective territory in :he 
spring of 1986. Both t~e Surveys and. Mapp1~g 
Branch and the lnstitut Geograph1que National will 
carry out the tests with both sets of data using their 
own instruments and methods. It is planned to 
report the results or these experiments at a 
Colloquium especially organized for this in the 
spring of 1988 in Ottawa and at the next Congress 
of the International Society for Photogrammetry 
and Remote Sensing at Kyoto, Japan. 

Unfortunately, because of delays in obtaining the 
SPOT data, we have not been able to start these 
investigations in 1986 as planned and, unless the 
data can be obtained early in I 987, it may not be 
possible to complete the experiments in time to 
report the results at the Kyoto meeting, and the 
planned Colloquium will have to be postponed. 

PEPS Project 

In 1984, in answer to a call for proposals fro:n SPOT 
IMAGE, the Surveys and Mapping Branch proposed 
to study the potential of SPOT images for 
topographic mapping and the revision of topographic 
maps at the scales of I :50 000 and I :250 000. 
Al though the objective of the Branch PEPS is 
similar to the previous research project with the 
IGN, the methods and the instruments that will be 
used will be different, thus providing a comparison 
between different approaches to using SPOT data. 
This project will be carried out in cooperation with 
the staff of the former Photogrammetric Research 
Section of the National Research Council. 

As with the joint project with IGN, lack of data has 
seriously delayed this investigation. 

Change Detection and Revision Mapping with 
Digital Satellite Imagery 

Software has been developed through Dipix Systems 
Ltd to permit topographi c map files in vector 
Standard Interchange Format (SIF) to be rasterized. 
Once in raster form, the map data can be updated 
by visual or computer assisted comparison with 
recent digital satellite imagery using raster image 
analysis software. The updated map data is then 
returned to the vector domain. This research 
toward semi-automated map revision will continue 
in 1987 with the integration of higher resolution 
SPOT imagery which may be suitable for the 
revision of some I :50 000 maps. Airborne imagery 
such as that from the MEIS II scanner is also being 
investigated. To this end, CCRS has been provided 
with a number of digitized photographs of ground 
control points for use in positioning images. 
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The equipment used for this experirnent includes 
an l\ries II image analysis system based on a VAX 
computer and an Aries III syste,n based on a 
MicroVAX 2. Hardware includes an Eikonix 
scanner, Quick Colour Recorder (QCR) and an 
Aries Pixel Processor (APP). Plotters available 
include a Versatec 42 inch (107 cm) colour 
electrostatic plotter and a Calcomp 1043. 

Mathe :natical Morphology applied to Line and 
Edge Detection in Digital Imagery 

The aim of this project is to detect, as 
automatically as possible, linear features such as 
roads, shore lines, etc. Algorithms based on 
mathematical morphology have been developed to 
detect bright lines, dark lines, bright steps, and 
dark steps. The algorithms, which include 
morphologic dilation, erosion, and image 
difference, are being tested on TM and SPOT 
imagery using a VAX I 1/7 51 and the results 
displayed on a DIPIX Aries. 



7.6 REPORT OF STATISTICS CANADA 

INTRODOCTION 

The remote sensing activities at 
Statistics Canada in 1986 relied on LANDSAT 
multi-spectral scanner (MSS ) data for 
established projects estimating cropland areas 
in Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. 

The DIPIX ARIES III remote sensing image 
analysis system, was upgraded in 1986 with an 
ARIES Pixel Processor (APP ) , a tape drive and 
a dedicated Micro Vax II computer. 

LANSAT POTATO PROJECT 1£\11 BRUNSWICK AND PRil-l:E 
EDWARD ISu\l'I) 

The potato area project was carried out 
in New Brunswick in the counties of Carleton, 
Victoria and Madawaska. They accounted for 
the majority of production in that provice. 
In Prince Edward Island one LANDSAT tape 
(scene ) was used to estimate the area under 
potatoes. The tape provided coverage of BS 
percent of the Island and 90 percent of the 
potato crop growing region. An estimate of 
the potato area not covered by the satellite 
image was made and added to that from the 
LANDSAT scene to obtain the province total. 
In operation since 1980, the LANDSAT work is 
linked to the National Farm Survey, the source 
of ground data for projects in both New 
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. 

Some fifty-five ground segments were 
involved in New Brunswick and thirty-five in 
Prince Edward Island, The 'data from these 
segments, gathered in early July 1986, were 
used to "train" the DIPIX ARIES III computer 
to recognize potatoes in the study area. In 
New Brunswick, a LANDSAT MSS image dated 
August S was obtained, a classification 
generated, and its performance analysed and 
estimates produced by August 19. In Prince 
Edward Island cloud cover throughout most of 
the summer meant no clear image until 
September 1. The Prince Edward Island tape 
was ordered from EOSAT on September 15 and 
arrived at Statistics Canada September 19 for 
analysis. Although interpretation of the 
image required less than S days, the value of 
the 1986 project was limited to verifying the 
airphoto estimates, the basis for the numbers 
published September 9. 
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POTATO AERIAL PHOTO PROJECT PRil-l:E EDWARD 
ISu\ND AND NEW BRUNSWICK 

This project was first undertaken in 1985 
in response to an unreliable record for 
availability of LANDSAT imagery. Clouds in 
recent years had limited the amount of remote 
sensing work that could be done therefore a 
back-up system was necessary. 

A sample of land parcels were selected 
and photographed just before the row-closing 
stage in the potato crop. Imagery obtained 
for analysis consisted of 70 mm colour prints 
at a scale -of 1: 30, ODO. 

Potato fields were identified through 
visual interpretation. The crop area in each 
field was then measured with an electronic 
planimeter. Estimate at the province level 
were then produced by expanding the field 
estimate using a stratified two-stage sample 
design. 

Aided with magnifying instruments and 
interpretation keys, analysts were able to 
identify, with confidence most potato fields . 
It is likely that errors were of commission 
rather than omission. The results of the 
project served as major indicators in 
establishing the 1986 Prince Edward Island and 
New Brunswick potato area estimates. 

The air photo work proved to be timely 
and accurate. In New Brunswick for example, 
the estimate was 49,700 acres compared to the 
LANDSAT estimate of 52,000 acres. 

In .Prince Edward Island the air 
photograph project resulted in an estimate of 
67,600 acres. Because of cloud, a clear 
LANDSAT image was not available until 

September 1 and the 66,SOO acre estimate was 
not produced in time to be of assistance in 
establis~ing the 1986 potato area estimate. 

As LANDSAT data is not always available 
when required our plans are to continue to 
support the LANDSAT program with the aerial 
photo project. 



MANITOOA, SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA CROP AND 
SUMl£RFALLOW ESTIMATION PROJECT 

Backgro1r1d 

Area estimates were produced for canola, 
total cereal grains and summerfallow in 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan crop districts 7A, 7B, 
BA, BB and Alberta crop district 4A. 

Methodology 

The procedure involved the integration of 
LANDSAT MSS data with ground gathered 
calibration data. Following the 
classification of an image and its 
verification with the ground data a regression 
estimator was used to derive the total number 
of acres of canola, grains and summerfallow. 
The regression estimator used the relationship 
between the ground data and the LANDSAT 
satellite data to correct for classification 
errors of omission and commission. The use of 
the regression estimator provides a more 
precise estimate with a fixed sample size than 
can be achieved when estimates are made using 
the satellite data alone. 

Acquisition of Ground Data 

The ground gathered data was obtained by 
Statistics Canada enumerators from the 
National Farm Survey (NFS), Crop location and 
area information was collected in the field 
during late June using a random sample of NFS 
land segments. Segments are tracts of land 
one by three miles. The information was 
recorded on historic aerial photographs of the 
NFS segments in the study region. 

Acquisition of LANDSAT Iiaagery 

In Manitoba four LANDSAT MSS frames were 
used covering ten crop districts or 
approximately ninety percent of the province's 
total agricultural area. 

Image dates ranged from July 14 to July 22 and 
cloud cover was an impediment to analysis in 
certain frames. 
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For Alberta crop district 4A, the 
Stettler-Wainwright area, only one LANDSAT 
frame was required. The date of the image was 
August 7, 1986. 

Two LANDSAT frames were required for the 
work in Saskatchewan. Cloud was again a 
problem throughout the growing season but a 
clear image was obtained July 6 for crop 
district 7, the Kindersley-Rosetown-Biggar 
area and August 5 for district B, the 
Melfort-Nepawin area. 

SI.Jf4ARY 

Statistics Canada has been using remote 
sensing technology for a number of years. The 
objective has been to develop operational data 
handling procedures through a series of pilot 
projects. Crop area estimates have been made 
for selected crops and regions by the 
integration of digital image analysis, 
computer assisted visual image analysis, 
ground observations and a regression 
estimator. Experience has made Statistics 
Canada cautious about overestimating the value 
of remote sensing technology in making 
reliable crop area estimates. However, the 
Agency intends to continue to develop the 
available technology to enhance current 
information on crop area, conditions and 
yield. 



8.1 RKPORT OF THE CANADIAN REMOTE SKNSllfG 
SOCIETY 

Introduction 

The Canadian Remote Sensing Society 
(CRSS) functions t o serve the interests of 
individuals and organizations interested in 
various aspe c ts of remote sensing in 
Canada. With that goal in mind, and in 
cooperation with its parent society, the 
Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute 
(CASI), it produces the Canadian Journal of 
Remote Sensing, co-sponsors the Canadian 
Remote Sensing Symposiums, and assist local 
groups with local activities. 

The Canadian Journal of lleaote Sensing 

Currently, the Journal is published 
twice a year and averages five to eight 
articles per issue. Most authors are 
Canadian, but frequently it publishes 
papers from outside Canada. The technical 
quality of the published papers is 
excellent, augmented by the exhaustive 
review process. The major complaints are 
a) the lack of color plates to illustrate 
articles; b) the number of issues per year 
is considered too low, and c) the small 
number of papers actually submitted to the 
editor for consideration for publication. 
The rebuttals for these complaints suggest 
a) color plates are too expensive to 
include in the publication; b) more issues 
per year would cause an additional drain on 
society finances - which the society cannot 
afford, and c) there are not enough 
submissions to the editor to warrant more 
than two issues per year. The Executive of 
the Society is currently examining the 
question of more issues of the journal, the 
associated financial implications, and 
hopes to arrive at a decision prior to the 
next general meeting of the society 
scheduled to be held during the 11th 
Canadian Remote Sensing Symposium. 

The Canadian Reaote Sensing Syapoaiuas 

1) The 10th Syapoaiua: Edmonton, 
Alta., May 1986 

Technically, logistically, socially, 
and publicly, the 10th Symposium was a 
smashing success. In the words of the 
organizers and the attendees it was a 
First Class Symposium. All those 
associated with the symposium are 
congratulated on their efforts. The 
symposium proceedings, after exhaus
tive review of all papers, the 
proceedings have been published and 
distributed . 
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2) 

3) 

Financially, the symposium was less 
than successful since it ran an 
approximate $6,000.00 shortfall. 
The shortfall was underwritten first 
by CRSS and then CASI. 

The 11th Syapoaium: Waterloo, Ont. 
June 22-25, 1987 

With the theme of "Education for the 
Future", the 11th Symposium is due to 
be held at the University of Waterloo, 
June 22-25, 1987. Over 150 papers 
have been selected to be presented 
verbally or seen as poster papers. 
The organizers are closely watching 
expenditures, in order to ensure that 
a financial shortfall does not occur. 
Similar to past Symposiums, all papers 
will be reviewed prior to publication 
of the symposium proceedings. 

The 12th Syapoaiua: Vancouver, 
B.C., July 1989. 

The 12th Symposium will be a joint 
symposium in association with IGARSS 
(International Geographic And Remote 
Sensing Society) and will be held on 
the University of British Columbia 
Campus, July 10-14, 1989. IGARS has a 
policy of printing proceedings prior 
to the symposium and distributing them 
at the time of the Symposium. The 
implications of this policy are due 
for further discussion by CRSS 
Executive. Publishing proceedings 
prior to the Symposium has several 
major ramifications: 
a) authors would be required to 

submit their manuscripts well in 
advance of the Symposium; 

b) the exhaustive review process 
would have to be dropped; 

c) the proceedings would cost less to 
publish, and 

d) review committees and people 
involved would not be bogged down 
by an extra work overload. 

Potential spinoff benefits would 
include: 
a) more reviewer time would be 

available for Journal articles; 
b) more authors would be inclined to 

submit their articles to the 
refereed journals; 

c) symposium costs would be reduced, 
and d) authors would receive a wider 

distribution for their work. 



Gold Medal Award 

The first remote sensing Gold Meda 1 
Award wa s given out at the 10th Canadian 
Hemot e Se nsing Symposium, Dr. Larry Morley 
re ceived it in recognition for a career of 
achievements in remote sensing which 
included guiding the development of the 
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, receiving 
the input and chairing for many years, the 
Canadian Advisory Committee on Remote 
Sensing, as well as many other achievements 
too numerous to list here. Our congratula
tions go out again to Dr: Morley. 

Plans for the Future: 
[These Items are Under Discussion Only) 

1. There is a 2-year gap between the 11th 
and 12th Canadian Remote Sensing 
Symposium - which is perhaps too long. 
Discussions will be undertaken to set 
a more appropriate interval for 
forthcoming symposiums, and perhaps 
have symposiums on an annual basis. 

2. Symposium proceedings should cease to 
be reviewed, and should be published 
for the Symposium. 

3. It is highly desirable to reduce the 
cost of the Symposiums. 

4. It is highly desirable to increase the 
number of issues of the Canadian 
Journal of Remote Sensing to a minimum 
of four per year. 

5. It is highly desirable that membership 
in the Society be increased. 

"It is recommended that all members of 
CACRS should be or become members of the 
Canadian Remote Sensing Society." 

Appendix I: Canadian Remote Sensing Society 
Council Members 

Dr. Peter A, Murtha, Chairman 
Faculty of Forestry, UBC 
Vancouver, B,C. 

Mrs. Dianne Thompson, Vice-Chairman 
lntera Technologies Ltd. 
Calgary, Alta. 

Dr. Ferdinand Bonn, Past Chairman 
University of Sherbrooke 
Sherbrooke, Que. 
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Mr. Jacques Guerette, Secretary-Treasurer 
Gregory Geoscience 
Ottawa, Ont. 

Dr. Frank Ahern 
CRSS Journal Editor-in-Chief 
Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing 
Ottawa, Ont. 

Mr. A.J. Timmins 
Executive Director CRSS 
Ottawa, Ont. 

Regional Representatives: 
Dr. Geof Tomlins, British Columbia 
Mr. Ken Campbell, Prairie Provinces 
Dr. Phil Howarth, Ontario 
Dr. Eugene Derenyi, New Brunswick 
Dr. Dennis Bajzak, Newfoundland 



8.2 REPORT OF THE ONTARIO ASSOCIATION 
OF REMOTE SENSING 

The Ontario Association of Remote 
Sensing (OARS) was established in 1972 and 
is composed of members representing all 
sectors of the remote sensing community in 
Ontario. The objectives of the 
organization are: 

1) To develop the understanding and use of 
remote sensing in Ontario; 

2) To encourage the open exchange of 
information between Ontario users of 
remote sensing techniques; 

3) By interacting with other associations 
and agencies, to develop the 
understanding and use of remote sensing 
in Canada and internationally. 

PROGRAM 

In order to meet these objectives the 
Association holds four program meetings 
annually. These meetings are organized to 
allow members to learn and to exchange ideas 
and information relating to a wide range of 
remote sensing topics. Guest speakers 
include representatives of regional and 
national interests. 

NEWSLETTER 

The Association also produces a 
newsletter on a quarterly basis. The 
newsletter is the main contact that the 
members outside of the Toronto region have 
with the Association. The newsletter 
contains articles on remote sensina 
developments and applications, member 
activities, new products, upcoming meetings 
and ~ssociation activities. 

MEMBERSHIP 

Membership in OARS is open to persons 
who have an interest in remote sensing. 
The 1986 membership numbered approximately 
100 including both regular and student 
members. Membership fees are $20.00 for 
regular members and $5.00 for students. 
The executive anj memb<:r council were 
elected at the Annual General Meeting 
February 19, 1986 and remain in office for 
a two year term. The officers of the 
executive are listed in Appendix 1. 

ORBITING REMOTE SENSOR 

A pro gram has been established to 
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encourage contact with members in remote parts 
of the province . Known as the Orbiting Remote 
Sensor program , members are available to 
travel to various locations to discuss their 
own field of interest in remote sensing. I n 
the past, members have given several lectures 
to universities and colleges and have been 
well received. Again this year, Mr. Jim 
Thompson has been available to discuss aerial 
survey methods and applications . 

ACTIVITIES 

General meetings have been held as 
follows: 

1) February 19, 1986 - Annual General 
Meeting. The meeting was held at the 
Oakham House dining room at Ryerson . 
Dinner was followed by a business meeting 
and the election of the new executive. 
The guest speaker, Mr. Art Collins of 
CCRS , scheduled to talk about the SPOT 
program, was unable to attend due to 
weather conditions in Ottawa. 

2) April 14, 1986 - Presentations dealing 
with remote sensing of Sea Ice were made 
by Dr. R. Ramseier , Environment Canada, 
and Dr. John Sykes, University of 
Waterloo. 

3) October 6, 1986 - Presentations were made 
by two of the members that have been 
involved in the Orbiting Remote Sensor 
program. Alan Gregory of Gregory 
Geoscience Ltd. discussed Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) and the 
analogue/digital interface of remote 
sensing data. Jim Thompson also 
presented the members with some useful 
information regarding GIS and micro
computer applications . 

4) December 16, 1986 - The subject of this 
program meeting focussed on the use of 
SPOT data . P. Howarth , D. Johnson, 
L. Martin and G. Holder , University of 
Waterloo, presented results of their 
work on "Spot and Other High Resolution 
Digital Data for Studying the Urban 
Rural Fringe". Terry Fisher, CCRS , 
discussed "SPOT - Canadian Reception and 
Ground Processing Capabilities at CCRS". 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Association is an active organization 
which serves members with a varied background 
in remote sensing. It provides an 
opportunity for learning and discussion 
within a group of individuals with similar 
interests. Within the context of the 



National Remote Sensing Program , OARS can 
contribute towards the dissemination and 
exchange of information from a regional 
perspective and provide a "Grass Roots" 
connection with remot e sensing users . 

APPENDIX I 

Executive: for the 1986/87 term of office: 

President: R. Pierce 
Ontario Hydro 

Past President: 

Vice- Pre sident: 

P . Howarth 
University of Waterloo 

A. Tyrie 
Erindale College 
University of Toronto 

Secretary/Treasurer: T . Erb 

Program Chairman: 

Newsletter Editor: 

Counsellors: 

Mini s try of 
Transportation and 
Communicatio ns 

E. LeDrew 
University of Waterloo 

C. Wagner 
Ontario Hydro 

L. Tarn 
Ministry of 
Transportati on and 
Communications 

R. Caven 
Consu lt3nt 

G . Boyd 
Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada 
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9.1 REPORT OF THE UN IVERSITY OF 
ALBERTA 

The Alberta Centre for Machine Intelligence 
and Robotics (ACMIR) was established at the 
University of Alberta in 1986 although a final 
funding proposal has ye t to be a ccepted. 
Activities within the Centre are organized in 
four working groups: computer vision, intel
ligent systems, robotics and control, and 
in tegrated manufacturing. The Centre has 
members from the departments of computing 
science, electrical engineering, mechanical 
engineering, chemical engineering, psychology, 
applied science in medicine and others. The 
com bined facilities for research and course 
listings of all these departments are far too 
extensive to be listed in this report. It is 
sufficient to note that a relativel y large 
proportion of effort expended by members of 
the Centre is in the area of image analysis/ 
processing. 

The ACMIR publishes a monthly newsletter 
of upcoming events and recent acquisitions. 
Further information is available from the ACMIR 
Office, Biological Sciences Building, University 
of Alberta, Edmonton, T6G 2E3. 

Environmental/resource based remote 
sensing activ it ies continue in several departments 
across the university co mmunity including 
geography, geology, comp uting science, civil 
engineering, fore st sc ience, and soil science. 
Cou rse o ffering s with in these departments cover 
the concepts and techniques of particular 
interest and application within specific depart
ments and programs. Dur ing 1986 there were 
approx imate ly 25 graduate students working on 
image processi ng a nd/or remote sensing related 
research pro jects. The resources available range 
from optic al equipment, through smaller stand
alone systems for digital anal ysis, to the 
university's main-frame facility. 

During t he past year at tention has been 
given to the acquisition of micro-based image 
processing and spat ial analysis systems. Many 
departments are developing a georeferenced 
thrust to resear ch programs. 

Although no formal coordinating body exists 
on campus to oversee all activities there has 
been considerable contact and cooperation 
between the various individuals, groups and 
de partments concerned with remote sensing. 
This is evident by the sharing of resources, 
both ph ysical and human, that takes place. 

'vl ention should also be made of the many 
remote sensing activities and programs at a 
variety of post-secondary inst itutions across 
Alberta. Colleges and Institutes of Techno logy 
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as well as other Universities (Calgary, 
Lethbridge) provide educational opportunities in 
this area. Their contri butions should be 
recognized. 

Major concerns of the academic community 
centre on the cost and availability of imagery 
(airborne and particularly satellite data) and the 
uncertain future of funding at the national level. 



9,2 REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 

B ,C, REMOTE SENSING COUNCIL - INTERDISCIPLI-
NARY PROGRAM IN REMOTE SENSING: 1986-1987 

General 

The Remote Sensing Council members 
coordinate graduate programs with a 
specialty in remote sensing which lead to 
either Master's or Ph ,D. degrees in 
Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, 
Geography, Geophysics and Astronomy, 
Forestry, Oceanography or Soil Science. 
Faculty involved directly in remote sensing 
are listed in Appendix I, 

Students enter the graduate program by 
admission as a Master's or Ph,D, candidate 
in one of the above departments. The 
discipline department and the students 
committee chairman are selected from the 
Department or Faculty which represents the 
student's primary field of interest. In 
consultation with this committee, usually 
consisting from 3 to 5 professors, 
specialized programs of study are developed 
for highly motivated and well qualified 
candidates in any aspect of remote sensing, 
or in any application of remote sensing 
technology, and can range from theoretical 
development of remote sensing technology 
(including image analysis and sensor 
development) to specialized applications of 
remote sensing ( including vegetation, land 
use analysis, G,I,S,, and meteorological 
and oceanographic studies). Graduate 
students and associated research topics 
involved in remote sensing are listed in 
Appendix II, Senior undergraduate and 
graduate level courses in various aspects 
of remote sensing are offered in the 
associated departments (Appendix III), 

Research 7aci.lities 

In the UBC Interdisciplinary program 
in remote sensing, research facilities 
(Table 1) are located in several 
departments, including Computer Science, 
Electrical Engineering, Geophysics and 
Astronomy, Geography, Forestry, 
Oceanography and Soil Science: 

Laboratory for Computational Vision 
[LCV)(Dept, Computer Science) 
Dr, R,J, Woodham, Director 

The Laboratory for Computational 
Vision supports research in 
computational vision, artificial 
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intelligence, remote sensing and other 
applications of digital image 
analysis, Groups in Computer Science, 
Forestry, Oceanography, Geography and 
Soil Sci ence rely heavily on the 
Laboratory's digital image analysis 
system. over the past six years, the 
Laboratory has evolved into a 
distributed computing environment 
based on the Unix operating system and 
an Ethernet local area network that is 
shared with other research groups in 
the Department of Computer Science. 

The laboratory provides hardware for 
raster image input, processing, 
analysis and output on video and a 
variety of film products, Since 1981, 
the main work-horse has been a DEC Vax 
11/780 running Unix, 4.2BSD, Recently, 
3 SUN 3/50 workstations, each also 
running a version of Unix 4,2BSD, have 
been added, The image display system 
is a Raster Technologies One/25 
(512x512x24 bits of RGB image memory 
plus 512x512x2 bits of graphic overlay 
memory) connected to a SUN 2/120FS, 
The SUN 2 also hosts a Matrox/Hitachi 
CCD camera/frame grabber (512x512x8 
bits), Other specialized peripherals 
include: an Optronics C-4500 colour 
film scanner/writer, a Lenco RGB to 
NTSC video encoder and an Image 
Resources Videopr int 5200 video 
hardcopy camera (with both 35 mm and 
SX-70 film systems). 

The Optronics C-4500 is a unique 
resource on campus. It is both a film 
scanner and a film writer, As a film 
scanner, it can scan colour or B&W 
film up to the dimension of a standard 
aerial photograph (23x23 cm) at a 
spatial resolution up to 12 .5 micro
meters per point, with 8 bits of 
dynamic range per colour per point, 
(A back of the envelope calculation 
reveals that a colour aerial 
photograph scanned at maximum 
resolution would produce over 1 
Gigabyte of data!) Opaque photo
graphic prints also can be scanned at 
a spatial resolution up to 100 
micrometers per point. As a film 
writer, it exposes colour or B&W film 
(4x5, 8x10, lOxlO) at a spatial 
resolution up to 25 micrometers per 
point, again with 8 bits of dynamic 
range per colour per point. 

Substantial Unix software has 
developed for this hardware, 
software library for raster 

been 
A 

image 



2 . 

3. 

manipulation, radiometric and 
geometric correction, registration, 
filtering, classification, enhancement 
and interpretation is supported using 
a standard image file representation. 
A standard graphics interface is also 
supported, extending the basic Unix 
plot film format. Our standard image 
file and graphics file software 
include interfaces to C and to 
Franzlisp and support for the Comtal 
computational vision research, [such 
as knowledge representation languages] 
which also have been developed and 
supported under Unix. A symbolics 
3650 Lisp machine has been recently 
purchased. Through a research 
contract with International Artificial 
Intelligence (IAI) we have acquired 
the 24 - bit high-resolution colour 
frame buffer option. A software loan 
agreement with Symbolics Canada has 
been signed for the Symbolics paint, 
geometry, rendering and dynamic 
animation systems. Integrating of the 
Lisp machine, and its software, into 
our existing facility is in process. 
[For further information about the 
L.c.v. contact Dr. R.J. Woodham.] 

Satellite Oceanographic Laboratory 
(SOL) 

Located in the Department of Oceano
graphy, the Satellite Oceanographic 
Laboratory main ta ins a HRPT receiving 
station for NOAA polar orbiting 
satellites. The system is supported 
by a VAX-11 /750 computer. Currently 
SOL is working toward a fully 
automated receiving station that 
requires operator intervention only to 
archive satellite passes stored on 
disk. 

The image display is based on Raster 
Technologies display uni ts - a second 
unit was recently installed to allow 
more people access to image 
processing. 

The SOL is directed by Dr. W.J. Emery, 
but since last summer, he has been on 
a leave of absence at NOAA's National 
Center for Oceanographies and 
Atmospheric Studies in Denver, 
Colorado. 

Geophysics and Astronomy Laboratory 

the Department Located in 
Geophysics and Astronomy, 

developed an Laboratory has 

of 
the 

image 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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analysis system to serve its special 
needs. The image analysis system 
consists of a VAX 11/750 computer, an 
FPS Array Processor and an 12s Image 
Display system. In the near future, 
more instrumentation will be available 
for graduate and undergraduate student 
use. The Department's remote sensing 
contact is Professor Gordon Walker. 

Geography Laboratory 

During the past year, the Geography 
Department has taken steps to include 
GIS in their teaching and research. 
New equipment is being obtained 
including a digitizer, WYSE-AT, colour 
graphics display and GIS software 
including ARC-INFO from ESRI and 
"sonnet Cad" from OMNI Forest Services 
Inc. 

Mr. Brian Klinkenberg, who expects to 
receive his Ph.D. in 1987 has been 
taken on Faculty and is in charge of 
the GIS development in Geography. 

Electrical Engineering Laboratory 

Dr. M.R. Ito is the 
sensing in the 
Equipment available 
VAX 11/750, Ramtech 

contact for remote 
E.E, Laboratory. 
for use includes a 
Display and HP9550 

Graphics Display. "several" design 
work and image display systems are on 
order, and the lab is being 
substantially upgraded to accommodate 
demands of new contract work. Current 
plans call for hiring 2 additional 
full time staff, one professional 
digital designer for system 
architecture & VLSI and another for 
pattern recognition research. 

Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory 
(FIRMS) 

Dr. P.A. Murtha is in charge of the 
"Forest Information Resource 
Management Systems" (FIRMS) recently 
evolved from the Forestry Remote 
Sensing Laboratory. From the 
stand-alone advanced MERIDIAN/PC image 
analysis workstation, and from funds 
allocated under the CFS Human 
Resources Program and the "UBC Funds 
for Excellence" program, the remote 
sensing laboratory has been upgraded 
to FIRMS. The laboratory now has 
version 3 .O of the MDA-MERIDIAN image 
analysis software, TERRASOFT and other 
GIS software, as well as digitizing 
capability and 4 independent or 
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connected workstations. All work
stations have the GIS software. 
Through the University network 
(UBCNET) operating system connection, 
the FIRMS Lab is connected to the 
VAX-11/78O in the Lab for 
Computational Vision or any of a 
number of computers connected by phone 
lines (i.e. RESORS). This connection 
provides the capability to transfer 
Satellite data, B.C. Ministry of 
Forests and Lands Intergraph file 
data, or other digital data to the 
PC's from the VAX or to send data or 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data 
from FIRMS back to the LCV. Satellite 
image data can also be entered via 
floppy discs to the hard discs in the 
PC's. 

Soil Science 

Remote sensing activities in Soil 
Science are conducted by Dr. Hans 
Schreier. Two micro-computer based 
GIS-PMAP facilities have been 
established. A research assistant 
(Ms. Jennifer Kuo) with a MSc in 
Computer Science has been hired to 
assist in a large GIS agricultural 
program. 

Selected Research Summaries 
['f'opics 'selected' by submi.ssioos froa. 
researchers.] 

A .IC. llacbrort:h 
"Knowledge Representation and 
Algorithms for Vis ion. " 

The long-term goal .is to characterize 
the knowledge necessary for visual 
perception, to determine good computational 
representations for that knowledge and to 
describe efficient algorithms for using it 
to see. o ur Mapsee systems can 
successfully interpret complex Rand drawn 
sketch maps of geographical areas. It has 
been used to give advice to an automated 
aerial image interpreter demonstrating the 
quantitative benefits of using a good model 
of spatial organization that complements 
spectral knowledge. We have carried out 
experimental and theoretical studies of the 
time / space complexity of our algorithms 
showing that they are efficient. A new 
model of vision has been proposed and non
procedural representations can lead to a 

new theory of image-based systems for 
vision and graphics. 
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R.J. lioodh-
"Photometr ic Methods for 
Image Analysis." 

The objective is to develop a 
of image formation and to apply the 
to a variety of computational vision 
Image acquisition is treated 

theory 
theory 
tasks. 
as a 

measurement process. An image 
irradiance equation is formulated to 
determine image brightness as 
a function of surface orientation, for a 
fixed surface material, scene irradiance 
and viewing geometry. Shape from shading 
algorithms inherently embody assumptions 
about surface smoothness and curvature. 
Much of my recent work has helped to make 
these assumptions explicit. This provides 
a theoretical base for determining what can 
and cannot be computed directly from 
measurements of image brightness. 

The fundamental difficulty is that an 
image does not uniquely determine the 
underlying scene. There are trade-offs in 
illumination, viewing geometry, surface 
material and shape that cannot be resolved 
in a single view. One way to augment the 
information in a single view is to use 
multiple images. Photometric stereo uses 
multiple images in a novel way. The idea 
is to obtain multiple images fror:1 the same 
viewing direction but under different 
conditions of illumination. The multiple 
brightness measurements recorded in 
successive views determine surface 
orientation locally, without smoothness or 
curvature assumptions. There is no motion 
of object or viewer. Therefore, the 
problem of matching corresponding points, 
as in binocular stereo, is avoided. 

Another way to augment the information 
in a single view is with non-image data. 
Models of the under 1 ying surface, in the 
form of a digital terrain model are used in 
remote sensing to constrain the interpreta
tion of Landsat imagery. DTM's are used to 
decouple the effects of direct solar 
irradiance, diffuse sky irradiance and path 
radiance from ground cover. An 'albedo 
map' is produced which is defined to be an 
image showing only variations due to ground 
cover. That is, all variations due to 
topography, illumination, shadows and 
viewing direction are removed. The 
practical goal of this research is to 
extend the range of terrain and imaging 
conditions that can be handled by automatic 
image analysis systems. 



P .A • llurtba 
"FIRM Appli cations t o Forest Management" 

The MERIDIA N system is an IBM 
PC/ AT-based advanced worksta tion with image 
ana lysis and map overlay capabilities. The 
system has been upgraded to FIRMS (Forest 
Information Resource Management Systems), 

The l ong-term objective is to develop 
an integrated image analysis and geographic 
information system with on-line access to 
forest attribute data in the B.c. Ministry 
of Forests IGDS data base in Victoria. 
Such a system would permit modelling 
management decisions prior to implementa
tion and assessment of the environmental 
effect of such decisions. For example it 
would be possible t o select the most 
appropriate location of a pipeline through 
an area of sensitive soils with minimal 
environmental impact. 

The short term objectives have been 
(a) to evaluate the system during 
operational use, determine software 
shortcomings, and implement software 
upgrades, and (b) to apply the system to 
remote sensing analysis problems ranging 
from mapping of the UBC Research Forest, to 
assessment of soils, to evaluation of bark 
beetle attack. 

II.If. Schreier 
"Evaluation of Remo te Sensing Techniques 
to Quantify Soil Degradation" 

Two studies were completed: 

The first one involved the quantifica
tion of soil organic matter variability in 
an agricultural field in Abbotsford, B.C. 
using spectral reflection and air-photo 
density scanning techniques. The 
quantitative remote sensing information was 
then related to the s oil fertility status. 
The results revealed that in order to make 
optimum use of fertilizers variable rates 
should be applied according to the soil 
pattern quantified by the remote sensing 
analysis. This project formed the M,Sc, 
thesis research of Mr. F. Zheng and was 
completed in February 1986. 

The second project involved similar 
research in an agricultural field near 
Ashcroft, B.C., but in this case attention 
was given to soil with l ow organic matter 
content. Good relationships were obtained 
between spectral reflection and soil 
texture and the results were used to 
improve s oil fertilizer management. This 
project was carried out in coooperation 
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with the Potash and Phosphate Institute, 
and Dr. A. van Ryswyk, Agriculture Canada, 
Kamloops. 

Other Research 

Other Faculty Members and Research 
topics are given in Table 2. Current 
graduate students and theses topics are 
given in Appendix II. 

Conclusion 

There are seven departments and nine 
faculty members in the UBC Faculty of 
Graduate Studies involved in remote 
sensing. Their activities are communicated 
via the UBC remote sensing council. There 
are seven remote sensing: image analysis:
G .I .s. laboratories with several work
stations per laboratory. Some of the 
laboratories are connected in a distribute 
network, or connected via the UBC MTS 
operating system. There are over 30 
graduate students directly involved in 
research in remote sensing or applying 
remote sensing techniques. 

Concerns 

Our major concern rests with the 
uncertain project funding picture that has 
emerged at the federal level and the 
industrial emphasis for research grants. 

Our other concerns are: 

1) the extremely 
(prohibitive) of 
airborne digital 

high 
acquiring 

data, and 

cost 
new 
the 

current inappropriate timing of any 
proposed missions, and 

2) the availability of appropriate 
sensors for remote sensing work in 
Geophysics and Astronomy has 
deteriorated and consequently 
affects research programs. 

Finally, we would like to express our 
regret at the demise of the CCRS airborne 
program since it was a necessary component 
of several research programs. Research 
grants cannot afford the current private 
industry fees for airborne data 
collection. 

Remote sensing research seems to have 
increasing emphasis on "space station 
style" remote sensing. The individual 
university researcher is increasingly out 
of the picture. CACRS and CCRS should make 
every effort to support and encourage more 
funded remote sensing research at the 
Universities by the federal government. 



Table 1 . Major equipment and software available for remote sensing research at the University 
of British Columbia. 

Lab 
No. 

Major Equipment 
Type 

1) LCV 1 - DEC Vax 11/780 
(Computer Sci) 3 - SUN 3/50 Workstations 

1 - Raster Tech. ONE/25 
image display connected 
to SUN 2/120 FS 

1 - Matrox/Hitachi CCD 
camera/frame grabber 

1 - Symbolics 3650 Lisp machine 
1 - Optronics Colormation C-4500 

color film scanner/writer 
1 - Ethernet local area network 

2) SOL 1 - Vax 11/750 
(Oceanography) 1 - HRPT Receiving Station for 

NOAA Satellites 
2 - Raster Tech Display units 

3) Geophysics and 1 - Vax 11/750 
Astronomy 1 - FPS Array Processor 

1 - 12s image Display 

4) Electrical 1 - Vax 11/750 with 
Engineering Ramtech Displays and 

HP9550 graphics display 
(Second Design Work and Image 
Display systems on order) 

5) Geography 1 - "A ST Premium" with 
Digi tiger and 
Color Graphics Display 

6) FIRMS 1 - IBM-AT, 60 Mbyte (mB) hard 
(Forestry) 1 - ITT Extra 286, 20 mB 

1 - AST Premium 286.10, 40 mB 
1 - Compaq 386, 130 mB 

4 - Image Displays 
- UBC Port for Networking to 

4 - Graphics Tablets 
3 - Printers including 

Tektronics 4696 
1 - HP Plotter (B-size) 

disk 

LCV 

- Number 9 "Revolution" Graphics 

7) Soil Science 

Board 
- Number 9 "Pro 32" Graphics Board 

1 - IBM PC-AT 
1 - AST Premium 286 

with 2 mB RAM 
1 - Digitizer 
1 - Barringer, Mark 2 

Field Spectroradiometer 
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Major Software 

- Unix 4 .2 BSD 
- plus Unix software for image 

manipulation, radiometric and 
geometric correction, registration, 
filtering, classification, enhance
ment and interpretation 

- Mapsee2 
- Symbolics paint 

- software to track receive, display 
and analyze NOAA AVHRR data 

- Software for image display and 
analysis 

- Software for image display and 
analysis. Emphasis on Radar 

- ESRI - Arc-Info 
OMNI -Sonnet Cad. 

- Meridian Ver 3.0 
- Terrasoft GIS 
- dBase III+ 
- Lotus 
- DTM 
- Kermit, etc. 

- GIS 
- PMAP 

I 

I 



Table 2. Faculty Member, Department, and Current Research Topics. 

Name 

Dr. Bill Emery 

Mr. Bruce Haggerstone 

Dr. Mabu Ito 

Mr. Brian Klinkenberg 

Dr. Alan Hackworth 

Dr. Peter Murtha 

Dr. Hans Schreier 

Dr. Gordon Walker 

Dr. Bob Woodham 

Department 

Oceanography 

Research Topics 

"Satellite Applications to 

Oceanography" 

Landscape Architecture 'Remote Sensing as applied 

to landscape analysis" 

Electrical Engineering "Pattern recognition of 

discrete objects" 

Geography 

Computer Science 

Forestry/Soil Science 

Soil Science 

Ph.D. Thesis Topic (In Progress) 

"Fractals, Landscape 

Simulation Models" 

"Knowledge representation and 

algorithms for vision" 

"FIRMS applications to forest 

management" 

"Digital analysis of vegetation 

damage" 

"Evaluation of remote sensing 

techniques to quantify soil 

degradation" 

Geophysics & Astronomy "Remote Sensing Sensor 

Development" 

Book recently published. 

[Walker, G. 1987. "Astronomical Observations and 

Optical Properties". Cambridge University Press.] 

Forestry/Computer Sci. "Photometric methods for 

image analysis" 
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Appendix I. Faculty associated with the UBC Remote Sensing Council . 

Dr. w.J. Emery, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Hawaii) 

Associate Professor 

(Oceanography) 

Mr. B. Haggerstone, M,Sc, (Harvard) 

Lecturer 

(Landscape Architecture) 

Dr. M,R. Ito, M,Sc., Ph,D.(Brit,Col.), p. Eng. 

Associate Professor 

Mr. Brian Klinkenberg 

Dr, A. Hackworth, B,A,Sc., A,M., D,Phil (Sussex) 

Professor 

Dr. P. Murtha, B.Sc.F,, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Cornell) 

Professor 

Dr. H. Schreier, B,A,, M,Sc., Ph,D. (Brit.Col.) 

Associate Professor 

Dr, G. WaJ~er, B.Sc., Ph,D. (Cantab .), FRSC 

Professor 

Dr. R.J. Woodham, B,A., M.Sc., Ph.D. (M.I,T.) 

Associate Professor 
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(Electrical Engineering) 

(Geography) 

(Computer Science) 

(Forestry/Soil Science) 

(Soil Science) 

(Geophysics & Astronomy) 

(Forestry/Computer Science) 



Appendix II. 

Department 

Computer Science 
(R .J. Woodham) 
( Al Hackworth) 

List of Graduate Students Enrolled in 1986/ 87 in the rrnr Remor,~ 
Sen .<; ing Prc>qrc-Jm in thr Vdriou s Depdrtmf'nts, /t.nti c ip.it,•d n,~~1rc•,•, 

Thesis Topic, Expected Completion Date. 

Name 

J.L. Brooks 

T. Bult 

A. Carter 

M. Majka 

R. Rensink 

Completion 
Topic Degree Date 

Computational Vision M.Sc. 

Knowledge representa- M,Sc, 
tion for Chinese 
character recognition 

Probabilistic Methods Ph,D, 
in Expert Systems 
3-D Representations 
for Computational 
Vision 

Perceptual Aspects 
of a Fractal 
Structure of Surfaces 

Ph,D, 

M.Sc. 

May 'BB 

Aug, '87 

Spring '87 

Spring '86 

Electrical Engineering* Neil Cox 
(M, Ito) 

Ph,D, 

Forestry 
(Peter Murtha) 

Forestry 
( Bob Woodham) 

Kai-Sang Ching 
Susan Pullman 
David Romalo 
Sanjay Singhal 
Irawan Soeharjono 
Ching Leong Wan 
Sammy Yick 

Grant Bracher Red Edge Analysis 
of Tree Status 

M,A.Sc, 
M,A,Sc, 
M,A,Sc, 
M,A,Sc, 
M,A,Sc. 
.'!,A,Sc, 
M,A.Sc, 

Ph,D, 

Ann Callie Chromaticity Analysis Ph,D, 
and Water Quality 
Using Ground Data and 
Satellite Imagery 

Ulf Runesson Early Detection of Ph.D. 

Arun Bansal 
( India) 

Al Banner 

John Donahue 
(USA) 

M, Gray 

Bark Beetle 

Assessment of 
Revegetation 

M,Sc. 

Computer Based Image M,Sc, 
Analysis for Early 
Detection of Spruce 
Beetle Attacked Spruce 

Detection and Analysis M.Sc. 
of Landslide Events 

Radiometric correction M,Sc, 
of satellite imagery 
for topographic and 
atmospheric effects 
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May '89 

Nov. '87 

Sept, '87 

Summer '88 

Oct. '86 

May '88 

June '86 



Appendix II (Cont'd) 

Completion 
Department 

Geography 
(Brian Klinkenberg) 

(Tim Oke) 

Name 

Gong Peng 
(PR China) 

Hans Schmid 

Topic 

GIS and Urban 
Analysis 

Remote Sensing of 
Sensible Hot Flux 

Degree 

Ph,D, 

Landscape Architecture Luc Roberge Unannounced 
Non-Thesis 

M.Sc. 
H.Sc, (Bruce Haggerstone) Dave Kaegi 

Oceanography 
(Bill Emery) 

Plant Science 
(Brian Hall) 

Soil Science 
(Hans Schreier) 

()=Supervisor's name 

Andrew Thomas Correlation Between Ph,D, 
In Situ Measured 
Plankton Distributions 
and AVHRR Imagery 

Hike Collins Estimation of Sea-Ice H,Sc, 
Motion 

Hae Yong Shin Sea-Surface 
Temperature 

Carl Feature Enhancement 
Szczechowski in AVHRR Imagery 

Paris Vachon Modelling Synthetic 

Tim Ross 

Feng Zheng 
( P ,R ,China) 

Aperture Radar 

Remote Sensing of 
Alkali Soils 

Using Spectral 
Reflection and 
Multi-dye Layer 
Pixel Values to 
Quantify Soil 
Patterns for 
Assessing Field 
Fertility Conditions 

Steve Crudge Quantifying Soil 
Erosion Using Remote 
Sensing 

Steve Smith 
(NZ) 

Modeling of Forage 
Production Using GIS 
and Remote Sensing 
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Ph,D, 

H,Sc, 

Ph,D, 

H,Sc, 

H.Sc, 

H,Sc, 

Ph,D, 

Date 

Hay '89 

Hay '88 

Sept, '88 
Spring '88 

Hay '87 

Hay '87 

Aug. '86 

Hay '86 

'88 

Fall '87 

Hay '86 

Hay '87 

April '88 



*Since this is the first time Electrical Engineering has been reported in the 
CACRS Report, below is a listing of successful Master of Applied Science Degrees 
and theses topics for last year. 

Patricia KAVANAGH 

Carl SAUNDERS 

Alfred SCHMIDT 

David TSENG 

Hans WASMEIER 

Darrell WONG 

September 1985 - August 1986 
(H.A.Sc.) 

Doppler Centroid Ambiquity Estimation for Synthetic 
Aperture Radar 

A Microprocessor Based JD Anthropometer 

Secondary Range Compression for Improved Range/ Doppler 
Processing of SAR Data with Squint 

Restoration of Random Motion Degraded Sonar Images 

Development of Tests and Preprocessing Algorithms for 
Evaluation of Speech Recognition Units 

A Hybrid Hodel of Vocal Fold Vibration with Application 
to some Pathological Cases. 
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Appendix III. Undergraduate and Graduate courses offered by various 
Departments in Remote Sensing. 

Astronomy 421 - Astronomical and Astrophysical Measurements 

Astronomy 431 - Astronomical Laboratory 

Civil Engineering 453 - Elementary Photogrammetry 

Civil Engineering 456 - Photogrammetric Surveying 

Civil Engineering 576 - Civil Engineering Uses of Aerial Photographs 

Computer Science 414 - Introduction to Computer Graphics 

Computer Science 435 - (Forestry 435) - Computer-based Image analysis for 

Forest Inventory Systems 

Computer Science 505 - Image Understanding I: Image Analysis 

Computer Science 514 - Advanced Computer Graphics 

Computer Science 525 - Image Understanding II: Scene Analysis 

Electrical Engineering 575 - Signal and Image Processing 

Electrical Engineering 466 - Digital Signal Processing Systems 

(has prerequisites) 

Forestry 422 - Forest Land Classification 

Forestry 435 - same as Computer Science 435 

Forestry 442 - Photo Interpretation of Forest Lands 

Forestry 443 - Remote Sensing in Forestry and Agriculture 

Forestry 542 - Advanced Studies in Photogrammetry 

Forestry 543 - Selected Topics in Remote Sensing 

Geography 370 - Air Photo Analysis 

Geography 372 - Cartography 

Geography 470 - Remote Sensing in Geographic Enquiry 

Geography 526 - same as Oceanography 526 

Geological Sciences 305 - Field Methods 

Oceanography 526 - Satellite Remote Sensing: Application to 

Oceanography and Meteorology 

Soil Science 417 - same as Forestry 422 

Soil Science 442 - same as Forestry 442 

Soil Science 443 - same as Forestry 443 
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9.3 REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA 

The proposed establishment of an Institute on 
Imaging and Remote Sensing and a graduate 
program on Imaging and Remote Sensing has been 
placed on hold for 1986 as a result of the 
lack of secured external funding. As stated 
in the 1985 report the infrastructure remains 
essentially in place and in position to go 
operational upon the procurement of the 
necessary funding. 

Faculty Research in Imaging Analysis 

Dr. Richard Gordon: Botany and Radiology 

The following papers on image processing 
research were published during 1986: 

Dhawan, A.P., C. Buelloni,& R.Gordon ( 1986) 
Enhancement of mammographic features by optimal 
adaptive neighborhood image processing. IEEE 
Trans. Medical Imaging MI-5(1),8-15. 

Harauz,G. ,R.Gordon& M.vanSteel (1986) 
Oblique sampling of projections for direct 
three dimensional reconstruction. Comput.Vis. 
Graphics, Image Processing 

Gordon,R. (1986) Geometric unwarping for 
detection of early breast cancer. 22nd National 
Conference on Breast Cancer, Boston, May 12-16. 

In addition the following theses on 
imaging were supervised during 1986: 

Geometric unwarping for detection of early 
breast cancer, Third Generation Image Compres
sion Techniques for Teleradiology (X.Zhou, 
Electrical engin.) 

- Neuroscopy: three dimensional computed 
tomograph y of nevi and melanomas in situ by 
transillumination. (A.Dhawan, Electrical 
Engin.) 

MAGPET: High Resolution Positron 
Tomography using Magnetic Fields (D.Rickey, 
Physics) . 
Dr . Gordon's current research as provided by 
grants from the National Cancer Institute of 
Canada and the Academic Development Fund, U. 
of Manitoba are, respectively: 3-D Digital 
Subtraction Mamography via Geometric Unwarping 
for Detection of Early Breast Cancer; and 
Focus-Free Digital Imaging for Microscopy, 
Photography and Robotic Vision. 
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Dr. Wooil Moon: Geophysics - Geological 
Sciences 

The following papers on image processing 
research were published during 1986: 

Ushah, R., Moon,W. and Singh, V. (1986) 
Hilbert Transform for Potential field data: 
Proceedings for the 55th SEG conference, 
81-87. 

Moon, W., Carswell,A., Tang,R. and Dillston, 
c. ( 1986) 
Radon transform wavefield separation for 
USP data, Geophysics, 51, 940-47. 

Current research includes: 
- Integrated geophysical imaging 

(with J. Morrish, A. Ushah) 
A theoretical framework for optimal integra
tion of 3-D data volume is being developed. 
The information spectra being investigated 
range from LANDSAT optical bands to much 
longer wavelength geophysical data sets. 
(Funded by NSERC) 

- Integrated geophysical imaging experiment 
of Sudbury Basin 
(with E. Kublick [U. of Manitoba); B.Krause, 
E. Berrer [INC07) 
Following the high resolution seismic survey 
(reflection and refraction) an integrated 
imaging experiment is in progress to re
construct the geological structure of a 
selected portion of the Sudbury basin. 
(Funded by NSERC University-Industry 
program) 

Faculty Research in Remote Sensing 

Dr. John Stewart: Botany 
Previous research (1984 and 1985) in con

junction with the Manitoba Remote Sensing 
Centre (MRSC) demonstrated that a relatively 
simple image processing technique produced 
about 75% of the information required to map 
the peat and non-peat categories at the 
1:250,000 scale. A current sabbatical leave 
is being used to upgrade skills in using Land
sat 4 and 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) and SPOT 
imagery data and ground truth verification 
procedures in peatland inventory. The in
creased resolution of the TM and SPOT imagery 
along with supervised classification procedures 
provided by the ARIES II image analysis system 
will provide improved classification of Manitoba 
peat lands. (Funded by MEM,MRSC and NSERC). 



lir. \./nn i l Monn: C:t•ophvsil's -Geol og ic.al Sci ences 

Tl1L· fol l nw in g J>R J>l' rs " " rt·mull' t>ensing 
r e,,ea rch were published du ring 1986: 

Moon, W, and Tang , R. (1986) . Ocean bottom 
friction coefficient from SEASAT-ALT data. 
Geophysical Journal (Roval Astronomical 
Societ y) , 86, 797-830 . 

Moon, \,. and \.:shah, A. (1936) . Integration 
of potential field data usin g 2-D Hilbert 
transform . European Space Agency Special 
Paper, SP-254, 1555-1562. 

Moon,\./, Tang, R. and Cloe, B.(1986). 
App l ica tion of Sa te l lite Altimeter data 
in Global GeodYnamics , European Space 
Agencv Special Paper, SP-254,1555-1562 . 

Cshah, A., Moon, W. and Singh, V. (1986). 
Application of 2-D l!ilbert Transform for 
po t en t ial field dat a interp retation . 
Proceedings fo r the 55th SEG Conference, 
81 - 87 . 

Dr. Moon is currentlY (1936-87) on 
sabbatical an d during 1986 delivered a number 
of papers, nati onally and internationallv, on 
geophysical imaging and rem o te sensing . He 
has be en selected for the Canadian Scientific 
Investiga tion Team, along with two other 
Canadian university faculties, to work with 
th e ERS-1 satellite, Hi s invo lvement is with 
the radar altimeter system during the post 
launch, comm issioning period. Following the 
comm issionin g period, Wooil and his graduate 
studen t" will applv the re su lts on the 
pr esent !,· on - going Global Geodynamic research. 

Dr. Micha Pazner: Geographv 

Dr . Pazner joined the Geographv Department 
in September, 1986 as a specialist in 
compu ter cartogra phy ; the application of 
Ar tifi cial Intelligence in geographic problem 
t>olving; ;ird i n r.eographic Information S~'s tems. 
His Ph.D. dissertation (1986, Univ. of Calif
ornia, Santa Barba ra) was titled: 
"Geog ra phi c Kn owledge Base Design and 
Implementation" 

Amon g hi s current interests are: 
- to dev elop and appl y Artificial Intelli

gence techniques for spatial commonsense 
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reasoning and geographic problem solving. 
Th ese tP c hn iqu es in vP l vl' l Ill' ;1rL•; 1s n r k1HH,.il l'd)...'.L' 

representation, cnntr nl alld Sl':irl"i,, :is wc,JJ :,s 
rule-based sy s tems (e.g. expert systems) , 
computer vision and machine learning. Other 
interests in remote sensing involve the develop
ment of Geographic In fo rmation Systems for 
microcomputer usea r,e and image processing, 
classification and pattern recognition in 
remote sensing. 

Dr. Larry Stene: Geography 

Dr. Scene's re search involves the utiliza
tion of LANDSAT, hydrometric, and hydrologic 
data to investigate th e possible rea sons for 
large-scale rive r bank erosion and the 
possibilitv of developing a predictive model 
of such erosion for the Jamuna River, 
Banglad e sh, The projec t, jointly sponsored by 
the International Development Research Cen tre 
(IDRC) and the Universities of Manitoba and 
Jahangirrragar, Savar, Bangladesh, will 
culminate in 1937. 

Short Term -Goals: 

l, External Funding for the~. of Manitoba 
Institute on Imaging and Remote Sensing 
will continue to be sought in 1987. 

2. Collaborative research projects among 
universit y departments, MRSC and t he 
private sector will be en couraged. 

List of Active Group Members 

R. Gordon 
D. Hall 
M. Hamid 
T. Henley 
W. Moon 
M. Pazner 
L. Stelle 
J. Stewart -

Botanv and Rad iologv 
Geological Sciences 
Electrical En gineering 
Natural Resources Institute 
r.eological Scien ces 
Geography 
Geography 
Botany 

M. Vaise y-Genser Assoc . Vice-Pres.Research 



9.4 RAPPORT DE L'UNIVERSITE DE SHERBROOKE 

Centre d'applications ct de recherches en tclcdctcction 
(CARTEL) avcc la collaboration de l'Uni,.:rsitc Laval 

Int roductjon 
L'cnscignement de la teledetcction a l'Univcrsite de Sherbrooke 
rel eve du departcment de geographic de la Faculte des Lettres et 
Sciences humaines, tandis que le volet recherche releve du 
Centre d'applications ct de recherches en teledetection 
(CARTEL) de Ia meme faculte. Les etudiants gradues 
participent ainsi, pendant la duree de leur etudes, au 
dcveloppement de Ia recherche par l'intermediaire de cette 
association recherche-enseignement. 

Le depanemenJ de geographic est responsable de tous Jes 
aspects relies a la formation. II comptc plusieurs professeurs 
spccialistcs de la tcledetection ou encore, dont certains aspects 
de la recherche font appel a cette discipline. C'est ainsi que 
ccrtains professeurs specialises en geographic du tiers-monde ou 
en geographic urbaine par exemple, utilisent la telcdetection 
comme outil de travail dans le cadre de leurs recherches. 

Le Centre d'applications eJ de recherches en teledetection 
(CARTEL) regroupe Ics professeurs du departcment de 
geographic qui enseigncnt en tcledctection, certains professcurs 
dont la specialite premiere n'est pas la teledetection mais qui 
utiliscnt la teledetection, des attaches de recherche, des assistants 
de recheches et des chercheurs associes qui travaillent dans Jes 
sccteurs prive ou public. 

Le CARTEL est, a l'heure actuelle, un des plus importants 
centres de recherche universitaire en teledetection au Canada, 
tant par le nombre de chercheurs qui y sont rattaches que par la 
diversite et Ia qualite de ses realisations. Fonde en 1985, le 
Centre remplace le laboratoire de teledetection du departement de 
geographic qui existait depuis 1972. En 1985, le Iaboratoire 
obtenait un statut de Centre dans l'Universite, avec une 
participation de l'Universite Laval au nivcau du conscil 
d'orientation . 

Le Centre a ete selectionne en 1985-86 pour une subvention de 
1,309,000$, repartie sur 5 ans, par le programme des Actions 
structurantcs du Ministerc de I'cnseigncment superieur de la 
science et de Ia technologie du Quebec. C'ctte subvention a 
permis d'engager 3 attaches de recherches (Dr. A Conda!, Dr. 
N. O'Neill et Dr. H. Granberg) , d 'accorder 12 bourses 
d'e tudiants, d'assurer 2 pastes de professionnels et d'ameliorer 
l'cquipement de traitement d'images, en passant au systeme 
ARIES III de Dipix , avec un Microvax II comme ordinateur de 
calcul. 

Les eauioements 
Le Centre possede un systeme de traitcment d'images DIPIX 
ARIES-III base sur Microvax II avec Jes peripheriques suivants: 
une camera de numerisation EIKONIX, une imprimate a jet 
d'cncrc ACT-II, une table de numerisation ALTEK GENTIAN 
ct une imprimante photo IMAPRO. On y retrouvc deux stations 
de travail. En plus des logiciels ARIES, le CARTEL possede 
des logiciels qu'y ont ete developpes au Centre meme. 
De plus, le Centre possede un laboratoire mobile de 
spectroradiometrie qui est utilise essentiellement pour des 
mesurcs radiometriques ou meteorologiques !ors de survols. 
Cctte station est equipee de radiometrcs (Barnes PRT-5 & JO, 
Exotech, SPOT Cimel et radiometres a bilan), de tele
thermometres et de sondes a thermistors. Les donnees sont 
enrcgistrees de fac;:on analogue ou digitale. 
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Activites de recherche 
Colloques: . . _ _ 
Au cours de l'annee, divers chcrchcurs ont part1c1pc a des 
collogues ou symposium imponants dont le !Oicmc S_ympasium 
canadicn sur la tclcdctcction a Edmonton (5 communications) ct 
le 20iemc Symposium de l'ERIM a Nairobi (3 
communications). De plus, le directcur du Centre participait en 
fin d'annee au collogue Spot/PEPS a Toulouse, ou l'on a fait le 
point sur SPOT et divers aspects du programme PEPS. 

Etudes c6tieres et marines: 
Sept (7) projets de recherche Ont ete completes OU amon,es avec 
le MAPAQ (Peches maritimes), Pares Canada, le Groupe
Conseil Roche, Peches & Oceans Canada et d'autres sur la 
teledetection de la vegetation marine, des courants de surface, de 
la derive des Iarves de crustaces et de l'cnvironnement cotier. 

Etudes de !'atmosphere par teledetection satellite et mesures au 

~:sicurs projets de recherche ont ete entrepris dans_le ~omaine 
de la modelisation du rayonnement solaire rcflcch1 par 
!'atmosphere et Ia terre dans le visible et le prochc infrarougc: 
des applications ont portees sur le developpcment de metho~es 
de corrections atmospheriqucs et sur l'etude de series 
chronologiques d'imagc Landsat. Enfin des projets de recherche 
ont egalement ete poursuivi dans Jes domaines de la teledetecuon 
radar des ressources renouvelables, de !'evolution urbaine et des 
proprictes thermiques de la surface terrestres. 

Exposition pan-canadienne sur la 1elede1ection: 
Le CARTEL est le promoteur, avec le Musce du Seminaire de 
Sherbrooke, d'une exposition sur Ia teledetection qui se tiendra a 
!'etc 87 a Sherbrooke et qui deviendra itinerante a travers le 
Canada de 1987 a 1989. 

Implications intemationales: . 
Le CARTEL a ete irnplique dans trois projcts de formauon: un 
projet sous l'egide du <;~D_I, et qui c?m~ort_ait un valet 
formation, a porte sur la teledeteetion de I uuhsauon du sol _en 
Republique Dominicaine , tandis que le Centre en collaborauon 
avec Ia finne DIGIM-Lavalin a participe a un programme de 
formation en traitement d'images pour des specialistes 
thailandais issus de diverses disciplines. Enfin, le Centre 
recevait un stagiaire du departement des sciences du sol de 
l'Institut Agronomique Hassan II du Maroc pour un stage de 
formation de longue duree. 

Proirrarnme France-Quebec: . 
Dans le cadre de la cooperation France-Quebec en cnse1gnement 
superieur et recherche en matiere de teledetection, le MESST 
sanctionnait en fin d'annee un programme d'cchange entre le 
CARTEL et le CRPE (Centre de recherches en Physique de 
!'Environnement (Paris VII). Le programme d'une duree de 
trois ans comprend des stages et des missions et implique des 
echanges possibles, par le biais d'ententes _prealablcs, avec des 
laboratoires associes tels que !'!NRA (Avignon) et le LERTS 
(Toulouse) et des organismes tels que DIGIM et Agriculture 
Canada. Le CARTEL participe aussi, conjointem_ent _avec le 
CRCS (Centre de recherches sur les communicauons de 
Sherbrooke) a un programme France-Quebec avcc !'Ecole 
nationale superieure des telecommunications de Brest. 

Proi:ramme PEPS: , , , . _ 
Une equipe de chercheurs du CARTEL a_ e_te sclecuonnee au 
terme d'un concours international pour part1c1per au programme 
preliminaire d'evaluation de SPOT (PEPS). Une autre equipc 
participe a une equipe PEPS de l'IFREMER. 



Les chercheurs mernbres du CARTEL 

Bonn, Ferdinand J., Ph .D. (Strasbourg): Application des 
donnces de teledetcction (en particulier Jes thermographies) a 
l'ctudc des sols, de la vegetation ct du microclimat. 

l.lrochu, Richard. M.Sc (Sherbrooke): Radiometric, traitcmcnt 
d'imagcs el application de la teledctection au milieu urbain. 

Cavayas, Frarn;:ois, Ph.D. (Laval): Professeur au departement 
de geographie de l'Universitc de Montreal, specialise en 
corrections radiometriques d'images et en traitement numerique. 

Conda!, Alfonso. Ph .D. (British Columbia): Attache de 
recherche au departement des sciences geodesiqucs et 
teledetection de l'Universite Laval, specialise en physique 
atrnospherique. 

Dubois, Jean-Marie, Ph.D. (Ottawa): Tele-interpretation des 
ressources naturelles, en particulier des littoraux de region froide 
ct des depots meubles quatcmaires. 

Granberg, Hardy B., Ph.D. (McGill): Couvert nival en relation 
avcc l'hydrologie et climatologie du pcrgelisol (bilan radiatif). 

Gwyn, g. Hugh J., Ph.D. (London): Application de la 
tcledetecuon aux sciences de la terre , principalement des images 
radar aux depots meubles. 

Morin, Denis, Ph.D. (Laval): Application de la telcdetection aux 
eludes urbaines. 

O'Neill, Norman T., Ph.D. (York): Physique de la teledetection 
et du rayonnement. 

Royer, Alain, Ph .D. (Grenoble): Corrections atrnospheriques, 
physique de la teledctection. 

Les chercheurs associes au Centre 
Belsher, Thomas, Ph.D. (Aix-Marseilles): Oceanographe et 
chercheur a l'IFREMER, applications de la teledetection a 
l'etude de l'environnement et de l'amenagement du littoral. 

Brown, Ronald J., Ph.D. (Manitoba): Chercheur au Centre 
canadien de teledetection, membre de l'equipe Radarsat, 
applications du radar. 

Fortin, Jean-Pierre, Ph.D. (Montpellier): Professeur a l'lnstitut 
national de la recherche scientifique (INRS-Eau), applications de 
la tclcdetection a l'hydrologie et a la meteorologic. 

Paquette, Romain, Ph.D. (McGill): Professeur au departement 
de geographic de l'Universite de Sherbrooke et specialiste du 
tiers-monde. 

Pesant, Alain, M.Sc . (Laval) : Chercheur a la station de 
recherches de Lennoxville (Agriculture Canada), spccialiste de la 
physique des sols. 

Rochon, Guy, M.Sc.A. (Laval): President de DIGIM Inc. et de 
Photosur Inc. est professeur associe a l'Universite de 
Sherbrooke et chercheur associc au Centre. 

Thomson, Keith, Ph .D. (Toronto): Professeur au dcpartement 
des sciences geodesiques et de teledctection de l'Univcrsite 
Laval, specialise dans le utilisations du radar. 
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PUBLICATIONS RECENTES / 
RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

Articles soumis ou acceptes pour publication / 
Papers submitted or accepted for publicatio11 

Royer, A., L. Charbonneau, R. Brochu, J.M. Murphy cl P.M. 
Teillct (1987): Radiometric comparison of the Landsat-5 TM and 
MSS sensors, International Journal of Remote Sensing, 
23p.(Accepte pour publication) 

Charbonneau, L., D. Morin, A. Royer (1987): Interpretation et 
analyse du paysage urbain de !'agglomeration de Montreal a 
!'aide des donnees Landsat. Revue Photo-Interpretation , 9p. 
(Accepte pour publication) 

Begin, D., Q.H.J. Gwyn et F. Bonn (1987): Radiometric 
correction of SAR images : a new algorithm, International 
Journal of Remote Sensing. (Accepte pour publication) 

Royer, A., L. Charbonneau and F. Bonn (1987): Urbanization 
and Landsat-AJbedo Change in the Windsor-Quebec Corridor 
since 1972, International Journal of Remote Sensing, 20p. 
(Soumis) 

Pinsonneault, M., J.M.M. Dubois et J.I. Ebert (1987): La 
teledetection archeologique en Amerique du Nord. Photo
Interpretation. (Soumis) 

Carignan, M . et J.M.M. Dubois (1986): L'irnage multidate: un 
outil potentiel pour la gestion du territoire agricole (Quebec, 
Canada). Photo-Interpretation. (Soumis) 

Grenier, M., E. Lambert, J.M.M. Dubois el A. Lavoie (1986): 
La telcdetection des macrophytes marins. Photo-Interpretation. 
(Soumis) 

Lavoie, A. E. Lambert, J.M.M . Dubois et L. Gendron (1986) : 
Tele-interpretation des laminaires des cotes du Quebec et 
evaluation de biomasse. Photo-Interpretation. (Soumis) 

Publications et communications / 
Publications and papers 

Articles de revue a comile de lecture I 
Papers published in refereed scientific iournals 

Carignan, M., D. Morin, R. Brochu et A. Royer (1987): 
Evaluation du potentiel de la teledetection spatiale pour l'etude 
du milieu urbain: le cas de Montreal , Revue canadienne de genie 
civil, Vol. 14, 1987, pp. 111-117. 

Carignan, M., J.M.M. Dubois, A. Pesant et F. Bonn (1986): 
Etat de croissance des cultures fourragcres caracterise par 
simulation aeroportee Thematic Mapper de Landsat-5, Canadian 
Journal of Plant Science, no.66, July 1986, pp. 773-884 

Beaudoin, A., R. Brochu et D. Morin (1986): Detection des 
changements d'utilisation du sol dus a !'urbanisation, a !'aide de 
!'analyse en composanles principales de donnees multidates 
Landsat, Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing/Journal canadien 
de teledetection, Vol.12, No.I, pp.29-38. 

Perras, S., J.M . Dubois, F. Bonn et Q.H.J. Gwyn (1986): 
Teledetection des depots meublcs avec Landsat-4 TM sur ITlc 
d'Anticosti (Quebec, Canada), Photo-Interpretation, no. 85-3, 
pp. 11-18. 



Prevost, C. ct M. Yergeau (1986): Un survol de notre plancte: 
une initiation a la photo-interpretation d'images satellites, 
CEOS, Vol. 15, No.I, 1986, pp.1-5. 

Perras, S., J.M.M. Dubois, F. Bonn el Q.H.J. Gwyn (1986): 
La cartographic des depots meubles a !'ere des satellites, 
Arpenteur-Ceometre, Vol. 13, No. 3, pp. 52-54. 

These ou roemoire I Ph.D. or MSc. Thesis 

Diakite, M. (1987): L'apport de J'image Landsat Thematic 
Mapper dans la cartographic du delta interieur du fleuve Niger 
(Mali), These de M.Sc., Departement de geographic, Universite 
de Sherbrooke, 49 p. 

Dumoulin, G. (I 987): Effets de la geometric de surface de 
champs agricoles sur des images radar aeroportees en bande X 
et C .• These de M.Sc., Departement de geographic, Universite 
de Sherbrooke, 60p. 

Girard, C. (1987): Effet de la structure geometrique du couvert 
forestier sur la reponse radar. These de M.Sc., Departement de 
geographic, Universite de Sherbrooke, 59p. 

Sirois, J. (1987) : Evaluation des donnees Landsat Thematic 
Mapper pour !'analyse de !'habitat d'hiver du cerf de Virginie 
dans le sud-est du Quebec. These de M.Sc., Departement de 
geographic, Universite de Sherbrooke, 48p. 

Lafrance, P. (1987): Evaluation de rehaussements et de 
classifications non-supervisees d'images MSS, TM et SPOT, 
pour la teledetection d'un complexe de milieux humides de l'ile 
d'Anticosti, Quebec. These de M.Sc., Departement de 
geographic, Universite de Sherbrooke, 90p. 

Hinse, M. (1986): Correction radiometrique des effets 
topographiques d'une image radar aeroportee en bande C en 
region de relief modere, These de M.Sc., Departement de 
geographic, Universite de Sherbrooke, 62p. 

Articles pubfies au complet dans des comptes rendus 
de conference avec arbitraee / Papers published io 
full refereed conference proceedioes 

Lemieux, G.-H., S. Perron, M . Labonte et F. Bonn (1986): La 
teledetection thermographique des espaces forestiers boreaux en 
regeneration apres coupe a blanc et coupe par bandes: premieres 
observations, JOe symposium canadien de teledetection, 
Edmonton, 1986, pp. 971-980. 

Sirois, J. et F. Bonn (1986): Les donnees Landsat Thematic 
Mapper en amenagement de la faune. Reference a !'habitat 
d'hiver du cerf de Virginie, JOe symposium canadien de 
tcledetection , Edmonton. 1986, pp. 423-430. 

Dumoulin, G., Q.H.J. Gwyn et F. Bonn (1986): Effets de la 
geometric de surface des champs agricoles sur des images radar 
aeroportees en bande -X et -C, JOe symposium canadien de 
teledetection, Edmonton, 1986, pp. 431-448. 

Hinse, M., Q.H.J. Gwyn et F. Bonn (1986): Corrections 
radiometriques des effets Lopographiques sur des donnees 
simulees Radarsat d'une region de relief modcre, 1 Oe 
symposium canadien de teledetection, Edmonton, 1986, pp. 449-
462. 
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Prevost, C. et M. Yergeau (1986): La teledetection au Sahel: un 
outil d'inventaire et de surveillance des ressources, / Oe 
symposium canadien de teledetection, Edmonton, 1986, pp. 927-
936. 

Fournier, L., A. Royer el F . Bonn (1986): Surface albedo 
variations due to land-use changes since 1973 in the Wertern 
Dominican Republic, 20th International Symposium on Remote 
Sensing of Environment, Nairobi (Kenya), December 4-10 
1986. (Accepte) ' 

Diakite, M., _M. Yeq~eau et F. Bonn (1986): The utility of 
Landsat TM unagery m the Inland Delta cartography of Mali , 
20th International Symposium on Remote Sensing of 
Environment, Nairobi (Kenya), December 4-10, 1986. 
(Accepte) 

Prevost, C., et M. Yergeau (1986): Remote Sensing: a tool for 
water resources management in the Sahel, 20th International 
Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment, Nairobi 
(Kenya), December 4-10, 1986. (Accepte) 

Rapports ioternes ou externes I Internal or external 
WlilLU 

Merel, A. et A. Royer (1987): Etude des aerosols au dessus des 
lacs a J'aide d'images A YHRR-NOAA, Rapport de recherche, 
21p. 

Royer, A. et L. Charbonneau (1986): Calibration radiometrique 
des capteurs TM et MSS des Landsat I a 5, Rapport de 
recherche, CARTEL, Universite de Sherbrooke, 24p. 

Royer, A. et F. Bonn (I 986): Quantitative determination of 
anthropogenic land-use change from space observations. 
Contribution to global climatic change. in A View to the Future -
Remote Sensing around the year 2000, Report of the Global 
Environment Monitoring Working Group, Addendum to the 
Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Advisory 
Commi11ee on Remote Sensing, April 1-4, 1986, Amprior 
(Ont.), pp. 14-20. 

Lavoie, A., J.M. Dubois, J. Lacroix, A. Royer et M, Carignan 
(1986): Teledetection de la circulation des eaux de surface dans 
le nord du Golfe du Saint-Laurent : application a la derive des 
larves de poissons et de crustaces, Rapport presente a Peches et 
Oceans Canada , Direction de la recherche sur Jes peches, 
Quebec, contra! OSD85-00249, 97p. 

Gratton, D. (1986): Evaluation des donnees TM de Landsat en 
glaciologie: rapport final, Recherche ejfectuce pour le compte de 
l'lnstitut National de Recherche en Hydrologie (Environnement 
Canada), Contrat KW504-5-0220, 55p. 

Lavoie, A. et J.M.M. Dubois (1986): Comportement des eaux 
de l'estuaire de la Manicouagan et de la zone marine du large par 
teledetection, Rapport presente au Groupe Conseil Roche, 
Quebec, pour Hydro-Quebec, 35 p. 



9 .5 REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
WATERLOO 

Introduction 

Remote sensing activities take place in 
several departments across campus . It is a 
principal area of research in the Department of 
Geography of the Faculty of Environmental 
Studies, and in the Departments of Systems 
Design Engineering and Civil Engineering in the 
Faculty of Engineering. A remote sensing project 
has been undertaken in the Department of Earth 
Sciences of the Faculty of Science; and in the 
Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence 
Laboratory of the Department of Systems 
Engineering there are projects of direct interest 
to remote sensing . 

There is no coordinating body within the 
University to oversee remote sensing activities . 
However, there is considerable contact and 
cooperation between the different groups. As 
demonstrated in this report, there are joint 
research projects between the different groups, 
students take remote sensing courses across 
campus, faculty participate on student advisory 
committees, and research equipment is shared 
when appropriate . 

RESEARCH FACILITIES 

1. Department of Geography 

Equipment used for research in remote 
sensing is located in the Mapping, Analysis and 
Design Area of the Faculty of Environmental 
Studies. In Figure 1, a diagrammatic layout of the 
facility is presented. The equipment was 
provided by an Ontario Board of Industrial 
Leadership and Development (BILD) Grant to R. 
Newkirk and E. LeDrew in 1982 and University of 
Waterloo / Digital Equipment Corporation (WATDEC) 
Grants to E. LeDrew and P. Howarth in 1985 and 
1986. The facility allows not only standard digital 
analysis using the Dipix ARIES Ill system, but also 
developmen t al work using the other VAX-based 
equipment. A system, known as the Mapping, 
Analysis and Design Geographic Information 
(MADGI) System, for input and output of data , and 
moving files between systems is being 
developed. Eventually, it is planned that MADGI 
will be linked into the computer cartography 

facilities , including a CalComp digitising table. 

2. Department of Systems Design Engineering 

M.E. Jernigan operates an image processing 
and vision modelling lab. with a DEC GPX-11 
with MicroVAX II workstation for software 
development. It is planned to connect the facility 
to the Engineering VAX 11/780 computers. 
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3. Department of Civil Engineering 

J. Sykes has a MASSCOMP Image Analysis 
System with PCI software, while S.I. Solomon 
operates a DEC Professional microcomputer. 

4. Department of Earth Sciences 

The department has an IBM PC-AT 
microcomputer with digitizing board for analysis 
of video images and features on aerial 
photographs. For more detailed analysis, H. 
George has made use of facilities in the Faculty 
of Environmental Studies . 

RESEARCH PROJECTS 

Cooperation between different faculties and 
departments is demonstrated by several joint 
research projects. These are described below. 
Also listed separately, are international research 
projects and individual research projects being 
undertaken by faculty members and their 
graduate students . 

In each case, the title of the project is listed, 
followed by the period of time over which the 
project will run. The agency (or agencies) 
providing financial support are indicated, with the 
amount of funding for the year 1986-87 (or 
1985-86 if the project terminated in 1986). 
Faculty and students, including their departmental 
affiliations, are recorded, and a brief description 
is given for each project. 

Cooperative Projects 

1. Image Analysis of Sea tee and Ocean Radar 
Data ( 1985-88). 
Support : Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada, Strategic Grant 
( 1986-87: $84,443). 

Faculty: M.E. Jernigan (Systems Design 
Engineering), E. LeDrew and P.J. Howarth 
(Geography) and J. Sykes (Civil Engineering) . 
Students : P. Arora, D. Hudson and G. Mclean 
(Systems Design Engineering), D.D. Johnson and 
D. Lantz (Geography), and R. Soulis (Civil 
Engineering) . 
Analysis algorithms and procedures for 
identification of sea ice type from airborne 
imagery and the mapping of movement of sea ice 
are being developed. The objective is the 
establishment of a real-time analysis system that 
will be used in navigation. 

2. Climatic and Hydrologic Monitoring using 
Satellite Imagery of the South Saskatchewan 
River Basin ( 1985-87). 
Support: Royal Canadian Geographic Society, 
Major Competitive Grant ( 1986-87: $25,000) . 
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Faculty : P.J. Howarth. E. LeDrew and J. Gardner 
(Geography). 
Students : D Gratton. B. Russon and L. Sargent 
(Geography). 
The long-term objective is to assess the use of 
satellite imagery in monitoring climatic variability. 
Vegetation stress in the Palliser Triangle. spring 
and summer snow cover and glacier margin 
fluctuations in the Rocky Mountains are being 
studied with satellite data . Temperature. 
precipitation and streamflow records are also 
being analysed. 

3. Exploration for Buried Granular Aggregates by 
Remote Sensing Techniques (1985-87). 
Support: Ontario Geoscience Research Fund. 
Faculty: H. George and M.B. Dusseault (Earth 
Sciences). and A. Kesik (Geography). 
The study involves the determination of 
anomalous radiant temperature patterns on 
thermal infrared imagery which may be caused by 
the presence of buried gravel. 

4. An Evaluation of SPOT Imagery for Detecting 
Residential Expansion on the Rural-Urban Fringe 
of Toronto, Canada (1985-87). 
Support : SPOT Image {free imagery) and the 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada (1986-87: $17,033). 
Faculty: P.J. Howarth (Geography) and L.R.G. 
Martin (Urban and Regional Planning). 
Students : G.H. Holder and D.D. Johnson 
(Geography). 

The objectives are to develop a method for 
detecting, classifying and quantifying residential 
expansion at the edge of the built city, and to 
assess the method on the basis of the time and 
costs incurred and the levels of accuracy 
obtained relative to the more conventional 
methods of acquiring data. including air 
photointerpretation and Landsat image analysis. 

5. Towards a Comparative Analysis of Rural Land 
Use in the Montreal and Toronto Regions (1986) . 
Support : Ministry of Colleges and Universities. 
Ontario - Quebec Exchange Project ( 1986-87: 
$2,000). 
Faculty: E. LeDrew and C. Bryant (Geography) . 
A series of exchange workshops focussing on 
methodologies for studying rural land use change, 
with particular emphasis on remote sensing. 

6. Land Use Change Analysis with Multiresolution 
Data ( 1985-88). 
Support : Commonwealth Scholarship and Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of 
Canada . 
Faculty : E. LeDrew and C. Bryant (Geography) . 
Stucients : T. Fung and Q. Zhang (Geography) . 
The effects of integrating remotely sensed data 
of different resolutions for change detection are 
being investigated. The emphasis is on 
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combining Landsat MSS and TM 
different dates for studies 
Waterloo/ Hamilton area. 

International Projects 

data from 
in the 

In this section, research activities are 
presented which involve faculty and/o r students 
from other countries and projects in which data 
from outside Canada are being analysed. 

7. Resource Mapping of the Sokoto-Rima Basin , 
Northeastern Nigeria ( 1985- 1988). 
Support: International Development Research 
Centre, Information Sciences/ Cooperative 
Programs ( 1986-87: $116,320). 
Faculty : R.A. Bullock, P.J. Howarth and A. Kesik 
(Geography), P.O. Adeniyi and I. Adalemo 
(Geography, University of Lagos). 
Students: P.G. Pilon (Geography), A Ajayi and A. 
Omojola (Geography, University of Lagos) . 
Landsat MSS imagery is being used to study the 
effects on agriculture and the environment of the 
construction of dams and irrigation schemes on 

the Sokoto and Rima rivers. Imagery from before 
and after construction of the dams shows the 
influence of changes in flow regime and the 
changing patterns of agriculture in the area . 

8. Remote Sensing Research and Training with 
Digital Image Processing - China (1985-1987). 
Support: International Development Research 
Centre, Information Sciences/ Cooperative 
Programs (1986-87: $15,000). 
Faculty: P.J. Howarth (Geography). 
Stucients : J. Wang (Geography) and F. Wang 
(Urban and Regional Planning). 
Two students from the People 's Republic of China 
are undertaking Ph.D. studies in the Faculty of 
Environmental Studies. 

9. Application of Remote Sensing to the 
Investigation of Water Resources of Africa 
(1985-88). 
Support: Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada ( 1986- 87: $22 ,000) 
and North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (1986-87: 
$7,000) . 
Faculty: S.I. Solomon (Civil Engineering). 
Stucients : A. Pietoniro and W. Wishart (Civil 
Engineering) 
The water resources of Africa will play a 
significant role in attempts to make this continent 
self sufficient in food production. The project will 
provide inputs to an FAO study for assessing the 
irrigation potential of Africa . Topics to be studied 
include the relationship between parameters of a 
hydrologic model and basin characteristics 
estimated from remote sensing, and the 
estimation of precipitation and runoff in 
ungauged river basins in Africa using ground 
truth combined with remotely sensed data. 



Individual Projects 

Research projects being undertaken by 
individual faculty members and the graduate 
students they are supervising are summarised in 
this section . 

10. Landsat and Airborne Digital Data for 
Studying the Physical Environment ( 1986- 88) . 
Support: Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada , Operating Grant 
(1986-87: $17,033). 
Faculty : P.J. Howarth (Geography) . 

Students : D.D. Johnson, P. Treitz and C. Wagner 
(Geography). 
A serie s of studies is being undertaken to 
determine the capabilities of high spatial and 
spectral resolution MEIS ima gery for providing 
environmental information. The studies involve 
classifi cation of coniferous forest species, the 
detection of increased concentrations of minerals 
in the soil through geobotanical sensing and an 
evaluation of imagery of different spatial 
reso!ution s for mapping land cover/ use on the 
urban/ rural fringe . 

11 . Investigation of the Role of Surface 
Characteristics in Climate Processes Using 
Remotely Sensed Imagery (1986-89). 
Support : Natural Sc iences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada , Operating Grant 
(1986-87: $17,400). 
Faculty: E. LeDrew (Geography) . 
Students : C. Duguay and D.D. Johnson 
(Geography) . 
The aim of the study is to investigate the 
potential of Landsat 5 TM imagery combined with 
radiative transfer formulations for mapping the 
monthly net radiation in alpine environments. 
Methodologies for extracting surface albedo and 
thermal emission will be investigated. Use will 
be made of dig ital elevation data. 

GRADUATE STUDENTS 

Theses Completed !!! 1986 

Listed in this section are the titles of theses 
presented and defended by graduate students 
during the past year. The degree for which they 
were studying , the department and the name of 
the supervisor are also appended. 

Johnson, D.D. "The Effects of Spatial Resolution 
on the Information Content of MEIS II Data : 
A Case Study from an Area in the Southern 
Ontario Urban-Rural Fringe ". M.A., 
Geography (Howarth). 
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McLean, G. "Hierarchial Edge Detection and 
Contextural Filtering ". MASc, Systems 
Design Engineering (Jernigan). 

Pilon , P.G. "Detecting Changes in a Semi - Arid 
Environment Using Landsat Multispectral 
Scanner Data: A Study of the Bakalori 
Irrigation Scheme, Nigeria ". M.A., Geography 
(Howarth and Bullock). 

Treitz, P.M. "The Capabilities of Two Airborne 
Multispectral Sensors for Identifying 
Coniferous Forest Species ". M.A., 
Geography (Howarth). 

Wagner, C.L. "The Use of Airborne Digital Data to 
Detect Mineral-Stressed Vegetation at Natal 
Lake, Northern Ontario ". M .A., Geography 
(Howarth). 

Walford, A. "Texture Analysis Based on a Model of 
the Visual Cortex". MASc, Systems Design 
Engineering (Jernigan). 

Wright, G. "Feature Selection for Texture Coding ". 
MASc, Systems Design Engineering 
(Jernigan). 

Zhang, 0 . "Land-Use Change Detection in the 
Kitchener-Waterloo-Guelph Region. M.A., 
Geography (LeDrew). 

Current Graduate Student Topics - Ph.~. Level 

Duguay, C. "Net Radiation Mapping of 
Mountainous Terrain Using Digital Terrain 
Data and Landsat 5 TM ". Ph.D., Geography 
(Le Drew). 

Fung, T. "Land Use Change Analysis with 
Multiresolution Remotely Sensed Data ". 
Ph .D., Geography (LeDrew) . 

Goertz, H. "Contribution of Remotely Sensed 
Data to Improving the Accuracy of 
Hydro logic Estimates". Ph.D., Civil 
Engineering (Solomon) . 

Gratton, D. "Remote Sensing Inputs 
Environmental Hazard Mapping 
Mountainous Environments ". 
Geography (Howarth) . 

to 
in 

Ph.D ., 

Holder, G.H. "Spatial Resolution Considerations 
for Mapping Land Use at the Urban/ Rural 
Fringe Using Remotely Sensed Data". Ph .D., 
Geography (Howarth) . 

Johnson, D.D. "Use of Satellite Imagery in 
Studies of Air-Sea Interaction along the 
Seasonal Sea Ice Zone of the Arctic ". Ph .D., 
Geography (LeDrew). 



Lantz , D. "Ice Classification 
Studies Using Sequential 
Ph .D .. Geography (Howarth) . 

and Movement 
Radar Images". 

Mclea n. G. "Contrast 
Processing ". Ph .D., 
Engineering (Jernigan) . 

Invariant 
Systems 

Image 
Design 

Moloney, C. "Nonlinear Processing of Images in 
Multiplicative Noise". Ph .D., Systems Design 
Eng ineering (Jernigan) . 

Montrivade, T. "Application of Remote Sensing in 
Estimation of Hydroelectric Potential in 
Sparsely Gauged Areas ". Ph.D., Civil 
Engineering (Solomon). 

Wang , F. "Towards the Development of an Expert 
System for Change Detection Using Remote 
Sensing Data ". Ph .D., Urban and Regional 
Planning (Newkirk). 

Wang, J. "Methodology for Automatic Linear 
Feature Detection from Remotely Sensed 
Data and its Application in Geologic 
Interpretation". Ph.D., Geography (Howarth). 

Zhang, Q . "Land Use Change Patterns and the 
Impact on Agricultural Policy". Ph .D., 
Geography (LeDrew). 

Graduate Student Topics - Master's Level 

Arora , P. "Texture Segmentation". M.A.Sc ., 
Systems Design Engineering (Jernigan). 

Cooper, T. "Use of Remotely Sensed Data for 
Improving Hydrological Forecasts". M.A.Sc ., 
Civil Engineering (Solomon) . 

Hudson, D. "Texture Analysis with 
Filters". M.A.Sc.. Systems 
Engineering (Jernigan). 

Adaptive 
Design 

Maclennan, M. "The Application of Fractal 
Concepts to Multispectral Digital Imagery: 
An Empirical Investigation with Application 
to Natural Land Cover Mapping". M .A., 
Geography (Howarth) . 

Pietoniro, A. "Improvements of Precipitation 
Estimation from Remotely Sensed Data in 
Africa , Using Changes in Land Surface 
Reflectance ". M.A.Sc ., Civil Engineering 
(Solomon). 

Piwowar, J. "Raster to Vector Conversion 
Efficiencies for Geographic Information 
Systems". M .A., Geography (LeDrew). 
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Sawanapon, C. "Comparison of Hydrologic Model 
Validation Re su lts Using Parameters 
Estimated by Simple Interpolation ,111<! with 
the Help of lnterpolatmn " M /\ .Sc . Civil 
Engineering (Solomon). 

Tao, T. "Use 
Operations ". 
(Solomon). 

of Robotics 
M.A.Sc , 

in 
Civil 

Hydrometric 
Engineering 

PUBLICATIONS 

Bullock, R.A., P.O. Adeniyi, I. Adalemo, P. Howarth, 
A . Kesik, B. Ajayi, A. Omojola and P. Pilon, 
1986. Resource mapping of the Sokoto 
Rima basin, Nigeria . Proceedings of the 
Badagry Meeting, International Archives of 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 
Volume 26, Part VI , 16 pp. (In press). 

Cooper, T. and S.I. Solomon, 1986. Higher 
education in remote sensing and the global 
issue of water resources assessment and 
use. International Symposium, Visions of 
Higher Education - Transnational Dialogues, 
Transformations, Zurich, Switzerland. 

George, H., M.B. Dusseault, A. Kesik and E.V. Sado, 
19867. Evaluation of MEIS II multispectral 
imagery for surlicial geologic mapping in 
the Chatam area , southwestern Ontario. 
Proceedings of the 10th Canadian 
Symposium on Remote Sensing, pp . 
141-151 . 

George, H. and M.B. Dusseault, 1986. Selection of 
optimum band-ratio triplets using statistical 
data of original single-band imagery. 
Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing, Vol. 
12, pp . 114-123. 

George, H., M. Dussea ult and A.B. Kesik, 1986. 
Exploration for buried aggregates by remote 
sensing techniques : an assessment. Ontario 
Geological Survey, Miscellaneous Paper 130, 
pp . 155- 160. 

Holder, G.H. and P.J. 
measures from a 
Report to Land 
In sti tute, Agriculture 
1986, 44 pp. 

Howarth, 1986. Tonal 
Melfort radar data set. 

Resources Research 
Canada, Ottawa, March 

Howarth, P.J. and C.S.L. Ommanney, 1986. The 
use of Landsat digital data for glacier 
inventories. Annal s of Gla c iology, Vol. 8, pp. 
90- 92 . 

Howarth, P.J ., 1986. An overview of satellite 
imagery and its use in planning. Plan 
Canada , Vol. 26, No. 7, pp. 172-179. 



Howarth, P.J., 1986. Rev iew. Paul J. Curran, 
Principles of Remote Sensing, Longman Inc .. 
New York. 1985, 282 pp . Professional 
Geographer. Vol. 38, No. 2, pp . 199-200. 

Howarth, P.J., 1986. Review. Atlas of North 
America : Space age portrait of a continent. 
National Geographic, Washington, DC. 
Canadian Geographic, Vol. 106. No. 4, p. 79. 

Howarth, P.J., 1986. Report of the 
Association of Remote Sensing 
Minutes of the Annual Meeting 
Canadian Advisory Committee on 
Sensing, Canada Centre for Remote 
Ottawa, pp . 126-127. 

Ontario 
(1985). 

of the 
Remote 

Sensing, 

Howarth. P., D. Johnson, R. Suttling, P. Treitz and 
C. Wagner, 1986. An evaluation of the MEIS 
II airborne sensor for environmental studies 
(Abstract). Program and Abstracts of the 
1986 Annual General Meeting of the 
Canadian Association of Geographers, 
Calgary, Alberta , June 1986, pp . 95-96. 

Howarth, P., J . Gardner, E. LeDrew, L. Sargent and 
B. Russon , 1986. Satellite imagery for 
developing measures of climatic variability 
from snow cover and vegetation mapping 
(Abstract) . Program and Abstracts of the 
1986 Annual General Meeting of the 
Canadian Association of Geographers, 
Calgary, Alberta, June 1986, pp. 112-113. 

Howarth, P.J. and L.R.G. Martin. 1986. An 
evaluation of SPOT imagery for detecting 
residential expansion on the urban-rural 
fringe of Toronto. Canada (PEPS Project No. 
229). Report to SPOT Image, Toulouse, 
France. December 1986, 6 pp . 

Johnson. DD. and P.J. Howarth, 1986. Effects of 
spatial resolution on MEIS data : A case 
study from the Toronto rural-urban fringe 
(Abstract). Proceedings of the 10th 
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, 
Edmonton. Alberta . Canadian Aeronautics 
and Space Institute. May 1986, p. 819. 

Kesik, A.B .. H. George and M.B. Dusseault, 1986. 
Application of MEIS II multispectral airborne 
data and CIR photography for the mapping 
of surficial geology and geomorphology in 
the Chatam area . southwestern Ontario. 
Canada. Proceedings of the 7th 
International Symposium on Remote 
Sensing for Resources Development and 
Environmental Management. ISPRS 
Comm ission VII , Enschede, Netherlands, 
August 1986 (In press). 
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Kesik, A., 1986. Operational applications of 
satellite imagery in Ontario, Canada. 
Proceedings of Seminare Euro-Carto V, 
Comite Francais de Cartographie, Paris , 
Fasc. No. 109-110. 

LeDrew, E.F., 1986. Sensitivity of the Arctic 
climate : a factor in developing strategies for 
our Arctic heritage. Environmental 
Conservation , Vol. 13, No. 3, pp. 215-228. 

LeDrew, E.F. and C. Duguay, 1986. Radiation 
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9 .6 REPORT OF THE NOVA SCOTIA COLLEGE OF 
GEOGRAPHIC SCIENCES 

Background 

The College offers an intensive, one year, 
three-semester, diploma program in the field 
of Remote Sensing Technology. Fourteen 
graduate students attended our College last 
year and received a multi-disciplinary train
ing covering a wide range of applications 
including geology, agriculture, forestry, 
and environmental studies. Cooperative pro
jects, culminating in a thesis report, were 
completed and submitted to our library and 
are available for public use. The titles of 
these reports are listed in Table II, Minutes 
of the Annual Meeting of CACRS (1986, p. 155). 
Presently, 13 graduate students from various 
regions of Canada are enrolled in the program 
and pursuing academic and practical special
ization in this field of endeavour. 

Revision of the Curriculum 

The Remote Sensing program was integrated 
with other pr ograms within the Department of 
Computer Prograrraning as of last year. Con
sequently, specialization is offered in: 
a) resource management studies of b) computer 
programming and geographic information systems 
(GISJ, utilizing remote sensing technology. 
Options specified in the attached list of 
courses (Table 1) provide an opportunity for 
students to follow the desired specialization. 
It is anticipated that the number of options . 
will increase in the future. 

Cooperative Projects 

The titles of cooperative projects 
arranged for this year are listed in TableIII 
The subject of these studies varies from 
forestry applications using Landsat Thematic 
Mapper data to geologic mapping and mineral 
exploration. Test sites for student projects 
have been selected in various localities of 
Nova Scotia and in several other provinces 
as well. 

International Student Training 

The College has offered courses in 
digital image processing and geographical 
information systems to several international 
students. A student from Thailand completed 
a course pertaining to the above subjects and 
their application to geological investigation 
and mineral exploration. Also, two soil 
scientists from India recently attended our 
College and completed a six-week, intensive 
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course which involved the utilization of dig
ital image processing and GIS in soil science 
investigation and crop feasibility studies in 
a locality adjacent to the Gandhi Reservoir, 
India. Both investigations focused on the 
processing of Landsat data in conjunction 
with other types of conventional data and 
are pertinent to the countries of origin of 
the students. 

Faculty Research 

Dr. M. s. Akhavi continues supervising 
geologic research projects conducted at the 
College. The following manuscripts have been 
submitted for publication at the 10th 
Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing by Dr. 
Akhavi in association with his graduate 
students. 

1) K. D. Kalicharren and M. s. Akhavi, 
Analysis of Airborne Infrared Data 
for Interpretive Geologic Mapping 
of the Brookfield Area, Nova Scotia. 

2) T. R, Mcinnis and M. s. Akhavi, 
Integration of Radiometric and Land
sat Digital Data for Geologic Invest
igation and Exploration, Guysborough 
Area, Nova Scotia. 

A research proposal entitled "Geologic 
Mapping and Mineral Exploration in the South 
Mountain Batholith Area, Nova Scotia, Util
izing Airborne Digital Radiometric, Magnetic 
and Landsat Data" has been submitted to 
Energy, Mines and Resources, Canada for con
sideration by M. s. Akhavi, J. F. Wightman 
and w. P. Jones. 

Mr. Edward Wedler has returned from 
Malaysia and is supervising environmental 
and radar cooperative projects. 

Other Activities 

1) Participation and presentation of a 
poster/paper display related to our remote 
sensing activities at the Nova Scotia 
Department of Mines and Energy 10th Annual 
Oper House and Review of Activities, November. 
19-20, 1986. 

2) The College is cooperating with other 
Universities in the Atlantic region to coor
dinate research and training. A proposal 
has been formulated through the Education 
Sub-Corranittee of the Maritime Remote Sensing 
Corranittee to set up a program of Radar Data 
Applications Research and Development to 
operate in the region. 



TABLE I 

THE OUTLINE OF CURRICULUM 
OF REMOTE SENSING COURSES AT COGS 

First Semester 

RS 100 

GIS 101 
RS 102 

RS 103 
GIS 103 

GIS 104 
RS 108 

Principles of Photo Interpretation and Remote 
Sensing 

Introduction to Computers 
Applications of Aerial Photography in Earth 

Resources Investigations 
Drafting and Graphic Arts 
FORTRAN Programming 

or 
Applications of GIS 
Cooperative Project 

Total Semester Hours 

Second Semester 

Hours 

160 
150 

160 
100 

150 
80 

800 

RS 200 
RS 201 
RS 202 

Remote Sensing from Space and Airborne Platforms 120 
Photographic Sensitometry and Photographic Systems 120 
Introduction to Geophysical Systems 

SCP 202 
RS 203 
RS 204 
RS 208 

or 
Scientific Applications 
Microwave Sensing 
Introduction to Image Processing and Enhancement 
Cooperative Project 

Total Semester Hours 

Third Semester 

RS 301 
RS 302 

RS 303 
RS 308 

Terrain Analysis 
Remote Sensing for Resource Management and 

Environmental Monitoring 
Advanced Digital Image Analysis 
Cooperative Project 

Total Semester Hours 

Total Program Hours 
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130 
llO 
120 
200 

800 

180 

160 
160 
300 

800 

2400 



TABLE II 

NJI.MES, ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS, COOPERATIVE PROJECTS & EXTERNAL AGENCIES 
Remote Sensing Students College of Geographic Sciences 1985 - 1986 

NAME 

G, Bourns 
BSc Physical 
Geography 
University of 
Calgary 

P, Brown 
BA Sc Geography 
Canberra College of 
Advanced Education 

D. Cameron 
BSc Geology 
St. Francis 
Xavier University 

G, Cameron 
BSc Geology 
St. Mary's 
University 

L. Dobbin 
BSc Geology 
Dalhousie 
University 

R. Faulkner 
BA Geography 
University of 
Victoria 

T, Goodwin 
BSc Geology 
Acadia University 

B. Harmeson 
BSc Geology 
Brock University 

C. Henry 
Environmental 
Technology 
University Col l ege 
of Cape Breton 

COOPERATIVE PROJECT TOPIC EXTERNAL AGENCY 

Assessing Potential Risk 
Erosion on Prince Edward 
Utilizing Remote Sensing 
Techniques 

to Lands Directorate 
Island Atlantic Region 

Jaques Whitford 
Associates 
Agriculture Canada 

Development of Techniques 
to Maximize the Information 
Content of Ships from Radar 
Imagery 

RADARSAT 
Canpolar 
Consultants Ltd. 

A Geocoded Database Integrating GSC/EMR 
LANDSAT and Airborne Radio-
Metric Imagery, for the 
Delineation of Mineral 
Occurences in the Western 
Musquodoboit Area, Nova Scotia 

Hydrogeologic Investigations 
Utilizing Digitally Enhanced 
LANDSAT Data to Locate Shallow 
Groundwater Resources in the 
Vermilion, Alberta Region 

Application of Remote Sensing 
Techniques for the Detection of 
Vegetative Base Metal Mineral
ization Stress, Gays River, 
Nova Scotia 

Alberta Remote 
Sensing Center 
Alberta Research 
Council 

Kidd Creek 
Mines Ltd, 

Description and Display of Ship RADARSAT 
Targets and Ocean Backgrounds 
in Selected SEASAT SAR Digital 
Image Subscenes 

Application of Remote Sensing Noranda 
Techniques for Mineral Explor- Exploration Co,Ltd, 
ation North Western New Brunswick 

An application of a Digital 
Geocoded Database Pertaining to 
Gold Localization, Guysborough 
County, Nova Scotia 

Marsh Species Map of Chezzet
cook Inlet Using Colour 
Photographs, Airborne MSS and 
MEIS Digital Imagery, and a 
Pre-Vegetation map as Train
ing Base 
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GSC/EMR 
RADARSAT 

Nova Scotia 
Department of 
Transportation 
Pat Lane 
Associates 



NAME 

K. Herman 
BA Physical 
Geography 
University of 
Ottawa 

W. Jones 
BSc Biology 
& Geology 
st. Francis Xavier 
University 

w. McNeil 
BSc Geology 
St, Francis Xavier 
University 

J. Mulvie 
BA Geography 
Carleton 
University 

S, Trampe 
BSc Geography 
McMaster University 

TABLE II - CONTINUED 

COOPERATIVE PROJECT TOPIC EXTERNAL AGENCY 

Enhancement and Classification CCRS 
of X and L Band Synthetic RADARSAT 
Aperture Radar Imagery from 
Winter Beaufort Sea Ice 

Geological and Geobotanical EMR/RADARSAT 
Investigations of the Liscomb 
Pluton, Nova Scotia, Utilizing 
Remote Sensing Techniques 

The Application of Airborne GSC/EMR 
Digital Radiometric and LANDSAT 
Data for Delineation of Igneous 
Phases and Mineral Exploration, 
Eastern Musquodoboit Batholith 
Area, Halifax County, Nova Scotia 

Detectability of Iceberg 
Targets from STAR-1 and 
580 Image Data Over the 
Hibernia Area Offshore, 
Newfoundland, Canada 

RADARSAT 
Convair CANPOLAR 

Consultants 
Ltd. 

ARIES Program to Compensate f0r 
Antenna Beam Pattern Effects 
on Radar Imagery 
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TABLE III 

NAMES, ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS, COOPERATIVE PROJECTS & EXTERNAL AGENCIES 
Remote Sensing Students College of Geographic Sciences 1986 - 1987 

NAME COOPBPIITIVE PROJECT TOPIC 

J, Alvi Integration of SAR, TM and GIS 
BA Geography for Landsacpe Investigations 
University of Saskatchewan 

J, T. Barbeau 
Forest Technician 
Northern Alberta 
Institute of 
Technology 

R, Bishop 
BSc Geology 
Acadia University 
(2 years) 

M. Cassidy 
Diploma in 
Renewable Resource 
Technology 

E. Cloney 
BSc Forestry 
University of 
iiew Brunswick 

w. Jca)Cl-S 
BSc Geology 
University of 
Regina 

R, E, MacDougall 
BSc Geology 
Acadia University 

K, I, March 
BSc Biology 
Dalhousie University 

Application of Landsat 
Thematic Mapper data for 
updating Forest Cover 
changes in the Red Earth 
Creek area of Alberta 

The Application of Remote 
Sensing Techniques for 
Mineral Exploration in 
the East Dalhousie Area 
of the South Mountain 
Batholith, Nova Scotia 

Assessing High Resolution 
MEISS II Data on Conifer 
Regrowth 

Forest Cover Classification 
in Annapolis County, Nova 
Scotia using Lan:3 •;at TM Cata 

Detection of Groundwater 
Discharge Areas and Soil 
Moisture Anomalies in 
South Saskatchewan 
Utilizing Landsat TM Data 

Geological Mapping and 
Mineral Exploration of the 
New Ross Area, South 
Mountain Batholith 

Suspended Sediment Measurement 
from Nova Scotian Landsat TM 
Imagery using the Chromaticity 
Technique 

Biophysical Update of the 
Seaside Adjunct using MEIS II 

EXTERNAL AGENCY 

Alberta Department 
of the Environment 
Alberta Department 
of Forestry, Wildlife 
and Lands 

Nova Scotia 
Department of 
Mines & Energy 

Petawawa National 
Forestry Institute 

Nova Scotia 
Department of 
Lards & For=<· ts 

Saskatchewan 
Research Council 

Nova Scotia 
Department of 
Mines & Energy 

CCRS - Applications 
Technology Division 

Environment Canada 
Parks Atlantic 

L. Peskett 
BSc Biology 
St, Mary's 
University 

Imagery; An Accuracy Assessment Region 

s. M, Shupe Geologic Mapping and Mineral 
BSc Geology Exploration in the West 
Dalhousie University Halifax Area of the South 

Mountajn Batholith, Nova Scotia 
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Nova Scotia 
Department of 
Mines & Energy 



NAME 

D. Wall 
BA Geography 
Bishops Unive rsity 

B. Watson 
BSc Geology 
University of 
Waterloo 

K. I. Yurach 
BSc Geography 
University of 
Saskatchewan 

TABLE III - CONTINUED 

COOPERATIVE PROJECT TOPIC 

Mapping Agricultural Areas 
at High Risk to Erosion, 
Wilmot River Watershed, P.E.I. 
using Remote Sensing and 
Geographic Information Systems 

The Creation of a Digital 
Terrain Model to Explore the 
Advantages of a 3-Dimensional 
Perspective for Interpretation 
of Remot.e Sensing Imagery 

An Evaluation of Landsat 
Thematic Mapper Imagery for 
Assessing Agricultural 
Acreages in the Melfort 
Area of Saskatchewan 
for Tax Assessment Purposes 
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EXTERNAL AGENCY 

Environment Canada 
Lands Directorate 

Memorial University 
Geography Department 

Saskatchewan 
Research Council 
Agriculture Canada 



TABLE IV 

PARTIAL LIST OF REMOTE SENSING PUBLICATIONS 
Completed at COGS, 85-86 

s. D. Melvin and M, S, Akhavi, 1985, Multisensor Remote Sensing as an Exploration 
Tool in the Cobequid Mountains Area, Nova Scotia, proc, ERIM's 4th 
Thematic Mapping Conference "Remote Sensing for Exploration Geology", 
San Francisco, California, April 1-4, 1985, pp, 265-270, 

M, S, Akhavi and F.. Wedler, 1985, Superposition of Map and Image Data to assist 
Geological Exploration and Surveying, proc, The Canadian Institute 
of Surveying (CIS), 85 Symposium, Edmonton, Alberta 

E. Wedler, 1985, Azimuthal Smear Study of Ocean Targets from the CV-580 X- and 
C-band SAR Digital Imagery, Contract Report to Canpolar Consultants 
Ltd. 20 pp. 

M. s. Akhavi and T, R. Mallinson, 1985, Groundwater and Surface Water Relation
ships Detected by Remote Sensing Data, proc. The 1st Atlantic Canada 
Symposium on Remote Sensing and Geographic Information Systems, NSLSI, 
August 16-17, 1985, pp. 79-85. 

M, s. Akhavi, 1985, The Detection of Vegetative Stress Utilizing Colour Infrared 
and Thermal. Imagery, Annapolis River Marshlands, Nova Scotia, proc. 
The 1st Atlantic Canada Symposium on Remote Sensing and Geographic 
Information Systems, NSLSI, August 16-17, 1985, pp, 109-109D, 

B, MacPherson and E. Wedler, 1985, Filter Edge Detection Technique for Geological 
Lineament Mapping, In: First Atlantic Canada Symposium on Remote Sensing 
and Geographic Information Systems, Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia 
August 16-17, 1985. 

M, S. Akhavi and R. Pollock, 1985, Interpretive Analysis of Landsat Data for 
Groundwater Development in West-Central Iran, A Case Study, In press: 
Geosat Selected Case Histories of the Successful Applications of 
Remote Sensing in Geology, 

M, s. Akhavi, 1985, Geocoded Database Investigations Utilizing Remote Sensing 
Techniques: Guysborough Area, Nova Scotia (Abst,) proc. Atlantic 
Geoscience Society, 1985 Symposium, 

E, Wedler, 1985, Summary of Environmental and Resource Mapping at Scots Bay and 
Blomidon Peninsula, Nova Scotia, Canada, In: First Atlantic Canada 
Symposium on Remote Sensing and Geographic Information Systems, 
Lawrencetown, Nova Scotia, August 16-17, 1985, 

M, S, Akhavi and E. Wedler, 1985, Applications of a GIS Analysis System Transfer 
for Digital Landsat Signature Extraction and Image Classification/ 
Enhancement in Exploration Geology, Project 318, EMR Research 
agreement Progress Summary, pp, 131-132. 

M. S, Akhavi, 1985, Application of a Geocoded Database for Geological Invest
igation and Exploration, proc, 4th ERIM Thematic Conference: 
"Remote Sensing for Exploration Geology", San Francisco, California 
April. 1-4, 1985, pp. 271-277. 
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TABLE IV - CONTINUED 

K, D, Kalicharran and M, S, Akhavi, 1986, Analysis of Airborne Infrared Data 
for Interpretive Geological Mapping of the Brookfield Area, Nova 
Scotia, proc, 10th Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, Edmonton, 
pp. 19-26, 

T, R, Mcinnis and M. s. Akhavi, 1986, Integration of Geophysical and Landsat 
Digital Data for Geologic Investigation and Exploration, proc. 
10th Canadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, Edmonton, Alberta, 
Map 5-8, 1986, pp. 11-17. 
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lU. (J PROGRESS REPORT ON ACTION TAUN BY 
CCRS AS A RESULT OF THE 1986 CACRS 
KECOHMENDAl'IONS 

(refer to Section 3.0, 
CACKS 1985 Keport for 
of recommendations 
statements) 

pages 7-17, of 
complete list 
and action 

3.1.3 Pointing policy for SPOT 

CCRS has not yet implemented a 
specific pointing policy for SPOT. 
At present, data are acquired for the 
archive in an interim configuration 
(off-nadir and PLA), except where 
there is a specific request for a 
special acquisition. CCRS must 
provide programming requests to CNES 
at least 14 days in advance of the 
pass; any external conflicts are then 
resolved and Canadian requests are 
confirmed by CNES during the next 12 
days. The satellite program is 
frozen 1 day in advance of the pass 
and can only be changed in cases of 
emergency. CCRS continues to program 
the satellite in the user requested 
configuration until it has been 
confirmed that the specified scenes 
have been acquired. 

CCRS will not program the satellite 
for special configurations unless 
there is an assured client; thus, the 
request or is obliged to purchase 
products from any acceptable scenes 
so acquired. 

CCKS will request that the PEPS 
Working Group of CACRS consider and 
recommend the preferred satellite 
configuration (pointing and modes) 
for recording into the archive. 

J.1.4 Assessment of the airborne program 

While the need for an unbiased 
evaluation of the cost/benefit of the 
airborne program is recognized, there 
is no doubt that the budget has been 
cut and that major changes in the 
mode of operations are indicated. 
The purpose of such an evaluation 
exercise might therefore be not to 
effect a reassessment of the budget, 
but rather to help promote the new 
ind us trial involvement in the 
operation of the Falcon and the DC-3. 
CCRS is asking the private sector to 
assume res pons ibili ty for the 
collect ion of data for all tasks 
previously classed as external, co-
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op, and lease. The electro-optical 
sensors, and the Convair with the 
microwave sensor package, will be 
made available to the private sector 
so that qua] l fled companies C/ln take 
advantage of this opportunity. 

3.2.1 Availability of IRIS C-band SAR 

3.2.2 

3.3.1 

The new C-band SAR has been installed 
in the Convai r and its commissioning 
is proceeding well. At the request 
of the RADARSAT Office, data have 
already been collected for 
agricultural applications in Quebec. 

In mid-March 1987, the CV-580 
successfully collected C-band SAR 
data for the LIMEX/LEWEX projects. 
Canada is participating in this large 
international experiment over the 
Labrador Sea as part of the 
RADARSAT/Radar Data Development 
Program. 

Note that IRIS is used to designate 
the MDA standard SAR product line 
(INTERA Is Star 2 uses an IRIS); the 
research SAR developed by MDA for 
CCRS is known as C-SAR (at C-band) 
and X-SAR at X-band. 

Postponement of European flights to 
1987 

The flights to Europe did not take 
place in the Fall of 1986 as had been 
proposed. The ESA project was 
reduced significantly in scope with 
only small projects being flown by 
European radars in 1986. Although 
there has been another small proposal 
to fly C-SAR for ESA in the Fall of 
1987, it is uncertain whether this 
will be supported by CCRS. These 
small projects are precursors to a 
very large agricultural and land use 
project called MAESTRO which will be 
sponsored jointly by ESA and the 
JRC/EEC in 1988. 

CCRS has agreed that the CV-580 may 
be used for a commercial project in 
Europe for six weeks beginning mid-
August 1987. 

Use of ground microwave system for 
snow cover 

It had been planned to acquire C-IRIS 
data over the ground-truthed test 
area in the winter of 1986/87 for the 
Prairie Snow Experiment, however, the 



3.3.3 

necessary funds could not be obtained 
by any group, Because of budget 
restraints, CCRS is prepared to loan 
the ground microwave system to the 
University of Saskatchewan for such 
an experiment, but funding for the 
operation of the system will have to 
be arranged by the university. 

Determination of elevations and 
contours over Arctic icefields 

The SPOT satellite can only cover up 
to 81 ° (nadir) and 84° ( off nadir); 
therefore, stereo SPOT images cannot 
be acquired higher than 81°. 
Canadian SPOT coverage from PASS is 
limited to 7!!0 (the highest point on 
the coverage circle). Consequently, 
SPOT on-board recording would not 
extend the coverage by much in 
Canada. In addition, it is 
operationally difficult to acquire 
airborne data in the high Arctic with 
the Convair or Falcon aircraft. 
Therefore, the main problem deterring 
the proper determination of 
elevations and contours over Arctic 
ice fields is the availability of the 
necessary data rather than the 
methodology for relief elevation 
extraction. While the necessary 
remote sensing technology is 
available, there is little hope that 
stereo digital imagery will be 
available in the near future for the 
regions above 80° latitude. 

3.4.3 NOAA Imagery 

All AVHRR data received by CCRS is 
stored and archived at PASS, 
Alt hough data is not catalogued, the 
order desk maintains a file of 
photographic prints of each image 
received back to 1980. Prior to 
l~l!O, the data exist on micro-film 
and has been archived. 

3.8.l Ice studies 

CCRS is entering in an ice 
application program through the RDDP 
in cooperation with the Atmospheric 
Environment Service. 

3.10.1 Ocean applications 

Ocean applications will be addressed 
through the RDDP in cooperation with 
the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. 
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3,10,4 Ocean data management system 

Studies are being undertaken under 
the RDDP, 

3.11.2 Establishment of subcommittee on GIS 

The Chairperson of CACRS will 
establish such a subcommittee with 
the specific objectives to report on 
the rapid recent developments in the 
micro-based geographic information 
systems/remote sensing applications 
for agricultural land use decision 
making, and to explore the 
development of the "best systems" for 
loc~l governments (townships and 
county levels) for Canadians and/or 
developing countries. 

3.12.2 Agricultural Data Set - Description 
and list of publications 

A general description of the Melfort 
data -set and a list of recent related 
CCRS publications is available to 
interested parties. The contact is 
Dr. R. Brown (Applications Division) 
at 1547 Merivale Road, Ottawa, 
Ontario, KlA OE4. 

3,12,3 CCRS Software 

A list of available CCRS Software 
will be compiled and published, along 
with conditions of access. 

3.12,5 Use of compact disks for data storage 

Optical recording is being evaluated 
by CCRS in many areas: CD-ROM, CD
WOM, 5 1/4" optical disk, large 
format optical disks. CCRS is 
following the new technological 
developments in Canada and abroad, 
and is aware of the potential of the 
optical disk as a low cost, 
convenient medium for storing large 
volumes of data, with access through 
a · low cost reader. The question of 
data format is being addressed by 
various working groups and 
committees, in particular the LANDSAT 
Technical Working Group and the 
Committee for Earth Observation 
Sa tel11 tes ( CEOS), in order to 
provide a common format which will be 
both industry compatible and suitable 
for various data sets, and which also 
will be used internationally. 



J.12.6 (Similar to J.12.5) 

The Image Analysis Data Base Format 
Sub working group of the !ASAI is 
presently assessing the impact of new 
storage technologies, in particular 
optical disks. CCRS has three 
projects which have a major emphasis 
on microcomputer-based image analysis 
systems, using off-the-shelf 
components. These systems will be 
used to assess the micro-based 
technology. 

J.lJ.2 Funding of Rangeland Publication 

This matter has been discussed 
between the Chairperson of the 
Rangeland Subcommittee and the 
Director, Applications Technology 
Division. In addition to support in 
kind, a modest amount of seed money 
could be contributed by CCRS. The 
suggestion of the CACRS Executive 
(October '86) regarding a resource 
contract person to write the proposed 
publication will be brought to the 
attention of the chairperson of the 
Rangeland Subcommittee, in charge of 
the publication. 

J.16.J Publicity for rangeland applications 

CCRS encourages the Rangeland 
Subcommittee to contribute to the 
professional publications and events 
cited in the recommendation, and the 
User Asistance and Marketing Unit 
will be glad to assist and advise as 
requested. 

J.17.l(b) Comparison of several methodologies 
in demonstration projects 

Dewonstration projects carried out 
under the Technology Enhancement 
Program have utilized data from a 
wide variety of sources (airborne and 
satellite) and have involved the use 
of various analysis techniques 
(visual, analog, and digital). Any 
single project, however, normally 
does employ only one particular data 
source and analysis method, since 
most of the co-operating agencies are 
unwilling to commit the additional 
time and resources required for a 
comparison of different alternatives. 
The approach to be used is decided 
through consultation between the 
principal investigator, the TEP staff 
specialist, and other experts in the 
field (where necessary) and is based 
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on the user's requirements and 
available resources. Notwithstanding 
the above, TEP staff do encourage co
operating agencies to consider using 
more than one method wherever 
feasible, and will continue to do so 
in the future. 

J.17.l(c) Assessment of utility of various 
TM bands 

The combination of TM bands for 
forestry have been published in the 
CCRS Forestry brochure, and the 
combinations for agriculture and 
geology have also been established 
and will be published shortly. 

J.17.2 Pricing policy for TM floppy 
diskettes 

In order to ensure the availability 
of TM data in this format, CCRS sent 
out a Request for Proposals to 
private industry. A number of 
proposals were received and have been 
evaluated, and CCRS is negotiating 
with the private sector for licences 
to produce TM data on floppy 
diskettes. 

3.17.4 Free TM scenes for universities 

The library of 
already provides 
institutions at no 
cost of the tapes, 
to include several 
images, suitable 
purposes. 

CCT's which CCRS 
for educational 
cost beyond the 

has been enlarged 
representative TM 

for teaching 

3.18.2 Training in use of radar data 

CCRS will enter into a contract 
(following a call for proposals) with 
an educational institution, to 
produce a 3-4 day course, to be 
repeated 4 or 5 times across the 
country, at least once per region. 
The proposed course content would be 
approximately: 33-50% technical 
(sensor, processing and analysis 
techniques), and 50-66% applications 
(interpretation) oriented. Experts 
from within CCRS will assist in 
developing the 
possibly by 
special topics. 

course 
giving 

content 
lectures 

and 
on 



11.0 Pill'ICIPAIITS IN THE AIINUAL C&<:as 
MEETING. CORNWALL. ORTilIO. 
APllIL 21-24, 1987 

Ms. Lyn D. Arsenault 
Cold Regions Remote Sensing 
Box 526 
Stittsville, Ontario 
KOA 3GO 

Mr. W.G. Best 
Manitoba Centre for Remote Sensing 
1007 Century Street, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3H OW4 

Mr. Michael Black 
Department of Municipal 

Affairs and Environment 
P.O. Box 6000 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
E3B 5Hl 

Dr Ferdinand Bonn 
Laboratoire de teledetection 
Departement de geographie 
Universite de Sherbrooke 
Sherbrooke, (Quebec) 
JlK 2Rl 

Mr. Cal D. Bricker 
Alberta Remote Sensing Center 
11th Floor, Oxbridge Place 
9820 - 106th Street, 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T5K 2J2 

Mme Dominique Bruger 
Direct rice 
Service de la Cartographie 
1995, boul. Charest ouest 
Ste-Foy, Quebec 
GU. 4H9 

Dr. Peter Crown 
Department of Soil Science 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 
TbG 2E3 

Mr. Howard Edel 
Marine Sciences Information Directorate 
Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans 
240 Sparks Street, 7th Floor w., 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA OE6 

Mr. Dan Fenety 
Agriculture Canada 
Sir John Carling Bldg. 
930 Carling Avenue 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA OCS 
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M. Jean Gauthier 
Direction des leves et de la 

cartographie 
Si~ge no. 516 
615, rue Booth 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA OE9 

Mr. Ensley A. Godby 
501 Wilbrod Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlN 5R4 

Dr. Barry Goodison 
Canadian Climate Centre 
Atmospheric Environment Service 
4905 Dufferin Street 
Downsview, Ontario 
M3H 5T4 

Mr. Frank Hegyi 
B.C. Forest Service 
Inventory Division 
Legislative Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. 
V8W 3E7 

Dr. Phil Howarth 
Department of Geography 
University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario 
N2L 3Gl 

Mr. Andrew Jano 
Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
880 Bay Street, 3rd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5S 1Z8 

Mr. Jim Kerr 
Advanced Technology Market 

Development Division 
External Affairs 
Lester B. Pearson Bldg. 
125 Sussex Drive 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIA OG2 

Dr. Jaan Kruus 
Data Acquisition Systems Branch 
Environment Canada 
Atmospheric Environment Service 
4905 Dufferin Street 
Downsview, Ontario 
M3H 5T4 

Mr. Don Leckie 
Petawawa National Forestry Institute 
Chalk River, Ontario 
KOJ lJO 



Dr. Ellsworth LeDrew 
Faculty of Environmental Studies 
University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario 
NZL JGl 

Mr. Ed Lewis 
Ocean Science & Surveys 
Department of Fisheries & Oceans 
67 Lakeshore Road 
P.O. Box SOSO 
Burlington, Ontario 
L7R 4A6 

Dr. Alex R. Mack 
Soil Research Institute 
Agriculture Canada 
Sir John Carling Bldg. 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA OCS 

Mr. Steven Matthews 
Habitat Management Section 
Wil dlife Management Division 
Government of the Northwest Territories 
Yellowknife, N.W,T. 
XlA 2L9 

Dr. Peter A. Murtha 
Faculty of Forestry 
University of British Columbia 
2075 Wesbrook Mall 
Vancouver, B.C. 
VbT lWS 

Mr. George Nassiopoulos 
Department of Renewable Resources 
Government of the Yukon 
P.O. Box 2703 
Whitehorse, Yukon 
YlA 2C6 

Mr. Lawrence Peters 
New Brunswick Remote Sensing Committee 
Department of Municipal Affairs and 

Environment 
P.u. Box bUOU 
Fredericton, N.B. 
Ull SHl 

Mr. Rick Pierce 
President 
Ontario Association of Remote Sensing 
Land Use and Environmental 

Planning Department 
Ontario Hydro 
70U University Avenue H8Bl3 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSG lXb 
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Mme Danielle Pilon 
Ministere de l'Energie et des Ressources 
Centre quebecois de coordination de 

la telede tection 
1995, boul. Charest ouest 
Ste-Foy (Quebec) 
GlN 4H9 

Dr, Richard Protz 
Department of Land Resources Science 
University of Guelph 
Guelph, Ontario 
NlG 2Wl 

M, Guy Rochon 
Departement de photogrammetrie 
Universite Laval 
C,P. 10047 - Pavillon Casault 
Ste-Foy (Quebec) 
GlK 7P4 

Mr. Vernon Singhroy 
Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
3rd Floor 
880 Bay Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSS 128 

Mr. Ian Sneddon 
Chief, Technical Program Division 
Policy and Planning Development 
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada 
Terrasses de la Chaudiere 
10 Wellington Street, North Tower 
Hull, Quebec 
KlA OH4 

Dr. Larry P. Stene 
Department of Geography 
University of Manitoba 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3T 2N2 

Mr. Jean Thie 
Director, Land Resources and Data Systems 

Branch 
Canada Lands Directorate 
Environment Canada 
20th Floor, Place Vincent Massey 
Hull, Quebec 
KlA OE7 

Dr. Keith Thomson 
President 
Association Quebecoise de Teledetection 
C.P. 12047 
Ste-Foy (Quebec) 
GlV 4C6 



Nr. Michael Trant 
Agr iculture/Natural Resources Division 
Resources, Technology & Services 

Statistics Branch 
Statistics Canada 
Main Building, Room 2106 
Tunney's Pasture 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA OT6 

Mr. Randy Trenholm 
Chief, Resources Inventories Sector 
Natural Resources Division 
Canadian International Development Agency 
7th Floor 
200 Promenade de Portage 
Hull, Quebec 
KlA OG4 

Mr. Jeff Whiting 
Saskatchewan Research Council 
30 Campus Drive 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
S7 N i.lXl 

Mr. John Wightman 
Vice-Principal 
Nova Scotia Land Survey Institute 
Lawrence town 
Annapolis County, Nova Scotia 
BOS lMO 

CCKS/CCT PEKSOHNEL 

Mailing Address/adresse postale: 

Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 
Centre canadien de teledetection 

2464 Sheffield Road 
2464 chemin Sheffield 

Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA OY7 

Mr. Ralph C. Baker 
Acting Director General 

Mlle Monique Bernier 
Scientifique 
Division des applications 

Hme Carole Boucher 
Agent de liaison, p.i. 
Planification et evaluation de la 

technologie 

Dr. Ron Brown 
Scientist 
Applications Technology Divis ion 

Mrs. Jean Game 
User Liaison Officer 
User Assistance & Marketing Unit 
Applications Technology Division 
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Mlle Diane Gareau 
Secretaire 
Division des applications 

Dr. David G. Goodenough 
Head, Methodology Section 
Digital Methods Division 

M. Florian E. Guertin 
Directeur, Division des methodes 

M. Bob Hamelin 
Conducteur/messager 
Division de l'administration 

M. Jean-Claude Henein 
Directeur, Division des applications 

Mr. Doug Heyland 
Head, Technology Enhancement Office 
Applications Technology Division 

Dr. Ed Langham 
Project Development Manager 
RADARSAT Project Office 

Ms. Jenny Murphy 
Head, Systems Section 
Digital Methods Division 

Dr. Robert O'Neil 
A/Director, Data Acquisition Division 

Dr. Surrendra Parashar 
Radar Applications Co-ordinator 
RADARSAT Project Office 

Mr. Ian Press 
Head, Satellite Operations Centre 
Data Acquisition Division 

Dr. Robert A. Ryerson 
Head, User Assistance and Marketing Unit 

M. Marcel Saint-Pierre 
Economist 
Bureau du projet RADARSAT 

Mr. Edryd Shaw 
Director, RADARSAT Project 

Ms. Pat Stewart 
Secretary 
Director General's Office 

Dr. Susan Till 
A/Head, Sensor Section 
Data Acquisition Division 



Mr. A. Leslie Whitney 
CACKS Secretariat 
Plan11ing a11d Tectinology Assessment 

Mme Carolle Yelle 
Secretariat du CCCT 
Planification et evaluation de 

la technologie 
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12.0 

ACDI: 

ACFAS: 

ACMIR: 

AERIE: 

AES: 

AFS: 

AI: 

AIMCC: 

AIMR: 

AIR: 

ALICE: 

AMI: 

APP: 

TABLE OF ACRONYMS USED IN THIS REPORT 

Agence canadienne de developpement 
international 

Association canadienne fram,aise 
pour l'avancement de la science 

Alberta Centre for Machine 
Intelligence and Robotics 

Airborne Equipment for 
Imaging of the Environment 
Research) 

Remote 
(B.C. 

Atmospheric 
(Canada) 

Environment Service 

Alberta Forest Service 

Artificial Intelligence 

Association of Ice Monitoring 
Contractors of Canada 

Airborne Imaging Microwave 
Radiometer 

Airborne V + IR Data Processing 
System (CCRS) 

Airborne Li nescan Image Processor 
(Knudsen Engineering) 

Advanced Microwave Imager 

ARIES Pixel Processor 

APT: Automatic Picture Transmission 

AQT: 

ARD: 

ARIES: 

ARSC: 

ASTM: 

ATD: 

AVHRR: 

BILD: 

Association 
teledetection 

quebecoise de 

Atmospheric Research Directorate 
(AES) 

Applied Resource Image Exploitation 
System (DIPIX) 

Alberta Remote Sensing Center 

American Society for Testing and 
Materials 

Application 
(CCRS) 

Technology Division 

Advanced Very High Resolution 
Radiometer (TIROS-N, NOAA-A to G) 

Board of Industrial Leadership and 
Development (Ontario) 
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BIO: 

C-SHARP: 

CACRS: 

CARTEL: 

CASI: 

CASP: 

C-CORE: 

CCC: 

CCRS: 

Bedford Institute of Oceanography 

Synthetic Aperture Radar System 
(CCRS) 

Canadian Advisory Committee on 
Remote Sensing 

Centre d'applications et de 
recherches en teledetection 
(Universite de Sherbrooke) 

Canadian 
Institute 

Aeronautics and Space 

Canadian Atlantic Storms Program 

Centre for Cold Ocean Research 
Engineering (Newfoundland) 

Canadian Climate Centre (AES) 

Canada Centre for Remote Sensing 

CCT: Centre canadien de teledetection 

CCTs: 

CD-ROM: 

CDA: 

CEOS: 

CFL: 

Computer Compatible Tapes 

Compact Disk Technology 

Canadian Department of Agriculture 
(now Agriculture Canada) 

Committee for Earth Observation 
Satellites (formerley IEOSC) 

Centre de foresterie des 
Laurenti des 

CFS: Canadian Forestry Service 

CHS: 

CIAR: 

CIAS: 

CIDA: 

CIMMER: 

CIR: 

Canadian Hydrographic Service 

Canadian Institute for Advanced 
Research 

CCRS Image Analysis System 

Canadian International Development 
Agency 

Centre for Mining and Mineral 
Exploration, Laurentian University 

Colour Infrared 

CIR: Colour Image Recorder (CCRS) 

CIS: 

CNES: 

Crop Information System 

Centre national d'etudes spatiales 
(France) 



COGS: 

CQCT: 

CRSS: 

CRSTI: 

CSD: 

CV: 

CWB: 

CZCS: 

DAD: 

DCPs: 

DCS: 

DDT: 

College of Geographic Sciences 
(Nova Scotia) 

Centre quebecois de coordination de 
la teledetection 

Canadian Remote Sensing Society 

Canadian Remote Sensing Training 
Institute 

Central Services Directorate (AES) 

Convair (CCRS aircraft) 

Canadian Wheat Board 

Coastal Zone Colour Scanner (NIMBUS 
7, NOSS) 

Data Accquisition Division (CCRS) 

Data Collection Platforms 

Data Collection System (LANDSAT, 
TIROS-N, SMS/GOES, NOAA) 

Department of Development and 
Tourism (Newfoundland) 

DEM: Digital Elevation Model 

DFO: 

DICS: 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
(now Fisheries and Oceans Canada) 

Dig:f.tal Image Correction System 
(CCRS) 

DMD: Digital Methods Divison (CCRS) 

DMSP: 

DPCM: 

DREP: 

DSS: 

Defense Meteorological Satellite 
Program (USAF/NOAA/USN) (previously 
called DAPP) 

Differential Pulse Code Modulation 

Defence Research Establishment 
Pacific (Canada) 

Department of Supply and Services 

DTM: Digital Terrain Model 

EDC: 

ELDO: 

EHR: 

EOSAT: 

ERBE: 

EROS Data Center 

European Launcher 
Organization 

Development 

Department of Energy, Mines and 
Resources 

Earth Observation Satellite 
Corporation 

Earth Radiation Budget Experiment 
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EROS: 

ERS: 

Earth Resources Observations System 
(U.S. Department of Interior) 

ESA Remote Sensing Satellite 

ERS: European Resources Satellites (ESA) 

ESA: 

ESRF: 

FAO: 

FIDEX: 

FIRMS: 

FLI: 

GAAP: 

European Space Agency (previously 
ELDO and ESRO) 

Environmental Studies 
Funds (a program of 
Northern Affairs Canada) 

Revolving 
Indian and 

Food and Agricultural Organization 
(U.N.) 

Floating Ice Detection Experiment 
(CCRS) 

Forest Information Resource 
Management Systems (B.C.) 

Fluorescence Line Imager (Institute 
of Ocean Sciences) 

(LANDSAT) Geological Analysis Aid 
Package (CCRS) 

GBR: Ground-Based Radiometer 

GIMMS: Global Inventory, Monitoring and 
Modelling Studies (U.S. NASA) 

GIS: Geographic Information System 

GMS: 

GOES: 

GPS: 

GRGS: 

GS: 

GSAR: 

GSFC: 

GSS: 

HCMM: 

HDDT: 

Geostationary 
Satellite 

Meteorological 

Geostationary Operational 
Environmental Satellite (NOAA) 

Global Positioning System 

Groupe de recherche de geodesie 
spatiale (France) 

Geodetic Survey Satellite (Japan) 

Generalized Synthetic Aperture 
Radar 

Goddard Space Flight Center (U.S. 
NASA) 

Gatineau Satellite Station (Canada) 

Heat Capacity Mapping Mission 
Satellite (an Application Explorer 
Mission) 

High Density Digital Tape 



HF: 

HRPT: 

HRV: 

IACRS: 

IAI: 

IASAI: 

IACP: 

IDRC: 

IFOV: 

IGARSS: 

IGBP: 

IGN: 

IISS: 

INRS: 

IPTASC: 

IR: 

IRIS: 

ISLSCP: 

ISPRS: 

High Frequency 

High Resolution Picture 
Transmission (with NOAA 2 to G & 
TIROS-N) 

High Resolution Visible 

Interagency Committee on Remote 
Sensing (Canada) 

International 
Intelligence 

Artificial 

Image Analysis System 
Artificial Intelligence (a 
Working Group) 

and 
CACRS 

Interdepartmental Committee on 
Aerial Photography 

International 
Research Centre 

Development and 

Instantaneous Field of View 

International Geographic and Remote 
Sensing Society 

International 
Programme 

Geosphere-Biosphere 

Institut geographique national 

Image Inventory Search & Summary 
(CCRS) 

Institut national de la recherche 
scientifique 

Institute of Ocean Sciences 
(Canada) 

Interprovincial/Territorial 
Advisory Subcommittee (CACRS) 

Infrared 

Integrated Radar Imaging System 
(SAR developed by MDA for CCRS) 

International Satellite 
Land-Surface Climatology Project 

International Society for 
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 

ISS: Ice Status System (AES) 

IUGS: International 
Sciences 

Union of Geological 

IWD: Inland Waters Directorate, AES 

JPL: 

JRC/EEC: 

LANDSAT: 

LDIAS: 

LEWES: 

LFC: 

LGSOWG: 

LIMEX: 

LLL(TV): 

LORAN-C: 

LRIS: 

LSP: 

MADGI: 

MAESTRO: 

MAID: 

MAPAQ: 

MCBIAS: 

MDA: 

MEIS: 

MER: 

METSIS: 
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Joint Research Centre of the 
European Economic Community 

Land Satellite (previously called 
ERTS) 

LANDSAT Digital Image Analysis 
System (CCRS) 

Labrador Extreme Waves Experiments 

Large Format 
shuttle) 

Camera (on space 

LANDSAT Ground 
Working Group 

Station Operations 

Labrador Ice Margin Experiment 
(C-CORE, Canada) 

Low-Light-Level Television 

Long Range Aid to Navigation (used 
for aerial surveys) 

Land Resources Information System 
(U.S. Army) 

Large-scale Photo (camera) 

Mapping Analysis and Design 
Geographic Information (VAX-based 
system) 

An agriculture experiment sponsored 
by JRC/EEC 

Maid-housekeeping Data Acquisition 
System (a CCRS airborne program) 

Ministere 
Pecheries 
Quebec 

de l'Agriculture, des 
et de 1' Alimentation du 

Micro-computer Based Image Analysis 
System (CCRS) 

MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates 
(Canada) 

Multispectral Electro-Optical 
Imaging Spectrometer (CCRS-AOPS) 

Ministere de l'Energie et des 
Ressources (Quebec) 

Meteorological 
Information System 
Canada/SPAR Aerospace) 

Satellite 
(TELESAT 



MI CROGAP: PC-Based Image Analysis Software 
for Geological Applications (CCRS) 

MIPS: 

MLA: 

MOMS: 

MOS: 

MOSAICS : 

MOSST: 

MOU: 

MSS Image Processing System (for 
LANDSAT) (u.s. NOAA) 

Hul t ispectral Linear Array 

Modular Opto-Electronic, 
Mul t ispectral Scanner (W. Germany) 

Marine (or Maritime) Observation 
Satellite (Japan) 

Mul t i-Observation Satellite Image 
Correction System (MDA for CCRS) 

Ministry of St a t e for Science and 
Technology 

Memorandum of Understanding 

MPB: Mountain Pine Beetle 

MRMS: 

MRS: 

MRSC: 

MRSC: 

MSS: 

MTEP: 

MUN: 

MUNCL: 

NACSM: 

NAPL: 

NASA: 

NFS: 

NHRC: 

NOAA: 

NoFC: 

Maritime Resource Management 
Service 

Mul t idiscipline 
Satellite (U.K.) 

Refurbishable 

Manitoba Remote Sensing Center 

Mari t ime Remote Sensing Committee 

Mul t ispectral Scanner 

Maritime 
Program 

Technology Enhancement 

Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Memorial Universi t y of Newfoundland 
Cartographic Laboratory 

National Advisory Committee on 
Surveys and Mapping 

National Airphoto Library (Canada) 

National Aeronautics 
Administration (USA) 

and Space 

National Farm Survey (Statistics 
Canada) 

National Hydrology Research Centre 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration ( U.S. Department of 
Commerce) 

Northern Forest ry Centre 
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NORDA: 

NORDCO: 

N-ROSS: 

Naval Oc ea n Re search & Deve l opme nt 
Activi t y (U.S. NAVY) 

Newfoundland Ocean Research and 
Development Corporation 

Navy 
(U.S. 
1988) 

Remo t e 
Navy 

Ocean Sensing Sys t em 
proposed satellite -

NRC: Nat ional Research Council 

NRCC: 

NSERC: 

NSRSC: 

OARS: 

OCRS: 

OERD: 

OSS(A): 

PASS: 

PC: 

PDA: 

PEPS: 

PFRA: 

PFRC: 

PILP: 

PIPOR: 

PLA: 

PM!: 

PNFI: 

National Research Council of Canada 

Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council 

Nova Sco t ia Remote Sensing 
Committee 

Ontario Association for Remote 
Sensing 

Ontario Centre for Remote Sensing 

Office of Energy Research and 
Development 

Office of Space Science Application 
(U.S. NASA) 

Prince Albert Satellite Station 
(Canada) 

Personal Computer 

Prospecters and Developers 
Association 

Programme d'evalua t ion preliminaire 
de SPOT 

Prairie Farm Rehabilitation 
Association 

Pacific Fore st Researc h Cen t re 
(Canada) 

Programme 
Projects 
Council) 

for Industry/Laboratory 
(Na t ional Research 

Programme for International Polar 
Oceans Research (ESA) 

Panchromatic Linear Array 

Programmable Multispectral Imager 
(Moniteq Ltd.) 

Petawawa National Forestry 
Institute (Canada) 



PUIS: 

PWC: 

Programme d 'utilisation des images 
SPOT (Quebec) 

Pacific Weather Centre (AES) 

QCR: Quick Colour Recorder 

RADARSAT: Radar Satellite (Canada) 

RBV: 

RDDP: 

REAP: 

REAP: 

RESORS: 

Return Beam Vidicon (ERTS or 
LANDSAT l to 3) 

Radar Data Development Program 
(CCRS) 

Regional Environment Assessment 
Program (a GIS in South Dakota) 

Resource Evaluation and Planning 
(Alberta Government) 

Remote Sensing On-line Retrieval 
System (CCRS) 

RFP: Request for Proposals 

RPO: RADARSAT Project Office (CCRS) 

SAGE II: 

SANIL: 

SAR: 

SC: 

SCANIQ: 

SDL: 

SEASAT: 

SHARP: 

SICORP: 

Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas 
Experiment II (ERBS) 

Systeme d' analyse des images 
LANDSAT (Universite de Sherbrooke) 

Synthetic Aperture Radar 

Statistics Canada 

Systeme conjoint 
numerique d' images 
(similar to ARIES) 

d'analyse 
de Quebec 

Satellite Data Laboratory (AES) 

Sea Sa tel11 te 

Synthetic Aperture Radar Processing 
System (CCRS) 

SPOT Image Corporation 

SIR: Spaceborne Imaging Radar 

SLAR: 

SME: 

SMl-!R: 

SPAS: 

Side Looking Airborne Radar 

Solar Mesospheric Explorer (USA) 

Scanning Multichannel (or 
Multifrequency) Microwave 
Radiometer (on SEASAT, NIMBUS-G, 
LOCSS, and NOSS) 

Shuttle Pallet Satellite (ESA) 
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SPOT: 

SPRR: 

Satellite pour I 'observation de la 
Terre 

Saskatchewan Parks and Renewable 
Resources 

SRC: Saskatchewan Research Council 

SSM/I: Special Sensor Microwave Imager 
(DMSP) (U.S. Air Force) 

SST: Sea Surface Temperature 

STAR: 

STEP: 

TEO: 

TEP: 

TM: 

TMTS: 

TOVS: 

TRIAD: 

TSS: 

UCAR: 

UNIDSK: 

UQAC: 

URSI: 

USGS: 

UTM: 

VAS: 

VIR: 

VISSR: 

Sea Ice and Terrain Assessment 
Radar (ERIM and INTERA) 

Saskatchewan Technology Enhancement 
Program 

Technology 
(CCRS) 

Enhancement Office 

Technology Enhancement Program 
(CCRS) 

Thematic Mapper (on LANDSAT-4, 5) 

Thematic Mapper 
System (CCRS) 

Transcription 

TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder 
(on TIROS-N, NOAA 6) 

Timesharing Research Image Analysis 
and Display (CCRS) 

Time-Sharing System (CCRS) 

University Corporation for 
Atmospheric Research 

Device-independent Disk File 
Format 

Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi 

Union Radio Scientific 
International 

U.S. Geological Survey 
Department of Interior) 

(U.S. 

Universal Transverse 
Projection System 

Mercator 

VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (GOES-4 
to 8) 

Visible and Infrared 

Visible and Infrared SPIN-SCAN 
Radiometer (SMS, GOES, GMS) 



WG: 

WMO: 

WORM: 

WSD: 

YTG: 

Working Group 

World Meteorological Organization 

Write Once and Read Many 

Weather Services Directorate (AES) 

Yukon Territorial Government 
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CACRS 1987 CCT 

(Written late at night during the meeting) 

GOODBYE CACRS (OR ~ISS MY GIS) 
(to the tune of Old MacDonald) 

THE MINISTER HAD AN IDEA, 
ON C - A - C - R - S 
WITH AN EDICT HERE 
AND A MANDATE THERE 
A YEA VOTE HERE, A NAY VOTE THERE 
E - I - E - I - 0 

LES "BROWN" WHITNEY PREPARED A PLAN, 
C - A - C - R - S 
WITH A COUNCIL HERE 
AND A COMMITTEE THERE 
ALL HE REALLY WANTS IS OUR BLESS 

AND IN THIS COUNCIL HE HAD SOME INDUSTRY 
INDUSTRY HERE, APPLICATIONS THERE 
SUBCOMMITTEE HERE, WORKING GROUP THERE 
C - A - C - R - S 

OUR IPTASC GROUP IS NOT INTACT 
THE NEWFIE TOOK ANOTHER TACK 
E - I - E - I - 0 
WITH A HAS BEEN HERE, A BEEN HAD THERE 
SEEK TERMS OF REFERENCE HERE, NEW MEMBER THERE 
A - I - A - I - 0 

BUT ON THE COUNCIL, NO UNI. REP 
DOMINATION HERE, PROCRASTINATION THERE 
INDUSTRY HERE, COUNCIL THERE 
C - A - C - R - S 

SIR LARRY MORLEY, FIRST D.G. 
STARTS C - A - C - R - S 
NO BUREAUCRACY, LIFE WAS FREE 
TWAS C - A - C - R - S 
VISIONARY HERE, SCIENCE COUNCIL THERE 
HERE A PROF, THERE A BOFF 
AND FINALLY WORD OF CRESS 

AULDE LEE GODBY HAD IT NEXT 
OUR C - C - R - S 
MADE LIFETIME MEMBER FOR A DAY 
SCUBA DIVING NEXT 
WITH A FRANCES HERE, AND JOAN R. THERE 
ARNPRIOR HERE AND CORNWALL THERE 
THAT'S C - C - R - S 

PERE BESCOND ONCE HAD' A THOUGHT 
E - I - E - I - 0 
AND IN THAT THOUGHT HE RAD A SPOT 
E - I - E - I - 0 
HERE A SCOT, THERE A SPOT 
BUT GOOD KANUCK DATA, THERE WAS NOT 
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ALL THE VENDORS HAD A GIS 
L-D-I-A-S 
AND WITH FERDINAND BONN, THEY COULDN'T MISS 
I-A-S-A-I 
HERE A MILLION, THERE A MILLION 
WHERE IS MARCEL MASSE'S TRILLION 
C - A - C - R - S 

(to the tune of the Volga Boatmen) 

WE THOUGHT THAT BAKER 
COULD BE OUR MAKER 
SENSED WE THAT HE WAS 
THE UNDERTAKER 

WE WANTED ACTION, PARTICIPATION 
WE LANDED ACTORS, SENSUAL CONTRACTORS 
NO AUTOMATION, JUST CONSTIPATION. 
WHERE DO WE GO NOW FROM HERE? 

(to the tune of Goodbye Ladies) 

GOODBYE CACRS 
OH, GOODBYE NACRS 
BUT LIKE PHOENIX FROM ASHES 
HELLO ANOTHER CACRS 
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